
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2014; Application No. : 013073366 ;European Union 
3095034    12/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256185]
KERRY LUXEMBOURG S.À.R.L.
17 rue Antoine Jans L-1820 Luxembourg LU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nutritional lipids for use in food industry; nutritional lipids for human foodstuffs; foaming agents; foaming agents for 
human foodstuffs; emulsifiers; emulsifiers for human foodstuffs; lipid mixtures for use as additives in foodstuffs; lipid 
mixtures for use as additives in beverages and mixes for making beverages.

3989



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

3158795    26/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262611]
AIR LIQUIDE AMERICA SPECIALTY GASES LLC.
2700 Post Oak Blve., Suite 1800 HOUSTON TX 77056 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Compressed specialty gases, namely pure gases and gas mixtures used for research, medical testing, process control, 
environmental emissions monitoring, instrument calibration and reference standard purposes, except gases sold for 
breathing purposes.

3990



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/02/2015; Application No. : 302015000005696 ;Italy 
3309833    17/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283264]
RESINDION S.R.L.
Via Roma, 55 I-20082 BINASCO (MI) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Filtering preparations for the beverages industry; activated carbon; carbon for filters; catalysts for use in chemical 
processes; catalysts for chemical and biochemical processes; filtering materials [chemical preparations]; toxic gas 
neutralizers; water-softening preparations; industrial chemicals; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for industrial 
purposes; must-fining preparations; beer-clarifying and preserving agents; oil-purifying chemicals; chemical reagents, 
other than for medical or veterinary purposes; ion exchangers [chemicals]; chemical preparations for the treatment of 
water; ion exchangers [chemicals].

3991



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

3888620    02/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411508]
IMPEXTRACO N.V.
Wiekevorstsesteenweg 38 B-2220 Heist-op-den-Berg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; chemical 
additives for fungicides for veterinary use.

3992



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

3929051    29/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419710]
Life Technologies Corporation
5791 Van Allen Way Carlsbad CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents for research, scientific, forensic or human identification use.

3993



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

3931336    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1275147]
DAI-ICHI KOGYO SEIYAKU Kabushiki Kaisha (doing business as DAI-ICHI KOGYO SEIYAKU CO., LTD.)
55, Higashi-Kubocho, Nishi-Shichijo, Simogyo-ku Kyoto 600-8873 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, science and agriculture; plant growth regulating preparations; adhesives for industrial 
purposes; actinium; americium; antimony; ytterbium; yttrium; uranium; erbium; gadolinium; gallium; californium; curium; 
samarium; dysprosium; silicon (metal element); mercury; scandium; strontium; cesium; cerium; selenium; bismuth; 
thallium; thulium; technetium; terbium; tellurium; thorium; neodymium; neptunium; berkelium; barium; fermium; 
praseodymium; francium; plutonium; protactinium; promethium; holmium; europium; radium for scientific purposes; 
lanthanum; lithium; rubidium; rhenium; sulphur (non-metallic mineral); foundry sand; kaolin; talc (magnesium silicate); 
rock salt; diatomaceous earth; acid clay; barytes (barite); saltpeter (salpetre); natural graphite; dolomite for industrial 
purposes; cryolite; bentonite; bauxite; fluorite (florspa); magnesite; alunite; rock phosphate; plastics in primary form, 
namely unprocessed plastics; wood pulp; chemiground wood pulp; sulphite pulp; groundwood pulp; dissolving wood 
pulp for manufacturing purposes; wood pulp for manufacturing purposes; dissolving pulp; flour and starch for industrial 
purposes; fertilizer; esters; surface-active chemical agents; cellulose; synthetic resins, unprocessed; chemical additives 
for industrial use; fire retardant chemicals; deodorants used in industry; chemical compositions for developing 
photographs; chemically treated test strips, other than for medical purposes; artificial sweeteners (chemical 
preparations); ceramic glazings.

3994



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

3931942    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420559]
DONGYING HI-TECH SPRING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
SHENGLI INDUSTRIAL PARK, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alkalies; carbonates; carbonic acid; esters; glycol.

3995



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

3932758    29/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420271]
RESINTECH, INC.
1 RESIN TECH PLAZA, 160 COOPER RD. WEST BERLIN NJ 080919243 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals for water treatment, water purification, water filtration, process recovery, product purification, waste treatment, 
and catalysis.

3996



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 1 
 

3938085    09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420830]
Eurotrol B.V.
Keplerlaan 20 NL-6716 BS Ede Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical and biochemical preparations for use in diagnostics and for laboratory use, products for in vitro 
diagnostics, products for the calibration of biochemical substances, all the aforesaid goods not for medical or veterinary 
purposes.

3997



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 02/02/2018; Application No. : 4425104 ;France 
3929006    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418906]
L'OREAL
14 Rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic products and make-up products.

3998



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2018; Application No. : 4020180041980 ;Republic of Korea 
3929091    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418763]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laundry preparations; cleaning, polishing and scouring preparations; essential oils; non-medicated toiletry preparations; 
make-up; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for skin care; make-up foundation; compacts 
containing make-up; non-medicated skin creams; perfumes; hair gel; lipsticks; cosmetics; lavender oil; cotton wool for 
cosmetic purposes; shampoos; cosmetic soaps; dentifrices.

3999



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

3930585    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419084]
Guangdong Yalget Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd.
Dongming Building, Jinguang South Road, Xiashan Town, Chaonan District, Shantou Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cleansing milk; stain removers; polishing preparations; sharpening preparations; essential oils; beauty masks; tissues 
impregnated with make-up removing preparations; cosmetics; dentifrices; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing 
preparations.

4000



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 201 954 ;Germany 
3931315    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418849]
MÄURER & WIRTZ GMBH & CO. KG
Zweifaller Strasse 120 52224 Stolberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps, perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions.

4001



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2018; Application No. : 87766990 ;United States of America 
3931620    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420696]
Harmonist Inc.
10736 Jefferson Blvd., 963 Culver City CA 90230 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Home fragrances; eaux de toilette; perfumes; eaux de parfum; perfume bases, namely, essential oils and flower extracts; 
perfume for linen, carpets and the atmosphere; incense; oils for perfumery; essential oils; oils for toilet purposes; bath 
oils; oils for cosmetic purposes; bases for flower perfumes; scented wood sticks for adding scent to a room; flower 
extracts sold as a component of cosmetics; scented polishing wax; scented powders for general purpose cleaning; 
cosmetics; cosmetic creams, namely, milk cream, shower cream, hand cream; lip balm not for medical use; milk for toilet 
purposes, almond milk for cosmetic purposes; powdered almond milk for cosmetic purposes; beauty mask; lotions for 
cosmetic purposes; skin care goods not for medical use, namely, skin lotion, skin cream, skin emollients, chemical peels 
for skin, fruit acid peels for skin, body polish, body balm, skin peels, non-medicated skin serum, skin clarifiers, skin 
cleansers, skin conditioners, skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes, skin lighteners, skin fresheners, skin gels 
for accelerating, enhancing or extending tans, skin masks, skin moisturizer, skin texturizers, skin toners, skin whitening 
creams; makeup; makeup remover; scented toilet water; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotion or perfumed; soaps; 
toilet soaps; cosmetic preparations for bath; bath salts; shaving goods, namely, shaving lotions, shaving creams; 
shaving preparations; shaving soaps, aftershave lotions.

4002



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 07/09/2017; Application No. : 017184789 ;European Union 
3938330    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420876]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG
c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated conditioning and care preparations for application to the hair, scalp, skin and nails; soaps; perfumes; 
perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail 
varnishes; nail varnish removers; non-medicated toilet preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations 
for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; 
facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; 
deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; 
shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes.

4003



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 07/09/2017; Application No. : 017184938 ;European Union 
3938448    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421331]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG
c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated conditioning and care preparations for application to the hair, scalp, skin and nails; soaps; perfumes; 
perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail 
varnishes; nail varnish removers; non-medicated toilet preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations 
for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; 
facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; 
deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; 
shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes.

4004



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 3 
 

 

3939166    27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421656]
Qingdao Zhengzhuang Industrial Co.,Ltd
zhengzhuang, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Abrasives; oils for perfumes and scents; cosmetics; dentifrices; incense; brush polish (terms too vague in the opinion of 
the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); soap; hair conditioners; leather wash (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); remove sear liquid (terms 
too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

4005



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2014; Application No. : 4020140065622 ;Republic of Korea 
3083574    27/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1254346]
CELLTRION, INC.
23, Academy-ro, Yeonsu-gu Incheon 406-840 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for rheumatoid arthritis; pharmaceutical preparations for cancer; pharmaceutical 
preparations for inflammations; pharmaceutical preparations for transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for 
autoimmune disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for infectious diseases.

4006



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

3110305    18/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257541]
SYMBION PTY LTD
L7, 737 Bourke St DOCKLANDS, VIC 3008 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vitamins and vitamin preparations; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, 
endocrine, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, 
hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune 
system related diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of inflammation; 
pharmaceutical preparations for treating and preventing tendon and muscle injuries and disorders, sports related injuries, 
and for knee cartilage regeneration; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of psychiatric 
diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; 
pharmaceutical preparations for treating chemical imbalances; pharmaceutical preparations for treating irritable bowel 
syndrome; pharmaceutical preparations for treating urinary tract infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; preparations for treating colds; pharmaceutical products for 
the treatment of joint disease; dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements containing fish 
oil; dietary and nutritional supplements containing krill oil; probiotic supplements; ocular pharmaceuticals; herbal topical 
creams, gels, salves, sprays, powder, balms, liniment and ointments for the relief of aches and pain; herbal supplements; 
medicinal herbal extracts for medical purposes; natural herbal supplements; anti-arthritic compositions and preparations; 
topical analgesic creams; anti-inflammatory sprays; herbal topical creams, gels, salves, sprays, powder, balms, liniment 
and ointments for the relief of aches and pain; nutritional supplements for boosting energy, reducing stress, maintaining 
cardiovascular health, assisting cognitive function, assisting in the maintenance of normal blood pressure, relieving 
sleeplessness, reducing cholesterol and supporting healthy hair, skin and nails; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary 
supplement for liver support; menstrual symptom treatment preparations; calcium supplements; glucose dietary 
supplements; lysine preparations; medicinal herb extracts; dietary supplements consisting primarily of iron; medicated 
skin preparation for use in treating eczema; therapeutic agents for weight control and appetite suppression; urinary tract 
disinfectants; medicines for the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases; medicines for intestinal disorders.

4007



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 11/12/2014; Application No. : 013552112 ;European Union 
3116303    29/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1258358]
GRENADE (UK) LTD
Arden House, Marsh Lane, Hampton in Arden, West Midlands, B92 0AJ GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Healthcare, dietary, herbal and nutritional supplements, preparations and substances; dietary food supplements; dietary 
supplemental drinks and shakes; nutritional supplement drinks and shakes; vitamins, minerals and anti-oxidants; meal 
replacement bars; food and dietary supplements for sports and performance enhancement; food and dietary supplements 
which increase energy for performance enhancement; meal replacement, weight gain and dietary supplement drink 
mixes; nutritional and dietary supplements, weight loss, thermogenic and vitamin formulas in tablet and capsule form.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

4008



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 16/01/2015; Application No. : UK00003380665 ;United Kingdom 
3151607    24/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261475]
DSG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
The Old Pump House, 35 Kensington Court Place London W8 5BJ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Disposable diapers and components thereof; absorbent core for incorporation into disposable absorbent articles, namely 
diapers and diaper-pants.

4009



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 21/01/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 009 931 ;Germany 
3244715    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272990]
VOCO GMBH
Anton-Flettner-Strasse 1-3 27472 CUXHAVEN Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO., LLP
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE, 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and materials, included in this class, in the fields of medicine and dentistry, namely direct 
and indirect restoration compounds, dental filling materials, dental anesthetics for desensitizing teeth and gums, fissure 
sealing dental resins, material for temporary dental bridges and dental crowns, dental veneers, dental composites, dental 
abrasives, dental mastics, adhesives for dentures, rubber for dental purposes, moulding wax for dentists, porcelain for 
dental protheses, dental impression materials, dental luting materials, dental liners, denture relining materials and dental 
varnishes.

4010



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 16/09/2015; Application No. : 86758862 ;United States of America 
3311338    22/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284986]
CORTENDO AB
900 Northbrook Drive, Suite 200 Trevose PA 19053 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and biological drugs.

4011



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 12/06/2015; Application No. : 86661335 ;United States of America 
3316372    14/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285801]
Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
3180 Porter Drive Palo Alto CA 94304 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
317, VARDHMAN PLAZA-I, J BLOCK RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
House mark for a line of pharmaceuticals for the treatment and prevention of cancer, psychiatric diseases and disorders, 
central nervous system conditions, pain, sleep disorders, narcolepsy, schizophrenia, and for use in oncology and 
hematology; pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the treatment of psychiatric diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central 
nervous system; pain relief medication; pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment and/or management of sleep 
disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of narcolepsy; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
schizophrenia; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology and hematology.

4012



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 08/01/2016; Application No. : 1745353 ;Australia 
3318446    13/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1287214]
Armaron Bio Pty Ltd
L1, 120 Jolimont Rd EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances; vaccines.

4013



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 716936 ;Switzerland 
3927126    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412142]
Syngenta Participations AG
Schwarzwaldallee 215 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insecticides for agricultural use.

4014



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2017; Application No. : 87723004 ;United States of America 
3927938    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419263]
Prolacta Bioscience, Inc.
757 Baldwin Park Blvd. City of Industry CA 91746 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Food for infants, namely, pasteurized and concentrated human breast milk; human milk fortifiers for infants.

4015



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 87724532 ;United States of America 
3932645    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420640]
Belle-Aire Fragrances, Inc.
1600 Baskin Rd. Mundelein IL 60060 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Odor neutralizing preparations for general use on various surfaces; odor neutralizing preparations for use on as a 
component of cosmetics and other personal care products, namely, personal deodorants and foot deodorizers and pet 
care products, namely, pet odor removers, litter boxes and pet shampoo; odor neutralizing preparations for use on, in, 
and around fabrics, carpets, textiles, basements, kitchens, restrooms, laundry chutes, trash receptacles, boats, 
automobiles, hotel, hospital, or other commercial areas, on other general surfaces and on pet bedding.

4016



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

3932664    16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420298]
JEWIM PHARMACEUTICAL (SHANDONG) CO., LTD.
Peitianmen West Street, Tai'An Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Antiseptic sprays in aerosol form for use on the skin; medicines for human purposes; chemical preparations for 
pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; drugs for medical purposes.

4017



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 87721055 ;United States of America 
3936944    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417645]
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.
171 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 300 South San Francisco CA 94080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders such as sickle cell disease; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of hypoxic and hypoxemic conditions.

4018



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : 2018/00097 ;Ireland 
3936946    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420339]
Alimentary Health Limited
Building 4400, Cork Airport Business Park, Kinsale Road Co Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medicinal drinks; medicinal food supplements; health food supplements; dietary supplements; vitamin preparations; 
protein dietary supplements; vitamin and mineral supplements; mineral food supplements; dietetic yoghurts, for medical 
use; food for babies; food supplements, namely bacteriological cultures, bacteria and preparations of bacteria; probiotic 
bacterial formulations for medical use namely, probiotic bacteria and probiotic bacterial cultures.

4019



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 6 
 

3067340    21/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1251741]
TEMPER CORPORATION
P.O. Box 1127, Persee Road FONDA NY 12068 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN & KRISHME
B-483 KNK HOUSE,MEERA BAGH,PASCHIM VIHAR,NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metal nuts; metal hardware, namely, nuts.

4020



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 30/10/2014; Application No. : 013414792 ;European Union 
3124775    02/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259571]
ANDRITZ S.A.S.
2/4, avenue de l'Europe F-78140 Vélizy-Villacoublay France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines for separation of liquid material mixtures, namely centrifuges, separators; decanter centrifuges; parts for 
centrifuges, separators and decanter centrifuges.

4021



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 27/02/2015; Application No. : 01305587 ;Benelux 
3151747    25/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261766]
CARGO MAC B.V.
Byte 14 NL-7741 MK COEVORDEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mechanical hydraulic apparatus with moveable planks for horizontal loading, unloading and transporting of goods; 
hydraulic (floor) conveyors; floor conveyors; parts and fittings for (floor) conveyors; (floor) conveyor apparatus; 
apparatus for (automatic) loading and unloading.

4022



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2014; Application No. : 2014-107870 ;Japan 
3166290    28/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263529]
TSUBAKIMOTO CHAIN CO.
3-3-3, Nakanoshima, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi 530-0005 Osaka JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Roller chains being parts of machines; transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; sprockets being parts of 
machines; transmissions for machines; idling pulleys being parts of machines; metal pulleys being parts of machines; 
cams being parts of machines; reduction gears being parts of machines; belt pulleys being parts of machines; hydraulic 
accumulators being parts of machines; hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; power transmission belts for 
machines; gears for machines; speed change gears being parts of machines; fluid couplings being parts of machines; 
hydraulic torque converters (machine elements not for land vehicles); cranes; conveyors; winches; moving walkways; 
escalators; elevators; power operated jacks; steam engine boilers; steam engine boilers for power generation, other than 
for land vehicles; sparking plugs not for land vehicles; turbines, not for land vehicles; hydraulic turbines; windmills; axles 
for machines; bearings, as parts of machines; shaft couplings as parts of machines; shock absorbers for machines; 
springs being parts of machines; brakes for machines; valves being parts of machines.

4023



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 30/07/2015; Application No. : 2015/63434 ;Turkey 
3312070    19/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284734]
SAYGILI RULMAN SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Kemalpasa O.S.B. Mahallesi, Izmir Caddesi, No:91 Izmir Turkey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
BEARINGS(PARTS OF MACHINES), ROLLER OR BALL BEARINGS

4024



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 4414371 ;France 
3926714    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418565]
ArianeGroup SAS
Tour Cristal, 7-11 Quai André Citroën F-75015 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); engines for air locomotion vehicles; rocket engines; reusable rocket 
engines; space launch vehicle engine; airplane engines; aircraft engines; space vehicle engines; propulsion systems and 
mechanisms and component parts thereof for vehicles (except those for land vehicles); turbines other than for land 
vehicles; turbocompressors; air nozzles.

4025



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

 

3927128    27/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419188]
R u w a c lndustriesauger GmbH
Westhoyeler Straße 25 49328 Melle Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vacuum cleaners for use in industry and parts thereof.

4026



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

 

3927841    23/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419287]
Notter GmbH Werkzeugbau
In den Erlen 10 75248 Ölbronn-Dürrn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Compacting and compressing machines and compacting and compressing tools; compacting and compressing tools and 
compacting and compressing machines for the manufacture of tablets, pills and capsules by compacting and/or 
compressing powder and/or granulate; compacting and compressing machines and compacting and compressing tools 
for the pharmaceutical, chemical and food industries; compacting and compressing machines and compacting and 
compressing tools with a surface coating or a protective surface coating; all the aforesaid tools as parts of the aforesaid 
machines too; machine tools and tools for machine tools; machine tools and tools for machine tools having a surface 
coating or a protective surface coating; mechanical tools with a surface coating or a protective surface coating; parts and 
components for the aforesaid goods (included in this class).

4027



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 18/12/2017; Application No. : 017613027 ;European Union 
3934485    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420356]
BOGE & Co. Maschinenhandelsgesellschaft GmbH & Co. KG
Otto-Boge-Str. 1-7 33739 Bielefeld Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Compressors, turbocompressors.

4028



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

2723505    27/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1194110]
SCHOOL ZONE PUBLISHING COMPANY
1819 Industrial Drive Grand Haven, MI 49417 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational software featuring instruction in a variety of educational disciplines for students in pre-school through sixth 
grade; tablet computers.

4029



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3073555    16/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252949]
PRECO ELECTRONICS, INC.
10335 W. Emerald Street Boise ID 83704 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radar object detection system, namely vehicle-mounted radar detector and alarm for objects surrounding the vehicle 
including any zone(s) obscured from the operator"s view.

4030



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3073568    09/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252981]
CPANEL, INC.
3131 W Alabama St Ste 100 Houston TX 770982030 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K-4, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi- 100049, New Delhi, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for facilitating the management and configuration of Internet web servers.

4031



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2014; Application No. : 86407106 ;United States of America 

3073635    06/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253039]
PLEX SYSTEMS, INC.
Suite 1400, 900 Tower Drive Troy MI 48098 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K-4, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi- 100049, New Delhi, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer application software to allow users to use mobile devices to access Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and 
workflow data.

4032



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 08/12/2014; Application No. : 86474507 ;United States of America 

3128929    05/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260642]
BLACKBERRY LIMITED
2200 University Avenue East Waterloo, Ontario N2K 0A7

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
3rd Floor, Tower B, Technopolis Building, DLF Golf Course Road, Sector - 54, Gurgaon - 122 002 (Haryana), India.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2694099

IR DIVISION
Computer software in the field of enterprise mobility management (EMM) for mobile device management, mobile 
application management, mobile security management and mobile information management; computer software in the 
field of enterprise mobility management (EMM) for the operation, management, security and maintenance of enterprise 
networks; computer network connectivity software, namely, software and middleware used to allow enterprise software 
applications to interface with mobile and remote devices and to allow connectivity, memory storage, and device 
management, all via a computer network.

4033



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3310395    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284988]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mobile telephones; digital cameras; portable media player; portable computers; wireless headsets for mobile phones, 
smart phones and tablet computers; rechargeable batteries; battery chargers; leather cases for mobile phones, smart 
phones and tablet computers; flip covers for mobile phones, smart phone and tablet computers; tablet computers; 
television receivers; audio component systems comprised of surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, stereo tuners, 
sound mixers, equalisers, audio recorders and radios; digital set-top boxes; DVD players; light emitting diode displays; 
computer monitors; 3D eye glasses; computers; printers for computers; semiconductors; computer application programs 
for mobile; computer software, recorded; computer program, recorded; image sensors for photographic devices; image 
sensors for video cameras; camera image sensors for smartphones; camera image sensors for tablet computers; camera 
image sensors for mobile telephones.

4034



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3902552    17/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414338]
AIRSPAN NETWORKS INC.
777 Yamato Road, Suite 310 Boca Raton Florida 33431 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunications equipment; electronic hardware and computer software for providing both wireless access to 
telecommunications subscribers and a variety of vertical markets and backhaul into telecommunications networks.

4035



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3926748    30/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419626]
Hipcam Ltd.
11 Gush Etzion street 5403011 Givat Shemuel Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for processing, streaming, analyzing, displaying and storing digital video and audio; computer 
application software for displaying and processing video and audio streaming; computer application software for remote 
controlling of camera settings; wireless digital video monitoring cameras; electronic temperature, humidity and tight 
sensors; camera stands; touch screens for cameras.

4036



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3927857    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419349]
MTS Systems Corporation
14000 Technology Drive Eden Prairie MN 5534-4229 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Testing apparatuses for applying mechanical loads and displacements to determine mechanical properties of materials, 
components and structures, and parts therefor, namely, actuators.

4037



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/10/2017; Application No. : UK00003263733 ;United Kingdom 

3927883    13/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419337]
Miles Freeman
c/o Aurelius Environmental Limited, St Georges Works, Bradleys Lane Dudley, West Midlands DY4 9EZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lead-acid batteries; grids for lead-acid batteries; plates for lead-acid batteries; plastic casings for lead-acid batteries; 
paste for lead-acid batteries; leady oxide paste for lead-acid batteries.

4038



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No. : 4020180086065 ;Republic of Korea 

3930186    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419680]
YANG, HONG SUN
B-508, 110, Uisadang-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul 07322 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software that permits games to be played; recorded messenger program; intelligence application program for 
downloadable wireless terminal; downloadable smart phone application [software]; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; databases software applications; computer application 
software for digital or electronic tablets; recorded game software for mobile phones; software for smart TV [application]; 
smart phone application [software]; application software for smart phone; computer software for application and database 
integration; operating system programs; computer application software for mobile phones; computer application software; 
computer software.

4039



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3931298    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419969]
APPLE INC.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable on-line magazine featuring information in the corporate, high technology, entertainment and tourism 
industries.

4040



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3932742    06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420454]
MGM WIRELESS HOLDINGS PTY LTD
154 Fullarton Rd ROSE PARK SA 5067 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smart watches; computers; computer peripheral devices; computer hardware; hand held computers; handheld digital 
electronic devices and software related thereto; handheld mobile digital electronic devices capable of providing access to 
the Internet and for the sending, receiving, and storing of telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital data; electronic 
handheld units for the wireless receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages, and electronic devices that 
enable the user to keep track of or manage personal information; earphones, headphones; audio speakers; microphones; 
audio components and accessories; modems; network communication apparatus; electronic communication equipment 
and instruments; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; global positioning system (GPS) devices; telephones; 
wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; global positioning system (GPS) computer 
software.

4041



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

3932753    09/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420239]
GOWIN SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
North 2 - 101, East Coast Hotel, No. 38 Xiao Huangpu Road, Outer-Ring Road, Xiao Huangpu Neighbourhood Committee, Ronggui 
Street Office, Shunde, Foshan Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Printed circuits; integrated circuits; electronic chip; chips [integrated circuits]; printed circuit boards.

4042



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3938319    07/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1420885]
Glue Networks, Inc.
2020 L Street, Suite 130 Sacramento CA 95811 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cloud computing software featuring software for use to enable regional and global configuration, provisioning and 
automation of virtualized secure private networks that enable a complete extension of corporate networks to remote 
locations.

4043



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 10 
 

 

3073597    12/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252999]
Globus Medical, Inc.
2560 General Armistead Avenue Audubon PA 19403 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cervical spine plates and instruments for surgical implantation of such plates for human use.

4044



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 10 
 

 

3076267    12/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252754]
Globus Medical, Inc.
2560 General Armistead Avenue Audubon PA 19403 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spinal implants comprised of artificial materials and surgical instruments for use with spinal implants.

4045



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 14/07/2015; Application No. : 1314038 ;Benelux 

3309840    14/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283709]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments in particular medical imaging apparatus and instruments including fluoroscopy 
systems.

4046



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : UK00003283306 ;United Kingdom 

3926767    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419761]
Dyson Technology Limited
Tetbury Hill, Malmesbury Wiltshire SN16 0RP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for lighting; electric lights; ceiling lights; desk lights; floor lights; task lights; wall lights; suspended lights; 
spotlights; lighting units; lighting fittings; uplighters; downlighters; combined uplighters and downlighters; lamps; LED 
lighting apparatus; reflectors, diffusers and lenses for lights and lamps; light bulbs; LED light bulbs; parts, fittings and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods.

4047



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : UK00003283308 ;United Kingdom 

3932722    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420592]
Dyson Technology Limited
Tetbury Hill Malmesbury, Wiltshire SN16 0RP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for lighting; electric lights; ceiling lights; desk lights; floor lights; task lights; wall lights; suspended lights; 
spotlights; lighting units; lighting fittings; uplighters; downlighters; combined uplighters and downlighters; lamps; LED 
lighting apparatus; reflectors, diffusers and lenses for lights and lamps; light bulbs; LED light bulbs; parts, fittings and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods.

4048



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : UK00003283304 ;United Kingdom 

3934456    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420179]
Dyson Technology Limited
Tetbury Hill, Malmesbury Wiltshire SN16 0RP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for lighting; electric lights; ceiling lights; desk lights; floor lights; task lights; wall lights; suspended lights; 
spotlights; lighting units; lighting fittings; uplighters; downlighters; combined uplighters and downlighters; lamps; LED 
lighting apparatus; reflectors, diffusers and lenses for lights and lamps; light bulbs; LED light bulbs; parts, fittings and 
accessories for the aforesaid goods.

4049



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 3696422 ;Spain 

3934499    26/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420341]
LEDS C4. S.A.
AFORES S/N E-25750 TORA (Lleida) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary 
purposes.

4050



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 08/06/2016; Application No. : UK00003168460 ;United Kingdom 

3908351    14/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1415430]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstrasse 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles.

4051



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2018; Application No. : 2018-045142 ;Japan 

3937947    02/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420742]
KYB Corporation
World Trade Center Bldg., 4-1, Hamamatsu-cho 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-6111 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Suspension systems for vehicles; shock absorbers for vehicles; suspension springs for vehicles; suspension shock 
absorbers for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; axle bearings for vehicles; wheel bearings for vehicles; 
suspension systems for land vehicles; shock absorbers for land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for land vehicles; 
suspension springs for land vehicles; shock absorbing springs for land vehicles; suspension systems for automobiles; 
shock absorbers for automobiles; suspension shock absorbers for automobiles; suspension springs for automobiles; 
shock absorbing springs for automobiles; shock absorbers for motorcycles; bearings for shock absorbers; automobiles; 
two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles; springs for land vehicles.

4052



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 12 
 

 

3939083    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420912]
V.S. INDUSTRY TYRES Co., Ltd.
470/12 Moo 5, Soi Khong Ah Sia, Buddharaksa Road, Praeksa Mai 10280 Mueng, Samutprakan Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Solid tires for forklift trucks.

4053



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 12 
 

3939117    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421560]
ANHUI TIANYU AUTO PARTS MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD
EAST ROAD, NO.1471, LANGYA DISTRICT OF CHUZHOU 239000 ANHUI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; brake pads for automobiles; shock absorbers 
for automobiles; torsion bars for vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; steering 
wheels for vehicles; small motor vehicle; cars / motor cars / automobiles; torque converters for land vehicles.

4054



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 13 
 

 

3934472    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420219]
MBDA S.A.S.
1 AVENUE RÉAUMUR F-92350 LE PLESSIS-ROBINSON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Missiles and corresponding weapon systems, excluding any such pyrotechnic products, objects, ammunition and 
fireworks.

4055



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 4413113 ;France 

3926728    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418562]
CHAUMET INTERNATIONAL S.A.
12 Place Vendôme F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry; precious stones; diamonds; timepieces and chronometric instruments.

4056



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2017; Application No. : 710027 ;Switzerland 

3934461    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420190]
Parmigiani Fleurier SA
Rue du Temple 11 CH-2114 Fleurier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewelry products, cuff links, precious stones, timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely clocks, watches, pocket 
watches, wristwatches, chronographs (watches), chronometers, watch straps, watch dials, watch movements, watch 
cases.

4057



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 01/11/2017; Application No. : 87668742 ;United States of America 

3926835    28/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419138]
HS Manufacturing Group, LLC
41 Madison Avenue, 31st Floor New York City NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oilproof paper; packaging containers of paper; paper bags; paper bags and sacks; paper bags for packaging; paper 
boxes; paper take-out cartons for food; paper for bags and sacks; paper shopping bags; waterproof paper; garbage bags 
of paper; garbage bags of paper; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; grocery bags of paper.

4058



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 16 
 

3929057    31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418837]
Hunan He Xiang Run new material Co., Ltd
Shuangbi Road, South Park of Xintian Industrial Park, Yongzhou Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper; drawing paper; toilet paper; cardboard; cards; books; plastic film for wrapping; food wrapping plastic film for 
household use; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; architects' models.

4059



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 19 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/12/2014; Application No. : 86469906 ;United States of America 

3092115    03/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255188]
LF, LLC
P.O. Box 39 Mount Mourne NC 28123 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laminate and hardwood flooring; vinyl tile; non-metal composite building material, namely, decking, railing and trim 
boards composed primarily of wood and plastic.

4060



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 19 
 

3163393    30/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263395]
SAINT-GOBAIN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS UK LIMITED
Saint-Gobain House, Binley Business Park Coventry CV3 2TT GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plaster; plasterboard and building boards; building lathes; partitions, not of metal; coving, not of metal; non-metallic 
ceilings; wall linings; building paper; all included in class 19.

4061



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 19 
 

3313337    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285329]
TOP GLASS S.P.A.
Via Monte Suello, 18 I-25128 Brescia Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Composite material products in particular pultruded or extruded section members, molded products.

4062



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 19 
 

3939145    26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421852]
JIANGSU ZHONGLEI ENERGY-SAVE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.
No. 3 Xianlie Road, Hougang Industrial Park, Dongtai City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Refractory bricks, not of metal; grog [fired refractory materials]; non-metallic composite materials of woven or non-woven 
fabrics for construction purposes.

4063



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 20 
 

3931590    01/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420299]
Fujian Dehua Yasite Trading Company Limited
Chengdong Industrial Zone, Dehua, Quanzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; wardrobes; bookcases; tea tables; bamboo and wood craftwork; resinoid artware; works of art of wood, wax, 
plaster or plastic; placards of wood or plastics; picture frames; cushions.

4064



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 20 
 

3935595    04/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1247089]
RODOLFO BRETZEL
Via G. B. Morgagni, 6 A I-00161 ROME (RM) Italy
ANNA CITELLI
Via Fumagalli, 1 I-20143 MILAN (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffins; coffins of biodegradable composite materials.

4065



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 21 
 

3313697    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285465]
MICHAEL CURTH, DIPL.-ING.
Friedrich-Naumann-Strasse 59 14532 Stahnsdorf Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mouse traps; Insect traps; Fly traps; Rat traps.

4066



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 21 
 

 

3931681    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420679]
Moon bonghun
403-ho, 19-7, Munjeong-ro 13-gil, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Large-toothed combs for the hair; eye make-up applicators; animal bristles [brushware]; scalp scratchers; combs for back-
combing hair; hair brushes; make-up brushes; brushes for use in hair tinting; hair for brushes; synthetic fibers for 
brushes; make-up removing appliances, non-electric; non-electric makeup brushes; combs; comb cases; eyelash combs; 
pig bristles for brush-making; filaments for making brushes; material for brush-making; lip brushes; makeup brush sets.

4067



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 25 
 

3096241    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256117]
DIAMOND WALKER PTE LTD
18 Cross Street China Square Central 01-06 Singapore 048423 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Belts (clothing); canvas shoes; deck shoes; dress shoes; esparto shoes or sandals; golf shoes; hiking shoes; leather 
belts (clothing); leather shoes; men"s shoes; pads for shoes (other than orthopaedic); shoe insoles, other than for 
orthopaedic use; shoe pads, other than for orthopaedic use; shoe soles; shoes; shoes for casual wear; shoes for 
leisurewear; slip-on shoes; walking shoes; working shoes (other than for the prevention of accident or injury).
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
 
 

4068



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 25 
 

3926705    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418686]
John Christian Bugge AS
Lille Frøens vei 7B N-0371 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
 
 

4069



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 25 
 

 

3932702    16/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420531]
SORAI Pty Ltd
692 Military Rd MOSMAN NSW 2088 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear; coats; bath robes; esparto shoes or sandals; non-slipping devices for footwear; clothing 
articles; bibs, not of paper; bath slippers; headbands (clothing); dressing gowns; caps; boas (necklets); teddies 
(underwear); berets; footmuffs, not electrically heated; pockets for clothing; lace boots; boots; half-boots; scarves; 
socks; sports and beach footwear; pants; shirts; tee-shirts; singlets; bodices; layettes (clothing); shirt yokes; boot 
uppers; hoods; waistcoats; shawls; fishing vests; jackets; stuff jackets; belts (clothing); money belts (clothing); slips 
(undergarments); neckties; corsets (underclothing); detachable collars; collars; aprons (clothing); petticoats; slippers; 
collars (clothing); fur stoles; girdles; skirts; ready-made linings (parts of clothing); headscarves; overcoats; gabardines 
(clothing); shower caps; bathing caps and sandals; bonnets; gloves (clothing); fittings of metal for footwear; waterproof 
clothing; jerseys (clothing); underwear; liveries; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; muffs (clothing); mantillas; 
stockings; mittens; ear muffs (clothing); footwear uppers; trousers; pantyhose; babies' pants; pocket squares; ascots; 
parkas; shirt fronts; pelerines; pelisses; furs (clothing); pajamas; inner soles; spats; knitwear; tips for footwear; cuffs; 
heelpieces for footwear; clothing for gymnastics; outerclothing; underclothing; sandals; saris; underpants; dress shields; 
hats; soles for footwear; heels; studs for football boots; braces for clothing; headgear for wear; wimples; togas; trouser 
straps; bathing suits; masquerade costumes; wet suits for water-skiing; suits; turbans; uniforms; veils; clothing of 
leather; knitted clothing; imitation leather clothing; paper clothing; beach clothes; dresses; clothing for motorists and 
cyclists; cap peaks; gymnastic shoes; shoes; wooden shoes.
 
 

4070



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2018; Application No. : AM 50123/2018 ;Austria 

3932714    28/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420571]
Leder & Schuh AG
Lastenstrasse 11 A-8020 Graz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, shoes, boots, slippers, sandals, half-boots, hiking shoes, espadrilles, gymnastic shoes, rubber boots, socks, 
stockings, tights, legwarmers, insoles.
 
 

4071



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 11/04/2018; Application No. : 1090498 ;New Zealand 

3934487    28/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420367]
Donald Neilson
96 Florence Avenue Palmerston North 4414 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Articles of clothing; articles of clothing, footwear and headgear; articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies 
and toddlers; articles of clothing, footwear, headgear; articles of clothing made of hides; articles of clothing made of 
stockinet; articles of outerclothing; articles of sports clothing; athletic clothing; babies' clothing; beach clothing; belts for 
clothing; belts made of leather [clothing]; boys' clothing; casual clothing; children's clothing; clothing; clothing, footwear 
and headgear; clothing for babies; clothing for boys; clothing for children; clothing for cycling; clothing for girls; clothing 
for gymnastics; clothing for men; clothing for sports; clothing for surfing; clothing for swimming; clothing for women; 
clothing made from imitation leather; clothing of leather; girls' clothing; gloves being clothing; golf clothing, other than 
gloves; gymnastic clothing; head wraps [clothing]; headbands [clothing]; jackets [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; jumpsuits 
[clothing]; knitwear [clothing]; ladies' clothing; linen clothing; men's clothing; mitts [clothing]; motorists' clothing; 
outdoor clothing; party hats [clothing]; rainproof clothing; ski clothing; sports clothing; sweat-absorbent underclothing 
[underwear]; tennis clothing; textile belts [clothing]; thermal clothing; triathlon clothing; underclothing; waterproof 
clothing; windproof clothing; woolen clothing; work clothing; wristbands [clothing].
 
 

 

4072



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 25 
 

3937908    27/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1315427]
SHOEMAKERS
9 rue des Chouans F-85500 CHAMBRETAUD France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear; shirts; clothing of leather or imitation of leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); gloves 
(clothing); scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear.
 
 

 

4073



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 27 
 

3078593    27/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253634]
LF, LLC
P.O. Box 39 Mount Mourne NC 28123 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rugs, door mats, bath mats, scatter rugs.
 
 

4074



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 28 
 

3932738    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420456]
Qingdao Youyou Garments Co., Ltd.
Rm. 201,Unit 4 Building A of Sangzi Rd No.9, Shibei District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Playing balls; swimming pools [play articles]; swimming webs [flippers]; water wings; swimming belts; swimming jackets; 
swimming belts; swimming kick boards; paddleboards; fishing tackle.
 
 

4075



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 28 
 

 

3935598    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420708]
LELIA ANIMATION AND CULTURE CO.,LTD.
Neilong Industrial Zone, Huadong Road of Guangyi Block, Chenghai, Shantou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gloves for games; games; toys; body-training apparatus; playing balls; machines for physical exercises; ornaments for 
Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; dolls; musical toys; chess games.
 
 

4076



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 21/08/2017; Application No. : 87576828 ;United States of America 

3937897    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421064]
Giorgifred Company
Farmers Bank Building, Suite 1414, 301 N. Market Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Processed mushrooms; processed mushrooms with seasonings and spices; and related goods, namely, mushrooms 
blended with herbs and vegetables.
 
 

4077



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 29 
 

3939116    24/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421561]
JOSE DUCOT CAMPOSANO DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE NAME AND STYLE OF JOE AND SUSAN FOOD PRODUCTS
3690 Waling-Waling Street, Sampaguita Subdivision, Camarin Caloocan City Philippines

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Processed pili nuts, banana chips and processed cashew nuts.
 
 

4078



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 30 
 

3299906    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281129]
CLOSED JOINT-STOCK COMPANY "FABRIKA "RUSSKIY SHOKOLAD"
ul. Vereyskaya, d. 29, str. 143, RU-121357 Moscow Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chocolate; chocolate candies with the flavor of ice cream; filled chocolate candies with cooling effect.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
 
 

4079



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 30 
 

3304497    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282851]
CLOSED JOINT-STOCK COMPANY FABRIKA "RUSSKIY SHOKOLAD"
ul. Vereyskaya, d. 29, str. 143 RU-121357 Moscow Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chocolate; chocolate candies with the flavor of ice cream; filled chocolate candies with cooling effect.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
 
 

 

4080



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 29/12/2017; Application No. : 2017/121402 ;Turkey 

3932657    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420281]
ÇIZMECI GIDA SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Gebze Güzeller Organize, Sanayi Bölgesi Inönü, M. Ebulfeyz El¿ibey S. N:11 Gebze Kocaeli Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee, cocoa; coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based beverages; pasta, stuffed dumplings, noodles; pastries 
and bakery products based on flour; desserts based on flour and chocolate; bread, pita, sandwiches, pies, cakes, 
desserts based on dough coated with syrup; puddings, custard; honey, bee glue for human consumption, propolis for 
food purposes; condiments for foodstuff, vanilla (flavoring), spices, sauces (condiments), tomato sauce; yeast, baking 
powder; flour, semolina, starch for food; sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar; tea, iced tea; confectionery, chocolate, 
biscuits, crackers, wafers; chewing gums; ice-cream, edible ices; salt; cereal-based snack food, popcorn, crushed oats, 
corn chips, breakfast cereals, processed wheat for human consumption, crushed barley for human consumption, 
processed oats for human consumption, processed rye for human consumption, rice; molasses for food.
 
 

 

4081



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 30 
 

 

3935597    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420720]
Qingdao Yubaifang Bean Products Co., Ltd.
No. 12, Guangzhou Road, Pingdu Economic Development Zone Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soya flour; frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]; gluten prepared as foodstuff.
 
 

4082



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 31 
 

3935591    26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420380]
Qingdao Nancun Vegetables Co., Ltd.
Jiangjiabu Village, Nancun Town, Pingdu, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vegetables, fresh; cucumbers, fresh; squashes, fresh; lettuce, fresh; beans, fresh; onions, fresh; leeks, fresh; potatoes, 
fresh; roots for food; truffles, fresh.
 
 

 

4083



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 31 
 

 

3939123    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421619]
QINGDAO INTERNATIONAL SEED CO., LTD.
No. 166 of Fushan Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cereal seeds, unprocessed; cereal seeds; plant seeds; plant seedlings; flowers, natural; garden herbs, fresh; fruit, fresh; 
vegetables, fresh.
 
 

 

4084



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 21/05/2015; Application No. : 86638500 ;United States of America 

3278095    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1263332]
TALKING RAIN BEVERAGE COMPANY, INC.
30520 SE 84th Street Preston WA 98050 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP
Indiabulls Finance Centre, Tower-2, 11th Floor, 1103, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400013, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soft drinks; soft drinks flavored with tea; fruit flavored soft drinks; fruit flavored carbonated drinks; non-alcoholic 
beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; carbonated flavored waters; 
flavored bottled water; flavored water; water beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; lemonade; non-alcoholic 
beverages flavored with lemonade.
 
 

4085



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2013; Application No. : 2013-46811 ;Japan 

2716086    25/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1192609]
NLA CO.,LTD.
3-20 Tenyamachi, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi Fukuoka 812-0025 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Japanese liquors (in general); western liquors (in general); alcoholic fruit beverages; Japanese shochu-based beverages 
(chuhai); Chinese liquors (in general); flavored liquors; alcoholic beverages (except beers).
three Japanese kanji characters bi-sho-nen in the mark is beautiful boy ..
 
 

 

4086



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 10/02/2015; Application No. : 86530168 ;United States of America 

3244662    04/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272266]
Perk.com US Inc.
720 Brazos Street, Suite 110 Austin TX 78701 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI, 
CHENNAI-600026.
Used Since :15/01/2013

IR DIVISION
Arranging and conducting incentive reward programs to promote the sale of retail merchandise of others; online bonus 
incentive programs for customers to promote the sale of products and services of others; administration of an online 
incentive program that provides rewards in the form of merchandise, coupons and gift cards based on participant activity; 
providing incentive award programs for customers through the issuance and processing of award points for use of the 
website and applications, including using internet search tools, watching videos and other promotional material, and 
shopping; promotional services, namely, distribution of gift cards, coupons, and merchant funded rewards for others; 
promotional services for inducing the purchasing public to buy the goods of others through a promotional gift card 
redemption program, namely, collection and distribution of points for purchases and redemption from participating 
merchants; administration of a discount program for enabling participants to earn and redeem rewards points for using 
website services and providing feedback on various promoted material; advertising, marketing and promotion services 
for goods and services of others through the dissemination of advertising materials in the nature of online videos; 
consumer loyalty programs for commercial, promotional, and/or advertising purposes in the nature of purchase 
continuity programs and discount programs, namely, creation and administration of a discount and rewards loyalty 
programs for enabling participants to earn and redeem rewards points that can be exchanged for gift cards of 
participating merchants; advertising, marketing and promotion services; providing incentive reward programs through 
issuance and processing of reward points for purchase of a company"s goods and services; arranging and conducting 
incentive reward programs through the use of digital media including mobile applications, web browser and other 
interfaces; arranging and conducting incentive reward programs that allow users to accrue reward points and other 
benefits that can be exchanged for cash, gift cards, prepaid debit cards, airline miles and other items; administration of an 
incentive award program through an Internet platform on which publishers and advertisers can promote their goods, 
services and media through the awarding of reward points to consumers; providing a digital marketplace at which users 
can spend reward points and use coupons on items offered by third parties.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
 
 

 

4087



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 87695641 ;United States of America 

3927910    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419226]
Younique, LLC
3400 Mayflower Ave Lehi UT 84043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online retail services through direct solicitation by distributors directed to end-users featuring cosmetics, skin care and 
beauty products; retail services through direct solicitation by distributors directed to end-users featuring cosmetics, skin 
care and beauty products; retail shop-at-home party services in the field of cosmetics, skin care and beauty products.
 
 

4088



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 04/10/2017; Application No. : 3261111 ;United Kingdom 

3915933    03/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416881]
Shell Brands International AG
Baarermatte CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advice and advisory services relating to lubrication, servicing and maintenance of industrial equipment and fleets.

4089



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 40 
 

3934476    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420228]
EURECAT S.A
Zone Industrielle Jean Jaurès, 121 avenue Marie Curie F-07800 LA VOULTE-SUR-RHONE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Treatment of materials

4090



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 41 
 

3134023    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260085]
MWR HOLDINGS, LLC
Suite 700, 4855 North Technology Way Boca Raton FL 33431 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of Spanish in child care centers.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

4091



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 41 
 

3138611    10/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261140]
MWR HOLDINGS, LLC
Suite 700, 4855 North Technology Way Boca Raton FL 33431 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing classes and instruction in the field of different languages in child care centers.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

4092



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 41 
 

 

3926752    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1419820]
Asociación-Federación de Fisicoculturismo y Fitness
C/ Dublín 39. Polígono Industrial Europolis E-28232 Las Rozas Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Organization of sports competitions, organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, fairs and 
exhibitions relating to bodybuilding sports and fitness; publication of books relating to sports, provision of sports 
facilities, teaching in the field of sports, rental of apparatus and equipment for sports, publication of magazines and 
books, electronic publication of magazines and books, editing of books.

4093



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 12/10/2017; Application No. : 87643830 ;United States of America 

3927130    26/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419152]
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
1432 Elliott Ave W. Seattle WA 98119-3124 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Publication of on-line journals [blogs] on the Internet featuring blogs in the fields of agriculture, international relief, health,
healthcare, communicable diseases, disease prevention, food and water, energy, education, literature and philanthropy.

4094



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 05/10/2015; Application No. : 86778310 ;United States of America 

3253690    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275812]
PLEX SYSTEMS, INC.
Suite 1400, 900 Tower Drive Troy MI 48098 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K-4, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi- 100049, New Delhi, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a Service (SaaS) services, namely, providing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions for 
manufacturers.

4095



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 11/11/2017; Application No. : 87680847 ;United States of America 

3895762    10/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1413133]
TRIANGLE IP, INC.
1400 Wewatta St., Suite 600 Denver CO 80202 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing online non-downloadable intellectual property software, namely, software that enables users to document and 
manage intellectual property information.

4096



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 42 
 

 

3931452    30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420145]
Xiamen Beewill Sanitary Co., Ltd.
15-1, No.64, Yuanting Road, Jimei District, Xiamen City Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Technical research; quality control; chemical analysis; industrial design; packaging design; design of interior decor; 
material testing; computer software design; software as a service (SaaS); graphic arts designing.

4097



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 103 967 ;Germany 

3934475    12/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420400]
neurocat GmbH
Rudower Chaussee 29 12489 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Research relating to technology; software engineering services for data processing programs; software design and 
development; programming of telecommunications software; programming of edp software; computer programming for 
data processing and communication systems; programming of data processing equipment; it project management; 
engineering services relating to information technology; it consultancy, advisory and information services; computer 
software research; research in the field of computer programs and software; research relating to computers; writing of 
programs for data processing; software development, programming and implementation; advisory services relating to 
computer programming; computer programming and software design; providing temporary use of web-based software.

4098



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 42 
 

3939134    08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421608]
Advancio, Inc.
9601 Owensmouth Avenue, Ste 2 Chatsworth CA 91311 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advisory services in the field of product development and quality improvement of software; application service provider 
(asp) featuring software for use in website development; application service provider (asp), namely, hosting computer 
software applications of others; application service provider featuring application programming interface (api) software 
for automating the data transfer and integration of two systems or more; application service provider, namely, hosting, 
managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, of others in the fields of 
advertising and marketing; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and 
maintaining applications, software, and web sites, of others in the fields of healthcare, benefits programs, employee 
productivity, risk management; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining 
applications, software, and web sites, in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile information 
access, and remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile 
electronic devices; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining 
applications, software and web sites of others in the fields of insurance, health care, and financial industry; business 
technology software consultation services; computer hardware and software design; computer monitoring service which 
tracks application software performance, performs periodic maintenance and provides reports and alerts concerning 
such performance; computer network design and computer software design for the insurance, health care, and financial 
industry; computer programming and software design; computer programming services for others in the field of software 
configuration management; computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of the information technology 
systems of others; computer software consulting; computer software design; computer software design and updating; 
computer software design for others; computer software development; computer software development and computer 
programming development for others; computer software development in the field of mobile applications; computer 
software installation and maintenance; consultancy in the field of software design; consulting in the field of configuration 
management for computer hardware and software; consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation 
and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; consulting services in the field of hosting computer 
software applications; consulting services in the field of providing online, non-downloadable software and applications; 
consulting services in the field of software as a service (saas); consulting services in the fields of selection, 
implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; creating, maintaining, and modernizing 
computer software; custom design and development of software, and mobile software applications; customizing 
computer software; data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect 
service data; debugging computer software for others; design and development of computer game software and virtual 
reality software; design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer 
software; design and development of computer software for the improvements of purchasing functions of business; 
design and development of on-line computer software systems; design of home pages, computer software and web sites; 
design, development and implementation of software; design, development, installation and maintenance of computer 
software; design, installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; design, maintenance, development and 
updating of computer software; designing computer software for controlling self-service terminals; developing and 
updating computer software; developing computer software; development, updating and maintenance of software and 
database software; hosting the software, websites and other computer applications of others on a virtual private server; 
image processing software design; internet-based application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, 
analyzing, and maintaining the code, applications, and software for web sites of others; maintenance and updating of 
computer software; maintenance and upgrading of computer software; maintenance of computer software; maintenance 
of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; maintenance of computer software 
used for operating filling apparatus and machines; programming of computer software for others.

4099



Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 43 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2014; Application No. : UK00003083646 ;United Kingdom 

3083566    23/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1254220]
VIKAS KUNNURE
1 Highgates Sale, Cheshire M33 2LN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO.X-4,SHIVNATH BHAVAN,GARIAHAT ROAD,KOLKATA 700 029,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advice concerning cooking recipes; agency services for booking hotel accommodation; agency services for reservation 
of restaurants; bar and bistro services; bar information services; bar and cocktail lounge services; buffet services for 
cocktail lounges; cafe and cafeteria services; business catering services; cafe and restaurant services; cafe cafeteria and 
restaurant services; cafeteria and restaurant services; cafeterias; coffee and juice bar services; coffee and tea bar 
services; consultancy services in the field of culinary arts; consultancy services in the field of food and drink catering; 
delicatessens [restaurants]; fast food and non-stop restaurant services; fast-food restaurant services; food and drink 
catering; food preparation for others on an outsourcing basis; food preparation services; hotel and restaurant reservation 
services; hotel and motel services; hotel accommodation services; hotel and restaurant services; hotel, bar and 
restaurant services; hotel information services; hotel, motel, restaurant, bar and catering services; hotel, motel and resort 
services; hotel reservations; hotel reservation services provided via the internet; hotel, restaurant and cafe services; hotel
room reservation services; hotel, restaurant, cafe and bar services; hotel services for preferred customers; ice cream 
parlors; juice bar services; making hotel reservations for others; mobile catering services; preparation and provision of 
food and drink for consumption on and off the premises; preparation and provision of food and drink for immediate 
consumption; providing food and drink; providing food and drink in bistros; providing food and drink for guests in 
restaurants; providing food and drink for guests; providing food and drink catering services for sports events, concerts, 
conventions and exhibitions; providing food and drink catering services for fair and exhibition facilities; providing food 
and drink in internet cafes; providing food and drink in restaurants; providing food and drink in restaurants and bars; 
providing hotel accommodation; providing information about bar services; providing information about restaurant 
services; providing information about wine characteristics; providing information in the field of recipes and cooking from 
a computer database; providing information in the nature of recipes for drinks; providing information relating to hotels; 
providing lodging information via the internet; providing on-line advice and information services relating to wine and food 
pairings; providing on-line information relating to hotel reservations; providing restaurant services; providing room 
reservation and hotel reservation services; rental of fair stands; rental of meeting rooms; rental of tableware; rental of 
tableware, silverware, dishes, and table accessories for special events; reservation and booking services for hotels, 
restaurants and holiday accommodation; reservation and booking services for restaurants and meals; reservation of hotel
accommodation; reservation of temporary accommodation via the internet; resort hotel services; restaurant and bar 
information services; restaurant, bar and cocktail lounge services; restaurant information services; restaurant reservation 
services; restaurants featuring home delivery; salad bar services; salad bars [restaurant services]; self-service cafeteria 
services; services for providing food and drink; services for the reservation of rooms; serving food and drink for guests; 
serving food and drink for guests in restaurants; serving food and drink in bistros; serving food and drink in doughnut 
shops; serving food and drink in internet cafes; serving food and drink in restaurants and bars; serving food and drink in 
retail and takeaway establishments; serving of food and drink; serving of tea, coffee, cocoa, carbonated drinks or fruit 
juice beverages; supplying of meals for immediate consumption; take-away fast food services; take-away food and drink 
services; take-away food services; take-out restaurant services; tourist restaurant services; tourist hostel services; travel 
agency services for making hotel reservations.
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3934466    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420420]
Lobsterandco
1, rue du Potager L-2347 Luxembourg-Ville Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of food and drink.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 40201723070R ;Singapore 

3934468    02/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420419]
NASILON PTE. LTD.
413 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 10, 02-909 Teck Ghee Heartlands Singapore 560413 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Café services; cafeteria services; canteen services; restaurant services; services for providing food and drink; take-away 
fast food services; self-service restaurant services; catering services; coffee shops; snack-bar services; wine bar 
services; public house services; bar services; provision of food and drink.
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3926716    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418582]
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing medical information including clinical study results to doctors and patients relating to diseases and disorders 
of the respiratory system.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2013; Application No. : 85906147 ;United States of America 

2706314    30/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190239]
GOOGLE LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2354483, 2535215, 2570453

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for mobile devices, namely, for setting up, configuring, and controlling wearable 
computer hardware.

Cl.42;Providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for setting up, configuring and controlling wearable 
computer hardware.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2013; Application No. : 1266183 ;Benelux 

2719546    03/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195657]
VMI HOLLAND B.V.
Gelriaweg 16 NL-8161 RK Epe Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2321236, 2428793

IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, as far as not included in other classes, namely machines for processing rubber or rubber substitutes 
and machines for processing of additional components as used in the manufacture of vehicle tires and subassemblies 
therefor or applications of similar kind, as well as tools, parts and spares for the aforementioned machines.

Cl.37;Assembly services for others relating to the installation of tire manufacturing machines and rubber machines for 
the tire and rubber industry.

Cl.42;Designing, developing of tire manufacturing machines and rubber machines for the tire and rubber industry, as 
well as technical advice therefor in the manufacture of these machines.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2013; Application No. : 653194 ;Switzerland 

2769917    20/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207139]
BURCKHARDT COMPRESSION AG
Im Link 5 CH-8404 Winterthur Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, compressors, piston compressors, and parts and spare parts for the aforesaid machines; parts of 
machines for the production, preparation, monitoring, processing, conducting and distribution of pressure media, in 
particular hydraulic fluids and gas; machine parts for the control, regulation and monitoring of instruments and 
installations containing pressure media, in particular hydraulic and pneumatic installations and instruments; hydraulic 
and pneumatic valves and cylinders; machine parts for forced actuation devices for valaves, in particular for control 
devices and instruments for the forced opening of automatic compressor valves.

Cl.9;Electrical and electronic apparatus and elements for monitoring and regulating pneumatic and hydraulic 
installations and instruments, in particular compressors and valves; monitoring and control apparatus for the production, 
preparation, monitoring, processing, conducting and distribution of pressure media; control or monitoring apparatus for 
the control, regulation and monitoring of instruments and installations containing pressure media; digital and analog, 
electrical and electronic elements and units for controlling, operating and linking, diagnosis elements and units (not for 
medical purposes); parts of all the aforesaid goods (included in this class); computer software; computer programs, 
downloadable electronic publications and data.

Cl.37;Consultancy relating to the repair, servicing and maintenance of machines, in particular compressors, piston 
compressors and their parts.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2013; Application No. : 1593836 ;Australia 

2858539    14/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217276]
WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION
Level 20, 275 Kent Street Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
W.S. KANE & CO.,
MERCHANT CHAMBER 6th FLOOR, 41. SIR VITHALDA THACKERSEY ROAD CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software (including interactive, downloadable and recorded computer software and programs); mobile 
telephone applications and other downloadable software for electronic devices; computer hardware; computer 
peripherals; bank cards (encoded), credit cards, debit cards and travel cards; bank cards (magnetic), credit cards, debit 
cards and travel cards; chip cards and smart cards; automated bank tellers and apparatus; money handling apparatus; 
money counting and sorting machines; point of sale apparatus; electronic funds transfer machines; electronic financial 
transaction apparatus; machine readable devices for cashless payment systems; card processing terminals; electronic 
publications.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including 
printed promotional and advertising material, posters, signboards of paper or cardboard, photographs, catalogues, flyers, 
books, booklets, brochures, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, pamphlets, manuals, business cards, calendars, 
diaries, printed forms, prospectuses, offer documents, drafts, invoices and statements; cheque books, receipt books, 
account books and deposit books; bank cards (other than encoded or magnetic); stationery including letterhead, covers, 
wrappers, document files, document holders, envelopes, folders, non-textile labels, note books, writing pads, stickers, 
stamps and stamp pads; pencils, pens and pen holders; rubber erasers; office requisites not included in other classes; 
instructional, educational and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other 
classes).

Cl.35;Business management and business advisory services; business information services; economic, business and 
market research, forecasting and analysis; collecting information relating to market analysis and market research; 
organisation and management of customer loyalty programmes and award programmes; marketing and promotional 
sponsorship; arranging exhibitions for business purposes; charitable services, namely organizing and conducting 
volunteer programs and community service projects; charitable services, namely business management and 
administration; all the aforesaid services including services provided online and over a global computer network.

Cl.36;Banking, monetary and financial services; deposit services; bank, investment and savings account services; 
electronic funds transfer services, electronic banking services, mobile phone banking services; cheque clearing services, 
bill payment services, debt collection services; bank card services, credit, debit and travel card services; foreign currency 
exchange services, money exchange and transfer services; money order services; issuing of travellers" cheques; safe 
deposit services; provision of finance and loans, mortgage lending, guaranteeing mortgages and loans, financial 
guarantee and surety services; funds management, funds investment, administration of funds, advisory and consultancy 
services in relation to funds management and funds investment; financial investment services; brokerage including 
securities, stock and bond brokerage; trading of shares; share underwriting; share valuation; pension and 
superannuation services; real estate services, real estate management and valuation services, real estate agency 
services; trusteeship services, mortgage and superannuation trusteeship services; insurance services, insurance 
brokerage services, mortgage insurance, insurance underwriting; financial sponsorship; charitable fundraising; 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to banking, finance, investments, real estate and insurance; 
research services relating to banking, finance, investments, real estate and insurance; all the aforesaid services including 
services provided online and over a global computer network.

Cl.41;Publication and dissemination of educational and training material, including online; arranging and conducting 
conferences, seminars and courses of instruction and education; computerised training; provision of online informational 
forums; conducting exhibitions for educational and training purposes; conducting educational research; electronic 
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publication of information on a wide range of topics, including online and over a global computer network; organising 
charitable events in the nature of entertainment, sporting and cultural services; charitable services in the nature of 
education and training; all the aforesaid services including services provided online and over a global computer network.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 28/11/2013; Application No. : 1593838 ;Australia 

2858540    14/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217277]
WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION
Level 20, 275 Kent Street Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
W.S. KANE & CO.,
MERCHANT CHAMBER 6th FLOOR, 41. SIR VITHALDA THACKERSEY ROAD CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software (including interactive, downloadable and recorded computer software and programs); mobile 
telephone applications and other downloadable software for electronic devices; computer hardware; computer 
peripherals; bank cards (encoded), credit cards, debit cards and travel cards; bank cards (magnetic), credit cards, debit 
cards and travel cards; chip cards and smart cards; automated bank tellers and apparatus; money handling apparatus; 
money counting and sorting machines; point of sale apparatus; electronic funds transfer machines; electronic financial 
transaction apparatus; machine readable devices for cashless payment systems; card processing terminals; electronic 
publications.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including 
printed promotional and advertising material, posters, signboards of paper or cardboard, photographs, catalogues, flyers, 
books, booklets, brochures, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, pamphlets, manuals, business cards, calendars, 
diaries, printed forms, prospectuses, offer documents, drafts, invoices and statements; cheque books, receipt books, 
account books and deposit books; bank cards (other than encoded or magnetic); stationery including letterhead, covers, 
wrappers, document files, document holders, envelopes, folders, non-textile labels, note books, writing pads, stickers, 
stamps and stamp pads; pencils, pens and pen holders; rubber erasers; office requisites not included in other classes; 
instructional, educational and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other 
classes).

Cl.35;Business management and business advisory services; business information services; economic, business and 
market research, forecasting and analysis; collecting information relating to market analysis and market research; 
organisation and management of customer loyalty programmes and award programmes; marketing and promotional 
sponsorship; arranging exhibitions for business purposes; charitable services, namely organizing and conducting 
volunteer programs and community service projects; charitable services, namely business management and 
administration; all the aforesaid services including services provided online and over a global computer network.

Cl.36;Banking, monetary and financial services; deposit services; bank, investment and savings account services; 
electronic funds transfer services, electronic banking services, mobile phone banking services; cheque clearing services, 
bill payment services, debt collection services; bank card services, credit, debit and travel card services; foreign currency 
exchange services, money exchange and transfer services; money order services; issuing of travellers" cheques; safe 
deposit services; provision of finance and loans, mortgage lending, guaranteeing mortgages and loans, financial 
guarantee and surety services; funds management, funds investment, administration of funds, advisory and consultancy 
services in relation to funds management and funds investment; financial investment services; brokerage including 
securities, stock and bond brokerage; trading of shares; share underwriting; share valuation; pension and 
superannuation services; real estate services, real estate management and valuation services, real estate agency 
services; trusteeship services, mortgage and superannuation trusteeship services; insurance services, insurance 
brokerage services, mortgage insurance, insurance underwriting; financial sponsorship; charitable fundraising; 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to banking, finance, investments, real estate and insurance; 
research services relating to banking, finance, investments, real estate and insurance; all the aforesaid services including 
services provided online and over a global computer network.

Cl.41;Publication and dissemination of educational and training material, including online; arranging and conducting 
conferences, seminars and courses of instruction and education; computerised training; provision of online informational 
forums; conducting exhibitions for educational and training purposes; conducting educational research; electronic 
publication of information on a wide range of topics, including online and over a global computer network; organising 
charitable events in the nature of entertainment, sporting and cultural services; charitable services in the nature of 
education and training; all the aforesaid services including services provided online and over a global computer network.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/12/2013; Application No. : UK00003035209 ;United Kingdom 

2917204    16/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230520]
MANCHESTER UNITED LIMITED
Sir Matt Busby Way Old Trafford Manchester M16 0RA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.P.AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4 TH FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; articles of outer clothing; articles of sports clothing; leisurewear; articles of 
underclothing; lingerie; hosiery; footwear being articles of clothing; boots; shoes; fittings of metal for boots and shoes; 
underwear; coats; overalls; collar protectors and collars; ear muffs; football boots and shoes; studs for football boots and
shoes; shirts; shorts; T-shirts; socks; sweaters; replica football kits; football shirts; football shorts; football socks; caps; 
hats; scarves; jackets; dressing gowns; pyjamas; sandals; slippers; boxer shorts; beach clothes and shoes; baby boots; 
bibs; romper suits; baby pants and sleep suits; dungarees; braces; belts; berets; wrist bands; track suits; ties; cravats; 
aprons; bathrobes; bathing caps and suits; bathing trunks; galoshes; garters; gloves and mittens; headbands; jerseys; 
jumpers and knitwear; leggings; clothes linings; parkas; shawls; singlets; skirts; uniforms; vests; visors; waistcoats; 
waterproof clothing.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees; apparatus for use 
in sports; balls for sport; playing balls; footballs; miniature footballs; miniature replica football kits; miniature replica 
football shirts; goal posts; gloves for games; shin guards; knee guards and protective padding for sports; elbow guards 
for sports; bags adapted for carrying sporting articles; articles for playing golf; golf balls; golf tees; golf ball markers; golf 
bags; golf club covers; golf gloves; articles for playing darts; darts; articles for playing snooker; snooker tables; pool 
tables; skis; slides; surfboards; skateboards; snowboards; sleighs; roller skates; in-line skates; fishing tackle; 
bodybuilding apparatus; exercise apparatus; dice; cups for dice; dominoes; tables for indoor football; skittles; spinning 
tops; kites; marbles; marionettes and puppets; bathtub toys; inflatable toys; ride-on toys; toy vehicles; mobiles; board 
games; card games; playing cards; jigsaw puzzles; models in kit form; electronic hand held game units and covers and 
cases adapted therefor; rattles; teddy bears; dolls and dolls" clothes; dolls" beds; dolls" houses and rooms; masks; party 
novelty hats; jokes and novelties; confetti; balloons; Christmas crackers; synthetic Christmas trees and stands; parts and 
fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; organisation of sporting events; 
provision of entertainment, training, recreational, sporting and cultural activities and facilities; instruction and educational
services; football coaching, football schools and schooling; arranging and conducting of education and training in 
relation to football; arranging, conducting and provision of football instructional courses; sporting management services 
for footballers; entertainment services relating to sport; football entertainment services; physical education; fitness 
training services; provision of practical training and demonstrations; sport and holiday camp services (in the nature of 
entertainment); rental of sporting equipment; arranging, organising and conducting of conferences, workshops, 
seminars, conventions, events and exhibitions; arranging, organising and conducting of games, contests and 
competitions; hospitality services (entertainment); lotteries; gaming services; gambling services; arranging, organising 
and conducting of award ceremonies; provision of museum facilities; provision of stadium facilities and services; rental 
of stadium facilities; sports club services; health club services; provision of information relating to football; fan club 
services in the nature of entertainment; fan club membership scheme services; booking and ticketing services for sports, 
entertainment, cultural and educational events; box office services; entertainment, training, recreational, and sporting 
information services provided via the Internet and other computer and communications networks; education and 
entertainment services provided by means of television, radio, telephony, the Internet and online databases; 
entertainment and educational services featuring electronic media, multimedia content, audio and video content, movies, 
pictures, photographs, graphics, images, text and related information provided via the Internet and other computer and 
communications networks; film production; production of video recordings, sound recordings, DVDs, CDs, CD-ROMs, 
video and audio tapes; production, presentation and distribution of television and radio programmes; production of 
sporting events for television and radio; publication of magazines, books, texts and printed matter; publishing by 
electronic means; providing non-downloadable electronic publications online; provision of television programmes, radio 
programmes, films, audio and/or visual material and games online (not downloadable); publication of news online; 
provision of information relating to sport and entertainment; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all 
of the aforesaid services.
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2929790    03/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1233867]
XLAB D.O.O.
Pot za Brdom 100 SI-1000 Ljubljana Slovenia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording, discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 22/07/2014; Application No. : 4020140049243 ;Republic of Korea 

3038567    10/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1247524]
GENESIS BBQ Co., Ltd.
(Munjeong-Dong), Jungdaero 64, Songpa-Gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.29;Fruit and vegetable salads; pickled radishes; vegetable soups; pheasant meat; chicken; pork; artificial meat; 
processed meat; dried meat; preserved meat; sausages; processed meat products; ham; hamburger patties; olive oil for 
food; processed chicken; processed radish; processed chicken products; canned chicken; fried chicken.

Cl.43;Canteens; restaurants; bar services; buffet restaurants; self-service restaurants; snack-bars; providing food and 
drink in restaurant chains; provision of food and drink by bakeries; pubs; cafes; cafeterias; fast-food restaurants; Korean 
restaurants; food presentation featuring chicken; food cooking agency featuring chicken; food and drink catering 
featuring chicken; chicken restaurant chains; chicken restaurants.
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3072631    21/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1210125]
GRIMALDI INDUSTRI AB
Hovslagargatan 5B, 2nd fl. SE-111 48 Stockholm Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Stationary exercise bicycles for medical purposes, and for medical diagnostic purposes; machines and apparatus 
for (medical) training, including treadmills, rowing machines.

Cl.28;Stationary exercise bicycles; exercise bicycles; machines and appliances for physical exercise, including 
treadmills, indoor cycletrainers, rowing machines.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2014; Application No. : 013204649 ;European Union 

3076269    19/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1252762]
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT GMBH TEXTILE CONSULT
Mayerbacherstr. 32 85737 Ismaning Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2875048

IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.16;Printed matter.

Cl.35;Arranging and conducting of fairs and exhibitions for advertising purposes; trade show and exhibition services; 
organisation and holding of fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for 
business purposes.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of conferences, exhibitions and seminars; publication of printed matter.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2014; Application No. : T1416869H ;Singapore 

3077035    25/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253519]
Sunray Woodcraft Construction Pte Ltd
9 Sungei Kadut Street 3, Sunray Building Singapore 729143 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of woods, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair; installation services.
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Priority claimed from 14/10/2014; Application No. : 86423746 ;United States of America 

3079791    09/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1254425]
SIMPLISAFE, INC.
294 Washington St. Boston MA 02108 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Security video cameras; home and office automation systems comprising wireless and wired controllers, control 
devices, and software for lighting, HVAC, security, safety and other home and office monitoring and control applications; 
base station units for controlling wireless home and personal security devices; wireless security devices, namely, key 
pads, security sensors, panic buttons, security alarms, and remote activation devices; wireless home security systems; 
glass break detectors; smoke detectors and co detectors; water sensors; temperature/freeze sensors.

Cl.45;Monitoring services for home security systems and alarms for security purposes.
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Priority claimed from 27/10/2014; Application No. : 013405311 ;European Union 

3083618    27/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1253924]
MEDANTA OY
Hämeentie 155 C FI-00560 Helsinki FI

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; textile fabrics for the manufacture of 
clothing; fabrics; textile goods; technical textiles and fabrics; synthetic textile fabrics and cloths; reinforced fabrics 
[textile]; dirt-repellent fabrics and textiles; water-repellent fabrics and textiles; waterproof textile fabrics; linens; operating 
theatre textiles.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; work clothes; work t-shirts; work trousers; work jackets; overalls; work shoes; 
waistcoats; jackets; uniforms for nurses; work clothing for doctors and nurses; clothing for patients; chefs" whites; work 
clothing for kitchen staff; aprons [clothing]; technical clothing; thermally insulated clothing; waterproof clothing; dirt-
repellent clothing; water-repellent clothing; underwear; maternity clothing; scarves; belts [clothing]; gloves; bonnets; 
knitted caps; caps [headwear]; headwear.
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3086654    24/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1208119]
Sponser Sport Food AG
Fürti 5 CH-8832 Wollerau Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances for 
medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and dairy products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice for refreshment.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; beverages based on fruit and fruit juices; 
syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2014; Application No. : 86380377 ;United States of America 

3088624    28/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255190]
NOVOLEX HOLDINGS, INC.
101 East Carolina Avenue Hartsville SC 29550 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Plastic bags, printed plastic bags, plastic films, and printed plastic films.

Cl.18;Reusable Carrying bags.

Cl.21;Bag dispensers.

Cl.40;Recycling services; compounding.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2014; Application No. : 86380305 ;United States of America 

3088627    28/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255191]
NOVOLEX HOLDINGS, INC.
101 East Carolina Avenue Hartsville SC 29550 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper bags, printed paper bags, paper packing and packaging materials, and printed paper packaging.

Cl.18;Reusable bags.

Cl.22;Security bags.
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Priority claimed from 30/10/2014; Application No. : 86439288 ;United States of America 

3088630    30/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255000]
MOUSER ELECTRONICS, INC.
1000 N. Main Street Mansfield TX 76063 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic components, namely, antennas, batteries, battery clips, battery holders, battery snaps, electric buzzers, 
electrical cables, capacitors, electrical circuit boards, electrical clips adapted for use in holding electrical cables and 
wires and for securing electrical components in place; coils, namely, magnetic and electromagnetic coils, electrical 
inductors, electrical reactors, electrical transformers, and electrical transducers; radio frequency and audio frequency 
chokes, electrical connectors and sockets, earphones, fuses, fuse blocks, fuse clips, fuse holders, electrical heat sinks 
for use in electronic components, electrical instrument enclosure cases, electrical variable dial knobs, electric meters, 
microphones, potentiometers, electric relays, electric resistors, semiconductors, electronic sirens, audio speakers, 
electrical switches, terminal boards, transformers, and electrical wires.

Cl.35;Distributorship services in the field of electronic components; catalog ordering service featuring electronic 
components; electronic catalog services featuring electronic components; electronic commerce services, namely, 
providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; mail order 
catalog services featuring electronic components; online wholesale and retail store services featuring electronic 
components provided by means of a general merchandise website on the global or local telecommunications network; 
wholesale and retail store services featuring electronic components provided by means of mail order catalogs; wholesale 
and retail store services featuring electronic components provided by means of telephone, facsimile, and mail order; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, electronic components, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods from a general merchandise website on the global or local 
telecommunications network, and from a general merchandise catalog by mail order, telephone order, and facsimile 
order.
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Priority claimed from 03/10/2014; Application No. : 2014/27048 ;South Africa 

3093931    01/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256061]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Operating system software; computer software, namely, for projecting mobile device software to computer displays
and monitors via computer peripheral devices and wireless networks; computer software, namely, for automatic user 
interface mode adaption.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable online computer software, namely, operating systems programs 
and utilities; providing temporary use of non-downloadable online computer software, namely, for projecting mobile 
device software to computer displays and monitors via computer peripheral devices and wireless networks; software as a 
service (SaaS), namely, providing operating systems programs and utilities; software as a service (SaaS), namely, for 
projecting mobile device software to computer displays and monitors via computer peripheral devices and wireless 
networks; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software, namely, for automatic user interface 
mode adaption; software as a service (SaaS), namely, for automatic user interface mode adaption.
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3099363    30/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256384]
Movex S.p.A. Via 
T. Tasso ang., Via Noli Marenzi I-24060 TELGATE (BG) IT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal construction materials; transportable metal constructions; metal materials 
for railways; wire and metal, non-electric; ironmongery and metal hardware; metal pipes.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; engines (except for land vehicles); couplings and transmission components (except 
for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; machinery parts such as metal products, chains and 
accessories for drive systems and transport, i.e. straight running chains for conveyors, hinged curved performance 
chains for conveyors, hinged magnetic flexible chains for conveyors, hinged rubber chains for conveyors, hinged chains 
for straight running conveyors, roller chains with curved trend for roller conveyors rubber chains, conveyor roller, special 
chains, magnetic curves for magnetic flexible chains of metal; machinery parts such as chains and metal accessories for 
drive equipment and plastic transport or travel straight chains for conveyors, hinged curved performance chains for 
conveyors, hinged magnetic flexible chains for conveyors, hinged chains for straight running conveyors, roller chains 
with curved trend for roller conveyors, chain conveyors for roller shutter wheel loaders; rubber conveyor chains rolling 
shutter, accumulation roller chain, multiflex chains, conveyor chains, special chains in boxes, belt conveyor with straight 
rush, belt conveyor with curved pattern, belt conveyor accumulation roller, belt conveyor, magnetic curves for magnetic 
flexible plastic chains, fittings as components of machines; parts of machines, namely sealing stoppers such as screws, 
threaded inserts closing screws and terminals for pipes, support legs, pairs of pipes and pipe joints.

Cl.42;Consultancy services in relation to employment, choice and control currents and accessories such as foundation 
elements for mechanical engineering.
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3100049    26/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256996]
Peers Hardy (UK) Limited
Precision House, Starley Way, Birmingham, International Park, Bickenhill Lane Solihull, B37 7GN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Watches and clocks; horological and chronometric apparatus and instruments; watch straps and watch bracelets,
jewellery, jewellery boxes, jewellery rolls; key rings; parts and fittings for these goods; jewellery rolls; key fobs.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; book 
binding material; photographs; stationery; writing sets, note books, address books, photo albums; diaries, organisers; 
cards, postcards; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; pens; bookmarks; parts and fittings for the aforesaid 
goods; passport cases.

Cl.18;Articles of leather or imitation leather; articles of luggage being bags; travel luggage; attaché cases, bags, 
travelling bags, leather envelopes and pouches, handbags, valises, vanity cases, briefcases, wallets, purses, key cases, 
credit card cases, ticket folders, business card cases; umbrellas, parasols, shooting sticks and walking sticks; covers for 
travel garments, umbrella covers, frames for umbrellas, frames for handbags, umbrella handles, suitcase handles, travel 
bag handles, walking stick handles, handbag handles, valise handles, vanity case handles, briefcase handles, shooting 
stick handles; hat boxes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
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3110980    30/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1257583]
KURT GEIGER LIMITED
24 Britton Street London EC1M 5UA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather goods, namely, attaché cases, hat boxes, suitcases, briefcases, briefcase-type portfolios, key cases, 
purses, wallets, credit card holders, shoulder bags, rucksacks, back packs, vanity cases sold empty, cosmetic cases sold 
empty, and carry-on bags; luggage; trunks; travelling bags; handbags and umbrellas.

Cl.25;Footwear, shoes, boots, sandals, slippers, scarves, flip flops, belts (clothing), gloves [clothing], headgear, 
namely, hats and caps, clothing.

Cl.35;The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view 
and purchase those goods in retail department stores, retail stores, supermarkets, mail order catalogues, or from an 
Internet website, all of the above services being connected with goods in the field of footwear, shoes, boots, sandals, 
slippers, scarves, flip flops, belts (clothing), gloves [clothing], headgear, namely, hats and caps, clothing, jewellery, 
clocks and watches, cuff-links, buckles, buckles for jewellery, leather goods, namely, attaché cases, hat boxes, suitcases, 
briefcases, briefcase-type portfolios, key cases, purses, wallets, credit card holders, shoulder bags, rucksacks, back 
packs, vanity cases sold empty, cosmetic cases sold empty, and carry-on bags, luggage, trunks, travelling bags, 
handbags, umbrellas; advertising and promotional services; sales incentives.
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Priority claimed from 29/04/2014; Application No. : UK00003053440 ;United Kingdom 

3111023    19/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1257788]
OPEN DATA INSTITUTE
St James' House, St James' Square Cheltenham GL50 3PR United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCOUNSEL , LAW OFFICES
C-10 GULMOHAR PARK NEW DELHI-110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; application software; computer software and application software linking to open source 
software; computer software and application software linking to enterprise software; computer software and application 
software being software for use in enterprise resource planning; computer software and application software for use in 
systems, applications and products.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; promotion of business opportunities; business assistance; 
business appraisal and strategy services; business management and consultancy services to support the establishment 
and development of technology-based and innovative businesses and organisations; provision of business information, 
business and support services, events and activities; business mentoring services; organisation, hosting and conducting 
of exhibitions; data processing; provision of business services to assist in establishing business contacts; provision of 
business services to assist in establishing a network of contacts; business and commercial opportunity introductory 
services; promotion services for the promotion of industry and public awareness for the need for creating and developing 
voluntary standards, processes and technologies in relation to the use and development of open data; promotional 
services namely facilitating the exchange of ideas and knowledge via networking services in order to promote the 
exchange and promotion of knowledge between individuals, companies, academia and organisations (including public 
bodies and state-owned enterprise) in order to promote the use of open data; business services featuring facilitation and 
brokering in connection with the exchange and promotion of knowledge between individuals, companies, academia and 
organisations (including public bodies and state-owned enterprise) in order to promote the use of open data; provision of 
business services to facilitate technology and business implementation demonstrations; business services to facilitate 
and support the transfer of technology; business advisory services to support research institutions; business advisory 
services to support the development and promotion of spin-out projects and companies; business advisory services to 
support collaborative projects, including joint ventures; promotion services for the promotion of industry and public 
awareness of the need for the sharing and use of open data; data compilation, including storage and retrieval; preparation 
and compilation, including analysis, evaluation and presentation of technical and statistical data; consultancy and 
information services all in connection with the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; providing access to databases; providing user access to computer programmes in 
data networks; provision of access to data stored electronically in central files for remote consultation; distribution of 
data via a global computer network or the internet; communication by computers; providing access to online databases; 
providing access via computer and communication networks, (including the Internet) to electronic documents, databases, 
graphics and audiovisual information; provision of information, advice and consultancy services in relation to the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Training in the fields of design, development, implementation, migration, integration, use and maintenance of 
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open source software and software systems; arranging and conducting of workshops; practical training (demonstration); 
electronic publication online; publication of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; education services in 
connection with the need for creating and developing voluntary standards, processes and technologies in relation to the 
use and development of open data; organisation, hosting and conducting of conferences and seminars; advice, 
consultancy and information services for all the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Research and development services; design and development of computer software; hardware and software 
interface research, development and design; computer bulletin board and forum services; computer programming; 
computer network design for others; creating and developing voluntary standards, processes and technologies in relation
to the use and development of open data; provision of information about the internet, software and the use of open data; 
electronic data storage; advice, consultancy and information services for all the aforesaid services.
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3118164    13/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259715]
TOTAL KIDS CORP.
695 Wolha-ro, Haseong-myeon, Gimpo-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Textile diapers for babies.

Cl.12;Baby carriages; fitted perambulator covers; covers for baby carriages; hoods for baby carriages.

Cl.25;Mantles [clothing]; bibs, not of paper; layettes [clothing]; clothing for children; caps for children; pants for 
babies; shoes and boots for infants; hoods [clothing]; outerclothing; neckties; caps [headwear]; mufflers [clothing]; 
footmuffs, not electrically heated; waterproof clothing; ear muffs [clothing]; masks for the protection against the cold 
[clothing]; winter gloves; shower caps; shawls; scarves; stockings; sportswear [for exclusive use for sports]; footwear; 
fittings for footwear; socks; overcoats [excluding sportswear and Korean traditional clothing]; belts [clothing]; belts of 
textile [clothing]; Korean traditional clothing.
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3124711    30/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259300]
MUGINOHO COMPANY LIMITED
AS Building 2F, 3-13-20 Nishitenma, Kita-ku, Osaka city Osaka 530-0047 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2344617

IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.30;Cream puffs; frozen pastries; custard; confectionery; fondant chocolate; rusks; cakes; mousse; cheese cake; 
tiramisu; mille-feuille; tarts; pastries; pies; pie pastries; danish pastries; almond pastries; pastries containing cream; 
savoury pastries; cookies; biscuits; sponge cake; donuts; chocolate sweets; waffles; bread; bakery products; 
sandwiches; wrap (sandwich); open sandwiches; ice cream sandwiches; croissants; danish bread; hamburger 
sandwiches; pizza; hot dog sandwiches; meat pie; fruits jelly; ice cream; sherbet; ice candy; Japanese confectionery; 
frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; coffee; iced coffee; coffee-based beverages; cocoa; iced cocoa; cocoa-based 
beverages; tea; iced tea; tea-based beverages; chai tea; green tea; tapioca tea.

Cl.43;Café; cafeterias; canteens; self-service restaurants; catering (food and drink); snack-bars; bakery services; 
preparation of food and drinks.
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Priority claimed from 25/03/2014; Application No. : UK00003048495 ;United Kingdom 

3127344    15/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1259523]
COSINE UK LIMITED
239 Old Marylebone Road London NW1 5QT United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUEST IP
B-5/47 E, LGF SAFDURJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-29

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing services; experiential marketing; field marketing; telemarketing; direct marketing; digital and electronic 
marketing services; market and marketing research, analysis and evaluation; marketing strategy development; market 
and consumer surveys; Market research and analysis; development of new markets namely, marketing services relating 
to developing a market for new products; development of new market sectors for the purpose of introducing a new 
product to the market; new business development; qualitative market research; provision of market and marketing 
information; marketing and business reporting; marketing methodology services; market testing; market positioning; 
business and marketing services imparting or communicating brand experience; brand communications; development, 
design and delivery of effective customer contact strategies relating to establishing, managing and maintaining contact 
between a business or industry and their customers; customer relationship management; management of chat rooms for 
marketing purposes; consumer research and analysis; provision of sales advice and consulting services; stock auditing; 
sales auditing and analysis; merchandising services; Provision and secondment of marketing, sales, merchandising and 
auditing personnel; provision of marketing support, being the production, provision and distribution of promotional and 
marketing materials and the direction, supervision and management of marketing personnel; provision of sales support, 
being assisting in sales closure, sales administration, and the direction, supervision and management of sales personnel; 
provision of retail and merchandising support, being assistance in presenting and/or positioning client"s products and 
the production, provision, distribution and presentation and/or positioning of point of sale material; compilation and 
analysis of sales and marketing data; promotional services; promotional consulting and support services; consultancy 
relating to business and sales promotions; applied sales consultancy; retail consultancy services; advertising and 
publicity services; dissemination of advertising matter; online media services namely, online marketing, online market 
research and online advertising and/or promotion services, online sales and providing consultancy services in the field of 
planning, buying and selling of online media; business research, analysis and information services; business appraisals 
and business enquiries; business management assistance and consultation; business introduction and referral services; 
demonstration of products; distribution of samples; brand consultancy services; research and analysis of brand 
positions relative to market; brand evaluation services; brand testing; brand strategy services; brand auditing; brand 
performance analysis; brand portfolio analysis; organisation of exhibitions for marketing, commercial or advertising 
purposes; promoting the sale of goods or of services of others through the distribution of printed materials and 
advertising design for promotional contacts; business services relating to the provision of business sponsorship; 
promoting goods and services by arranging for sponsor affiliation; marketing and promoting sponsor affiliation; 
sponsorship marketing and promotion; marketing and/or introduction of sponsorship opportunities to prospective 
sponsors; management administration of firms in respect of sales of goods or of services; organisation, arranging and 
management of events for marketing purposes; organisation and management of hospitality events for marketing 
purposes; organisation and management of hospitality for marketing purposes; production, organisation and 
management of corporate events, marketing events and experiential marketing events; business research relating to 
brands; corporate identity services; design of online marketing media; development of online marketing media; design of 
advertising; design of corporate, marketing and advertising materials; online media consultancy, namely consultancy, 
development, organisation and management services relating to the fields of online marketing/advertising/sales media, 
websites, home pages, networking media and social media and the acquisition of domain names/URLs; digital 
management and storage for marketing purposes and marketing-related services and purposes; compilation and 
systemisation of media, marketing and business information into databases; management of marketing, sales and retail 
databases; digital storage; production and management of corporate, marketing, advertising and experiential marketing 
events, sets, exhibitions, shows, films and video and TV programmes; consultancy, advisory and information services 
relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Cl.39;Transportation services in relation to events; storage services; consultancy, advisory and information services 
relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Training and instruction services; retail and sales training and instruction; training and instruction services in 
relation to all aspects of marketing; events management and events management services; organisation, arranging and 
management of hospitality events; production and management of events sets, exhibitions, shows, films and video and 
TV programmes; organisation and management of hospitality for entertainment purposes; production, organisation and 
management of events for entertainment and educational purposes; organisation, arranging and management of 
exhibitions, competitions, conferences and congresses; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Brand design services; brand research services; corporate identity design services; development and design of 
consumer, sales and promotional methods and materials; development and design of consumer research and business 
research methods and materials; development and design of marketing techniques/methods, marketing strategies, 
marketing tools and marketing materials; design of online marketing media; development of online marketing media; 
online media consultancy namely, consultancy services relating to website and webpage design/development; graphic 
design services; package design; design of web pages and other electronic marketing media; design of advertising; 
design of corporate, marketing and advertising materials; interior design services; exhibition and display design services; 
design using digital techniques, technologies and methods; digital production, encryption, de-encryption and storage for 
marketing purposes and marketing-related services and purposes; video design services; signage design; consultancy, 
advisory and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 050 732.0/10 ;Germany 

3151418    21/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1238948]
MAPA GMBH
Industriestraße 21-25 27404 Zeven Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, in particular spray cleaners, spray foam; hygiene 
spray, namely cleaning spray; stain removers; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; soaps, bar 
soaps and other cleaning products for the human body and in particular shower gels, shampoos, cleansing milk, purified 
water and cleaning fluids with or without soap; hygiene spray for hygienic body care, facial toners (cosmetic); protective 
and nourishing creams; care and cleaning sprays, massage gels; perfumery; essential oils; preparations for body and 
beauty care, hair lotions; dentifrices, bath salts, not for medical purposes; bath preparations; deodorants for personal use 
(perfumery); disinfectant soaps, disinfectant washing lotion and other disinfectant cleaning preparations for the body; 
skin nutrients for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic creams, skin care preparations; lotions for cosmetic purposes; almond 
milk for cosmetic purposes; almond oil, almond soap, medicated soaps; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; oils for 
toilet purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents, perfume; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; 
antiperspirant soap; soap for foot perspiration; sun-tanning preparations; non-medicated toiletries; cakes of toilet soap; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions and cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; petroleum jelly for 
cosmetic purposes; laundry soaking preparations; laundry preparations; cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; fabric 
softeners for laundry use; incense; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes, mascara; dental bleaching gels; pet shampoo 
and conditioner non-medicated, non-veterinary grooming preparation; creams and cosmeceutical ointments, potpourris 
(fragrances), fumigation preparations (perfumes); cleaning agents for fruits and vegetables; cleaning agents for 
household purposes; cosmetic breast firming preparations.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for 
medical use, dietetic food supplement for human beings, food for babies; human food, plasters, materials for dressings; 
disinfectants; albumin milk for pharmaceutical or medical purposes; alcohol swabs for medical purposes; alcohol for 
pharmaceutical purposes; antiseptics, antiseptic cotton; aseptic cotton; asthmatic tea; bath salts for medical purposes; 
bath preparations for medical purposes; therapeutic preparations for baths; bacterial poisons; balms for medical 
purposes; balsamic preparations for medical purposes; bandages for health purposes, bandages for dressings; candy, 
medicated; chemical preparations for the diagnosis of pregnancy, deodorants for clothing and textiles, deodorants other 
than for personal use; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; dietetic substances for medical purposes; dietetic beverages 
for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; drugs for medical purposes; febrifuges; gum for 
medical purposes; herbal teas; iodine for pharmaceutical purposes; iodides for pharmaceutical purposes; iodoform; 
iodine tincture; candy for medical purposes; chewing gum for medical purposes; germicides and disinfectants for hands 
and body; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; adhesive strips for medical purposes; compresses; headache pencils; 
liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; stick liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; lactose for pharmaceutical purposes; 
solvents for removing adhesive plasters; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; air deodorizing preparations, air purifying 
preparations; malted milk beverages for medical purposes; almond milk for pharmaceutical purposes; medicinal drinks; 
medicinal infusions, medicinal tea, medicinal herbs; sea water for medicinal baths; milking grease; milk ferments for 
pharmaceutical purposes; mineral food supplements, mineral waters for medical purposes; preparations to facilitate 
teething; moth balls; mouthwashes for medical purposes; food for babies, namely flour for babies with and without milk; 
nutritive substances for microorganisms; demetholized peppermint oil for pharmaceutical purposes; sterilizing 
preparations; medicine cases, portable, filled; soporifics; slimming tea for medical purposes; sunburn ointments; 
sunburn preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; breast-nursing pads, test strips for medical purposes; thermal water; 
glucose for medical purposes; petroleum jelly for medical purposes; first-aid boxes, filled surgical dressings; absorbent 
cotton; vitamin preparations; wart pencils; wadding for medical purposes; cellulose (medical dressings); sugar for 
medical purposes; dietary food supplements for animals; pharmaceutical products and preparations for health care in the 
form of ointments, drops, tablets and disinfecting baths and other liquids: dietary products for infants; inserts for clothing
in the form of breast-nursing pads; preparations for destroying vermin, fungi and weeds; pharmaceutical preparations 
and products to prevent stretch marks; (anti-inflammatory) nipple care materials; wound protection products and creams; 
homeopathic preparations, pharmaceutical preparations and tea for traditional Chinese medicine; sanitary pads, sanitary 
towels, napkins for medical purposes; poisons; nutritional supplements; disposable diapers of paper and/or cellulose; 
babies" napkins (diapers) of textile materials; disposable bathing trunks as napkins for infants; disposable nappies of 
paper and/or cellulose.
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Cl.8;Hand operated tools; cutlery, forks and spoons; razors, scissors; children"s first cutlery; nail scissors (electric or 
non-electric); nail files; knives; manicure sets; garden tools (hand-operated); forks (hand tools); files; dinner forks; baby 
forks; tweezers; pedicure sets; nail clippers; hairdressing equipment (hand-operated, non-electric); mortars for pounding; 
cutlery, namely knives, forks and spoons.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin- operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus; sound alarms, alarm bells 
(electric); testing apparatus, not for medical purposes; electricity indicators; oxygen transvasing apparatus; mirrors for 
inspecting work; barometers; batteries (electric), observation instruments; phototelegraphy apparatus; video telephones; 
incubators for bacteria culture, decorative magnets; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; stills for laboratory 
experiments; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; push buttons for bells, bells (warning devices); teeth 
protectors, pipettes, test tubes; gloves for protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; protective helmets, 
protective masks, safety restraints other than for vehicle seats or sports equipment; clothing especially made for 
laboratory; covers for electric outlets; temperature indicators; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; 
monitoring apparatus, electrical; resuscitation mannequins; clothing for protection against irradiation and fire; shoes for 
protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for protection against accidents; nets for protection against 
accidents; protection devices for personal use against accidents; teaching devices (audio visual); protective gloves, bath 
thermometers; baby monitors; monitoring systems; transmitting and receiving devices used for monitoring; baby scales; 
circuit breakers for sockets; sockets, timers, electric control apparatus for monitoring of babies and small children; 
photographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and systems composed 
thereof; bath, baby food room thermometers, reflectors for the visual display of thermometers, electrical fuses, 
amusement apparatus, namely electronic musical juke boxes (coin-operated); pipettes for food intake.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, including medical aids and protective covers 
therefor; teats for use during X-ray examinations for administering contrast media; medical devices on an electronic and 
electro-therapeutic basis; artificial limbs, hair prostheses, artificial organs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic articles; surgical 
suture material, baby bottles; receptacles and equipment for applying medicines; teething rings; incubators for medical 
purposes; incubators for babies; ice bags for medical purposes; elastic bandages; finger guards for medical purposes; 
feeding bottle teats; uterine syringes; obstetric apparatus; forceps; gloves for medical purposes; cushions for medical 
purposes; cases fitted for use by surgeons and doctors; spoons for administering medicine; childbirth mattresses; 
physical exercise apparatus for medical purposes; umbilical belts; pumps for medical purposes; feeding bottles; feeding 
bottle valves; teats, pacifiers for babies; armchairs for medical or dental purposes; syringes for medical purposes; 
spittoons for medical purposes; thermometers for medical purposes; maternity belts; teething rings for medical 
purposes; breast pumps, breast shields made of latex or silicone; special teats for infants, babies and toddlers, in 
particular teats for the administration of medication or X-ray contrast media; special teats for adults, particularly pacifiers; 
sucking trainers, pacifiers for premature babies; teats used for speech therapy purposes; hygienic rubber goods, in 
particular condoms, vibrators, massagers, functional replicas of human body parts and sexual organs, erection and 
orgasm-enhancing devices; benwa balls; sterilization equipment for medical purposes; teats, made of elastomers, such 
as natural or synthetic rubber or plastics or silicone; jaw shapers for young children; cooling teething rings; nursing 
appliances, also available in jaw form, hygienic rubber products, in particular feeding bottle teats; feeding bottle teats for 
tea, milk or formula; vented feeding bottle teats; pacifiers; medicine bottles; breast milk storage bottles and breast 
pumps, manual or electric; nasal decongestants; teat straps included in this class; acupuncture needle sets; bandages 
for medical purposes, particularly orthopaedic purposes; protective masks, protective covers made of latex for surgical, 
medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus; and clinical thermometers with analogue or digital display, 
pipettes for medical purposes; bed pads for children; patient gowns, nursing gowns; inserts for beds in the form of bed 
pads and baby carriage inserts.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; hot air bath fittings, heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; bath fittings; bathtubs, steam boilers, other 
than parts of machines; disinfectant apparatus, disinfectant dispensers for toilets; deodorising apparatus, not for 
personal use; electric kettles; foot warmers (electric or non-electric); beverage cooling apparatus; hair driers; hand drying 
apparatus for washrooms; hot air apparatus; water heaters; electric blankets, not for medical purposes; heating 
apparatus, electric; hot air ovens; appliances for making yoghurt, electric; cooking apparatus and installations; 
refrigerating containers; sterilizers; immersion heaters; vaporisers; pocket searchlights; socket lights as electric night 
lights; toilet inserts to adjust the seat for toddlers, baby food warmers, warming racks; boxes for keeping food warm; 
vaporizers in form of water vapour and steam generators as disinfectant equipment; dehumidifiers, air purifying 
apparatus and machines; air filtering installations; air sterilisers; autoclaves (electric pressure cookers); kilns; cooking 
utensils, electric; evaporators; air humidifiers, disinfectant apparatus; hygienic toilet covers/seats; hygienic seat pads for 
toilets; hot water bottles; children"s hot water bottles.

Cl.14;Rings (trinkets or fobs); musical clocks.

Cl.15;Musical instruments, particularly musical boxes; electronic musical instruments.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, printed matter; book 
binding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; typewriters 
and office requisites (except furniture); teaching and instructional materials (except apparatus); plastic materials for 
packaging, not included in other classes; printers" type; printing blocks; tear-off pads; posters; door signs; cards for 
labelling beds; articles of paper and cellulose for sanitary purposes, in particular toilet paper, facial tissues, towels; paper 
towels, paper napkins; toilet tissues; facial tissues; napkins of paper for removing make-up; tissues of paper; picture 
books, blackboard; drawing instruments.

Cl.18;Baby carriers worn on the body.

Cl.20;Changing mats of paper and/or cellulose, possibly combined with other materials; grab rails for showers.
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Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-
making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; brushes for body and beauty care; 
deodorising devices for personal use; electric brushes, except parts of machines; electric combs; soap boxes; soap 
dishes, plates; soap dispensers, washtubs; baby baths (portable); heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; mugs; 
disposable plates; bottles; bottle openers; boxes of glass; glasses (receptacles); heat-insulated containers, vacuum 
bottles, heat-insulated containers for beverages; thermally insulated containers for food; large toothed combs for the 
hair; cookie jars, kitchen utensils, cosmetic utensils, cooking pot sets; food cooling devices, containing heat exchange 
fluids, for household purposes, refrigerating bottles, chamber pots, nail brushes; paper or plastic cups; paper towel 
dispensers made of metal; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons (dishes); services, cups, and plates; toilet 
utensils; toilet cases; saucers; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; insulating boxes for food bottles; pots for children 
as serving chamber pots, diaper pails; vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks; moulds for ice cubes; spice sets; 
cookery moulds; cooking utensils, non-electric; thermal boxes; toothbrushes, both individually and in sets for step by 
step learning; hairbrushes; clothes brushes; bottle brushes; drinking bottles and accessories, namely funnels and 
drinking aids; baby plates; baby cups; make-up removing appliances.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; layettes (clothing), nappy pants (clothing); clothing for children; socks for 
newborns; swimsuits; bathing trunks; bath robes, bathing caps, bath sandals, bath slippers, bath gloves; teddies 
(garments); mittens; scarfs; gloves (clothing); baby gloves; slippers, shirt-pant combination (underwear); blouses; shirt 
yokes, shirts, trousers, braces for clothing (suspenders), jackets (clothing), skull caps; hoods (clothing); bibs, not of 
paper; underwear, sweat-absorbent underwear; coats, dressing gowns; caps (headwear), ear muffs (clothing); paper hats 
(clothing), sweaters, pyjamas, sandals, collar protectors, socks, beach shoes, sweat-absorbent stockings, tights, 
sweaters, T-shirts, sweat-absorbent underwear; pants, underwear, lingerie; hosiery; bootees and baby shoes, both mainly 
of textiles; baby sets of T-shirt and pants; nursing bra, breast-feeding and pregnancy underwear; baby clothes, in 
particular onesies; disposable swimwear made of paper and cellulose.

Cl.28;Baby rattles; board games, weight lifting belts (sports articles); kaleidoscopes, spinning toys (toys); mobiles 
(toys); plush toys, dolls (toys); dolls" feeding bottles; puzzles; scooters (toys); swings, butterfly nets, soap bubbles 
(toys), balls for games, play balloons; games; playing cards; dice, toys, teddy bears, toy animals, swimming animals, toy 
planes and trucks; toy building blocks; water wings; swimming belts; electronic entertainment machines (for playing), in 
particular for children; toys in the form of clocks; educational teaching toys.

Cl.29;Dairy products, in particular beverages with predominant milk content; vegetables (processed); albumin milk.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and coffee substitutes; coffee, cocoa, chocolate or tea based beverages; cereals prepared for 
human consumption, particularly oat flakes or other cereal flakes.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages (drinks); mineral and carbonated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; 
fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; vegetable juice.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2015; Application No. : 86513459 ;United States of America 

3157904    21/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262843]
WORLDVU SATELLITE LTD.
13 Castle Street St. Helier JE4 5UT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Communications software for connecting users over satellite networks; computer hardware and software used for 
the control of voice controlled information and communication devices.

Cl.38;Communication via computer terminals, by digital transmission or by satellite; satellite communication services; 
satellite transmission services; satellite, cable, network transmission of sounds, images, signals and data.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 073 949 ;Germany 

3160057    05/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262057]
DURLUM GROUP GMBH
An der Wiese 5 79650 Schopfheim Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Construction materials, namely false ceilings of metal, and individual parts therefor, in particular cassettes, beams, 
mirror elements, included in this class; suspended ceilings and false ceilings of metal, in particular slatted or flat ceilings 
of metal, and felt-covered or textile-covered ceilings of metal.

Cl.19;Suspended ceilings, not of metal, in particular slatted or flat ceilings, not of metal and felt-covered or textile-
covered ceilings, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2015; Application No. : 2015/25125 ;Turkey 

3166262    04/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262916]
KALE KILIT VE KALIP SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI
Atatürk Cd. Basakli Sk. No:24 Gungoren/ISTANBUL Turkey

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES.
B-3, KESAVAN OARCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600 015. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1232622, 2340510

IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Locks of metal, namely door locks and parts thereof, steel door locks, locks of metal, keys of metal, locks of metal 
for sliding doors, locks of metal for windows, key blank of metal, padlocks of metal, mortise lock of metal, suitcase locks, 
keys of metal for safe box, rim lock of metal, security locks for windows, lock of metal for glass doors, non-electric locks, 
locks of metal with alarm, built-in door locks; keys, included in this class; safe box of metal; espagnolette of metal; 
espagnolette of metal for doors with lock; espagnolette of metal for vertical and horizontal lock; handles of metal for 
doors and windows; metal parts for doors and windows.

Cl.9;Smart cards; smart card readers; electronic lock systems; electronic security locks; magnetic and optic data 
carriers and computer software and programs recorded thereto; encoded magnetic and optic cards.
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3170402    12/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264234]
CONXTECH, INC.
6701 Koll Center Parkway, Suite 150 Pleasanton CA 94566 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel components for building construction, namely, pre-fabricated structural moment resistant steel frames and 
joints, other than use in drainage structures, water detention structures, storm water treatment structures, retaining walls, 
bridge structures, tunnel structures and erosion control structures.

Cl.37;Construction services, namely structural steel building frame contracting services outside the fields of drainage 
systems, water detention systems, storm water treatment systems, retaining wall systems, bridge systems, tunnel 
systems and erosion control systems.

Cl.40;Custom fabrication of systemized steel building frame components, other than, for use in drainage structures, 
water detention structures, storm water treatment structures, retaining walls, bridge structures, tunnel structures and 
erosion control structures.
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3175641    31/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264144]
THE SHADE STORE, LLC
21 ABENDROTH AVENUE PORT CHESTER NY 10573 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMITABHA SEN & CO.
SUITE 601- F, 5 HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.20;Window coverings; window blinds; room dividers, namely, verticals; drapery hardware, namely, traverse rods, 
poles, curtain hooks, curtain rods, and finials; pillows; glass, plastic and wood pulls for window coverings

Cl.24;Drapery; curtain tie-backs in the nature of textile curtain holders.
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Priority claimed from 09/05/2014; Application No. : 302014046536.1/39 ;Germany 

3195229    29/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1265605]
TUI AG
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 4 30625 Hannover Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
306 & 405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; transport of persons and goods, in particular by road, rail, sea and 
air; river transport; porter services; transport of money and valuables; transportation logistics; travel organization, 
booking and arrangement of travel, excursions and cruises; arrangement of transport services; rental of diving suits; 
organization, booking and arrangement of excursions, day trips and sightseeing tours; sightseeing [tourism]; travel, 
consultancy and escorting of travellers; rental, booking and providing of aircraft; rental, booking and providing of ships, 
in particular rowing and motor boats, sailing vessels and canoes; rental, booking and providing of motor vehicles, 
bicycles and horses; parcel delivery; organization of trips, holidays and sightseeing tours; travel agency services 
(included in this class), in particular consultancy and booking services for travel, providing information about travel, 
arrangement of transport services and travel; travel reservation; transport reservation; information about travel on the 
Internet, in particular about reservation and booking in the tourism and business travel sector (online travel agencies); 
delivery, dispatching and distribution of newspapers and magazines; consultation provided by telephone call centres and 
hotlines regarding travels, including business travel and in the field of transport logistics, transport and storage; 
transport services, namely tracking of passenger or freight vehicles using computers or global-positioning system (GPS); 
traffic information; all aforesaid goods exclusively in relation to temporary accommodation and providing of food and 
drinks for guests.

Cl.41;Education and further training, education information; teaching, in particular distance teaching and language 
teaching; entertainment; film production, other than advertising films; videotape film production; DVD and CD-ROM film 
production; production of radio and television programs; rental of films and videos, presentation of films and videos; 
theatrical booking agencies; modelling for artists (entertainment); musical performances; circus performances; public 
entertainment; theatrical performances; arranging and conducting of concerts; ticket agency services (entertainment); 
organization and providing of an after school children"s entertainment centre featuring educational entertainment; 
entertainment services, namely holiday camp services; arranging and conducting of teaching in the field of sports and 
languages; health club services (health and fitness training), providing training clubs and fitness clubs, golf courses, 
tennis courts, riding facilities, nursery schools (education, entertainment), cinema theatre facilities, discotheques, 
museum [presentation, exhibitions], amusement arcades, sports camps and sports facilities, amusement parks; rental of 
skin diving equipment; organization of sports competitions; organization and arrangement of cultural and sporting 
events; reservation services (included in this class) for sporting, scientific and cultural events; game services provided 
on-line from a computer network; rental of recorded data carriers (films, music, games), projector apparatus and the 
accessories thereof (included in this class); rental of newspapers and magazines; writing of texts, other than publicity 
texts; publication of printed matter (also in form of electronic media including CD-ROMs), other than publicity texts, in 
particular of books, magazines, newspapers; publication of printed matter in electronic form, except for publicity 
purposes, in particular magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; issuing of texts, other than publicity texts, in 
particular of books, magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; organization of exhibitions for cultural and 
teaching purposes; entertainment and education services provided by recreation and amusement parks; services of an 
interpreter and of a translator; photography; radio entertainment, television entertainment; consultation provided by 
telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of education, training and further training and entertainment; consultation 
provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural 
events; information about entertainment events provided via online net- works and Internet; all aforesaid goods 
exclusively in relation to temporary accommodation and providing of food and drinks for guests.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; providing of food and drinks for guests; accommodation bureau services; 
providing and rental of holiday homes, holiday flats and apartments; providing room reservation and hotel reservation 
services; providing hotel and motel services; catering; services of boarding houses; rental of meeting rooms; bar 
services; providing of food and drinks for guests in restaurants; providing food and drinks in Internet cafés; consultation 
provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of temporary room and board accommodation services, 
providing and rental of holiday homes, other accommodation services and hotel reservation as well as accommodation 
and catering for guests.

Cl.44;Medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; services of saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, 
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hairdressing salons and massage parlour; nursing (medical); public baths for hygiene purposes and Turkish baths; 
organisation of recreation stays for health purposes; medical assistance; convalescent homes; flower arranging; 
manicuring; massage; hospices; physiotherapy; nursing homes; animal grooming; dentistry; arrangement of wellness 
and beauty care services.
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3207153    09/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266862]
MEDIDATA SOLUTIONS, INC.
9th Floor, 350 Hudson Street New York NY 10014 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for capturing, managing and reporting data and information in the fields of medical clinical 
trials and medical research, for designing, managing, and executing medical clinical trials and medical research and 
medical clinical trial and medical research protocols, for forecasting and benchmarking budgets and costs in medical 
clinical trials and medical research, for medical coding in medical clinical trials and medical research, for the collection of 
information and data in medical clinical trials and medical research, for evaluating and measuring the performance and 
results of medical clinical trials and medical research, for managing, organizing and reporting the results of medical 
clinical trials and medical research, for monitoring and events capture in the nature of gathering and organizing 
information and data generated in medical clinical trials and medical research, for medical clinical trial and medial 
research user and learning management, for medical clinical trial and medical research operational reporting and 
analytics, and for medical clinical trial and medical research patient randomization and supply management; 
downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in capturing, managing, and reporting data and 
information in the field of medical clinical trials and research; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application 
for use in medical clinical trials, research monitoring and events capture in the nature of gathering and organizing 
information and data generated in medical clinical trials and research.

Cl.42;Software as a service (saas) solutions featuring software for capturing, managing and reporting data and 
information in the fields of medical clinical trials and medical research, for designing, managing, and executing medical 
clinical trials and medical research and medical clinical trial and medical research protocols, for forecasting and 
benchmarking budgets and costs in medical clinical trials and medical research, for medical coding in medical clinical 
trials and medical research, for the collection of information and data in medical clinical trials and medical research, for 
evaluating and measuring the performance and results of medical clinical trials and medical research, for capturing, 
managing, organizing and reporting the results of medical clinical trials and medical research, for monitoring and events 
capture in the nature of gathering and organizing information and data generated in medical clinical trials and medical 
research, for medical clinical trial and medial research user and learning management, for medical clinical trial and 
medical research operational reporting and analytics, and for medical clinical trial and medical research patient 
randomization and supply management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for 
capturing, managing and reporting data and information in the fields of medical clinical trials and medical research, for 
designing, managing, and executing medical clinical trials and medical research and medical clinical trial and medical 
research protocols, for forecasting and benchmarking budgets and costs in medical clinical trials and medical research, 
for medical coding in medical clinical trials and medical research, for the collection of information and data in medical 
clinical trials and medical research, for evaluating and measuring the performance and results of medical clinical trials 
and medical research, for managing, organizing and reporting the results of medical clinical trials and medical research, 
for monitoring and events capture in the nature of gathering and organizing information and data generated in medical 
clinical trials and medical research, for medical clinical trial and medical research user and learning management, for 
medical clinical trial and medical research operational reporting and analytics, and for medical clinical trial and medical 
research patient randomization and supply management.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 030 787 ;Germany 

3213267    17/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268187]
HÜBNER GMBH & CO. KG
Heinrich-Hertz-Straße 2 34123 Kassel Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3200412

IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Pleated and corrugated bellows for vehicles, in particular articulated vehicles; pleated and corrugated bellows 
made of textile materials for articulated vehicles; passageways as well as protective passageways made of plastics and/or 
metal for vehicles; adapted hinges for articulated vehicles for rail-borne and road traffic; passageways and platforms 
made of plastics and/or metal for vehicles.

Cl.20;Pleated canopy roofs for boarding bridges and boarding stairs made of plastics.

Cl.22;Pleated canopy roofs for boarding bridges and boarding stairs made of textile material; pleated and corrugated 
bellows made of textile material for articulated vehicles; pleated and corrugated bellows made of textile material for 
passageways; coverings made of plastics or fibre reinforced material for the inner walls of bellows for passageways or for
passage platforms of articulated vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 25/02/2015; Application No. : 86545895 ;United States of America 

3216018    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268062]
VIGILANT BIOSCIENCES, INC.
6301 NW 5th Way, Suite 1500 Ft. Lauderdale FL 33309 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Diagnostic test kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents used for screening and detecting diseases; 
diagnostic test kits comprised of medical diagnostic reagents used for screening and detecting cancer; pharmaceutical 
preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for therapeutic use; therapeutic agents; therapeutic pharmaceuticals for the 
treatment of diseases; therapeutic pharmaceuticals for the treatment of cancer.

Cl.42;Providing medical, scientific, and therapeutic research in the field of cancer; scientific and therapeutic research 
for medical purposes and analyses in the field of cancer; product research and development services; research, 
development, engineering, testing, and analytical services in the fields of vaccines, screening and detecting diseases, 
medicine, and therapeutics; research and development of vaccines, immunotherapies, medical diagnostics kits, and 
therapeutics; research and development of diagnostic test kits for screening and detecting diseases; laboratory research 
and testing services relating to vaccines, screening and detecting diseases, medicine, and therapeutics; consulting 
services in the fields of science and medicine, namely, consulting services relating to vaccine development and the 
development of methods for screening and detecting diseases; scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto, namely, the development of vaccines, methods for screening and detecting diseases, medicine, 
and therapeutics; industrial analysis and research services, namely, industrial research in the field of development of 
vaccines, screening and detecting diseases, medicine, and therapeutics; computer services, namely, design and 
development of computer hardware and software; computer services, namely, software as a service (SaaS) services 
featuring software that provides information, test results for screening and detecting diseases, and the analysis, 
evaluation, and reporting of those test results to healthcare professionals and patients.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical diagnostic services, namely, medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; 
medical diagnostic services, namely, medical diagnostic testing, monitoring and reporting services; therapeutic services; 
therapeutic services for the treatment of diseases; therapeutic services for the treatment of cancer.
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Priority claimed from 22/04/2015; Application No. : 2015-039297 ;Japan 

3216086    28/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268968]
AUCSALE INC.
5th Fl., Tokyotatemono Aoyama Bld., 3-5. 3-chome, Kitaaoyama, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-0061 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
3rd Floor, Tower B, Technopolis Building, DLF Golf Course Road, Sector - 54, Gurgaon - 122 002 (Haryana), India.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Washing machines for household purposes; dishwashers for household purposes; electric wax-polishing 
machines for household purposes; vacuum cleaners for household purposes; robotic vacuum cleaners for household 
purposes; electric food blenders for household purposes; dishwashers for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for 
industrial purposes; robotic vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; electric food blenders for industrial purposes; 
electric fruit presses for household purposes; electric food processors for household purposes; electric coffee mills for 
household purposes.

Cl.8;Electric flat irons for household purpose; electric flat irons for industrial purposes; bladed or pointed hand tools 
other than swords; electric razors and electric hair clippers.

Cl.11;Household electrothermic appliances, namely, bread baking machines, convection ovens, electric bread toasters 
for household purposes, induction heaters, induction cookers, electric kettles for household purposes, electric coffee 
makers for household purposes, electric fans for household purposes, electric humidifiers for household purposes; 
household electrothermic appliances for beauty or sanitary purposes, namely, electric hair dryers for household 
purposes, facial sauna apparatus, facial equipment using ultrasonic waves for household purposes; electric lamps and 
other lighting apparatus, namely, electric lighting fixtures, LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures.

Cl.30;Wheat flour for food.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2014; Application No. : AM 52462/2014 ;Austria 

3216100    16/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268976]
MIBA FRICTEC GMBH
Dr.-Mitterbauer-Straße 3 A-4663 Laakirchen Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHETAN CHADHA
F-46 Himalaya House, 23 K G Road New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Parts of motors and engines, except for land vehicles, namely friction linings

Cl.12;Parts of motors and engines for land vehicles, namely friction linings for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2015; Application No. : 014243539 ;European Union 

3216141    18/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269239]
OMICRON ELECTRONICS GMBH
Oberes Ried 1 A-6833 Klaus AT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Vacuum gauges; vacuum measuring instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; geophysic apparatus; 
instruments for diagnosis [for scientific use]; measuring instruments; instruments for surveying physical data; computer 
software development tools; physical analysing apparatus [other than for medical use]; spectrometers; radiation-
measuring instruments; nuclear detectors for detecting radiation particles; actinometers; radiation sensing apparatus; 
photo electron spectroscopy analyzers [not for medical purposes]; electrical test apparatus; testing apparatus for 
electronic equipment; testing and quality control devices; measuring, counting, alignment and calibrating instruments; 
checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus 
and simulators; laboratory instruments [other than for medical use]; scientific apparatus and instruments; electrical 
power systems and electrical power components are excluded from this class.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of instruments (apart from services for electrical power systems and electrical power 
components).

Cl.42;Physics [research]; research into the development of new products; research in instrumentation; research 
laboratories; scientific and industrial research; advisory services relating to science; engineering consultancy relating to 
testing; quality control testing; laboratory services for analytical testing; testing of machinery; technical testing services; 
conducting industrial tests; scientific testing services; calibration services relating to medical apparatus; chemist 
services; chemical laboratories; chemical technological research; scientific research relating to chemistry; chemical 
research and analysis services; biochemical research and development; biochemistry research services; biological 
research; biological analysis; biological development services; chemical analysis services for use in the testing of 
material; analysis of materials; scientific research relating to biology; design of instruments; calibration of instruments; 
engineering services; research services in the field of natural science; research and development services; industrial 
analysis services; industrial research; consultancy services relating to technological research; product research & 
development; advisory services relating to scientific instruments; services for electrical power systems and electrical 
power components are excluded from this class.
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3219327    23/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269054]
Plato Media Ltd
14 Hanover Square London W1S 1HP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Bicycles and tricycles.

Cl.28;Toys, games, playthings; sporting articles; dolls; action figures and accessories therefor; soft toys; plush toys; 
toy and novelty face masks; toy musical instruments; toy models; puzzles; kites; play balls and play balloons; flippers, 
floats (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); inflatable toys 
for play purposes; playing cards; board games; puppets; plastic toys; bath toys; playsets; developmental toys; wheeled 
toys; scooters, sit on toys; costumes being children's playthings (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau 
- rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); decorations for Christmas trees; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.38;Broadcasting; communications and telecommunications; transmission, broadcast, reception and other 
dissemination of audio, video, still and moving images, text and data whether in real or delayed time; internet streaming 
of audio and visual content; electronic transmission of data, messages and information; electronic mail services; 
provision of discussion forums; interactive broadcasting services; provision of information and advisory services relating 
to any of the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Provision of entertainment, education, recreation, instruction, tuition and training; production, presentation and 
distribution of audio, video, still and moving images and data; entertainment, sporting and cultural services, including 
production of radio and television programmes; production of films and live entertainment features; production of 
animated motion pictures and television features; cinema and television studios services; motion picture entertainment; 
television entertainment services, including live entertainment performances and shows, publishing services (including 
electronic publishing services); non-downloadable electronic publications; organisation, production and presentation of 
shows, competitions, games, concerts, exhibitions and events; provision of information and advisory services relating to 
any of the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; provision of information and advisory services relating to any of the aforesaid 
services.
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2015; Application No. : 013621941 ;European Union 

3220188    06/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268662]
FELUWA PUMPEN GMBH
Beulertweg 10 54570 Mürlenbach Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Separators; hydraulic and pneumatic drives for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic transporters; 
compressed air machines and compressed air motors; compressed air pumps; pressure reducers; pressure regulators; 
pressure valves; ejectors; filter presses; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; power transmissions for 
machines; hydraulic engines and motors; compressors; pumps; pump diaphragms; vacuum pumps; centrifugal pumps; 
joints, as parts of machines.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for checking [supervision]; electric and electronic controls for pumps.

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance and installation of separators, hydraulic and pneumatic drives for machines, motors and 
engines, pneumatic transporters, compressed air machines and compressed air motors and engines, compressed air 
pumps, pressure reducers, pressure regulators, pressure valves, ejectors, filter presses, crankcases for machines, 
motors and engines, transmissions for machines, hydraulic motors, compressors, pumps, pump diaphragms, vacuum 
pumps, centrifugal pumps, seals as machine parts, apparatus and instruments for checking [supervision], electric and 
electronic controls for pumps.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2014; Application No. : VA 2014 03107 ;Denmark 

3220268    15/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268640]
FALCK DANMARK A/S
Falck-Huset, Polititorvet 1 DK-1780 København V Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2491546, 2527034, 3220268

IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Insurance, including travel insurance, fire and windstorm insurance and flood insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs; economic appraisals, namely risk management services; financial services regarding 
cash services and bank services; bank services, namely sorting and replenishing of automated teller machines (ATMS); 
financing services; information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid 
services also provided (where applicable) online via computer networks.

Cl.37;Building construction; vehicle repair and maintenance, including emergency repair services; assistance for land 
vehicles in the form of help for starting motors, opening locked doors and change of wheels; assistance for sea vehicles 
in the form of help for starting motors, opening locked doors and making disabled vessels watertight; remedying of storm 
wind and flood accidents in the form of repair services; maintenance services; installation, maintenance and repair of 
alarm apparatus, TV and video surveillance and supervision apparatus, detectors, sensors, control, security and 
protection apparatus in buildings and in vehicles; inspection in connection with construction and repair of buildings; 
installation, maintenance and repair of lifesaving apparatus and fire extinguishing apparatus; interior and exterior 
cleaning of buildings; intervention in the form of repair services in emergency situations, including accidents, burglary, 
smoke, gas, chemical leakage; domestic assistance (cleaning); information, consultancy and advisory services in relation 
to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services also provided (where applicable) online via computer networks.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; rescue and salvaging operations (transport); 
ambulance transportation by land, sea and air of persons and animals; transportation of persons and animals by land, sea
and air, including transportation of sick people and patients; transport of medical doctors and paramedic personnel; life 
saving services in connection with ship wrecks (transport); emergency diving and underwater salvage (rescue service); 
towing by land and sea, including crane and vehicle transport (transport); lease of replacement cars; lease of vehicles and
equipment for the transportation of persons and animals; alarm emergency transport services, including in connection 
with accidents, theft, burglary, fire, smoke, gas, chemical leakage; transport in relation to assault and safety alarms; GPS 
navigation services (traffic information and driving directions); transport of valuables, cash, securities and documents; 
delivery of food and drink; storage of keys; traffic information services; taxi flights; interventions in the form of 
transportation of persons or animals in emergency situations, including in connection with accidents, burglary, smoke, 
gas, chemical leakage; interventions in the form of towage of cars in emergency situations, including in connection with 
accidents, theft, burglary, fire; interventions in the form of diving (transport) in emergency situations, including in 
connection with accidents, burglary, smoke, gas, chemical leakage; interventions in the form of evacuation (transport) of 
persons or animals in emergency situations, including in connection with accidents, theft, burglary, fire, smoke, gas, 
chemical leakage, assault and safety alarms; information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the aforesaid 
services; the aforesaid services also provided (where applicable) online via computer networks.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; technical training; skill training; 
courses including first aid courses, offshore industry and emergency measure courses; evacuation courses; courses 
relating to security and access control; courses regarding supervision of buildings and spaces; courses in fire fighting, 
prevention of accidents, offshore water survival, confined space rescue, electrical safety and crane operation; courses 
relating to workplace environment; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and supervision of congresses, 
seminars and workshops (education); fan club organisation and services (entertainment and education); publishing of 
books and texts, other than for advertising purposes; museum services (presentation, exhibition); services regarding 
organization of education; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforesaid services; all the 
aforesaid services also provided (where applicable) online via computer networks.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; healthcare and beauty care for human beings and animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services; healthcare; medical assistance; medical clinics; medical practice; medical services and 
hygienic and beauty care in connection with rehabilitation and preventive treatment; psychological care; occupational 
health service; psychical therapy for persons in crisis; physiotherapy; zone therapy; chiropractic care; services in the 
field of sanitation (medical services and healthcare and beauty care); consultancy regarding food, dietaries and physical 
exercise (medical services and healthcare and beauty care); rental of equipment for healthcare and for domestic care; 
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physicals; drug and alcohol collections (medical services and healthcare and beauty care); rental of breast pumps 
(healthcare equipment); interventions in the form of medical services in emergency situations, including in connection 
with accidents, fire, smoke, gas, chemical leakage; hospitals; sanatoriums; dentistry; medical home care; outgoing 
medical assistance; domestic assistance (healthcare); information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the 
aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services also provided (where applicable) online via computer networks.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; fire extinguishing, fire fighting 
and smoke diving; evacuation of persons and animals in case of danger or accident; consultancy and evaluation with 
respect to minimising damages and lost value (security issues); security guard services, including surveillance, 
supervision and search of buildings as well as access control services; bodyguard services; monitoring of burglar and 
security alarms; technical consultancy concerning the security of buildings, commercial companies and outdoor spaces; 
rental of equipment for extinguishing fire and for the evacuation of persons and animals; rental of fire alarms; rental of 
security systems; rental of bullet-proof vests and other safety clothing for persons for assault protection; safety advisory 
services in relation to working environment, industrial injuries, working postures and the arrangement of workplaces; 
advisory services in relation to the prevention of accidents and fire; consultancy regarding protective measures and 
securing workplaces; interventions in the form of outgoing security service in emergency situations, including in 
connection with accidents, burglary; interventions in the form of fire fighting in emergency situations, including in 
connection with accidents, burglary, smoke, gas, chemical leakage; interventions in the form of diving (safety services) in 
emergency situations, including in connection with accidents, burglary, smoke, gas, chemical leakage; interventions in 
the form of evacuation (safety services) of persons or animals in emergency situations, including in connection with 
accidents, theft, burglary, fire, smoke, gas, chemical leakage, assault and safety alarms; information, consultancy and 
advisory services in relation to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services also provided (where applicable) online 
via computer networks.
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Priority claimed from 02/02/2015; Application No. : 15.00115 ;Monaco 

3221811    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268150]
S.A.M. 3X ENGINEERING
9, avenue Albert II MC-98000 Monaco Monaco

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Epoxy resins; chemicals for use in industry, science, photography, as well as agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire-extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives for use in industry.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, namely rubber sheets for insulating; cords of rubber; electrical 
insulators made of mica; asbestos felt; pipe joint tape; insulating tapes; stops of rubber; packing, stopping and insulating 
materials; flexible pipes not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2015; Application No. : 86500048 ;United States of America 

3233371    20/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270959]
LOGITECH INTERNATIONAL S.A.
Les Châtagnis CH-1143 Apples Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer and electronic equipment, namely, computer hardware; computer hardware for use with mobile phone 
and computer tablet applications; computer peripherals, namely, keyboards, mice, trackballs and wireless electronic 
controllers all for use with consumer electronic equipment; decoding boxes, set top boxes; computer software for 
classifying, transmitting, receiving, processing, reading and watching, and controlling applications, texts, electronic data, 
images, audio and video files; computer software for reproducing, processing and streaming audio, video and multimedia 
content and for audio calling, video calling and remote collaborating; computer software for controlling the operation of 
audio and video apparatus and for viewing, searching and/or reading sound, video, television, films, photographs and 
other digital images and other multimedia content; computer game programs; computer software for multimedia sharing, 
media-share computer software for computers; digital electronic apparatus for recording, classifying, transmitting, 
receiving, processing, reading and viewing, and examining texts, data, images, audio and video files, namely, computer 
software and computer hardware; video game control devices, namely, headsets, keyboards and mice all for use with 
computer and video game console platforms; wireless mice, keyboards, and remote controls for use with televisions, 
computers, and set-top boxes; computer cursor control devices, namely, digitizer tablets, light pens, and trackballs; 
touch pads; electronic drawing and sketching boards; electronic whiteboards; computer keyboard controllers; video 
devices, namely, software and hardware for audio and video enhancement sold as an integral part of web cameras and 
video cameras; digital cameras and web cameras; wearable cameras, mobile cameras, security cameras; audio and sound
system devices, namely, audio speakers, mobile speakers, wireless speakers, headsets, headphones, earbuds and 
microphones; audio conduit, amplification and monitoring units; acoustic separation units; audio mixers; telephony 
equipment, namely, headsets, headphones, earbuds and microphones for use with computers and telephones, 
telephones, mobile phones, videophones; video-conferencing equipment, namely, video-conferencing cameras, 
speakerphones, computer monitors, televisions, and other audio-visual components; digital writing systems for 
computers and mobile phones primarily composed of digital light pen and computer software; remote controls for 
controlling TVs, video players, video recorders, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, entertainment systems, home lighting 
systems, personal computers; protective cases for computer peripherals; protective cases for mobile phones, battery 
charging cases for mobile phones, car dashboard mounts for mobile phones; mobile phone accessories; keyboards for 
mobile phones; mobile keyboards and control devices for mobile platforms; protective cases for tablet computers; 
keyboards for tablet computers; computer peripherals for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer 
electronics devices, televisions, and displays; computer peripherals for digital watches; computer software and computer 
programs for use in connection with providing an interface between a computer and a peripheral device; computer 
software and computer programs for manipulating and controlling images from web cameras and digital cameras; 
computer software and computer programs for producing sound; computer software and computer programs for 
handwriting and character recognition; computer software and computer programs for use in connection with electronic 
transmission of video, audio and data across local area, wide area and global computer networks; remote control devices 
for home automation and control of sensors, locks, switches, lights, radios, televisions, stereos, audio-visual equipment, 
household appliances, window coverings, climate control, and other home electronics; downloadable software for 
programming a remote control for sensors, locks, switches, radios, television, stereos, audio-visual equipment, 
household appliances, window coverings, climate control, lighting and other home electronics; computer monitors; 
audio, video and radio transmitters; audio, video and radio receivers; stereo tuners and radio signal tuners; audio and 
video recorders; audio and video players, namely, CD, DVD and Mp3 players; radios; microphones; wireless presenters in 
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the nature of wireless remote pointers; notebook computer stands; notebook computer docking stations; computer 
docking stations; number keypads, namely, number keypads on computer keyboards; battery packs; electric and 
electronic cables; wearable electronics to measure fitness, self-improvement and data-gathering; electronic temperature 
sensors; lighting control systems comprised of motion sensors for security lights and computer hardware and software 
for use in activating and deactivating electrical lights; and electronic instruction manuals sold as a unit with the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.28;Video game control devices, namely, remote controls, joysticks, video game steering wheels, all for use with 
computer and video game console platforms; computer peripherals, namely, controllers and gamepads for mobile 
gaming.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2015; Application No. : 2015/00416 ;Ireland 

3237903    03/07/2015 

[International Registration No. : 1271452] 
DQ Entertainment (Ireland) Limited 
Gray Office Park, Galway Retail Park, Headford Road Galway Ireland

Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
KHURANA & KHURANA 
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used 

IR DIVISION 
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION. 

Cl.9;Children's educational software; computer game discs; computer game programmes; computer game 
software; computer graphics software; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; electronic game software; electronic game programs; exposed cinematographic film; 
exposed slide films; interactive multimedia computer game programs; interactive video game programs; 
recorded computer game programs; virtual reality game software. 

Cl.28;Action figure toys; action skill games; arcade video game machines; articles of clothing for toys; 
balls for games; bathtub toys; bean bag dolls; bodyboards; bubble making wand and solution sets; building 
games; card games; clockwork toys [of metal]; clockwork toys [of plastics]; construction toys; costume 
masks; dice games; doll house furnishings; dolls; dolls' clothes; dolls' houses; electronic action toys; 
electronic learning toys; hand puppets; infant toys; infant development toys; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; 
kites; manipulative games; manipulative puzzles; mechanical toys; musical toys; party games; playing cards; 
puppets; ride-on toys; stuffed toy animals; stuffed puppets; stuffed toy bears; talking toys; target games; toy 
airplanes; toy animals; toy cars; toy building blocks; toy figures; toy vehicles; video game machines; wooden 
toys. 
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Priority claimed from 08/01/2015; Application No. : 86499057 ;United States of America 

3241176    16/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271836]
LOGITECH INTERNATIONAL S.A.
Les Châtagnis CH-1143 Apples Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer and electronic equipment, namely, computer hardware; computer hardware for use with mobile phone 
and computer tablet applications; computer peripherals, namely, keyboards, mice, trackballs and wireless electronic 
controllers all for use with consumer electronic equipment; decoding boxes, set top boxes; computer software for 
classifying, transmitting, receiving, processing, reading and watching, and controlling applications, texts, electronic data, 
images, audio and video files; computer software for reproducing, processing and streaming audio, video and multimedia 
content and for audio calling, video calling and remote collaborating; computer software for controlling the operation of 
audio and video apparatus and for viewing, searching and/or reading sound, video, television, films, photographs and 
other digital images and other multimedia content; computer game programs; computer software for multimedia sharing, 
media-share computer software for computers; digital electronic apparatus for recording, classifying, transmitting, 
receiving, processing, reading and viewing, and examining texts, data, images, audio and video files, namely, computer 
software and computer hardware; video game control devices, namely, headsets, keyboards and mice all for use with 
computer and video game console platforms; wireless mice, keyboards, and remote controls for use with televisions, 
computers, and set-top boxes; computer cursor control devices, namely, digitizer tablets, light pens, and trackballs; 
touch pads; electronic drawing and sketching boards; electronic whiteboards; computer keyboard controllers; video 
devices, namely, software and hardware for audio and video enhancement sold as an integral part of web cameras and 
video cameras; digital cameras and web cameras; wearable cameras, mobile cameras, security cameras; audio and sound
system devices, namely, audio speakers, mobile speakers, wireless speakers, headsets, headphones, earbuds and 
microphones; audio conduit, amplification and monitoring units; acoustic separation units; audio mixers; telephony 
equipment, namely, headsets, headphones, earbuds and microphones for use with computers and telephones, 
telephones, mobile phones, videophones; video-conferencing equipment, namely, video-conferencing cameras, 
speakerphones, computer monitors, televisions, and other audio-visual components; digital writing systems for 
computers and mobile phones primarily composed of digital light pen and computer software; remote controls for 
controlling TVs, video players, video recorders, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, entertainment systems, home lighting 
systems, personal computers; protective cases for computer peripherals; protective cases for mobile phones, battery 
charging cases for mobile phones, car dashboard mounts for mobile phones; mobile phone accessories; keyboards for 
mobile phones; mobile keyboards and control devices for mobile platforms; protective cases for tablet computers; 
keyboards for tablet computers; computer peripherals for accessing and transmitting data and content among consumer 
electronics devices, televisions, and displays; computer peripherals for digital watches; computer software and computer 
programs for use in connection with providing an interface between a computer and a peripheral device; computer 
software and computer programs for manipulating and controlling images from web cameras and digital cameras; 
computer software and computer programs for producing sound; computer software and computer programs for 
handwriting and character recognition; computer software and computer programs for use in connection with electronic 
transmission of video, audio and data across local area, wide area and global computer networks; remote control devices 
for home automation and control of sensors, locks, switches, lights, radios, televisions, stereos, audio-visual equipment, 
household appliances, window coverings, climate control, and other home electronics; downloadable software for 
programming a remote control for sensors, locks, switches, radios, television, stereos, audio-visual equipment, 
household appliances, window coverings, climate control, lighting and other home electronics; computer monitors; 
audio, video and radio transmitters; audio, video and radio receivers; stereo tuners and radio signal tuners; audio and 
video recorders; audio and video players, namely, CD, DVD and Mp3 players; radios; microphones; wireless presenters in 
the nature of wireless remote pointers; notebook computer stands; notebook computer docking stations; computer 
docking stations; number keypads, namely, number keypads on computer keyboards; battery packs; electric and 
electronic cables; wearable electronics to measure fitness, self-improvement and data-gathering; electronic temperature 
sensors; lighting control systems comprised of motion sensors for security lights and computer hardware and software 
for use in activating and deactivating electrical lights; and electronic instruction manuals sold as a unit with the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.28;Video game control devices, namely, remote controls, joysticks, video game steering wheels, all for use with 
computer and video game console platforms; computer peripherals, namely, controllers and gamepads for mobile gaming.
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Priority claimed from 26/01/2015; Application No. : 013680525 ;European Union 

3243303    16/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271885]
TMS TURNKEY MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS GMBH
Gaisbergerstr. 50 A-4031 Linz Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Machines and installations for manufacturing and machining vehicle bodies or parts for vehicle bodies, in 
particular bodyshell installations; machines and work stations for the assembly of vehicles and vehicle parts, in particular 
bolting stations, joining stations and adhesive-bonding stations; machines and installations for transporting vehicle 
bodies, vehicles or parts therefor, in particular unmanned transport installations, floor-mounted transport installations, in 
particular assembly lift-trucks, sliding skids, roller conveyors, pallet conveyors, and suspended transport installations, in 
particular electric suspended railways and vehicles for electric suspended railways.

Cl.9;Electric and electronic control, regulating and monitoring devices for machines and installations for producing 
vehicle bodies or parts for vehicle bodies; electric and electronic control, regulating and monitoring devices for machines 
and installations for the assembly of vehicles and vehicle parts; electric and electronic control, regulating and monitoring 
devices for machines and installations for transporting vehicle bodies, vehicles or parts therefor; computer programs for 
controlling and monitoring machines and installations for producing vehicle bodies, vehicles and parts therefor; 
computer programs for controlling and monitoring machines and installations for transporting vehicle bodies, vehicles 
and parts therefor; apparatus and computer software for visualising machines and installations for producing vehicles 
bodies, vehicles and parts therefor; apparatus and computer software for visualising machines and installations for 
transporting vehicles bodies, vehicles and parts therefor.

Cl.37;Installation, commissioning, maintenance and repair of machines and installations for producing vehicles bodies, 
vehicles and parts therefor; installation, commissioning, maintenance and repair of machines and installations for 
transporting vehicles bodies, vehicles and parts therefor.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy, simulation, construction drafting, technical project studies and execution planning in 
the field of producing vehicle bodies, vehicles and parts therefor; technological consultancy, simulation, construction 
drafting, technical project studies and execution planning in the field of transporting vehicle bodies, vehicles and parts 
therefor.
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3244977    10/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272920]
CAMILLA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
U3, 13 Bowden St Alexandria NSW 2015 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; hand and body lotions; hair care products.

Cl.9;Eyewear including sunglasses, frames, cases and accessories for sunglasses in this class.

Cl.14;Jewellery; costume jewellery; non-precious jewellery all including pendants, necklaces, chains, bracelets, 
earrings, ear studs, jewellery pins, ornamental pins, watches, precious stones.

Cl.18;Bags and baggage; trunks; beach bags; backpacks; suitcases; satchels, travelling bags; wallets; purses and 
handbags; briefcases; folio cases; attache cases; key cases; credit card cases all of these goods made of leather and 
other materials not included in other classes.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods including linen, bedding, cushion covers and pillow covers, curtains, bed and table 
covers, napkins, towels, tea towels, kitchen towels, handkerchiefs, face towels, serviettes.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear including clothing accessories (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.35;Retailing, wholesaling and online retailing services.
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2013; Application No. : UK00003030474 ;United Kingdom 

3248842    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1223182]
FIRST LINE LIMITED
Chalker Way Banbury Oxfordshire OX16 4XD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Cooling fans for vehicles, cooling radiators for vehicles, radiator caps; bushes for vehicles, bushes; ignition wires, 
electronic ignitions, starter motors, alternators, glow plugs, spark plugs; filters for vehicles, diesel particulate filters; 
exhausts for vehicles; timing belts for vehicles; timing belt kits (not including tools); tensioner bearings; parts for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Thermostats for vehicles, thermostat kits (not including tools), switches (electrical) for vehicles; ignition batteries, 
cables or leads; parts for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Spare parts for vehicles; brakes for vehicles, brake discs, brake pads, brake drums, brake shoes, wear leads, 
brake fitting kits (not including tools); cables for vehicles, throttle cables, brake cables, clutch cables, speedometer 
cables; clutches for vehicles, clutches, friction clutches, clutch operating mechanisms, clutch disks, clutch release 
bearings, clutch cover assemblies, clutch lining, clutch feeds, clutch covers and clutch plates, clutch driven plates and 
hubs thereof; couplings for vehicles, couplings, mechanisms for controlling a coupling, release bearings for coupling 
mechanisms, constant velocity joints, constant velocity boots, constant velocity boot kits (not including tools); hydraulics
for vehicles, brake hoses, brake cylinders, clutch hoses, slave cylinders; steering mechanisms for vehicles, steering 
gaiters, drag links, tie rods, tie rod ends, king pins, stabiliser links; suspension mechanisms for vehicles, ball joints, 
suspension arms, track control arms, wishbones; wheel bearings for vehicles, wheel bearing kits (not including tools); 
mountings for vehicles, top strut mountings; wipers for vehicles; tensioner bearings; parts for all the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 22/04/2015; Application No. : 013973508 ;European Union 

3249933    29/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273878]
KOLLMORGEN AUTOMATION AB
Lunnagårdsgatan 4 SE-431 90 Mölndal Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic control systems for vehicles (excluding tire casing analyser machines).

Cl.12;Driverless vehicles for land transportation.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2014; Application No. : 013472733 ;European Union 

3252974    15/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273995]
THYSSENKRUPP AG
ThyssenKrupp Allee 1 45143 Essen Germany
THYSSENKRUPP ELEVATOR AG
ThyssenKrupp Allee 1 45143 Essen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Elevator systems, in particular elevator systems having a linear motor for conveying persons and/or loads, as well 
as elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts; elevators for conveying persons and/or loads, in particular multi-
cabin elevators, continuous elevators, paternoster elevators as well as high-speed elevators; linear motors for elevator 
systems; elevator cabins, in particular elevator cabins for use in multi-cabin elevators.

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance, servicing and/or overhaul information for elevator systems, elevators and components 
thereof, in particular for elevator systems having a linear motor and for multi-cabin elevators; construction consultation 
with regard to building elevator systems, in particular elevator systems having a linear motor as well as elevator systems 
having a plurality of elevator shafts; installation, assembly and building of elevator systems, in particular elevator 
systems having a linear motor as well as elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts; servicing, maintenance, 
overhaul, noise suppression and repair of elevators and elevator systems, in particular elevator systems having a linear 
motor as well as elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts; servicing, maintenance, overhaul, noise 
suppression and repair of linear motors, in particular of linear motors used in elevator systems; servicing, maintenance, 
overhaul, modernization and repair of components of elevators and elevator systems, in particular of components of 
elevator systems having a linear motor as well as of components of elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy in the field of elevator systems and elevators, in particular in the field of the elevator 
systems having a linear motor, elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts and multi-cabin elevators; 
consultancy in the field of design and/or development of elevator systems and elevators, in particular of elevator systems 
having a linear motor, of elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts as well as of multi-cabin elevators; 
providing technical information about elevator systems and elevators, in particular elevator systems having a linear 
motor, elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts as well as multi-cabin elevators, in particular providing this 
information on a website; engineering services in connection with elevator systems and elevators, in particular elevator 
systems having a linear motor, elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts as well as multi-cabin elevators; 
engineering services in connection with the planning, conceptual design, construction, setup, servicing, maintenance, 
overhaul, modernization and/or repair of elevator systems and elevators, in particular elevator systems having a linear 
motor, elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts as well as multi-cabin elevators; surveying related to elevator 
systems and elevators, in particular elevator systems having a linear motor, elevator systems having a plurality of 
elevator shafts as well as multi-cabin elevators; quality control regarding elevator systems and elevators, in particular 
elevator systems having a linear motor, elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts as well as multi-cabin 
elevators; quality control regarding components for elevator systems and elevators, in particular elevator systems having 
a linear motor, elevator systems having a plurality of elevator shafts as well as multi-cabin elevators.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/01/2015; Application No. : 86510819 ;United States of America 

3256596    17/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274940]
Caravan Tours, Inc.
401 N. Michigan Avenue Chicago IL 606114266 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMARJIT & ASSOCIATES
SUITE 404, LAW ARCADE, 18, PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 005

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Arranging for travel visas, passports and travel documents for persons traveling abroad; arranging travel tours; 
providing information relating to travel via a web site; travel guide services; travel information services; travel route 
planning; travel tour conducting; travel tour guide services; travel tour operating; travel tour organizing; providing 
information on travel planning via a web site; personally escorted travel tours.

Cl.41;Providing non-downloadable online articles, photographs, and videos in the field of travel, vacations and leisure 
activities via a web site.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/11/2014; Application No. : 14 4 135 686 ;France 

3260787    20/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276202]
SAFRAN AIRCRAFT ENGINES
2, boulevard du Général Martial Valin F-75015 PARIS FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial production machines in the field of air and space travel, machines for the production of composite parts 
or not in the field of air and space travel, machines for undercutting and precision machining in the field of air and space 
travel and machine tools; machines and apparatus for marking or engraving of all types of goods, objects, parts; marking 
or engraving apparatus for all types of goods, objects, parts.

Cl.9;Lasers for industrial use.

Cl.40;Engraving service, marking service for all types of products, objects, parts namely services for affixing, directly 
or indirectly, on products, objects, parts, any indication regarding their characteristics, in accordance with standards, 
norms or benchmarks or not, and/or any advertising indication and/or communication indication and/or indication of 
uniform information.

Cl.42;Quality control and certification services; development of testing methods; development of quality standards; 
quality control and auditing; technical project study; development of technical analysis methods; test services with a view
to issuing certificates of compliance with specified requirements (standards, norms); evaluation and self-assessment of 
compliance with specific requirements (standards, norms and benchmarks); technical inspection, control and monitoring 
services regarding compliance with standards, norms and benchmarks; design (development) of computer programs and 
data banks regarding compliance assessment; surveying (engineering work); information service in the field of quality 
control, evaluation of compliance with standards, norms and benchmarks; technical information services in the field of 
standards, norms and benchmarks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/11/2014; Application No. : T201452204 ;Finland 

3262245    08/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277045]
LILLBACKA POWERCO OY
Konepajantie 4 FI-62300 Härmä Finland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; downloadable computer programs; computer programs for video game apparatus; video game 
software for computers; downloadable video game software; downloadable computer game software; game programs for 
mobile phones; recorded CD-ROMs, DVDs, compact discs, and video discs featuring games, films, animation films, 
music, computer programs, computer game software or video game software; recorded audio tapes, video tapes, CD-
ROMs, DVDs, compact discs, and video discs, featuring entertainment related to fantasy films, computer games, 
animation films and music; interactive entertainment software; downloadable interactive entertainment software for 
playing computer games; downloadable interactive entertainment software for playing video games; memory cards for 
computers and video game apparatus; phonograph records; downloadable music files; musical recordings; audio and 
video recordings; animated cartoons; cinematographic films (exposed); films (exposed); downloadable image files; 
electronic publications; electronic personal organizers; mouse pads; computer mouses; headphones; karaoke machines; 
microphones; MP3 players; radios; cellular telephone cases; face plates for cellular telephones; decorative magnets; 
luminous signs; eyeglasses and sunglasses; eyeglass cases; field glasses; protective helmets; computer game joysticks 
for playing computer games.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists" materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers" type; 
printing blocks; printed instructional manuals and strategy guides in the field of computer games; magazines 
(periodicals); books; reference books; role playing game equipment in the nature of game manuals; comic books; comic 
magazines; books containing puzzles and games; colouring books; scrapbooks; folders; notebooks; diaries; address 
books; art books; calendars; postcards; posters; art prints; printed art reproductions; cardboard figures; albums for 
stickers; sticker books; stickers (stationery); bookmarkers; trading cards; iron-on transfers; banners made of paper; flags 
of paper; table cloths of paper; table napkins of paper; printed invitations; gift wrap paper; paper gift tags; paper party 
bags; paper gift bags; paper party decorations; desk pads; pen or pencil holders; envelopes; writing paper; pen and 
pencil cases; pens; pencils; felt pens; crayons; pencil sharpeners; erasers; rubber stamps; drawing rulers; paperweights; 
bookends; paper knives; transfers (decalcomanias).

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; apparatus for games; video game machines; arcade video game machines; portable games with liquid crystal 
displays; controllers for game consoles; board games; parlour games; playing cards; dice; card games; chess games; 
jigsaw puzzles; building games; building blocks (toys); conjuring apparatus; masks [playthings]; theatrical masks; masks 
for children for fancy dress; role-playing games; puppets; plush toys; teddy bears; dolls; doll"s houses; doll"s clothes; 
game figures; action toys; action figures and accessories therefor; toy weapons; water squirting toys; fencing weapons; 
paintball guns (sports apparatus); balls for games; beach balls; play balloons; kites; soap bubbles (toys); bath toys; 
inflatable toys; scale model kits (toys); toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; scale model vehicles; amusement 
machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks (other than arcade video game machines); amusement park rides 
apparatus.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; sales promotion for others; 
organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; rental of advertising space; business management of 
performing artists; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; import-export 
agencies; retail sale services in stores and/or via data network in the field of cleaning preparations, cosmetics, perfumery, 
figurines and statuettes; retail sale services in stores and/or via data network in the field of data processing equipment, 
computers, computer peripherals, headphones, microphones, memory cards, computer mouses, mouse pads, apparatus 
for games, games, computer software, video game software, films, animation films, audio recordings, video recordings, 
visual recordings, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and musical recordings; retail sale services in stores and/or via 
data network in the field of decorative magnets, luminous signs, eyeglasses and sunglasses, eyeglass cases, field 
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glasses, protective helmets, karaoke machines, MP3 players, radios, cellular telephone cases, face plates for cellular 
telephones, stationery, printed matter, artists" materials, writing materials, office requisites and packaging materials; 
retail sale services in stores and/or via data network in the field of trunks, bags, backpacks, wallets, purses, umbrellas, 
textiles and textile goods, bed covers, carpets, furniture, mirrors, picture frames and cushions; retail sale services in 
stores and/or via data network in the field of household or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain, 
earthenware, combs, brushes, clothing, footwear and headgear; retail sale services in stores and/or via data network in 
the field of playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles; wholesale services in the field of cleaning preparations, 
cosmetics, perfumery, figurines and statuettes; wholesale services in the field of data processing equipment, computers, 
computer peripherals, memory cards, computer mouses, mouse pads, headphones, microphones, apparatus for games, 
games, computer software, video game software, films, animation films, audio recordings, video recordings, visual 
recordings, recording discs, compact discs and DVDs; wholesale services in the field of decorative magnets, luminous 
signs, eyeglasses and sunglasses, eyeglass cases, field glasses, protective helmets, karaoke machines, MP3 players, 
musical recordings, radios, cellular telephone cases, face plates for cellular telephones, stationery, printed matter, artists"
materials, writing materials, office requisites and packaging materials; wholesale services in the field of trunks, bags, 
backpacks, wallets, purses, umbrellas, textiles and textile goods, bed covers, carpets, furniture, mirrors, picture frames 
and cushions; wholesale services in the field of household or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain, 
earthenware, combs, brushes, clothing, footwear, headgear, playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing user access to global computer networks; providing access to databases; 
providing access to interactive computer games by means of electronic networks or other on line means; 
communications by computer terminals; providing online forums; radio broadcasting; television broadcasting; 
transmission of digital files; voice mail services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; film production, other than 
advertising films; production of videos and animated videos; production of music videos; production of music; 
production of television and radio programmes; production of shows; television entertainment; theatre productions; 
movie theatre presentations; rental of motion pictures; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; 
organization, management or arrangement of video game events; entertainment services provided on-line by means of 
global and local area networks; providing news in the field of entertainment; fan club services in the nature of 
entertaiment; providing recreation facilities; amusement parks; theme park services; providing amusement arcade 
services; publication of books; scriptwriting services; movie studios; rental of show scenery; rental of sound recordings; 
rental of amusement apparatus; games equipment rental; providing online computer games; providing on-line videos, not 
downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable.

Cl.42;Industrial design; graphic arts design; packaging design; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; design and development of game software; computer programming; computer rental; rental of computer 
software; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; maintenance of game software; updating of 
game software; cloud computing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 16/06/2015; Application No. : 2015-056843 ;Japan 

3266274    17/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277479]
NIDEC-SHIMPO CORPORATION
1 Terada, Kohtari, Nagaokakyo-city Kyoto 617-0833 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, KHAIRU PLACE, CALCUTTA- 700 072.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine elements (not for land vehicles); shafts, axles or spindles (not for land vehicles); bearings (machine 
elements not for land vehicles); shaft couplings or connectors (machine elements not for land vehicles); power 
transmissions and gearing for machines (not for land vehicles); reduction gears (machine elements not for land vehicles); 
shock absorbers (machine elements not for land vehicles); springs (machine elements not for land vehicles); brakes 
(machine elements not for land vehicles); valves (machine elements not for land vehicles); cutters (machines); robots 
(machines) for metalworking machines and tools; robots (machines) for construction machines and apparatus; robots 
(machines) for loading-unloading machines and apparatus; robots (machines) for painting machines and apparatus; 
robots (machines) for electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes; robots (machines) for vacuum cleaners for 
industrial purposes; metalworking machines and tools; metalworking robots and their parts and fittings; welding robots 
and their parts and fittings; metal parts assembly robots and their parts and fittings; component assembly robots for 
metalworking machines, plastic processing machines and automobiles and their parts and fittings; mining machines and 
apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; loading-unloading machines and apparatus; transporting robots and 
their parts and fittings; textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering,
woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working 
machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; plowing machines and implements (other 
than hand-held tools); cultivating machines and implements; harvesting machines and implements; glassware 
manufacturing machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; stone working machines and 
apparatus; lawnmowers; non-electric prime movers (not for land vehicles) and parts thereof; painting machines and 
apparatus; robotic painting machines and their parts and fittings; oil, adhesive or liquid application robots and their parts 
and fittings; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; vacuum cleaners; robotic vacuum cleaners; potters" 
wheels; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; pumps (not for specified purposes); blowers (not for specified 
purposes).

Cl.12;Mechanical elements for land vehicles; shafts, axles or spindles (for land vehicles); bearings (for land vehicles); 
shaft couplings or connectors (for land vehicles); power transmissions and gearings (for land vehicles); reduction gears 
(for land vehicles); shock absorbers (for land vehicles); springs (for land vehicles); brakes (for land vehicles); non-electric 
prime movers for land vehicles (not including "their parts"); vessels and their parts and fittings; aircrafts and their parts 
and fittings; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor 
vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2015; Application No. : 3563179 ;Spain 

3276465    26/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1279250]
FERROGLOBE PLC
5 Fleet Place London EC4M 7RD GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial minerals, silicon; silicon dioxide, silicon semiconductors, silica fume; alloys of calcium silicide plated 
with metal for use in metallurgy, strontium, strontium carbonate; semi-worked cast silicon for building; products made 
from silicon as a replacement for cement and additives for improving the properties of fresh or hardened concrete; 
concrete-aeration chemicals; activated carbon, carbon black for industrial use; inoculants; inoculants made of 
ferrosilicon; chemical substances for use in metallurgy.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; metallic materials 
for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; tubes 
of metal; safes [strong boxes]; metal building materials; ores of metal.

Cl.7;Foundry machines; mining machinery; machine tools; motors and engines, excluding engines for land vehicles; 
machine coupling and transmission components (other than for land vehicles).

Cl.37;Construction services; mining services; mining services; rental of machinery for use in mining; construction of 
mine workings; quarrying.

Cl.39;Transport services; storage and packaging of goods, especially of metals, ferro-alloys and minerals.

Cl.40;Treatment of metals and ferro-alloys; metallurgical processing of cast iron; hardening of metals, metal tempering; 
processing, treatment and transformation of bauxite, alumina, aluminum and silicon oxide, grinding and polishing of the 
aforesaid materials, for packaging, automobiles, aviation, marine, construction, machinery, electronic door lock, home, 
decoration, sports and leisure, kitchen equipment; electrometallurgy; cast iron and steel; contract manufacturing 
services.

Cl.42;Engineering services; scientific and technological services and their related research and design services; 
industrial or scientific analysis and research services; metallurgical testing and analysis services; metallurgical 
laboratory services; research relating to metals; classification of minerals; research of mineral resources; conducting 
feasibility studies relating to exploration of minerals; chemical services relating to mineralogy; consultancy in the design 
and development of computers, design and development of computer software; design of computers; development of 
computers; maintenance, repair and updating of software systems; creation of an Internet platform for e-commerce; 
technical testing and quality control services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/07/2015; Application No. : 302015000031688 ;Italy 

3289009    24/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280121]
F.LLI RUATA S.P.A.
Frazione Baroli, 107 I-12040 Baldissero d'Alba (Cn) IT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Nutritional supplements, also for infants; dietetic foods and dietary supplements adapted for medical purposes, 
also for infants; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; antioxidant, purgative, dietary, slimming, pharmaceutical, 
medicated, mineral, nutritional and vitamin nutritional supplements, compresses, medicated candies and preparations, 
also for infants; alginate, casein, enzyme, flowers, wheat germ, glucose, blooms, lecithin, yeast, mineral, oil, royal jelly, 
pollen, propolis or protein dietary supplements; health food supplements for infants or persons with special dietary 
requirements; medicinal oils; medicinal oils for infants; camphor, peppermint, hemp, evening primrose, cod liver, 
mustard, fish, castor, flaxseed oil for purgative, pharmaceutical, medical or nutritional supplement purposes; dietary 
preparations, tonics and dietetic substances for infants; drinks, tonics, dietary preparations and herb teas for 
pharmaceutical, medical and nutritional supplement purposes; multi-vitamin preparations; gummy vitamins; prenatal 
vitamins; vitamin drinks and tablets; creams and poultices for medical purposes; sanitary preparations for medical 
purposes.

Cl.29;Edible oils and fats; cooking oils and fats; fruit oils for food; seed oils for food; olive oils; extra-virgin olive oils; 
peanut oil for food; camellia seed oil for food; hemp oil for food; canola oil for food; coconut oil for food; colza oil for 
food; sunflower oil for food; corn oil for food; almond oil for food; nut oil for food; hazelnut oil for food; palm oil for food; 
fish oil for food; rice oil for food; pomace oil for food; linseed oil for food; grapeseed oil for food; pumpkin seeds oil for 
food; sesame oil for food; soybean oil for food; spiced oils for food; hydrogenated oils for food; margarine; olive paste 
and pulps; fruit and dried fruit paste and pulps; fruit and vegetable compotes, jams, preserves, creams, jellies and 
marmalades; edible seeds; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; preserved nuts; dried nuts; chipped, 
candied, crystallized, canned and dried fruits; fruits or nut-based food bars; vegetable extracts and juices for food; dips; 
dried flowers and blooms for food.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2015; Application No. : 014405518 ;European Union 

3294789    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281353]
NIDEC GPM GmbH
Schwarzbacher Straße 28 98673 Merbelsrod Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Pump installations; pump starters; pump diaphragms; ejectors [pumps]; pumps [machines]; pneumatic pumps; 
water supply machines [pumps]; pumps [machines]; electrical pumps; shower pumps; pumps for aerosols; pumps for 
parts of machines; pumps for heating installations; pump control valves; pump impellers; valves for pumps; pump-motor 
assemblies; pumps, in particular oil and water pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors); shafts for pumps; 
machines for use in the processing of water; water extracting machines; pumps for cooling engines; pumps for the 
extraction of gases [machines]; pumps for the extraction of vapour [machines]; self-regulating pumps [other than for the 
delivery of fuel at filling stations]; oil pumps for use in motors and engines; oil pumps for agricultural machines; 
transmission oil pumps; modules for combining water and oil pumps; precision mechanical seals for machine 
construction, for sealing liquid and gaseous media; joints being parts of engines; mechanical seals (parts of machines, 
motors and engines); gaskets for engine parts; mechanical seals for machines, motors and engines.

Cl.12;Parts and fittings for vehicles, in particular parts and fittings for motor vehicle, lorry and motorcycle motors and 
engines; electric and hybrid motors and engines for land vehicles and parts therefor; gear boxes for vehicles and parts 
therefor.

Cl.35;Wholesaling and retailing, including via the internet, of pump installations, pump starters, pump diaphragms, 
ejectors, pumps (machines), pneumatic pumps, water supply machines (pumps), pump units (machines), electric pumps 
(machines), pumps for irrigation devices, pumps for aerosols, pumps for parts of machines, pumps for heating 
installations, control valves for pumps; wholesaling and retailing, including via the internet, of rotors for pumps, valves 
for pumps, pumps (in particular oil and water pumps for parts of machines, motors and engines), shafts for pumps (parts 
of machines), machines (pumps) for water treatment; wholesaling and retailing, including via the internet, of machines for 
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removing water (pumps), oil pumps for motors, engines and machines, oil pumps for agricultural machines, transmission 
oil pumps, modules for combining water and oil pumps, precision mechanical seals for machine construction, for sealing 
liquid and gaseous media; wholesaling and retailing, including via the internet, of sealing joints (parts of engines), 
mechanical seals (parts of machines, motors and engines), sealing joints for parts of motors and engines, mechanical 
seals for machines, motors and engines, sealing joints of plastic; wholesaling and retailing, including via the internet, of 
parts and fittings for vehicles (in particular parts and fittings for motor vehicle, lorry and motorcycle motors and engines), 
electric and hybrid motors and engines for land vehicles and parts therefor, gear boxes for vehicles and parts therefor.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 048 012 ;Germany 

3295991    11/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281563]
BEIERSDORF AG
Unnastrasse 48 20253 Hamburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Commercial trading and consumer information services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; 
business assistance, management and administrative services; business analysis, research and information services; 
developing promotional campaigns for business; planning and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations 
for economic or advertising purposes; planning concerning business management, namely, searching for partners in the 
field of research and development.

Cl.38;Providing online forums for social networking; providing online forums.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of conferences and congresses.

Cl.42;Services in the field of science and technology and research and development related thereto; cosmetic and 
chemical research; provision of research services to develop new products and technologies; conducting research 
projects and studies; chemist services and chemical laboratories.

Cl.44;Cosmetic, dermatological and medical information services provided via the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 05/08/2015; Application No. : 302015000042083 ;Italy 

3304350    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282876]
PROSERVICE S.R.L.
Via Marco Polo, 3 I-35010 BORGORICCO (Padova) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Foundry machines, foundry dosing machines.

Cl.9;Computers, software, hardware, peripherals adapted for use with computers, data processing systems, electronic 
control systems, measuring apparatus and instruments, weighing apparatus and instruments, dosimeters, pyrometers.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services, design and development of hardware and software, installation and 
maintenance of software, chemical analysis, quality control of liquid metal.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 04/05/2015; Application No. : 014023477 ;European Union 

3304776    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282743]
KING.COM LIMITED
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; applications 
software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, 
portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; 
eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2015; Application No. : 013739164 ;European Union 

3304808    03/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282704]
MOBILE MOTION GMBH
Karl-Liebknecht-Str. 5 10178 Berlin DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY
A-3 TRADE CENTRE STADIUM C.G.ROAD AHMEDABAD-380009

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for recording, processing and reproduction of audio, image, music and video data; software for electronic 
exchange of text, audio, image, music and video data via computer, mobile, wireless and telecommunications networks; 
instant messaging software; file-sharing software; software for interfaces; all of the aforesaid for use in mobile 
telephones, smartphones, tablets, computers, portable media players, digital electronic apparatus with integrated 
computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs).

Cl.38;Telecommunications, namely telecommunications, transmission and receiving of data via telecommunications 
networks; electronic exchange of data, sound, image, video, and text via telecommunications networks for mobile 
telephones, smartphones, tablets, of messages and images, portable media players, digital electronic apparatus with 
integrated computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs); providing access to databases; instant messaging; mobile 
telephone and smartphones communication services.

Cl.42;Services of an edp programmer; design and development of computer software; computer programming, namely 
updating, design and rental of computer software; development of computer programs for integration into a graphical 
user interface or website (apps); providing of storage capacity for external use (hosting); application service providers 
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(ASPs) in relation to software for recording, transmission and reproduction of text, audio, image, music and video data, 
for instant messaging software and for using file sharing software; electronic storage of computer programs on data 
networks; computer project management on servers; providing search engines for obtaining data via communications 
networks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 24/04/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 037 218 ;Germany 

3304835    09/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282691]
GOLDHOFER AG
Donaustr. 95 87700 Memmingen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUEST IP
B-5/47 E, LGF SAFDURJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-29
Used Since :01/03/2011

IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines to be mounted to land vehicles and parts thereof; motors, other than for land vehicles; machine 
couplings and transmission components (except for land vehicles); machine equipment for agriculture, earthworks, 
construction works, oil and gas production as well as mining; pumps, compressors and ventilators; robots; moving and 
transporting devices; controls and machine parts in general; machine spare parts and special devices for land vehicles; 
machines and mechanical apparatus for aircraft recovery; loading ramps; control mechanisms for machines, engines or 
motors; machines for the transportation and/or the use of heavy and/or large-volume loads; machine tools; cranes; 
conveyor devices and apparatus; machine-driven handling devices and apparatus; machine-driven transport devices, 
equipment and apparatus; parts and accessories for all afore-mentioned goods as far as included in this class.

Cl.12;Vehicles and means of transport; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; land vehicles, driven and non-
driven; motors for land vehicles; machine couplings and transmission components for land vehicles; transport vehicles; 
vehicles and apparatus for the road transport; vehicles and apparatus for transporting for the construction industry, 
mining industry, industrial and plant construction, offshore industry, shipbuilding industry, energy industry, chemicals 
industry as well as general transport logistics; vehicles and apparatus for the transportation of heavy and/or large-volume 
loads, in particular articulated lorries and semi-trailers, low-bed semi-trailers; low-bed vehicles; platform trailers, heavy-
duty vehicles and heavy-duty transportation devices as well as tractors, in particular for the above-mentioned vehicles, 
and trailers for the above- mentioned vehicles; tractor-trailers; modular heavy-duty vehicles and heavy-duty modular 
trailers in pivot bearing design; modular heavy-duty vehicles and heavy-duty modular trailers with slewing ring; special 
modules and modular trailers with slewing ring; heavy-duty modules with hydrostatic drive; heavy-duty modules with 
mechanical steering; heavy-duty modules with electronic steering; accessories for the afore-mentioned goods, in 
particular goose necks, loading bridges, long-material turntables; trailers, in particular heavy-duty trailers, flatbed trailers, 
trailers with ramps; trailers, namely self-steering rear bogies; trailers for building, underground and road construction; 
trailers for the mining industry; trailers for the transport logistics; trailer couplings; vehicle bodies for trailers; vehicles 
and apparatus for aerospace, in particular aircraft tractors and transport vehicles for spacecrafts; fluidic, in particular 
hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical driving equipment for the afore-mentioned land vehicles and the afore-mentioned 
apparatus for transportation; control units, not included in other classes, for the afore-mentioned vehicles and apparatus; 
parts and accessories for all afore-mentioned goods included in this class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

 

3306474    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282804]
FOUMAN CHIMIE COMPANY
No. 24, Eighth Street, Ahmad Ghassir Ave 1514714911 TEHRAN Iran

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.5;Repellents for animals; insecticides; fly destroying preparations; mosquito repellants; insect repellants.

Cl.35;Advertising and promotional services for the goods included in class 5.

Cl.39;Transport packaging and storage of goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 04/05/2015; Application No. : 014023642 ;European Union 

3307184    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283427]
KING.COM LIMITED
Aragon House Business Centre, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3304776

IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Educational apparatus and simulators; computer games (software); computer game software; computer game 
entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable electronic games; video game software; interactive 
multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; applications 
software featuring computer games; cases and covers for mobile phones, tablets, laptop computers and netbooks, 
portable media players, cameras and other photographic equipment; laptop bags; lanyards (straps) for mobile phones; 
eyewear; eye glasses; summer glasses; sunglasses; mobile phone covers.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting 
services; translation and interpretation; electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line, on 
social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on mobile phones, tablets 
and other electronic mobile devices; providing enhancements within online computer and electronic games; providing 
electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing interactive single 
and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication networks or via a global computer network; 
publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/06/2015; Application No. : 86661455 ;United States of America 

3307890    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283643]
LOGITECH INTERNATIONAL S.A.
Les Châtagnis CH-1143 Apples Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Wireless digital audio and video surveillance and security systems comprising video cameras, wireless audio and 
video transmitters and receivers, video recorders, speakers, microphones, computer hardware and software to access, 
record, store, and monitor video images and audio transmissions, and computer software for remote listening of audio 
and remote viewing of video images.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable software for use in connection with wireless digital audio and video 
surveillance and security systems, namely, for managing, recording, viewing, storing, sharing and analyzing online audio 
and video.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 033 002 ;Germany 

3308178    16/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283525]
SEW-EURODRIVE GMBH & CO KG
Ernst-Blickle-Str. 42 76646 Bruchsal Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric motors, other than for land vehicles.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating and/or controlling electricity; 
frequency converters; programmable logic controls; electric and electronic control apparatus; computer software for 
controlling machines; computer software for planning electric drives; computer software for planning industrial facilities.

Cl.37;Installation, assembly, maintenance, repair and upkeep of electronic, electric and/or mechanical drives and drive 
components; machine diagnosis within the framework of maintenance and repair.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 14/09/2015; Application No. : 2015-088428 ;Japan 

3310024    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283842]
E-JAN NETWORKS CO.
8 Ichibancho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102-0082 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software; computer programs; electronic machines and apparatus, and parts therefor; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus.

Cl.42;Providing application software; providing computer programs in data networks; rental of electronic storage space
[web space] on the Internet; design, programming, creation and maintenance of application software; providing search 
engines for the Internet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 09/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 100 485 ;Germany 

3310042    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284158]
LEONHARD KURZ STIFTUNG & CO. KG
Schwabacher Strasse 482 90763 Fürth Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Adhesives, adhesive substances and adhesion/bonding agents for industrial and commercial purposes; 
unprocessed plastics and unprocessed artificial resins, particularly for commercial and industrial purposes; UV-light-
sensitive chemical coatings and coating means; unprocessed plastics and synthetic resins as coatings; adhesives, 
adhesive substances and adhesion/bonding agents for industrial purposes in form of coatings; glass coatings [chemical]; 
plastic coatings [chemical]; adhesives for glass and glassware; adhesives for plastics; coating means [chemicals], except 
paints; resins hardenable by means of ultraviolet radiation, also in liquid form; adhesives, adhesive substances, 
adhesion/bonding agents, plastics, artificial resins, particularly hardenable by means of ultraviolet radiation; adhesives, 
adhesive substances, adhesion/bonding agents, plastics, synthetic resins, particularly printable by means of silk screen 
printing or ink-jet printing; adhesives, adhesive substances and adhesion/bonding agents, for transferring patterns, 
decors, structures and functional surface structures to substrates; photosensitive resins and resin films for silk screen 
printing or ink-jet-printing; adhesives, adhesive substances, adhesion/bonding agents, each in form of UV-light-
hardenable lacquers; photoresist of light-sensitive resins.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; lacquers for silk screen printing and for ink-jet printing; lacquers, particularly 
hardenable by means of ultraviolet radiation, also as adhesives, adhesive substances or adhesion/bonding agents; 
lacquers, particularly printable by means of silk screen printing or ink-jet printing, also as adhesives, adhesive 
substances or adhesion/bonding agents; paints and lacquers for use for glassware; paints and lacquers for use for 
plastic goods; colorants; colorants for use for glassware; colorants for use for plastic goods; raw natural resins; metals 
in foil form and in powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists as well as for commercial purposes (as far as 
contained in this class); foils with lacquer layers and/or metal layers for application onto a substrate; dry lacquers in form 
of foils, sheets and bands.

Cl.7;Machines and machine-driven apparatus as well as their parts, for stamping, particularly hot stamping or cold 
stamping; machines as well as their parts (as far as contained in this class) for the application of coatings, stamping foils, 
transfer foils or laminating foils on substrates; machine tools for stamping; printing dies, stamping/embossing dies, 
stamping matrices, embossing rollers, also as parts of machines; machines for plastics processing, plastics treatment, 
paper processing, glass processing, glass treatment and foil processing; machines for plastics manufacturing and for 
glass manufacturing; printing machines and machines for processing of printed matter as well as their parts; accessory 
devices for printing machines and packaging machines (as far as contained in this class); glueing/pasting machines, also 
as parts of other machines and mechanisms or as accessory devices and components for other machines and 
mechanisms; machines for the graphics industry, for the packaging industry, for the plastics industry and the glass 
industry; machines and mechanisms with printing units, coating units and/or stamping units, as parts of other machines 
and mechanisms or as accessory devices and components for other machines and mechanisms; pattern transferring 
machines and components thereof for transferring of patterns, decors, structures and/or of functional surface structures 
that are printed, vapour-deposited and/or otherwise applied on base foils onto the surfaces of articles or substrates; foil 
overlaying machines and components thereof for overlaying/coating the surfaces of articles or of substrates with foils 
with patterns, decors, structures and/or functional surface structures; conveyor belts and conveyor mechanisms 
(machines) for feeding and/or carrying-off of materials and goods; roll-up mechanisms and/or roll-off mechanisms 
(machines) for use with other machines; foil feeding mechanisms (machines) and foil preparation mechanisms 
(machines) for use with machines; article feeding mechanisms or substrate feeding mechanisms (machines) and article 
preparation mechanisms or substrate preparation mechanisms (machines) for use with machines; all afore-mentioned 
goods also as parts of other machines or for integration as components into other machines; parts and components for 
all afore-mentioned goods (as far as contained in this class); controls, drives, actuators, each as parts of machines and of 
machine tools; control devices and controls for machines, particularly for all afore-mentioned goods; electric drives and 
motors (not for vehicles), electric actuators.

Cl.17;Stickers [semi-finished plastic products], labels [semi-finished plastic products], self-adhesive labels, not of 
textile materials, as semi-finished goods of plastics or primarily of plastics; foils [semi-finished goods] of plastics or 
primarily of plastics; laminates [semi-finished goods] in form of foils of plastics or primarily of plastics; foils [semi-
finished products] of plastics or primarily of plastics for decoration and/or manufacturing of packaging; laminates [semi-
finished products] in form of foils of plastics or primarily of plastics for decoration and/or manufacturing of packaging; 
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foils [semi-finished products] of plastics or primarily of plastics for decoration and/or manufacturing of glassware; 
laminates [semi-finished products] in form of foils of plastics or primarily of plastics for decoration and/or manufacturing 
of glassware; stamping foils; hot stamping foils; cold stamping foils; transfer foils; thermal transfer foils; laminating foils; 
stamping foils, hot stamping foils, cold stamping foils, transfer foils, thermal transfer foils and laminating foils for 
decoration and/or manufacturing of packaging; stamping foils, hot stamping foils, cold stamping foils, transfer foils, 
thermal transfer foils and laminating foils for decoration and/or manufacturing of glassware; stamping foils, hot stamping 
foils, cold stamping foils, transfer foils, thermal transfer foils and laminating foils, not for packaging purposes, consisting 
of various layers, with decor layers and/or with layers provided with coating means and/or optical active structures; 
stamping foils [primarily of plastics] not for packaging purposes, particularly hot stamping foils or cold stamping foils, 
consisting of a carrier film and a consumption layer which can be removed from this carrier film during stamping for 
application onto a substrate; laminating foils [primarily of plastics] not for packaging purposes, consisting of a carrier 
film with decoration elements or marking elements, for laminating onto a substrate; transfer foils [primarily of plastics] 
not for packaging purposes, particularly thermal transfer foils, consisting of a carrier film and a consumption layer which 
is removable from this carrier film during the transfer process for application onto a substrate; thin foils with a carrier 
layer of plastics and a decorative layer with decorative elements or marking elements for decorating different products by 
means of hot stamping, cold stamping or by means of foil transfer; plastics for industrial purposes [semi-finished 
products]; plastics [semi-finished products], synthetic resins [semi-finished products], particularly hardenable by means 
of ultraviolet radiation; plastics [semi-finished products], synthetic resins [semi-finished products], particularly printable 
by means of silk screen printing or ink-jet printing; synthetic resins and artificial resins [semi-finished products].

Cl.37;Installation services, customization services (installation), set-up services (installation), maintenance services 
and repair services concerning machines and their parts; installation services, customization services (installation), set-
up services (installation), maintenance services and repair services concerning machines for printing, gluing/pasting, 
coating, laminating, stamping, hot stamping and/or cold stamping; installation services, customization services 
(installation), set-up services (installation), maintenance services and repair services concerning machines for the 
processing of plastics, glass, paper and foil; installation services, customization services (installation), set-up services 
(installation), maintenance services and repair services concerning pattern transfer machines, foil overlaying machines, 
foil feeding mechanisms (machines) and foil preparation mechanisms (machines); installation services, customization 
services (installation), set-up services (installation), maintenance services and repair services concerning article feeding 
mechanisms, substrate feeding mechanisms, article preparation mechanisms or substrate preparation mechanisms 
(machines); installation services, customization services (installation), set-up services (installation), maintenance 
services and repair services concerning conveyor belts and conveyor mechanisms (machines) for feeding and/or 
carrying-off of materials and goods; installation services, customization services (installation), set-up services 
(installation), maintenance services and repair services concerning roll-up mechanisms and/or roll-off mechanisms 
(machines).

Cl.42;Technological consultancy concerning surface decoration and/or surface coating by means of stamping foils, 
transfer foils and laminating foils; technological consultancy concerning selection and application/use of adhesives, 
adhesion/bonding agents, coatings, stamping foils, transfer foils, thermal transfer foils and laminating foils for the design 
and decoration of products; technological consultancy concerning plastics treatment and plastics processing; 
technological consultancy concerning paper treatment and paper processing; technological consultancy concerning 
glass treatment and glass processing; technological consultancy concerning stamping machines and stamping 
processes; technological consultancy concerning the transfer of coatings, patterns, decors, structures and/or functional 
surface structures; technological consultancy concerning packaging machines and printing machines; technological 
consultancy concerning transfer machines, particularly foil transfer machines; technological consultancy concerning 
printing processes, gluing/pasting processes, coating processes, stamping processes and foil transfer processes; 
technological consultancy concerning machines; industrial design services; technological consultancy and services of 
an engineer; technological development and technological project management as well as technological consultancy 
concerning set-up, installation, configuration, application and operation of machines and machine tools, particularly 
machines for the graphics industry, packaging industry, glass industry, stamping machines, foil processing machines, 
foil feeding mechanisms and foil carrying-off mechanisms, material feeding mechanisms and material carrying-off 
mechanisms, material preparation mechanisms, foil preparation mechanisms, foil overlaying machines, sealing machines,
packaging machines, printing machines, laminating machines, laminators and of components and controls for machines; 
technological development and technological project management as well as technological consultancy concerning set-
up, installation, configuration, application and operation of installations and devices of the industrial automation 
technology; technological consultancy concerning installation, maintenance and support of computer software and data 
processing apparatus, of firmware and of control programs for machines, industrial installations and industrial processes 
and sequences; installation, maintenance and support of computer software and data processing apparatus, firmware and
of control programs for machines, industrial installations and industrial processes and sequences.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/06/2015; Application No. : 014204838 ;European Union 

3310221    13/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283809]
ROBIT PLC
Vikkiniityntie 9 FI-33880 Lempäälä Finland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Rock drilling tools, including drill bits, couplings, drill shanks and rods, parts and accessories to the 
aforementioned goods; drilling machines, including rock drills; parts and accessories to the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Measuring apparatus and instruments; electronic measurement sensors; electronic sensors for collecting data; 
electronic sensors for measuring boreholes; data processing equipment, computers; interfaces for computers; display 
terminals; microprocessors; electronic controllers; remote control apparatus; GPS navigation devices; electronic 
navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; apparatus for the transmission of data; transponders; radio 
transmitters; accumulators (batteries); battery chargers; computer memory apparatus for storing data used in mining, 
rock drilling and ground drilling; recorded computer software for mining, rock drilling and ground drilling; downloadable 
computer software applications for mining, rock drilling and ground drilling; graphical user interface software for mining, 
rock drilling and ground drilling.

Cl.37;Repair of rock drilling machines, ground drilling machines and drilling tools; rental of rock drilling machines, 
ground drilling machines and drilling tools; drill bit sharpening; computer installation and repair.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; industrial and technological analysis and research services relating to mining, rock drilling and ground drilling; 
measuring of boreholes; measuring parameters relating to the drilling of boreholes; design and development of computer 
hardware and software; computer programming; updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; 
rental of computer software; rental of computers; electronic data storage; cloud computing; cloud computing relating to 
mining, rock drilling and ground drilling.
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Priority claimed from 24/06/2015; Application No. : Z.443981 ;Poland 

3317858    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286883]
NUTRA SP. Z O.O.
Slominskiego 15 lok. 509 PL-00-195 Warszawa Poland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.5;Dietetic foods adapted for medical use; dietetic food supplements; nutraceuticals (dietary supplements); 
nutraceuticals as foodstuffs with health-promoting properties.

Cl.29;Functional food namely yoghurt, oils, butters, margarine, dairy products, milk, edible oils and fats having positive 
health-promoting properties; yoghurt, butters, margarine, dairy products, milk, edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Foodstuffs; functional food namely chocolate, confectionery having positive health-promoting properties; candy; 
sugar free sweets; chocolate candies.
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Priority claimed from 24/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 043 487 ;Germany 

3318728    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287274]
voxeljet AG
Paul-Lenz-Str. 1 86316 Friedberg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machinery for the additive production for making three dimensional moulds and cores for molding of three 
dimensional parts for industrial and commercial applications; machinery for the additive production for making of three 
dimensional parts by use of plastic material, metal, glas or sand particles for industrial and commercial applications; 
machinery for the additive production for making three dimensional parts for industrial and commercial applications; 3D-
printing machinery; machinery for applying a number of layers for the production of three dimensional moulds and cores 
for molding of three dimensional parts; machinery for applying a number of layers for the production of three dimensional 
parts by use of plastic material, metall, ceramic or ceramic metal powder; machinery for the production of three 
dimensional parts by way of building the parts by way of a sequence of layer formation; machinery for the production of 
models for model building, in particular for sand mould forms, metal mould forms; machinery for the production of 
models for model building, in particular for 3D-printing produced moulds made of plastic materials, metals, glas or sand.

Cl.9;Computer printers; data processing machinery and computers, in particular for the computer aided design; 
software, in particular for computer aided design software.

Cl.40;3D-print work for third parties with regard to the production of three dimensional forms and cores for molding of 
three dimensional parts for industrial and commercial applications; 3D-production for third parties regarding making of 
three dimensional moulds and cores for molding of three dimensional parts for industrial and commercial applications; 
3D-production for third parties regarding making of three dimensional parts by use particles of plastic materials, metals, 
glas or sand for industrial and commercial applications; 3D-production for third parties regarding making of three 
dimensional parts for industrial and commercial applications; production services for third parties, in particular moulds 
production for industrial and commercial applications; production and metal works of models and prototypes and small 
series production; service work in the context of metal work.

Cl.42;Research and technological services for the production and processing of sand mould forms and metal mould 
forms; concept and development of computer hardware and software, in particular computer aided design software; 
concept and counseling with regard to technological development of products and processes for third parties for the 
production of three dimensional parts by way of additive manufacturing; development of prototypes; providing technical 
conceptions; technical services for the implementation of the product and process development.
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Priority claimed from 08/03/2017; Application No. : 302017000025472 ;Italy 

3680907    30/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375168]
PROMETEON TYRE GROUP S.R.L.
Via Chiese, 51 Milan IT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; parts and fittings for vehicles; treads for vehicles tire; 
rubber articles for vehicles and tires; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tube; pneumatic tyres; pneumatic, semi-
pneumatic and/or solid tyres; vehicle wheels; wheel trims; inner tubes and mousse for vehicle tyres; casings for 
pneumatic tires (tyres); tire repair patches; treads for retreading tires; rings for retreading tires; anti-skid chains; 
automobile chassis; automobile bodies; automobile chains; automobile hoods; balance weights for vehicle wheels; bands
for wheel hubs; brake linings for vehicles; electric vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; repair outfits for inner 
tubes; shock absorbers for automobiles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; valves for vehicle tires

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; rings of rubber, tyre components of rubber, rubber strips; plastics in 
extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating material; flexible pipes, not of metal; acrylic 
resins [semi-finished products]; adhesive bands other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; anti-
dazzle films for windows [tinted films]; bark covering for sound insulation; brake lining materials, partly processed; 
canvas hose pipes; carbon fibers (fibres), other than for textile use; caulking materials; cellulose acetate, semi-
processed; chemical compositions for repairing leaks; clack valves of rubber; clutch linings; cords of rubber; cylinder 
jointings; ebonite molds; ebonite (vulcanite); elastic yarns, not for use in textiles; expansion joint fillers; filtering material 
(semi-processed foams or films of plastic); flexible tubes, not of metal; foam supports for flower arrangements [semi-
finished products]; hoses of textile material; insulating fabrics; insulating felt; insulating materials; insulating oils; 
insulating paints; insulating paper; insulating plaster; insulating refractory materials; insulating tape; insulating varnish; 
insulators; junctions for pipes, not of metal; latex [rubber]; liquid rubber; mica, raw or partly processed; packing 
[cushioning, stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics; plastic fibers, not for use in textiles; plastic film, not for wrapping; 
plastic substances, semi-processed; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; rings of rubber; rubber material for 
recapping tyres; rubber, raw or semi-worked; rubber sleeves for protecting parts of machines; rubber solutions; rubber 
stoppers; sealant compounds for joints; seals; self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or 
household purposes; shock absorbing buffers of rubber; soundproofing materials; stops of rubber; stuffing of rubber or 
plastic; stuffing rings; substances for insulating buildings against moisture; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; 
synthetic rubber; threads of plastic materials, not for textile use; threads of rubber, not for use in textiles; valves of india-
rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; viscose sheets, other than for wrapping; vulcanized fiber; washers of rubber or 
vulcanized fiber [fibre]

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; accounting; administrative 
processing of purchase orders; advertising by mail order; advisory services for business management; bill-posting; 
business efficiency expert services; business information; business inquiries; business investigations; business 
management and organization consultancy; business management assistance; business management consultancy; 
business organization consultancy; business research; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; commercial information agencies; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer 
advice shop]; commercial or industrial management assistance; compilation of information into computer databases; 
compilation of statistics; computerized file management; cost price analysis; data search in computer files for others; 
demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; document 
reproduction; drawing up of statements of accounts; economic forecasting; employment agencies; import-export 
agencies; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; marketing research; marketing studies; 
modelling for advertising or sales promotion; news clipping services; on-line advertising on a computer network; opinion 
polling; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; 
professional business consultancy; public relations; publication of publicity texts; publicity; publicity agencies; publicity 
columns preparation; publicity material rental; radio advertising; relocation services for businesses; rental of advertising 
space; rental of advertising time on communication media; sales promotion for others; secretarial services; shop window 
dressing; shorthand; sponsorship search; systemization of information into computer databases; tax preparation; 
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telemarketing services; television advertising; transcription; typing; updating of advertising material; word processing; 
writing of publicity texts; customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or 
advertising purposes; distribution services through shops namely, retail of automobile spare parts and accessories, tyre 
repair kits, tyre pressure checkers, and tools for fitting and removing tyres and wheels

Cl.37;Building construction; repairing services; vehicle repair services, vehicle installation services; vehicle 
maintenance services; tyre repair services, repair of tyre parts; tyre installation services, tire maintenance services; tire 
retreading services; installation, maintenance repair and replacement services for vehicle equipment, instruments and 
electric and electronic devices; information and advice services for drivers and vehicle fleet managers related to vehicle 
maintenance and repair; information and advisory services relating to the maintenance and repair of vehicles; 
maintenance, repair, retreading, re-cutting, fitting, removing and replacement of pneumatic tyres and inner tubes for 
pneumatic tyres; wheel balancing; car maintenance and repair, spare parts and accessories therefor; information services 
relating to repair or maintenance of cars; services relating to the inspection of cars, namely checking the technical state 
of cars; emergency motor vehicle recovery, including services relating to pneumatic tyres for motor vehicles

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; vehicle breakdown assistance (towing); delivery 
of equipment, instruments and electric and electronic devices for vehicles and their component parts, and of tires and/or 
vehicle wheels; storage of equipment, instruments and electric and electronic devices for vehicles and their component 
parts, and of tires and/or vehicle wheels; information and advice services for drivers and vehicle fleet managers related to 
vehicle geolocation and routes; transport services for passengers and freight; vehicle transport; storage services; 
conveyance of persons, goods and motor vehicles; vehicle rental (including car sharing and courtesy car); chauffeur 
services; car parking services; parking place rental and procurement of parking places for motor vehicles; carpooling; 
transport and delivery; storage, delivery and transportation of tyres; vehicle towing services; vehicle breakdown recovery 
services; recovery of vehicles; providing information relating to vehicle driving service; providing kinetic information on 
vehicle; tire pressure information
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3833983    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400706]
GERRESHEIMER VAERLOESE A/S
Walgerholm 2, Jonstrup DK-3500 Værløse Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA
Used Since :15/05/2003

IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Goods (not included in other classes) of plastics, including packaging containers of plastics, storage cans of 
plastic, bins, cases, boxes, casks, caps, stoppers and closures for containers.

Cl.21;Containers for household or kitchen (not of precious metal or coated therewith), including goblets and mugs.
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3840509    13/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1401114]
JENS POULSEN HOLDING APS
Søbjergvej 56 DK-7430 Ikast Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Retail and online store services in the field of clothing, footwear, headgear, bags and purses.
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Priority claimed from 22/06/2017; Application No. : 2017-083996 ;Japan 

3867689    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1407267]
ASAHI VISION INC.
3-12-7 Biwajima, Nishi-ku, Nagoya-shi Aichi-ken 451-0053 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Precision measuring apparatus; lensmeters for measuring power, power distribution, refractive index, shapes of 
front and back surfaces and center of contact lenses, eyeglasses and optical lenses.

Cl.10;Keratoscopes; tonometers; eye testing machines and apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 22/09/2017; Application No. : 87619701 ;United States of America 

3867733    21/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1407226]
YODLEE, INC.
3600 Bridge Parkway, Suite 200 Redwood City CA 94065 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for aggregation of banking, financial, investment and personal records and information; 
computer software for accessing online and electronic data and for converting and transferring that data to and for use in 
connection with computer software programs, personal and business electronic devices, mobile and smart phones, 
tablets and other computer software applications; computer software for aggregating, processing and analyzing data for 
the purpose of providing customized recommendations in the field of finance; computer software for financial 
management and financial and e-commerce transactions.

Cl.36;Financial advisory and consultancy services; financial information provided by electronic means; financial 
information provided by electronic means in the field of online monitoring and tracking services for financial and e-
commerce transactions relating to the status of securities and other financial instruments; providing financial 
assessment services to others; providing financial assessment services to others, namely, providing an online financial 
records aggregation service to aggregate and summarize personal and corporate banking, financial, investment and 
general financial information; providing financial assessment services to others, namely, collecting and analyzing 
financial affairs records and summaries in the nature of bank accounts, investments accounts, bill payments, mortgages, 
retirement accounts, retirement programs, credit card accounts, insurance policies and loans all over electronic 
communications networks; providing financial information services to others; providing financial information services to 
others, namely, providing an online financial records aggregation service to aggregate and summarize personal and 
corporate banking, financial, investment and general financial information; providing financial information services to 
others, namely, collecting and analyzing financial affairs records and summaries in the nature of bank accounts, 
investments accounts, bill payments, mortgages, retirement accounts, retirement programs, credit card accounts, 
insurance policies and loans all over electronic communications networks; providing financial information services to 
others, namely, providing financial information in the form of records and summaries in the fields of financial affairs, bank 
accounts, investments accounts, bill payment, mortgages, retirement accounts, retirement programs, credit card 
accounts, insurance and loans by means of electronic communications networks; providing financial information 
services to others, namely, providing online monitoring and tracking services for financial and e-commerce transactions 
relating to status of securities and other financial instruments; providing financial information.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 34572 ;Monaco 

3888501    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412613]
HIND EL KAROUT
15, Boulevard des Moulins MC-98000 Monaco Monaco

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated soaps; perfumes; essential oils; non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated hair lotions.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry; imitation jewelry; precious and semi-precious stones; timepieces and 
chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; purses (coin purses); wallets; bags (leather 
goods); umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear, all for men, women and children.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers; hair 
ornaments.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2017; Application No. : 2017/06169 ;Sweden 

3895140    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412827]
NET INSIGHT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AB
c/o Net Insight AB, Västberga Allé 9 SE-126 30 HÄGERSTEN Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS
RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data and telecommunication network equipment including switches, access devices, bridges, routers, gateways, 
multiplexors, add-drop multiplexors, digital cross-connects, fiber optic terminals, hubs, firewalls, repeaters, route servers, 
computer interface (PCI) adapter circuit boards, network interface circuit boards, network management stations; 
microprocessors, including application specific integrated circuits (ASICs); software moduls for use in the equipment 
listed above, including network management software; software; application software for social networking services via 
Internet; computer hardware; computer software and hardware for use in network management; computer networking and 
data communications equipment; software for interactive television; software for communications by fiber optic 
networks; devices for streaming media content over local wireless networks; computer software platforms for the delivery 
of over- the-top (OTT) content; computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications, 
namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving pictures; computer software for playing 
multimedia files; application software for mobile phones, cloud computing services, wireless devices and social 
networking services via Internet for the delivery and integration of over-the-top (OTT) content and media streaming; 
computer software and hardware for use in network management of streaming media content; software for ensuring 
secure delivery of over-the-top (OTT) content; software for inserting content into streaming over-the-top (OTT) content; 
software for interactive television; software for communications of over-the-top (OTT) broadcasting by fiber optic 
networks; devices for streaming media content over local wireless networks; information technology and audiovisual 
equipment; computer software for facility management and for use in scheduling of rooms, equipment and personnel; 
computer software for scheduling of personnel, labour, rooms, equipment, project, billing, logistic and reporting; 
computer software for managing personnel work rules and labour regulations and legislation thereto for personnel; 
computer software for managing accounting, invoices and client statements; computer software for managing client 
contracts for special event pricing and client-specific deals; software in the form of applications (apps) for mobile phones,
cloud computing services, wireless devices and social networking services via Internet; computer software for tracking 
shipping addresses, establishing shipping services and process shipping parcels; computer software for tracking 
performance problems such as transmission breakdowns, equipment failures and personnel issues; computer software 
for tracking assets, managing sources and locations, monitoring and updating metadata and creating of custom media 
labels; computer software for equipment inventory and inventory processes; computer software for management of 
stock; computer software for data network, networking equipment and data communications; computer software for 
managing work production and workflow; computer software for project management; computer software for 
management of antennas and satellites and management of technical information received from antennas and satellites; 
computer software for online booking portals; information technology equipment.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and reparation of networking equipment for use in data communication networks and 
telecommunication networks; installation, maintenance and reparation of computer hardware; installation, maintenance 
and reparation of computer hardware for use in handling computer networks and streaming media; installation, 
maintenance and reparation of interactive television; installation, maintenance and reparation of equipment for 
information technology and audiovisual products; information, consultancy and advisory services, related to all the above
mentioned services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication network services; digital communications services in relation to video, 
audio and television streaming services; communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images 
and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks 
and data networks; communication services, namely, providing electronic transmission of information stored in a 
database via interactively communicating computer systems; operation of local area networks; transmission of voice, 
audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, 
information services networks and data networks; delivery services of over-the-top (OTT) content; communication 
services, namely, providing electronic transmission of information stored in a database via interactively communicating 
computer systems; operation of local area networks for streaming media content and other over-the-top (ott) television 
broadcasting services; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to all of the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Education; education relating to computer hardware; education relating to data and telecommunication network 
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equipment; education relating to software and computer software platforms; education relating to software and 
applications for use in networking equipment, data network and data communications via Internet; education relating to 
software for interactive television and for products in respect of over-the-top (OTT) content; education relating to software
for communications by fiber optic networks and devices for streaming media content over local wireless networks; 
education relating to application software for mobile phones, social networking services, cloud computing services and 
wireless devices via Internet for the delivery and integration of over-the-top (OTT) content and media streaming; 
education relating to computer software and hardware for use in network management of streaming media content; 
education relating to equipment for information technology and audiovisual products.

Cl.42;Information technology (IT) consultancy; computer technology support services, namely help desk services; 
computer software technical support services; providing on-line support services for computer program users; design 
and development of computer hardware and computer software; design, deployment and management of wireless 
networks for others; monitoring of network systems; hosting the digital audio and video content of others for the purpose 
of enabling hotel, inn, and other lodging establishment guests to download the content on a pay per view basis; design 
and development of computer hardware and software in the field of over-the-top (OTT) broadcasting and streaming media;
computer software technical support services for over-the-top (OTT) broadcasting and streaming media; providing on-line 
support services for computer program users over-the-top (OTT) broadcasting and streaming media; design, deployment 
and management of wireless networks for others; technical support services, namely monitoring of network systems; 
hosting the digital audio and video content of others for the purpose of enabling hotel, inn, and other lodging 
establishment guests to download the content on a pay per view and an Internet pay-per-view basis; software installation 
and maintenance; installation, maintenance and reparation of computer software; installation, maintenance and 
reparation of computer software modules for use in networking equipment, computer networks, computer software and 
computer software in the form of apps for social networking services via the Internet; installation, maintenance and 
reparation of computer software for communication via fiber optic networks and devices for streaming media content 
over local wireless networks; installation, maintenance and reparation of computer software platforms; installation, 
maintenance and reparation of application software for mobile phones, on- line social networking services, cloud based 
computer services and wireless devices for delivering and integration of over-the-top (OTT) content and media streaming 
via the Internet; installation, maintenance and reparation of computer software for use in handling computer networks and
streaming media; installation, maintenance and reparation of computer software for products in respect of over-the-top 
(OTT) content; providing information, consultancy and advisory services relating to all of the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 08/11/2016; Application No. : 87230410 ;United States of America 

3895804    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1339116]
Tessenderlo Kerley, Inc.
2255 N. 44th Street, Suite 300 Phoenix AZ 85008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, namely, chemical preparations for 
protecting plants, trees, fruits and vegetables from sunburn and heat stress.

Cl.5;Pesticides and pest repellants for agriculture and domestic use.
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3896242    28/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1413419]
BEZOS FAMILY FOUNDATION
1700 7th Avenue, Suite 116/ 149 Seattle WA 98101 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio CDs and DVDs, in the field of early childhood development.

Cl.16;Printed pamphlets, brochures, manuals, books, booklets, leaflets, flyers, informational sheets and newsletters, 
adhesive backed stickers, and kits comprising one or more of the foregoing materials in the field of early childhood 
development.

Cl.35;Promoting public awareness in the field of early childhood development.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing ongoing television, radio, and online public service announcements in 
the field of early childhood development; providing guidance in the nature of workshops, seminars, training, and 
presentations in the field of parenting and caregiving concerning early childhood development and overall health and 
well-being of children; providing information in the field of parenting and caregiving concerning early childhood 
development as it relates to children"s education; providing, via a website, information on early childhood development 
as it relates to children"s education; providing information in the field of early childhood development as it relates to 
children"s education to provide assistance on ways to maximize a child"s early years of development; providing, via a 
website, educational resources, namely, online, non-downloadable films and online, non-downloadable videos featuring 
information in the field of early childhood development.

Cl.42;Hosting an interactive web site featuring technology that enables users to enter, access, track, monitor and 
generate reports regarding information on early childhood development and progress; providing information about 
medical or scientific research on early childhood development also comprising metrical and statistical data, via a web 
site.
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Priority claimed from 26/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 001 895 ;Germany 

3897200    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1407028]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; downloadable apps.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; appointment scheduling services 
(office functions).

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; vehicle warranty services.

Cl.38;Providing an online access to customer care and automated booking agency services to enable customer to find 
and contact a desired partner online.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; booking of commercial vehicle breakdown 
towing services; offering and conducting commercial vehicle breakdown towing services; arranging vehicle towing 
services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software as a service.
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Priority claimed from 04/01/2018; Application No. : 017661042 ;European Union 

3908398    09/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416317]
HALDEX AKTIEBOLAG
Box 507 SE-261 24 Landskrona Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Equipment, apparatus and installations constructed therefrom for the providing, processing, monitoring, 
manipulating and safeguarding of compressed air for motor vehicles; compressed air control equipment, compressed air 
regulating equipment, pneumatic valves and pneumatic switching valves for motor vehicles; compressed air control 
equipment, compressed air regulating equipment, pneumatic valves and pneumatic switching valves for air-suspended 
utility vehicles and trailers therefor; compressed air control equipment and pneumatic valves for the lifting and lowering 
of lifting axles for utility vehicles and trailers therefor; compressed air control equipment and pneumatic valves for the 
lifting and lowering of vehicle bodies for utility vehicles and trailers therefor; valves, control valves, regulating valves, 
axle-lift valves, air-suspension valves, lifting and lowering valves, release valves, weighing valves, directional control 
valves and pressure limiting valves for compressed air installations for motor vehicles, utility vehicles and trailers for 
utility vehicles; relay valves for compressed air installations in air-suspension systems for motor vehicles, utility vehicles 
and trailers for utility vehicles; brakes and brake systems for construction machines; parts, attachments (parts) and spare 
parts for the aforementioned goods, included in this class.

Cl.12;Brakes and brake systems for trucks, heavy-duty vehicles, buses and vehicle trailers; overrun brakes for vehicle 
trailers; compressed air control equipment and pneumatic valves for braking systems for utility vehicles and trailers 
therefor; parking valves, trailer brake valves, emergency brake valves and relay valves for compressed air installations in 
brake systems for motor vehicles, utility vehicles and trailers for utility vehicles; parts, attachments (parts) and spare 
parts for the aforementioned goods, included in this class.
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3926732    08/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1419611]
MonoDAQ, proizvodnja in prodaja merilne opreme, d.o.o.
Gabrsko 11A SI-1420 Trbovlje Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Analog converters; apparatus for processing digital signals; apparatus for translation of ultra-high frequencies; 
recording apparatus; apparatus for data capture; digitizers; digital amplifiers; electrical devices that convert vibrations 
into sound for telecommunication devices; electric amplifiers; electronic digitizers; electronic amplifiers; communication 
equipment; multi-input controllers; data processing apparatus and devices (electrical and mechanical); digital signal 
processing apparatus for voice signals; speech recognition devices; imaging devices for scientific purposes; data 
collection devices; power amplifiers; amplifiers; signal amplifiers; preamplifiers; converters from analog to digital form; 
audio converters; radio apparatus and instruments; distribution amplifiers; signal cables for IT, AV and 
telecommunications; terminals for receiving signals; directional capacitive sensors, touch sensitive; pre-record data 
carriers for use with computers; application software; drivers (computer programs); free software; software drivers; 
industrial controllers with built-in software; integrated software packages for the automation of laboratories; interactive 
computer software; educational software; interactive multimedia computer programs; software development kits (SDKs); 
communication software; communication software for connecting users of a computer network; downloadable software; 
dedicated software for wireless devices; dedicated software for mobile phones; data processing programs; computer 
programs; software and applications for mobile devices; virtual reality software; software for data processing; software 
for data communication; tablet software; computer software for global positioning systems (GPS); computer software for 
communication between microcomputers; signal converters; Integrated Circuit Chips; microchips; microcontrollers; 
microprocessors; modules with integrated circuits; plates with integrated circuits; semiconductor chips; digital signal 
processors; printed circuits; electronic sensors; electronic measuring sensors; electronic pressure sensors; sensors for 
speed determination; position sensors; sensors for engines; vibration sensors; apparatus for testing materials; apparatus 
for testing electronic equipment; power transmission testing equipment for vehicles; resistor testing apparatus; vehicle 
brake testing apparatus; brake test apparatus; measuring apparatus for testing; electric measuring instruments; electrical 
measuring devices; digital measuring apparatus; pressure measuring apparatus; precision measuring apparatus; 
telemetry apparatus; digital pH meters; dynamometers; instruments for measuring temperature; calibration devices; 
electric current meters; flow meters; vibration meters; measuring instruments; measure strips; meters; speed gauges; 
accelerometers; telemetric devices for remote control; thermocouples; temperature sensors; ammeters; instruments for 
measuring resistance; multifunction digital measuring devices; electric control; laboratory oscilloscopes.

Cl.35;Business marketing services; marketing of products; retail services relating to computer software; retail services 
relating to computer hardware; retail supermarket services related to the sale of beauty products, toiletries, household 
appliances, hand tools, optical products, domestic electrical and electronic appliances; wholesale services relating to 
navigation devices; wholesale distribution services relating to audiovisual equipment; retailing services relating to time 
measuring instruments; retailing services relating to information technology equipment; wholesale services relating to 
computer hardware; wholesale services relating to computer software.

Cl.42;Engineering services; measuring services; calibration services; research in measuring technology; technological 
consulting; technical research; research services; rental of measuring apparatus; industrial testing; engineering testing; 
testing of vehicles; testing of materials; production of computer programs; rental of computer firmware; design and 
writing of computer software; design and development of software; computer programming; software development; 
development of hardware for processing digital signals; design of computer hardware; rental of software.
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Priority claimed from 15/12/2017; Application No. : 017610023 ;European Union 

3926768    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419803]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer software and computer hardware platform; sensors; 
electronic imaging modules; electronic control apparatus; computer hardware; cameras, laser devices, laser measuring 
systems; computer software and computer hardware for a cloud-based platform; computer software and computer 
hardware for controlling communications networks; computer software and computer hardware for collecting and 
analyzing data.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software as a service featuring computer software 
for processing infrastructure data and for providing updates into systems; services regarding weather conditions and 
data collected.
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3926821    06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419687]
TRIBOdyn AG
Breite Str. 54 37154 Northeim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; manures, 
chemical soil-conditioning preparations, plant-enriching preparations, included in this class; chemical additives and 
bases for plant protection preparations, included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management services; business administration; office functions.

Cl.44;Medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry 
services.
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Priority claimed from 02/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 002 531 ;Germany 

3927134    28/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419179]
Andreas Leonhard
Finkenweg 13 68549 Ilvesheim Germany
Florian Hofbauer
Wilhelmsberg 7 69226 Nußloch Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Processing machines for use in the food industry; food and beverage processing and preparation machines and 
apparatus; electric food grinders; electric food blenders; food processors, electric; electromechanical machines for food 
or beverage preparation; machines for the preparation of foodstuffs [industrial]; electric mixers for household purposes; 
electric food blenders; food preparation machines, electromechanical; food processors (electric -) for domestic use; 
industrial food mixers [machines]; packaging machines for food; electric food grinders; pumps for the extraction of 
vapour [machines]; steam engines; steam boilers [parts of machines]; steam condensers [parts of machines].

Cl.11;Food dryers; installations for heating foodstuffs; food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling and treatment 
equipment; egg cookers; steam cookers.

Cl.16;Bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; cardboard containers; 
containers of paper for packaging purposes; containers of card for packaging; waterproofing film (plastic -) for 
packaging; packaging materials.

Cl.21;Food storage containers; thermally insulated containers for food; thermal insulated containers for food or 
beverage; tableware, cookware and containers; mugs; containers for household or kitchen use; beaters (non-electric -) for
kitchen use; containers for household or kitchen use; household or kitchen utensils.

Cl.29;Birds eggs and egg products; eggs; egg substitutes; liquid eggs; prepared meals containing [principally] eggs; 
powdered eggs; processed eggs; spreads consisting mainly of eggs; scrambled egg; whole egg mixtures for the 
preparation of scrambled egg.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling in relation to processing machines for the food industry, machines and apparatus for 
processing and preparing foodstuffs and beverages, electric machines for processing foodstuffs, electric food blenders, 
electrical machines for preparing meals, electromechanical machines for preparing meals or beverages, industrial food 
preparation machines; retailing and wholesaling in relation to electric household machines for beating foodstuffs, electric 
blenders for mixing foodstuffs, electromechanical apparatus for preparing foodstuffs, electric machines for processing 
foodstuffs for household purposes, food mixers (machines) for industrial purposes, packaging machines for foodstuffs, 
food processing machines, pumps for the extraction of vapour (machines); retailing and wholesaling in relation to steam 
machines, steam generators (machine parts), steam condensers (machine parts), food dryers, installations for heating 
foodstuffs, apparatus and equipment for cooking, heating, refrigerating or otherwise treating foodstuffs and beverages, 
egg boilers, steam cookers, bags, pouches and goods of paper, cardboard or plastic for packaging, wrapping and 
storage, containers of cardboard; retailing and wholesaling in relation to containers of paper for packaging purposes, 
containers of cardboard for packaging, waterproof plastic film for packaging, packaging materials, food storage 
containers, thermally insulated containers for food, thermally insulated containers for foodstuffs and beverages, 
crockery, cookware and containers, cups, household or kitchen containers, non-electric whisks for kitchen use, 
household or kitchen receptacles, household or kitchen utensils; retailing and wholesaling in relation to birds' eggs and 
egg products, eggs, egg substitutes, liquid egg, ready meals consisting primarily of eggs, dried eggs, processed eggs, 
spreads consisting primarily of eggs, scrambled egg, whole egg mixtures for the preparation of scrambled egg; advisory 
services for business management; business analysis, research and information services; business assistance, 
management and administrative services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; provision of an on-line 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing commercial information to consumers; retail or 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; mediation and 
conclusion of commercial transactions for others; organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and 
promotional purposes; organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing food or beverages; providing information 
relating to the repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing food or beverages; maintenance, 
servicing and repair of household and kitchen appliances; machinery installation, maintenance and repair.

Cl.40;Food and beverage treatment.
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Cl.43;Services for the preparation of food and drink; consultancy services relating to food preparation; services for the 
preparation of food and drink; food preparation services; providing food and drink; catering for the provision of food and 
beverages; cookery advice.
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3927154    06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419362]
TRIBOdyn AG
Breite Str. 54 37154 Northeim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; manures, 
soil amendments, soil conditioning chemicals, preparations for fortifying plants, included in this class; chemical additives 
and bases for plant protection preparations, included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.44;Medical and veterinary medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 24/08/2017; Application No. : UK00003252569 ;United Kingdom 

3927833    19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419429]
Manchester United Football Club Limited
Sir Matt Busby Way Old Trafford, MANCHESTER M16 0RA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; watches 
and clocks; watch straps; watch boxes; costume jewellery; imitation jewellery; semi-precious stones; rings; ear rings; 
bracelets; brooches; necklaces; key rings and key chains and charms therefor; key fobs; key holders [trinkets or fobs]; 
pins and pendants; jewellery charms; lapel pins; tie pins; tie clips; cuff links; jewellery cases; badges, key rings and key 
chains, cases, boxes, works of art, busts, statues and trophies, all being made wholly or principally of precious metal and 
their alloys or coated therewith; coins; copper tokens; silver ornaments; medals and medallions; parts and fittings for all 
of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; articles of luggage; cases; suitcases; garment bags for travel; bags; school bags and satchels; 
back packs; rucksacks; beach bags; sports bags; athletic bags; gym bags; boot bags; duffel bags; holdalls; shopping 
bags; toilet bags; wash bags for carrying toiletries; valises; attaché cases; brief cases; wallets; purses; key cases; 
pouches; credit card cases and holders; umbrella covers; walking canes; shooting sticks; bands and straps of leather; 
leather shoe and boot linings; collars and covers for animals; clothing for animals; leather trimmings; laces, leads and 
leashes; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; articles of outer clothing; articles of sports clothing; leisurewear; replica football 
kits; football shirts; football shorts; football socks; tracksuits; training clothing; training pants; sweatshirts; sweatpants; 
jackets; coats; parkas; fleeces; shirts; t-shirts; vests; singlets; blouses; knitwear; jerseys; jumpers; sweaters; cardigans; 
hooded tops; shawls; waistcoats; suits; trousers; jeans; pants; dungarees; shorts; leggings; skirts; ties; cravats; articles 
of underclothing; underwear; lingerie; boxer shorts; nightwear; pyjamas; night shirts; dressing gowns; bathrobes; beach 
clothes; swimwear; swim suits; bathing trunks; bathing caps; hosiery; socks; garters; gloves; mittens; scarves; ear 
muffs; wristbands; headbands; belts; braces; overalls; aprons; collars; collar protectors for wear; articles of clothing, 
footwear and headgear for babies and children; bodysuits; romper suits; baby pants; sleep suits; bibs; baby boots; 
footwear being articles of clothing; boots; shoes; sandals; slippers; galoshes; sports shoes; training shoes; football 
boots and shoes; studs for football boots and shoes; fittings of metal for boots and shoes; hats; caps; berets; visors; 
ready-made clothes linings; uniforms; waterproof clothing.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2017; Application No. : 1366375 ;Benelux 

3927839    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419290]
FYTA Company B.V.
Palestrinastraat 23 NL-5144 XJ Waalwijk Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; ethereal oils; aromatics.

Cl.5;Medicines; food supplements; absorbent articles for personal hygiene; medicinal healthcare preparations; 
antibacterial pharmaceuticals; food for babies; disinfectants and antiseptics; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; medical dressings, adhesive tapes 
for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 15/12/2017; Application No. : 87722323 ;United States of America 

3927840    14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419279]
Paratek Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
75 Park Plaza Boston MA 02116 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, namely, antibiotics.

Cl.44;Providing information in the fields of health, medicine, and pharmaceuticals for the treatment of infectious 
disease; medical information services, namely, providing information to physicians, healthcare professionals, and 
patients on the topics of health issues, pharmaceutical products, and health awareness in the field of infectious diseases; 
health care services, namely, providing patient assistance programs to provide eligible patients with access to drugs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 1369304 ;Benelux 

3927843    25/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419299]
ThromboGenics
Gaston Geenslaan 1 B-3001 Leuven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Biopharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of hypertension, strokes, cardiac diseases and vascular 
diseases; diagnostic medical reagents, chemicals and biological materials both as spatially defined arrays and solutions 
or reagents for medical laboratory use in diagnosting, monitoring, and predicting diseases and for measuring or 
predicting response to therapy of cardiac and vascular diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of 
hypertension, strokes, cardiac diseases and vascular diseases; pharmaceutical substances and medicines for treatment 
or prevention of eye disorders and diseases and of ophthalmological disorders and diseases; pharmaceutical 
preparations and substances for the treatment or prevention of diabetes; medicines for treating or preventing diabetes; 
ophthalmic medicines and surgical fluids, pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical eye drops.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical research and development; (bio)pharmaceutical product evaluation; 
research into treatment of cardio vascular disease, cardiac disease, and vascular disease; development of new treatments
for pathologies in which vascular biology plays a critical role in the field of biopharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2018; Application No. : 546596 ;Czech Republic 

3927870    04/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419315]
RESPILON Group s.r.o.
Cejl 480/12 CZ-602 00 Brno, Zábrdovice Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Filters for respiratory masks, respirators for filtering air, respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration.

Cl.10;Face masks for respiratory system protection, respiratory masks.

Cl.11;Filters for air and fluids, namely for water.

Cl.24;Filtering materials of textile.

Cl.25;Shoes, clothing.
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Priority claimed from 04/01/2018; Application No. : 87743898 ;United States of America 

3927909    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419207]
Dexcom, Inc.
6340 Sequence Drive, Attn: Intellectual Property Department San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and hardware for use in the acquisition, capture, processing, presentation, storage, and 
transmission of medical and physiological data.

Cl.10;Medical devices, namely, medical sensors that are implanted or inserted into the human body used to 
continuously monitor the concentration of glucose in the human body and accessories therefor, namely, receivers, 
sensor housings and sensor insertion devices.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/09/2017; Application No. : 2017740404 ;Russian Federation 

3928995    18/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1419005]
Assotsiatsiya "Natsionalniy Koordinatsionniy Tsentr Obrabotki Tranzaktsiy s Pravami i Objektami Intellektualnoy Sobstvennosti"
ul. Nobelya, 5, territoriya Skolkovo innovatsionnogo tsentra RU-143026 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing equipment and computers; software; software and application software for computers, notebook 
computers, cellular phones, smartphones, mobile electronic devices; computer software for application and database 
integration; software and application software for conducting studies and management relating to intellectual property; 
software and application software for database management and providing access to databases; software and application 
software for e-commerce; software allowing users to perform business transactions via a global computer network; 
software for storage, transmission, listening and viewing audio and video files; software for statistical analysis and 
reporting; downloadable files; electronic publications, downloadable.

Cl.35;Business management, business administration; business management relating to legal protection accounting 
and commercialization of intellectual property; commercial information agency services; business auditing; commercial 
intermediation services; commercial intermediation services relating to management of business operations relating to 
intellectual property; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; commercial or 
industrial management assistance, namely intangible assets management assistance of commercial or industrial 
enterprises; commercial intermediation services relation to intellectual property commercialization; provision of 
information and advisory services relating to e-commerce; intermediation services relating to e-commerce; business 
intermediary services relating to preparation, negotiation, conclusion and execution of transactions regarding intellectual 
property; computerized file management; compilation, systemization, updating and maintenance of data of information in 
computer databases and directories; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private 
investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential 
acquirers of intellectual property; opinion polling; market studies; business information; business investigations; studies 
relating to commercial use of intellectual property; business research; marketing research; professional business 
consultancy; professional business consultancy relating to commercial use of intellectual property; marketing; business 
management of performing artists; updating and maintenance of information in registries; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; business 
appraisals; data search in computer files, databases and directories for others; providing business information via a web 
site; provision of commercial and business contact information; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and 
sellers of goods and services; provision of on-line marketplace for third parties for concluding commercial transactions 
relating to intellectual property; economic forecasting; sales promotion for others; advertising; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; compilation of statistics; business inquiries; negotiation of business contracts for others; negotiation 
and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; drawing up of statements of accounts; book-keeping; 
accounting consultancy relating to taxation; financial records management.

Cl.36;Appraisal of intellectual property; financial evaluation and analysis; investment, financial operations relating to 
intellectual property; financial arrangement relating to intellectual property; financial affairs; insurance underwriting; 
monetary affairs; financial analysis; financial management; investment brokerage; art brokerage; financial services and 
financial consultancy relating to taxation; financial planning services relating to taxation; financial planning and advisory 
services relating to investment; investment of funds; organization of charitable collections; investment fund 
management; electronic funds transfer; surety services; securities brokerage; providing financial information via a web 
site; financial sponsorship; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; provident fund services; 
financing services; capital investment; exchange mediation; online brokerage relating to financial operations, financial 
evaluation, analysis, investment, financial arrangement and taxation regarding intellectual property; providing information 
and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to databases; providing Internet chatrooms; providing telecommunication
channels for providing information about intellectual property; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; 
message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of digital files; providing online 
forums; radio broadcasting; wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; video-on-demand and music-on-demand 
transmission; teleconferencing services; streaming of data.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; production of music; providing 
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on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; organization of public performance of music; organization of public 
performance of motion pictures, video records of stage shows, entertainment events and shows; production of television 
programmes; correspondence courses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing 
recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; 
arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization of competitions 
[education or entertainment]; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; 
providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; providing films, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; cinema presentations; rental of sound recordings, motion 
pictures and videotapes; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity 
texts; karaoke services; recording studio services; production of shows; movie studio services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; computer system analysis; installation of computer 
software; software as a service [SaaS]; software as a service [SaaS] for application and database integration, database 
management and providing access to databases; software as a service [SaaS] for conducting studies and management 
relating to intellectual property; software as a service [SaaS] for e-commerce; software as a service [SaaS], enabling 
users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; software as a service [SaaS] for 
storage, transmission, listening and viewing audio and video files; software as a service [SaaS] for statistical analysis and 
reporting; maintenance of computer software; providing search engines for the Internet; conversion of computer 
programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer system design; rental of web servers; rental of computer 
software; hosting computer sites [web sites]; server hosting; computer software design; creating and designing website-
based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; computer programming; off-site data backup; 
data encryption services; hosting e-commerce platforms on the Internet; providing information and consultancy services 
relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.45;Legal services; arbitration services; legal research; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory 
purposes; intellectual property consultancy; licensing of intellectual property; legal administration of licenses; litigation 
services; alternative dispute resolution services; mediation; copyright and ancillary rights management; industrial 
property rights management; intellectual property rights management; legal administration of intangible assets; legal 
services relating to preparing and concluding of contracts for others; providing information and consultancy services 
relating to the aforementioned services; legal services related to collective intellectual property rights management.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 717180 ;Switzerland 

3929078    25/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418814]
Nobel Biocare Services AG
Balz Zimmermann-Strasse 7 CH-8302 Kloten Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Dental apparatus and instruments; surgical instruments for dental use; dental implants, implant abutments for 
dental use, implant bars for dental use; dental prostheses; parts and accessories of all the aforesaid goods included in 
this class.

Cl.41;Provision of training in dentistry, implantology, periodontics, prosthodontics, periodontology, conservative and 
reconstructive dentistry; organization and conducting of seminars in the fields of implantology, periodontics, 
prosthodontics, periodontology and reconstructive dentistry; organization and conducting of educational conferences.

Cl.44;Oral surgery and dental implant services; dentistry services; advice and medical services in the fields of 
dentistry, implantology and reconstructive dentistry.
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3929094    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420071]
Leicester City Football Club Limited
King Power Stadium, Filbert Way Leicester LE2 7FL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; cosmetics; toiletries; soaps; perfumery; essential oils; 
fragrances and fragrance products for personal use; colognes; aftershaves; toilet waters; body sprays; antiperspirants; 
deodorants for personal use; non-medicated toiletry preparations; body care products and preparations; beauty care 
products and preparations; non-medicated creams, lotions, gels and oils for the skin, scalp, hair and body; hair care 
preparations and treatments; shampoos; hair conditioners; hair colorants; hair styling preparations; body cleaning 
preparations; body washes; shower and bath preparations; shower gels; bath gels; bath oils; foam baths; talcum 
powders; hand washes; scented oils; massage preparations; non-medicated massage oils and creams; non-medicated 
muscle oils and rubs; aromatherapy preparations; skin care preparations; beauty masks; facial packs; depilatory 
preparations; shaving preparations; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; sun tanning and sun protection preparations; 
make-up and make-up preparations; make-up removing preparations; cosmetic kits; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic body paint; 
nail care preparations; nail polish; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; toothpaste; mouth washes; 
detergents; laundry preparations; boot cream; boot polish; creams for leather; car cleaning preparations; windscreen 
cleaning liquids; room fragrances.

Cl.9;Eyewear and parts and fittings therefor; spectacles; sunglasses; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; chains, 
straps and cords for sunglasses and spectacles; protective bags and cases for eyewear; cases for sunglasses and 
spectacles; articles of protective clothing, footwear and headgear; covers and cases for mobile phones, computers and 
tablets; headphones; earphones; computer software; application software; audio and/or video recordings; publications in 
electronic format; downloadable electronic publications; decorative magnets; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.
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Cl.14;Jewellery; fashion jewellery; clocks and watches; jewellery chains; necklaces; rings (jewellery); bracelets for 
watches; bands for watches; sports watches; straps for watches; cufflinks.

Cl.18;Luggage; bags; handbags; purses; wallets; card wallets; leather bags and leather wallets; leather credit card 
wallets; pocket wallets; travelling bags; travelling bags made of leather; evening handbags; gentlemen's handbags; 
leather handbags; saddlery, whips and animal apparel.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; textile piece goods; textiles for making articles of clothing; household textile articles; 
household linen; curtains; textile wall hangings; coverings for furniture; covers for cushions; towels; bath linen; bath 
towels, mats and flannels; beach towels; bed and table covers; bed linen; sheets and pillow cases; duvet covers; 
blankets; lap rugs; table linen; table cloths, table mats and coasters of textiles; napkins; kitchen linen; tea towels; bar 
towels; cloths; textile handkerchiefs; sleeping bags; flags and pennants; bunting; banners; badges made of fabric 
material.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; articles of outer clothing; leisurewear; shirts; tops; t-shirts; polo shirts; pullovers; 
sweaters; hooded tops; cardigans; waistcoats; blouses; trousers; pants; shorts; underwear; nightwear; swimwear; neck 
scarves; scarves; gloves; jerseys; sweatshirts; sweatpants; knitwear; socks; coats; jackets; hats; caps; belts.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services and online retail and wholesale services, all relating to cleaning, polishing, 
scouring and abrasive preparations, cosmetics, toiletries, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, fragrances and fragrance 
products for personal use, colognes, aftershaves, toilet waters, body sprays, antiperspirants, deodorants for personal 
use, non-medicated toiletry preparations, body care products and preparations, beauty care products and preparations, 
non-medicated creams, lotions, gels and oils for the skin, scalp, hair and body, hair care preparations and treatments, 
shampoos, hair conditioners, hair colorants, hair styling preparations, body cleaning preparations, body washes, shower 
and bath preparations, shower gels, bath gels, bath oils, foam baths, talcum powders, hand washes, scented oils, 
massage preparations, non-medicated massage oils and creams, non-medicated muscle oils and rubs, aromatherapy 
preparations, skin care preparations, beauty masks, facial packs, depilatory preparations, shaving preparations, pre-
shave and aftershave preparations, sun tanning and sun protection preparations, make-up and make-up preparations, 
make-up removing preparations, cosmetic kits, cosmetic dyes, cosmetic body paint, nail care preparations, nail polish, 
decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes, dentifrices, toothpaste, mouth washes, detergents, laundry preparations, 
boot cream, boot polish, creams for leather, car cleaning preparations, windscreen cleaning liquids, room fragrances, 
candles, eyewear and parts and fittings therefor, spectacles, sunglasses, frames for spectacles and sunglasses, chains 
for sunglasses and spectacles, straps and cords for sunglasses and spectacles, protective bags and cases for eyewear, 
cases for sunglasses and spectacles, articles of protective clothing, articles of protective footwear, articles of protective 
headgear, covers and cases for mobile phones, covers and cases for computers and tablets, headphones, earphones, 
computer software, application software, audio and/or video recordings, publications in electronic format, downloadable 
electronic publications, decorative magnets, cufflinks, fashion jewellery, jewellery, clocks and watches, sports watches, 
jewellery chains, jewellery items, jewellery products, necklaces, rings, bracelets for watches, bands for watches, straps 
for watches, watch boxes, ornamental pins, lapel pins, tie pins, tie clips, key fobs, key rings, key chains, badges of 
precious metal or coated therewith, medals and medallions, coins, printed matter, printed publications, books, 
catalogues, stationery, pencil cases, cards, gift wrapping materials, luggage, bags, handbags, purses and wallets, card 
wallets, leather bags and wallets, leather credit card wallets, pocket wallets, key cases, travel bags, travelling bags, 
travelling bags made of leather, toiletry bags, garment bags for travel, shoe bags, holdalls, sports bags, back packs, 
rucksacks, satchels, tote bags, shoulder bags, gentlemen's handbags, ladies handbags, leather handbags, shopping 
bags, umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, shooting sticks, saddlery, whips and animal apparel, household and kitchen 
utensils and containers, glassware, drinking vessels, drinking glasses, mugs, bottles, drinking bottles, bottle openers, 
corkscrews, flasks, textiles, textile piece goods, textiles for making articles of clothing, household textile articles, 
household linen, curtains, textile wall hangings, coverings for furniture, covers for cushions, towels, bath linen, bath 
towels, mats and flannels, beach towels, bed and table covers, bed linen, sheets and pillow cases, duvet covers, blankets, 
lap rugs, table linen, table cloths, table mats and coasters of textiles, napkins, kitchen linen, tea towels, bar towels, cloths, 
textile handkerchiefs, sleeping bags, flags and pennants, bunting, banners, badges made of fabric material, clothing, 
footwear, headgear, articles of outer clothing, leisurewear, shirts, tops, t-shirts, polo shirts, vests, pullovers, sweaters, 
hooded tops, cardigans, waistcoats, blouses, skirts, dresses, trousers, pants, shorts, ties, underwear, nightwear, 
swimwear, wristbands, headbands, ready-made clothes linings, cashmere scarves, head scarves, neck scarves, scarves, 
shoulder scarves, silk scarves, gloves, gloves as clothing, riding gloves, jerseys, sportswear, sports jerseys, football 
jerseys, sweatshirts, sweatpants, knitwear, socks, coats, jackets, waterproof clothing, suits, shoes, boots, sandals, 
slippers, hats, caps, sun visors, belts, aprons, uniforms, articles of clothing for babies and children, articles of footwear 
for babies and children, articles of headgear for babies and children, clothing accessories, badges, patches, buckles, belt 
clasps, lanyards for wear, carpets, rugs and mats, wall coverings, games, toys and playthings, gymnastic and sporting 
articles, exercise and fitness apparatus; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty programmes and of sales and 
promotional incentive schemes; advertising, marketing and promotional services; trade fairs; organisation of fashion 
shows for commercial or promotional purposes; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the 
aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2018; Application No. : 017896399 ;European Union 

3929175    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420080]
KAMAX Holding GmbH & Co. KG
Dr.-Rudolf-Kellermann-Straße 2 35315 Homberg (Ohm) Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Fasteners; threaded parts; screws; bolts; nuts; discs; washers; locking washers; bushings; nails; rivets; clips; 
hooks; all aforementioned goods mainly of metal.

Cl.12;Molded parts and formed parts being connectors for motor vehicles; wheel screws [vehicle parts]; wheel bolts 
[vehicle parts]; motor screws [vehicle parts]; engine screws; molded parts and formed parts being connectors for planes.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 4414166 ;France 

3930187    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419841]
International Business Machines Corporation
1 New Orchard Rd, Armonk, New York 10504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); documentation and publications about computers and 
computer programs; manuals [handbooks]; printed publications; books; magazines; periodicals; newspapers; printing 
products (printed matter); printed matter relating to computer equipment, software and related services; manuals, 
pamphlets, magazines, information bulletins, inserts for newspapers, booklets, all in connection with software, 
computers, computer system hardware, equipment for networks, telecommunications, information technology, word 
processing, database management, multimedia, entertainment and e-commerce equipment.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion (for others); business management and consultancy; business information; 
distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; accounting; 
document reproduction; systematization of data in a central file; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; business promotion of collaboration within scientific, research and supplier communities to make progress in 
the field of computer technology in various fields of industry.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; electronic message delivery services; communication by computer terminals; 
electronic mail services; news and information agencies; telecommunication and electronic messaging services via 
computer networks; computer-aided transmission of data; telecommunication services enabling commercial interaction 
over a global computer network; providing an online forum for individuals, groups of individuals, organizations and 
businesses to work together to explore practical applications of computer technology in various fields of industry; 
providing access to a computer-based networking website for individuals, groups of individuals, organizations and 
businesses to collaborate in different disciplines to develop practical applications of computer technology in different 
industrial sectors and for business collaboration.

Cl.42;Computer services.
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3930209    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419869]
Leicester City Football Club Limited
King Power Stadium, Filbert Way Leicester LE2 7FL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; cosmetics; toiletries; soaps; perfumery; essential oils; 
fragrances and fragrance products for personal use; colognes; aftershaves; toilet waters; body sprays; antiperspirants; 
deodorants for personal use; non-medicated toiletry preparations; body care products and preparations; beauty care 
products and preparations; non-medicated creams, lotions, gels and oils for the skin, scalp, hair and body; hair care 
preparations and treatments; shampoos; hair conditioners; hair colorants; hair styling preparations; body cleaning 
preparations; body washes; shower and bath preparations; shower gels; bath gels; bath oils; foam baths; talcum 
powders; hand washes; scented oils; massage preparations; non-medicated massage oils and creams; non-medicated 
muscle oils and rubs; aromatherapy preparations; skin care preparations; beauty masks; facial packs; depilatory 
preparations; shaving preparations; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; sun tanning and sun protection preparations; 
make-up and make-up preparations; make-up removing preparations; cosmetic kits; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic body paint; 
nail care preparations; nail polish; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; toothpaste; mouth washes; 
detergents; laundry preparations; boot cream; boot polish; creams for leather; car cleaning preparations; windscreen 
cleaning liquids; room fragrances.

Cl.9;Eyewear and parts and fittings therefor; spectacles; sunglasses; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; chains, 
straps and cords for sunglasses and spectacles; protective bags and cases for eyewear; cases for sunglasses and 
spectacles; articles of protective clothing, footwear and headgear; covers and cases for mobile phones, computers and 
tablets; headphones; earphones; computer software; application software; audio and/or video recordings; publications in 
electronic format; downloadable electronic publications; decorative magnets; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.14;Jewellery; fashion jewellery; clocks and watches; jewellery chain; necklaces; rings [jewellery]; bracelets for 
watches; bands for watches; sports watches; straps for watches; cufflinks.

Cl.18;Luggage; bags; handbags; purses; wallets; card wallets; leather bags and leather wallets; leather credit card 
wallets; pocket wallets; travelling bags; travelling bags made of leather; evening handbags; gentlemen's handbags; 
leather handbags; saddlery, whips and animal apparel.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; textile piece goods; textiles for making articles of clothing; household textile articles; 
household linen; curtains; textile wall hangings; coverings for furniture; covers for cushions; towels; bath linen; bath 
towels, mats and flannels; beach towels; bed and table covers; bed linen; sheets and pillow cases; duvet covers; 
blankets; lap rugs; table linen; table cloths, table mats and coasters of textiles; napkins; kitchen linen; tea towels; bar 
towels; cloths; textile handkerchiefs; sleeping bags; flags and pennants; bunting; banners; badges made of fabric 
material.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; articles of outer clothing; leisurewear; shirts; tops; t-shirts; polo shirts; pullovers; 
sweaters; hooded tops; cardigans; waistcoats; blouses; trousers; pants; shorts; underwear; nightwear; swimwear; neck 
scarves; scarves; gloves; jerseys; sweatshirts; sweatpants; knitwear; socks; coats; jackets; hats; caps; belts.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services and online retail and wholesale services, all relating to cleaning, polishing, 
scouring and abrasive preparations, cosmetics, toiletries, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, fragrances and fragrance 
products for personal use, colognes, aftershaves, toilet waters, body sprays, antiperspirants, deodorants for personal 
use, non-medicated toiletry preparations, body care products and preparations, beauty care products and preparations, 
non-medicated creams, lotions, gels and oils for the skin, scalp, hair and body, hair care preparations and treatments, 
shampoos, hair conditioners, hair colorants, hair styling preparations, body cleaning preparations, body washes, shower 
and bath preparations, shower gels, bath gels, bath oils, foam baths, talcum powders, hand washes, scented oils, 
massage preparations, non-medicated massage oils and creams, non-medicated muscle oils and rubs, aromatherapy 
preparations, skin care preparations, beauty masks, facial packs, depilatory preparations, shaving preparations, pre-
shave and aftershave preparations, sun tanning and sun protection preparations, make-up and make-up preparations, 
make-up removing preparations, cosmetic kits, cosmetic dyes, cosmetic body paint, nail care preparations, nail polish, 
decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes, dentifrices, toothpaste, mouth washes, detergents, laundry preparations, 
boot cream, boot polish, creams for leather, car cleaning preparations, windscreen cleaning liquids, room fragrances, 
candles, eyewear and parts and fittings therefor, spectacles, sunglasses, frames for spectacles and sunglasses, chains 
for sunglasses and spectacles, straps and cords for sunglasses and spectacles, protective bags and cases for eyewear, 
cases for sunglasses and spectacles, articles of protective clothing, articles of protective footwear, articles of protective 
headgear, covers and cases for mobile phones, covers and cases for computers and tablets, headphones, earphones, 
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computer software, application software, audio and/or video recordings, publications in electronic format, downloadable 
electronic publications, decorative magnets, cufflinks, fashion jewellery, jewellery, clocks and watches, sports watches, 
jewellery chains, jewellery items, jewellery products, necklaces, rings, bracelets for watches, bands for watches, straps 
for watches, watch boxes, ornamental pins, lapel pins, tie pins, tie clips, key fobs, key rings, key chains, badges of 
precious metal or coated therewith, medals and medallions, coins, printed matter, printed publications, books, 
catalogues, stationery, pencil cases, cards, gift wrapping materials, luggage, bags, handbags, purses and wallets, card 
wallets, leather bags and wallets, leather credit card wallets, pocket wallets, key cases, travel bags, travelling bags, 
travelling bags made of leather, toiletry bags, garment bags for travel, shoe bags, holdalls, sports bags, back packs, 
rucksacks, satchels, tote bags, shoulder bags, gentlemen's handbags, ladies handbags, leather handbags, shopping 
bags, umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, shooting sticks, saddlery, whips and animal apparel, household and kitchen 
utensils and containers, glassware, drinking vessels, drinking glasses, mugs, bottles, drinking bottles, bottle openers, 
corkscrews, flasks, textiles, textile piece goods, textiles for making articles of clothing, household textile articles, 
household linen, curtains, textile wall hangings, coverings for furniture, covers for cushions, towels, bath linen, bath 
towels, mats and flannels, beach towels, bed and table covers, bed linen, sheets and pillow cases, duvet covers, blankets, 
lap rugs, table linen, table cloths, table mats and coasters of textiles, napkins, kitchen linen, tea towels, bar towels, cloths, 
textile handkerchiefs, sleeping bags, flags and pennants, bunting, banners, badges made of fabric material, clothing, 
footwear, headgear, articles of outer clothing, leisurewear, shirts, tops, t-shirts, polo shirts, vests, pullovers, sweaters, 
hooded tops, cardigans, waistcoats, blouses, skirts, dresses, trousers, pants, shorts, ties, underwear, nightwear, 
swimwear, wristbands, headbands, ready-made clothes linings, cashmere scarves, head scarves, neck scarves, scarves, 
shoulder scarves, silk scarves, gloves, gloves as clothing, riding gloves, jerseys, sportswear, sports jerseys, football 
jerseys, sweatshirts, sweatpants, knitwear, socks, coats, jackets, waterproof clothing, suits, shoes, boots, sandals, 
slippers, hats, caps, sun visors, belts, aprons, uniforms, articles of clothing for babies and children, articles of footwear 
for babies and children, articles of headgear for babies and children, clothing accessories, badges, patches, buckles, belt 
clasps, lanyards for wear, carpets, rugs and mats, wall coverings, games, toys and playthings, gymnastic and sporting 
articles, exercise and fitness apparatus; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty programmes and of sales and 
promotional incentive schemes; advertising, marketing and promotional services; trade fairs; organisation of fashion 
shows for commercial or promotional purposes; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the 
aforesaid.
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3930221    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419885]
M1 Kliniken AG
Grünauer Str. 5 12557 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, medicines, medical products as far as included in this class as well as health care preparations, 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, plasters, materials for dressings; disinfectants, fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organization of exhibitions for 
business and commercial purposes in the medical and pharmaceutical field especially for pharmaceutical enterprises, 
pharmacists, doctors, patients, medical insurances and their professional associations; retail and wholesale services as 
well as online mail order retail services or mail order retail services via catalogues for cosmetics, health care products, 
pharmaceuticals, medicines, medical products, health care preparations, diabetic substances for medical use, plasters, 
materials for dressings, disinfectants, fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.44;Hygienic and beauty care, beauty salon services, services especially for aesthetic and plastic surgery, alternative 
practitioner services, manicure, dietetic advisory services.
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3930231    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419715]
Peek & Cloppenburg
Mönckebergstraße 8 20095 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather and articles thereof included in this class; hides and skins; travel and handbags; 
umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harnesses and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 15/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 201 479 ;Germany 

3931311    10/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419944]
Egon Zehnder International AG
Wiesenstrasse 17 CH-8008 Zurich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Personnel recruitment consultancy services; business management and enterprise organization consultancy; 
career placement consulting services; human resources consultancy; business management consultancy in the field of 
executive and leadership development; consultancy relating to the selection of personnel; personnel management 
consultancy; assessment analysis related to business management; professional consultancy relating to personnel 
management; recruitment of executive staff; personnel selection; personnel selection using psychological testing; 
personnel consultancy; human resources management and recruitment services; personnel placement and recruitment; 
employment agency services; business succession planning; executive search and placement services; business 
consultancy and advisory services.

Cl.41;Management education services; educational services relating to management; consultancy services relating to 
the education and training of management and of personnel; coaching in economic and management matters; arranging 
and conducting of courses, seminars and workshops.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2018; Application No. : 017896396 ;European Union 

3931319    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420054]
KAMAX Holding GmbH & Co. KG
Dr.-Rudolf-Kellermann-Straße 2 35315 Homberg (Ohm) Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Fasteners; threaded parts; screws; bolts; nuts; discs; washers; locking washers; bushings; nails; rivets; clips; 
hooks; all aforementioned goods mainly of metal.

Cl.12;Molded parts and formed parts being connectors for motor vehicles; wheel screws [vehicle parts]; wheel bolts 
[vehicle parts]; motor screws [vehicle parts]; engine screws; molded parts and formed parts being connectors for planes.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2018; Application No. : 017751314 ;European Union 

3931339    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418379]
Buderus Edelstahl GmbH
Buderusstraße 25 35576 Wetzlar Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, in particular iron alloys for moulds for objects of plastic.

Cl.7;Moulds for processing plastics; plastics processing machines.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2017; Application No. : VA 2017 01377 ;Denmark 

3931432    25/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1420114]
Torne Andersen Holding IVS
Vintervej 16 DK-2920 Charlottenlund Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cases adapted for mobile phones; cases for smartphones; cases adapted for netbook computers; cases adapted 
for computers; mobile phone covers; smartphone covers; tablet covers; phone covers [specifically adapted]; tablet 
computer cases; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; sunglasses; computer software; software and applications for 
mobile devices; downloadable publications; covers for MP3 players; cases for music storage devices; cases for PDA's; 
covers for sunglasses; cases for tablet computers; cases for telephones; cases adapted for computers; cases adapted for 
photographic equipment; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; credit card cases [fitted 
holders]; leather cases for smartphones; leather cases for mobile phones; cell phone covers; cases for sunglasses; 
covers for telephone receivers.

Cl.14;Decorative pins [jewellery]; decorative pins of precious metal; jewelry pins for use on hats; ornamental hat pins; 
ornamental lapel pins; lapel pins of precious metals; lapel pins [jewellery]; brooches [jewellery]; pins [jewellery]; tie pins; 
ornamental pins; decorative brooches [jewelry]; fitted jewelry pouches; key rings; charms for key rings; key chains as 
jewellery [trinkets or fobs]; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; key rings and key chains; key rings and 
key chains, and charms therefor; jewellery; jewellery boxes; ornaments [jewellery, jewellery (Am.)]; enamelled jewellery; 
custom jewelry; scarf clips being jewellery; paste jewellery; women's jewelry; children's jewelry; chains [jewellery]; jewel 
chains; chains made of precious metals [jewellery]; precious jewellery; jewellery chain of precious metal for anklets; 
facial jewellery; bracelets [jewellery]; bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewellery]; cloisonné pins; cloisonné 
jewellery; decorative articles [trinkets or jewellery] for personal use; parts and fittings for jewellery; gold plated brooches 
[jewellery]; gold jewellery; jewellery charms; necklaces [jewellery]; hat jewellery; lapel pins of precious metals [jewellery]; 
body jewellery; clasps for jewellery; lockets [jewellery]; identification bracelets [jewelry]; pearls [jewellery]; presentation 
boxes for jewellery; ear ornaments in the nature of jewellery; imitation jewellery ornaments; rings [jewellery]; rings 
[jewellery] made of precious metal; rings [jewellery] made of non-precious metal; gold rings; jewelry rolls for storage; 
jewelry guard chains; jewellery made of precious metals; jewellery made of bronze; jewellery fashioned of semi-precious 
stones; jewellery made of semi-precious materials; jewellery made of crystal coated with precious metals; sterling silver 
jewellery; jewellery fashioned from non-precious metals; jewellery coated with precious metal alloys; jewellery made of 
glass; jewellery made of crystal; jewellery made of plastics; jewellery made from silver; jewellery in the form of beads; 
jewellery containing gold; jewelry for the head; pet jewelry; personal jewellery; jewellery for personal adornment; 
jewellery, including imitation jewellery and plastic jewellery; jewellery, clocks and watches; jewellery rolls; jewelry 
organizer rolls for travel; clips of silver [jewellery]; silver thread [jewellery]; cases [fitted] for jewels; synthetic stones 
[jewellery]; fitted covers for jewelry rings to protect against impact, abrasion, and damage to the ring's band and stones; 
threads of precious metal [jewellery]; wire of precious metal (jewellery); chain mesh of precious metals [jewellery]; dress 
ornaments in the nature of jewellery; jewel pendants; charms (jewellery); charms [jewellery] of common metals; cases of 
precious metals for horological articles; cases [fitted] for horological articles; cases for watches [presentation]; cases for 
watches and clocks; cases for clock- and watchmaking; watch pouches; jewellery cases [fitted]; cases [fitted] for clocks; 
boxes for tie-pins; cuff links and tie clips; tie chains of precious metal; tie clips; tie clips of precious metal; jewellery 
boxes; male jewellery; precious stones; cabochons; semi-precious stones; jewellery; slides for bolo ties.

Cl.16;Stationery; paper stationery; party stationery; printed stationery; gift stationery; covers [stationery]; pads 
[stationery]; stationery and educational supplies; printed publications; desk organisers; cases for stationery; boxes of 
paper or cardboard; carrier bags; books; passport holders; passbook covers; writing cases [sets]; stencil cases; drawing 
sets; scented stationery; office stationery; writing stationery; letter trays; ink for writing instruments; desktop document 
racks; desktop document stands; gift cases for writing instruments; holders for desk accessories; writing paper holders; 
writing brush holders; stands for writing implements; desk baskets for desk accessories; pens; pen rests; desk top 
planners; pouches for writing instruments; writing or drawing books; writing ink; writing tablets; copybooks; school 
writing books; desk diaries; desk sets; desk mats; calendar desk pads; writing books; writing cases [stationery]; writing 
paper; headed notepaper; pens [office requisites]; writing brushes; writing brush for calligraphy; writing instruments; 
writing sets; desktop business card holders; printed luggage labels; tissues; printed cards; postcards; picture postcards; 
lenticular postcards; postcards and picture postcards; postcard paper; catalogues; bags made of plastics for packaging; 
bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of 
paper, cardboard or plastics; gift bags; cellophane bags; bags made of plastics for packaging; gift bags made of plastic.

Cl.18;Holders in the nature of cases for keys; business card cases; bags; bags; casual bags; travel baggage; travelling 
bags; cosmetic purses; evening handbags; handbags; key bags; shoe bags; bags for sports clothing; bags for sports; 
gym bags; holdalls; nappy bags; courier bags; clutch bags; luggage tags; metal luggage tags; pocket wallets; cases of 
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imitation leather; driving licence cases; folio cases; credit card cases [wallets]; credit card holders made of leather; key 
cases; key cases of imitation leather; key-cases of leather and skins; tie cases; tie cases for travel; gladstone bags; 
briefcases; valises; suitcases; suitcases with wheels; trunks and travelling bags; luggage tags [leatherware]; travelling 
sets [leatherware]; leather suitcases; travelling trunks; travelling sets; travel cases; small suitcases; trunks [luggage]; 
trunks and suitcases; portmanteaus; overnight cases; flight bags; travelling bags made of imitation leather; travel bags 
made of plastic materials; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; wash bags for carrying toiletries; toiletry bags sold 
empty; vanity cases, not fitted; nappy wallets; articles of clothing for horses; saddlery, whips and apparel for animals; 
carriers for suits, shirts and dresses; luggage tags of plastic; luggage tags of metal; luggage tags of leather; luggage tags 
of rubber; collars, leads and apparel for animals; luggage tags of cardboard; luggage tags of paper.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; infant wear; bridesmaids wear; children's wear; sportswear; gym suits; bibs, not of 
paper; neckwear; neck scarves [mufflers]; mufflers [clothing]; gloves [clothing]; gloves as clothing; gloves with 
conductive fingertips that may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices; gloves including those 
made of skin, hide or fur; hats; slippers; leather slippers; slipper socks; headgear; leather headwear; headdresses [veils]; 
peaked headwear; children's headwear; millinery; sports headgear [other than helmets]; wimples; head scarves; caps 
[headwear]; hoods [clothing]; bathing caps; top hats; cashmere scarves; cap peaks; bonnets; caps with visors; bonnets 
[headwear]; fashion hats; nighties; nightcaps; headbands [clothing]; head sweatbands; bandeaux [clothing]; rain hats; 
flat caps; shawls; shawls [from tricot only]; shawls and headscarves; shawls and stoles; shoulder scarves; garrison caps; 
tams; sun hats; visors [headwear]; sun visors [headwear]; visors; sleep masks; beach hats; knot caps; baby clothes; 
scarves; kerchiefs [clothing]; neck scarves; bowties; bathing suit cover-ups; boys' clothing; leisurewear; menswear; 
women's wearing apparel; articles of clothing for girls; clothing for horse-riding [other than riding hats]; clothing for 
skiing; articles of clothing for theatrical use; coverups; ascots (ties); bolo ties; bolo ties with precious metal tips; silk ties; 
neckties; ascots; silk clothing; foulards [clothing articles]; silk scarves; cardigans; shirts; pants; skirts; ladies' dresses; 
socks; stockings; petticoats; shorts; jackets [clothing]; sweaters; sports jerseys; yoga shirts; underpants; underwear; 
pop socks; garters; bridal garters; tights; woollen tights; footless tights; leggings [leg warmers]; leggings [trousers]; 
maternity leggings; pocket squares; nightwear; maternity sleepwear.

Cl.26;Decorative articles for the hair; waving pins for the hair; ribbons; elastic ribbons; elasticated hair ribbons; 
ponytail holders; ponytail holders and hair ribbons; hair fasteners; hair bands; rubber bands for hair; hair ribbons; hair 
clips; hair clips [clips]; snap clips [hair accessories]; elastic for tying hair; hair scrunchies; hair grips; hair curl clips; hair 
pins and grips; hair pins; hair curling pins; oriental hair pins; hair ornaments [not of precious metal]; hair ornaments in 
the nature of hair wraps; hair ornaments in the form of combs; bows for the hair; hair barrettes; silk flowers; silk ribbons; 
clasps for clothing; artificial flowers of textile; hair ornaments; hair ornaments for styling of hair; hair guards; brooches 
[clothing accessories]; charms [not jewellery or for keys, rings or chains]; pins, other than jewellery [jewelry (Am.)]; 
charms, other than for jewellery, key rings or key chains; glass beads, other than for making jewelry; ceramic beads, 
other than for making jewelry; beads, other than for making jewellery; beads other than for making jewelry 
[haberdashery]; scarf clips not being jewelry; woggles; hair ornaments, hair rollers, hair fastening articles, and false hair; 
twisters [hair accessories]; chignons for Japanese hair styling (mage); hair accessories; snap clips; claw clips; claw clips 
for hair.

Cl.35;Retail, including online, with hair styling articles, hair bands, hairpins, elastic bands, ponytail hairs, hair clips, 
hair clips [clips], hairpins [not of precious metals], hair loops, hair accessories; wholesale of hair styling articles, hair 
bands, hairpins, elastic bands, ponytails, hair clips, hair clips [clips], hairpins [not of precious metals], clamps, hair 
accessories; wholesale, including online, with hair accessories, hair bands, hairpins, elastic bands, ponytail holders, hair 
clips, hair clips [clips], hairpins [not of precious metals], hair loops, hair accessories; wholesale of hair styling articles, 
hair bands, hairpins, elastic bands, ponytails, hair clips, hair clips [clips], hairpins [not of precious metals], clamps, hair 
accessories; online wholesale of clothing; online clothing retailing; wholesale of clothing; clothing retailing; online 
wholesale trade with clothing; footwear retailing; wholesale of footwear; online retail of footwear; online wholesale of 
footwear; retail of jewelry; wholesale of jewelry; online retail of jewelry; online wholesale of jewelry; retail of sunglasses; 
wholesale of sunglasses; online retail of sunglasses; online wholesale trade with sunglasses; retailing of decorative 
objects [trinkets or jewelry] for personal use; wholesale trade of decorative objects [trinkets or jewelry] for personal use; 
online retailing of decorative items [trinkets or jewelry] for personal use; online wholesale trade with decorative items 
[trinkets or jewelry] for personal use; retail of buttonhole needles for decorations and buttonholes [jewelry]; wholesale 
trade with buttonhole needles for decoration and buttonhole needles [jewelry]; online retailing of buttonhole needles for 
decorations and buttonholes [jewelry]; online wholesale trade with buttonhole needles for decoration and buttonhole 
needles [jewelry]; retail of paper goods [writing and writing supplies]; wholesale trade in paper goods [writing equipment 
and stationery]; online retailing of stationery products [writing equipment and stationery]; online wholesale of paper 
goods [writing equipment and stationery]; retail of mobile phone covers, smartphone covers, tablet covers, phone covers 
[specially adapted]; wholesale trade with mobile phone covers, smartphone covers, tablet covers, phone covers [specially 
adapted]; online retailing of mobile phone covers, smartphone covers, tablet covers, phone covers [customized]; online 
wholesale trade with mobile phone covers, smartphone covers, tablet covers, phone covers [specially adapted]; retail of 
bags, suitcase, cases; wholesale trade with bags, suitcase, cases; online retail of bags, suitcase, cases; online wholesale 
trade with bags, suitcase, cases; retailing of custom-designed articles for hairdressing; wholesale trade with specially 
designed articles for hair styling; online retailing of custom-designed articles for hair styling; online wholesale trade with 
custom-designed articles for hair styling; retail of custom-made postcards; wholesale trade with custom-made postcards; 
online retailing of custom-made postcards; online wholesale trade with custom-made postcards.
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Priority claimed from 04/08/2017; Application No. : 87556872 ;United States of America 

3931434    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420116]
Meso Scale Diagnostics, LLC.
1601 Research Boulevard Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents for scientific and medical research use; reagent kits for scientific and medical research use comprising 
labeled antibodies and biological standards, namely, biological reagents used to detect and measure biological analytes 
for use in the fields of biological and diagnostic testing for industrial, scientific and/or research use.

Cl.5;Diagnostic reagents for medicinal use; reagent kits for diagnostic medical purposes comprising labeled antibodies 
and biological standards, namely, biological reagents used to detect and measure biological analytes for use in the fields 
of biological and diagnostic testing for medical and/or veterinary use.
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3931443    16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420129]
TESY OOD
Madara Boulevard 48 BG-9700 City of Shumen Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Boiler tubes [parts of machines]; air suction machines; vacuum pumps [machines]; water separators; scale 
collectors for machine boilers; food processors, electric; water heaters [parts of machines].

Cl.9;Applications software for wireless devices for remote control of electric appliances; applications software for 
mobile phones for remote control of electrical appliances; downloadable computer applications software for remote 
control of electrical appliances; computer application software for mobile phones for remote control of electrical 
appliances; computer software, capable to be recorded in a form of applications for electronic apparatus and portable 
telephones (applications), in particular for the remote control of electrical appliances; remote control apparatus.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; boilers, other than parts of machines; water heaters; gas boilers; gas condensers, other than parts of 
machines; showers; bathroom installations; air-conditioning installations; heating boilers; steam boilers, other than parts 
of machines; radiators [heating]; central heating radiators; radiators, electric; regulating and safety accessories for water 
apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; 
hot air bath fittings; solar thermal collectors [heating]; ventilating fans; fans [air- conditioning]; fans [parts of air-
conditioning installations]; chimney blowers; air reheaters; immersion heaters; heating apparatus; heating plates; heat 
pumps.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; books, periodicals and non-periodical publications, newspapers, 
magazines, directories [printed], reference books (manuals) and catalogs; printed tables; brochures, leaflets, 
prospectuses, newsletters, albums, binders [stationery]; directions [printed materials], postal cards, greeting cards and 
business cards; labels of paper or cardboard; printed forms, calendars, mounted posters, posters, boards, panels, 
envelopes from paper or cardboard; advertisements, plates and models of paper and cardboard; packaging of paper and 
cardboard; photographs [printed]; seals [stamps]; adhesives for household and stationery purposes; stationery and 
articles of stationery.

Cl.35;Advertising and advertising agency services; preparation and publication of printed advertising publications; 
preparation of audio, video, radio and television advertisements; sales promotion for others; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; commercial information and 
advice for consumers [commercial advice in stores]; demonstration of goods; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising; publicity; 
systemization of information into computer databases.

Cl.37;Installation of electrical appliances; installation of apparatus for air-conditioning; installation of heating 
equipment; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; electric appliance installation and repair; heating 
equipment installation and repair; boiler cleaning and repair.

Cl.38;Rental of message sending apparatus, telecommunication equipment, telephones; transmission of electronic 
directory information through local and global information networks; telecommunication services for accessing remote 
control appliances by means of the internet.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; providing platforms for providing software for 
remote control of electrical appliances.
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2017; Application No. : 87562320 ;United States of America 

3931467    07/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420155]
SDNCentral, LLC
910 16th Street, Suite 525 Denver CO 80202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable webinars, webcasts, podcasts, videos, newsletters, business reports and reviews, product designs 
and guides, and market research and reports in the field of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined data centers, 
software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, network 
virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via the internet; 
downloadable computer software in the nature of a mobile application for accessing downloadable and non-downloadable
publications, business reports and reviews, product designs and guides, webinars, webcasts, podcasts, videos, market 
research and reports, and providing news and technology information, in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, 
software-defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, 
computer infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing 
devices via the internet; downloadable electronic newsletters, business reports and reviews, product designs and guides, 
and market research and reports delivered by email in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined data 
centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, 
network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via the internet.

Cl.35;Providing business reports and reviews in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined data 
centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, 
network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via an Internet 
website; market research and market intelligence services in the field of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined 
data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, 
network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via the internet; 
collection and provision of market research and reports in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined 
data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, 
network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via the internet; 
analysis of market research data and statistics in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined data 
centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, 
network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via the internet; 
providing information featuring market data and sales leads in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, software-
defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer 
infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via 
an online searchable database.

Cl.41;Publication of online non-downloadable newsletters and news reporting services in the fields of business reports 
and reviews, product designs and guides, and market research relating to software-defined infrastructure, software-
defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer 
infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via 
an email; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting seminars, workshops, conferences, symposiums, and 
discussion groups in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined data centers, software-defined 
security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, network virtualization and 
operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing devices via the internet; educational services in the 
fields of software-defined infrastructure, software-defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined 
storage, software-defined networking, computer infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless 
networking, and interconnection of computing devices via non-downloadable webinars, webcasts, videos, and podcasts 
on the Internet.

Cl.42;Creation, hosting, and maintenance of a website featuring information on the topics of software-defined 
infrastructure, software-defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined 
networking, computer infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of 
computing devices via the internet; creating an online community for registered users to discuss software-defined 
infrastructure, software-defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined 
networking, computer infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of 
computing devices via the internet; computer consultation services, namely, consulting services in the fields of software-
defined infrastructure, software-defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-
defined networking, computer infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and 
interconnection of computing devices via the internet; computer services, namely, providing search engines and hosting 
web sites for information technology professionals for obtaining data in the fields of software-defined infrastructure, 
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software-defined data centers, software-defined security, software-defined storage, software-defined networking, 
computer infrastructure, network virtualization and operations, wireless networking, and interconnection of computing 
devices via the internet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1867 ,   17/09/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2018; Application No. : 017920075 ;European Union 

3931566    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420564]
CinematicVR sp. z o.o.
ul. Klementyny Hoffmanowej 19 PL-35-016 Rzeszów Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile apps.

Cl.35;Electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for
advertising and sales purposes.
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3931584    17/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420502]
Leicester City Football Club Limited
King Power Stadium, Filbert Way Leicester LE2 7FL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and travelling bags; bags; holdalls; sports bags; athletic bags; gym 
bags; kit bags; boot bags; shoe bags; back packs; rucksacks; duffel bags; beach bags; school bags; satchels; handbags; 
shoulder bags; tote bags; shopping bags; travel cases; suitcases; luggage; garment bags for travel; brief cases; toiletry 
bags; wallets; purses; coin purses; card wallets; credit card cases; business card cases; key cases; luggage label 
holders; luggage tags; luggage straps; shoulder straps of leather; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; umbrella 
covers; shooting sticks; collars, covers, leads and leashes for animals; clothing for animals; reins for guiding children; 
parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; articles of outer clothing; sportswear; leisurewear; sports clothing; sports shirts; 
sports shorts; sports socks; football kits; football shirts; football shorts; football socks; training clothing; tracksuits; 
training pants; sweatshirts; sweatpants; jackets; coats; waterproof clothing; anoraks; shirts; tops; t-shirts; polo shirts; 
vests; knitwear; jerseys; pullovers; sweaters; hooded tops; cardigans; waistcoats; suits; trousers; pants; shorts; ties; 
underwear; nightwear; swimwear; socks; gloves; mittens; scarves; wristbands; headbands; ready-made clothes linings; 
shoes; boots; sandals; slippers; sports shoes; training shoes; football boots and shoes; studs for football boots; hats; 
caps; sun visors; belts; aprons; uniforms; articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and children; bibs; baby 
boots.
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3931625    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420680]
AUSNUTRIA DAIRY CHINA CO., LTD.
No.2, Wangwang EastRoad, Wangcheng District, Changsha Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Tonics [medicines]; powdered milk for babies; food for babies; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; 
nutritional supplements; infant formula; breast-nursing pads; mosquito-repellent incense; protein dietary supplements; 
babies' napkin-pants [diaper-pants].

Cl.29;Powdered milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; yogurt; milk products; milk; cheese; milk substitutes; soya 
milk; butter; vegetables, preserved; oils for food; nuts, prepared; tofu; meat; crystallized fruits; fruits, tinned [canned 
(Am.)]; eggs; fruit jellies; fish-based foodstuffs.

Cl.30;Candy; chocolate beverages with milk; honey; pastries; cereal preparations; ice cream; soya flour; chips [cereal 
products]; starch for food; oat flakes.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2017; Application No. : 2017-140279 ;Japan 

3931684    23/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420676]
Cosmetique Raisonne Co., Ltd.
801 Megumi High Mansion, 5-29-9 Jingumae, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps and detergents; shampoos; hair rinses; hair conditioners; liquid soap; cosmetic soaps; deodorant soap; 
hand soaps; bath soaps; soaps for body care; detergents for household use; toilet bowl detergents; laundry detergent; 
dishwashing preparations; impregnated cloths for cleaning; dentifrices; tooth gel; non-medicated mouth washes; 
cosmetics; toiletries; cosmetic preparations for body care; cosmetic preparations for face care; cosmetic preparations for 
skin care; cosmetic preparations for the hair and scalp; deodorants for body care; hair oils; cosmetic sun protecting 
preparations; lotions for cosmetic purposes; body milk for cosmetic purposes; gels for cosmetic purposes; mascara; lip 
glosses; beauty masks; beauty serums; cosmetic creams; cosmetic oils; cosmetic hair regrowth inhibiting preparations; 
eau de Cologne; non-medicated bath salts; non-medicated scrubs for face and body; make-up; skin whitening creams; 
hair dyes; skin moisturizer; bath gels; tissues impregnated with cosmetics; perfumes; cosmetic pencils; foundation; nail 
polish removers; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; skin creams; make-up removing preparations; cosmetic nail care 
preparations; perfumery; essential oils; aromatic oils; scented fabric refresher sprays; incense and fragrances; room 
fragrances.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; medicated soap; shoe deodorizers; medicated mouth washes; room 
deodorants; detergents for medical purposes; candy for medical purposes; chewing gum for medical purposes; bath salts
for medical purposes; disinfectants for sanitary purposes; air deodorants; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; medicated 
lotions and creams for the body, skin, face, and hands; medicated oral care gels; medicinal hair growth preparations; 
deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; reagent paper for medical or veterinary purposes; preparations 
for destroying and repelling vermin; oiled paper for medical purposes; drug delivery agents in the form of edible wafers 
for wrapping powdered pharmaceuticals; gauze for dressings; capsules sold empty for pharmaceuticals; eye patches for 
medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; 
absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters for medical purposes; bandages for dressings; liquid bandages; breast-nursing 
pads; cotton swabs for medical purposes; composite materials for dental purposes; adult diapers; baby diapers; diapers 
for incontinents; food supplements; diaper covers; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper; lacteal flour for babies; 
dietary supplements; dietary food supplements; dietary supplements for infants; dietary supplements with a cosmetic 
effect; placenta supplements; collagen supplements; powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; dietary supplement 
drink mixes; dietary supplemental drinks; herbal supplements; nutritional supplements; dietary and nutritional 
supplements; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; beverages 
for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals; semen for artificial insemination.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 017554783 ;European Union 

3931901    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420713]
Organisation Européene des Brevets Europäische Patentorganisation European Patents Organisation Internationale Org.
Bob-van-Benthem-Platz 1 80469 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing of access to databases and enabling of access to databases in the field of intellectual property.

Cl.45;Providing bibliographic, legal and technical information relating to intellectual property rights via an online 
searchable or downloadable database.
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Priority claimed from 29/12/2017; Application No. : 87737758 ;United States of America 

3932643    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420667]
FLUENCE ENERGY, LLC
4300 Wilson Boulevard Arlington VA 22203 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Stationary integrated energy storage control system comprising an electrical battery, an inverter, a remote 
computer software program that uses data to measure and control electrical energy; energy storage banks in the nature 
of groups of accumulators and batteries; batteries; electronic controls, computer hardware and software for controlling 
energy storage banks, batteries and distributing and transmitting electrical energy.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance services for energy storage systems and parts thereof, energy storage facilities, power 
stations, power banks, and batteries; installation and maintenance of computer hardware for the transmission, storage 
and distribution of electrical energy.

Cl.39;Storage of electrical energy; provision of information, advice and consultancy services relating to electrical 
energy distribution, transmission and storage; energy storage services, namely, storing, transmitting and distributing 
electrical energy; providing energy storage facilities for others; technical operation of energy storage installations for 
others for the purpose of physical storage and later distribution.

Cl.42;Remote monitoring of energy storage installations; electrical energy usage monitoring, metering, and analysis; 
engineering services in the field of electrical energy distribution, transmission and storage; design, development of 
computer hardware and software for the transmission, storage and distribution of electrical energy and installation and 
maintenance of computer software for the transmission, storage and distribution of electrical energy; technological 
planning and consulting services in the field of electrical energy storage, development of energy storage plans and 
devices and operation of the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2017; Application No. : 017643032 ;European Union 

3932644    22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420641]
GTI GmbH
Königsallee 92a 40212 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Nutritional supplements; vitamin supplements; dietary supplement drink mixes; protein-containing beverage 
powders mixes being dietary supplements; nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; dietetic 
protein beverages for use as meal replacements.

Cl.21;Shakers; bottles.

Cl.25;Tee-shirts; tank tops; caps [headwear]; gloves [clothing].

Cl.30;Coffee-based beverages; drinking chocolate; candy bars; cereal bars; cocoa-based beverages.

Cl.32;Isotonic drinks; energy drinks; whey beverages; sports drinks.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : M1801378 ;Hungary 

3932665    07/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420302]
Richter Gedeon Nyrt.
Gyömroi út 19-21 H-1103 Budapest Hungary

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; magnetic data carriers.

Cl.10;Thermometers for medical purposes; apparatus for use in medical analysis; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
purposes; sensor apparatus for use in medical diagnosis; ovulation diagnosis preparations.

Cl.44;Pharmacy advice; telemedicine services; fertilization services; medical services for the diagnosis of conditions of 
the human body.
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Priority claimed from 18/04/2018; Application No. : M1801220 ;Hungary 

3932678    03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420303]
Richter Gedeon Nyrt.
Gyömroi út 19-21 H-1103 Budapest Hungary

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; magnetic data carriers.

Cl.10;Thermometers for medical purposes; apparatus for use in medical analysis; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
purposes; sensor apparatus for use in medical diagnosis; ovulation diagnosis preparations.

Cl.44;Pharmacy advice; telemedicine services; fertilization services; medical services for the diagnosis of conditions of 
the human body.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 110 923 ;Germany 

3932716    20/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420583]
EMG Automation GmbH
Industriestrasse 1 57482 Wenden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Brake lifting apparatuses, brake triggers for machines, feeders, machine tools, drive belts for conveying machinery,
thrusters and hydraulic actuators for machinery, electrohydraulic control apparatuses for machines.

Cl.9;Measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments, electrical, electromechanical and 
electrohydraulic apparatus for drive technology, control technology and regulation technology, in particular apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2017; Application No. : 2017752526 ;Russian Federation 

3932746    22/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1420232]
Autonomous nonprofit organization "TV-Novosti"
Borovaya street, 3, korp. 1 RU-111020 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Facsimile machines; computer memory devices; floppy disks; optical discs; disk drives for computers; computers; 
notebook computers; monitors [computer hardware]; magnetic data media; optical data media; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; processors [central processing units]; scanners [data processing equipment]; data processing 
apparatus; computer peripheral devices; electrical communication machines and instruments; magnetic tape units for 
computers; juke boxes for computers; mouse [computer peripheral]; silicon wafers for integrated circuits; software and 
apparatus for downloading, receiving, providing, publishing, encoding, decoding, reading, organizing, carrying, storing, 
transmitting, retrieving music, sounds, images, text, signals, information and code; computer programmes [programs], 
recorded; interactive computer game programs.

Cl.35;Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; import-export agency services; commercial 
information agency services; advertising agency services; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; account 
auditing; employment agency services; computerized file management; invoicing; demonstration of goods; opinion 
polling; market studies; business information; business investigations; personnel recruitment; business management 
and organization consultancy; business organization consultancy; business management consultancy; professional 
business consultancy; layout services for advertising purposes; business management of performing artists; news 
clipping services; updating of advertising material; word processing; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; 
business appraisals; payroll preparation; sponsorship search; business management assistance; commercial or 
industrial management assistance; economic forecasting; auctioneering; office machines and equipment rental; publicity 
material rental; rental of vending machines; rental of photocopying machines; publication of publicity texts; radio 
advertising; bill-posting; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; writing of publicity texts; 
advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; television advertising; document 
reproduction; compilation of statistics; business inquiries; systemization of information into computer databases; tax 
preparation; drawing up of statements of accounts; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services 
of others; public relations; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; relocation services for businesses; price 
comparison services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; book-
keeping; compilation of information into computer databases; business efficiency expert services; photocopying 
services; telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; administrative processing of purchase orders; business 
management of hotels; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; copy writing for advertising and promotional 
purposes; typing; rental of advertising time on communication media; presentation of goods on communication media, 
for retail purposes; data search in computer files for others; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; secretarial 
services; business information and appraisal services; marketing; commercial information and advice for consumers 
[consumer advice shop]; transcription of communications [office functions]; sales promotions at point of purchase or 
sale, for others; arranging commercial transactions, for others, via on-line shops; retail services provided by means of 
mail order catalogs.

Cl.38;News agency services; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; information about telecommunication; providing access to databases; providing 
telecommunications connections to a global computer network; message sending; computer aided transmission of 
messages and images; transmission of telegrams; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of modems; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; rental of facsimile apparatus; radio broadcasting; communications 
by fiber optic networks; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; satellite 
transmission; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; facsimile transmission; telex services; voice 
mail services; telegraph services; telephone services; telecommunications routing and junction services; providing 
Internet chatrooms; providing user access to the Internet [service providers]; providing telecommunication channels for 
teleshopping services; communication of data by electronic mail; rental of access time to global computer networks; 
teleconferencing services.

Cl.41;Modelling for artists; academies [education]; videotaping; physical education; discotheque services; animal 
training; dubbing; gambling services; publication of books; education information; recreation information; entertainment 
information; entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of news; production and distribution 
of television programs in the field of news; movie studio services; microfilming; videotape editing; production of radio 
and television programmes; religious education; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; practical training 
[demonstration]; organization of balls; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of 
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congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting 
of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging of 
beauty contests; organization of lotteries; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of sports 
competitions; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; amusement park services; sign language interpretation; 
television entertainment; mobile library services; providing golf facilities; providing amusement arcade services; cinema 
presentations; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; educational examination; production of motion 
pictures; rental of audio equipment; rental of video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; 
rental of show scenery; rental of motion pictures; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; 
rental of radio and television sets; electronic desktop publishing; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; 
radio entertainment; entertainer services; entertainment services; writing of texts; news reporters services; party 
planning [entertainment]; music composition services; subtitling; calligraphy services; teaching; orchestra services; 
translation; recording studio services; photography; photographic reporting; boarding school education; production of 
shows; booking of seats for shows; sport camp services; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; 
scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; ticket agency services [entertainment]; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts; rental of stadium facilities; rental of cinematographic apparatus; rental of sound recordings; videotape 
film production, other than advertising films; holiday camp services [entertainment]; organization of competitions 
[education or entertainment]; providing recreation facilities; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; game services provided online from a computer 
network; presentation of variety shows; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; nightclub services 
[entertainment]; entertainment club services; health club services [health and fitness training]; nursery schools.

Cl.42;Computer system analysis; graphic arts design; computer virus protection services; installation of computer 
software; computer software consultancy; updating of computer software; design of interior decor; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; computer system design; rental of web servers; computer rental; 
duplication of computer programs; computer software design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer 
programming; hosting web sites on the Internet; rental of computer software; conversion of computer programs and data, 
other than physical conversion; computer software support services; recovery of computer data.
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3932755    25/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420241]
Ruby Compass LLC
1628 9th Ave W Seattle WA 98119 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Cutlery for eating, namely, knives, forks and spoons.

Cl.21;Plates; bowls.
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2018; Application No. : 87843029 ;United States of America 

3932759    29/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420272]
Marquis, Inc.
11953 Prairie Industrial Parkway Hennepin IL 61327 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Ethanol.

Cl.4;Biodiesel fuel; ethanol fuels; corn oil for use as fuel feedstock.

Cl.31;Distillers dried grains with solubles (DDGS); wet distillers grains with solubles (WDGS).

Cl.39;Barge transport; helicopter transport; trucking services, namely, hauling of processed and unprocessed grains, 
ethanol, and corn oil.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2017; Application No. : 715796 ;Switzerland 

3934460    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420170]
Enzyvant Therapeutics GmbH
Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use; biological 
remedies based on thymus tissue and based on cells for transplantation; remedies based on tissue and based on cells for 
the treatment of immune deficiency; remedies based on tissue and based on cells for the treatment of immune deficiency 
resulting from congenital arrhythmia; remedies based on tissue and based on cells for the treatment of immune 
deficiency resulting from congenital arrhythmia relating to genetic diseases including full Di George syndrome.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; biomedical and 
pharmaceutical research services; research in the field of therapeutic biological and pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceutical research and development; providing information relating to scientific research in the field of 
pharmaceutical and biomedical products.

Cl.44;Provision of health information and medical information; provision of information concerning the diagnostic, 
prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological preparations for prevention and treatment of 
diseases, disorders and pathologies.
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Priority claimed from 21/04/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 010 360 ;Germany 

3934463    11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420208]
Nils Wagner
Warschauer Str. 76 10243 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Watches; wristwatches; watch bands; jewellery; jewellery charms; jewellery boxes; key rings; bracelets; 
components for jewellery and watches.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; briefcases and attache cases; music cases; bucket bags; purses; 
handbags; card holders; credit card holders; business card cases; cosmetic bags; vanity cases; travelling bags; 
rucksacks; key cases; school bags; gym bags; neck pouch; sports packs; sports bags; beach bags; bags for sports 
clothing; shopping bags; belt bags and hip bags; conference folders.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2017; Application No. : 715417 ;Switzerland 

3934469    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420215]
Axovant Sciences GmbH
Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biological preparations for medical or therapeutic use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; biomedical and 
pharmaceutical research services; research in the field of therapeutic biological and pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceutical research and development; provision of information regarding scientific research in the field of 
pharmaceutical products and biomedicine.

Cl.44;Provision of health information and medical information; provision of information concerning the diagnostic, 
prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological preparations for prevention and treatment of 
diseases, disorders and pathologies.
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Priority claimed from 14/05/2018; Application No. : 40201808932Q ;Singapore 

3934473    14/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420407]
Goodpack IBC (Singapore) Pte Ltd
7 Harrison Road, 04-01 Harrison Industrial Building SIngapore 369650 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Containers of metal [storage, transport]; metal bins; gratings of metal; receptacles of metal for packaging; 
packaging materials made of metal.

Cl.39;Logistics services consisting of the transport, packaging, and storage of goods; packaging services; storage 
services; delivery of goods; transportation reservation services; transportation information; rental of storage containers; 
transport consultancy services; transport advisory services.
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Priority claimed from 25/08/2017; Application No. : 87583586 ;United States of America 

3934483    23/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420343]
Rednote, LLC
74 Maple Street Milton MA 02186 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Ring tones, graphics and music downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices.

Cl.38;Delivery of digital music by electronic transmission.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to 
mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks.
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3934496    19/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420373]
WEICHAI POWER CO., LTD.
197, Section A, Fu Shou East Street, High Technology Industrial Development Zone, Weifang 261061 Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Lubricating oil; industrial oil; motor oil; gear oil; fuel; mineral fuel; industrial wax; candles; dust removing 
preparations; electricity.

Cl.7;Hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic pressure coupling ware; steam engines; 
agricultural machines; net hauling machines [fishing]; elevating apparatus; metalworking machines; foundry machines; 
igniting devices for internal combustion engines; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines; internal 
combustion engine; generators of electricity; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines 
or motors]; bearings [parts of machines]; transmissions for machines; bulldozers; hydroelectric power generating 
equipment; electron industry equipment; extractors for mines.

Cl.12;Lorries; vehicle wheel tires; boats; aerial conveyors; electric vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water 
or rail; engines for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; transmissions, for land vehicles; transmission shafts 
for land vehicles; yachts; brake shoes for vehicles.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision; construction; mining extraction; upholstering; heating equipment installation 
and repair; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; painting 
services; vulcanization of tires [repair].
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Priority claimed from 15/01/2018; Application No. : 715683 ;Switzerland 

3934498    26/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420335]
Ethletic GmbH
Tulpenweg 13 CH-4153 Reinach BL Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica being unprocessed or semi-processed and substitutes of all these 
materials; plastic materials and resins in extruded form used in manufacturing operations; packing, stopping and 
insulating materials; flexible pipes not of metal.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Games, toys; video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2017; Application No. : 2017-163405 ;Japan 

3934500    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420698]
Pias Corporation
19-3, Toyosaki 3-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 531-0072 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soap; dentifrices; cosmetic kits; cosmetics; perfumery; false nails; false eyelashes.

Cl.8;Curling tongs; cuticle nippers; hair-removing tweezers; pedicure sets; crimping irons; hand implements for hair 
curling; razor blades; razors, electric or non-electric; nail files, electric or non-electric; fingernail polishers, electric or 
non-electric; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; manicure sets, 
electric or non-electric; eyelash curlers; nippers; emery files; tweezers; scissors; blades [hand tools].

Cl.21;Soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; combs; comb cases; brushes; nail brushes; cosmetic brushes; 
toothbrushes, electric or non-electric; floss for dental purposes; cosmetic utensils; toilet cases; fitted vanity cases; toilet 
sponges; powder puffs; powder compacts; eyebrow brushes; perfume sprayers; cheek brush; eyeshadow brush; eyelash 
brush.

Cl.44;Eyebrows beauty salons; health care; aromatherapy services; therapy services; Turkish bath services; beauty 
salons; massage; nail salon services; visagists' services; barbershops; chiropractics services.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2017; Application No. : 87712231 ;United States of America 

3935592    06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420422]
Katerra Inc.
Suite 100, Building 7, 2494 Sand Hill Road Menlo Park CA 94025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platform for engineers, architects and real estate developers to design and develop real estate 
projects; computer software platform for aggregating information on land parcels, crime, weather, employment population
characteristics, zoning, permits, soil grade, school quality and other site selection factors; computer software platform for 
designing buildings, site layout, site configuration, landscape design, road and parking placement, 2D and 3D modeling, 
real-time messaging between project team members and interested parties, project price-calculations, financial modeling 
to calculate projected rates of return based on design cost and annual revenue potential, and preparing draft building 
permit documentation for local government approval; computer software platform for providing building fabrication 
information modeling (FIM) and installation management, namely, software for transferring building information modeling 
(BIM) to manufacturing specifications and placing factory and material warehouse orders; computer software platform for 
integrating building project management by connecting engineers, field teams, finance and logistics information, for 
project budget tracking and facilitation of project billing; computer software platform for real time tracking of delivery of 
material orders through a geo-fencing notification tool; computer software platform featuring request for information tools
for use by building project teams to create markups, notes and photos.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for engineers, architects and real estate 
developers to design and develop real estate projects; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based 
software for aggregating information on land parcels, crime, weather, employment population characteristics, zoning, 
permits, soil grade, school quality and other site selection factors; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-
based software for designing buildings, site layout, site configuration, landscape design, road and parking placement, 2D 
and 3D modeling, real-time messaging between project team members and interested parties, project price-calculations, 
financial modeling to calculate projected rates of return based on design cost and annual revenue potential, and 
preparing draft building permit documentation for local government approval; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable cloud-based software for providing building fabrication information modeling (FIM) and installation 
management, namely, software for transferring building information modeling (BIM) to manufacturing specifications and 
placing factory and material warehouse orders; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for 
integrating building project management by connecting engineers, field teams, finance and logistics information, for 
project budget tracking and facilitation of project billing; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based 
software for real time tracking of delivery of material orders through a geo-fencing notification tool; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable cloud-based software featuring request for information tools for use by building project teams 
to create markups, notes and photos.
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Priority claimed from 25/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 027 397 ;Germany 

3937895    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421068]
Dr. Michael Gordon
Wesendonkstraße 35 81925 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics and toiletry preparations, hair lotions, dentifrices.

Cl.4;Industrial oils; industrial greases; lubricants; fuels (including motor spirit); dust absorbing compositions; dust 
wetting compositions; dust binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit); illuminants; candles for lighting; wicks 
for lighting.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, ores; metal materials for building and construction; transportable buildings of 
metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; small items of metal hardware; containers of metal for storage and 
transport; safes; signboards of metal; registration plates of metal; bottle closures of metal; cables of metal.

Cl.7;Machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); parts of engines, included in this class; filters (parts 
of engines); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements, other 
than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; hand-operated implements for use in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry, in the construction of machines, apparatus and vehicles, and in structural engineering; cutlery; side arms; 
razors.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; data processing equipment; data carriers recorded with 
programs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines; computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer games software; 
credit cards; card readers for credit cards; mobile phones, mobile phone cases, carriers adapted for mobile phones, 
devices for hands-free use of mobile phones, mobile phone batteries; cases adapted for computers and tablet computers; 
diagnostic instruments for vehicles; vehicle navigation systems; batteries; accumulators for vehicles; battery chargers; 
cables, included in this class; charging cables; cable covers, cable harnesses; plugs (electrical); adapters (electrical), 
adapter for electrical plugs; spectacles, sunglasses, cases for spectacles and sunglasses; fire-resistant protective 
clothing for racing drivers, in particular gloves, footwear, coveralls; helmets, protective sports headgear; electronic 
devices, namely navigation devices.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; spot lights for use on vehicles; LED luminaires; fluorescent lighting; decorative lighting sets.

Cl.12;Vehicles, in particular motor vehicles and electric vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motors 
and engines for land vehicles; parts and accessories of motor vehicles and electric vehicles, included in this class.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery; precious stones, semi-precious stones, pearls and precious metals and imitations thereof; coins; tokens; works 
of art of precious metal; clocks, watches and chronometric instruments and parts thereof; key rings, key chains and 
charms therefor; cuff links, tie pins; badges (jewellery); pins (jewellery); buttons (jewellery); watch cases; jewellery boxes 
and watch boxes; lanyards [keycords].

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely works of art and figurines, books, photo albums 
and collector's albums, decoration materials, filtering materials, bags, pouches and articles for packaging, wrapping and 
storage, disposable paper products, and parts, fittings and accessories for all of the aforesaid goods, included in this 
class; stickers, printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
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purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching 
materials (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging, included in this class; clips for offices; printers' type; 
printing blocks; document files, calendars, pen holders; organisers (calendars); pen cases; flyers.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials, namely luggage, suitcases, trunks, bags 
and other travelling cases, small leather goods, key straps, collars for animals, and parts, fittings and accessories for all 
of the aforesaid goods, included in this class; animal skins, hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas, parasols and 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; bags, included in this class, clothing for pets, toiletry bags, rucksacks, 
handbags, wallets, credit card cases; attaché cases, key cases, wallets incorporating calendars and card holders and 
pocketbooks.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods, not included in other classes, of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, 
in particular containers and closures, furniture, displays, stands and signage, crates and pallets, cable supports and 
cable ties; coat hangers and coat hooks, baskets, ladders and movable steps, frames, mannequins and tailors' dummies, 
statues, figurines and works of art, and ornaments and decorations, identification bracelets, holders for pennants, rings, 
rods, stakes and poles, tags, tent components, trays, and parts, fittings and accessories for all of the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class; wall mounted plug holders; bottle closures (not of metal); vehicle registration number plates (not of 
metal); bedding (except linen); pillows.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-
making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except building glass); 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; crockery; wine and sparkling wine coolers; insulated 
mugs; bottle openers; glass bottle stoppers; money boxes; ice cube moulds; perfume vaporisers; rags (cloth) for 
cleaning; tissue holders.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic; bedlinen; towels.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; pocket squares; scarves, gloves; belts; clothing of leather.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braids; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers; hair 
decorations; false hair; patches for repairing textile articles, patches for clothing, embroidered patches.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-
textile); rubber mats; floor mats for motor vehicles.

Cl.28;Games, toys and playthings, hand-held computer games; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other 
classes; decorations for Christmas trees; toy cars; scale model vehicles; golf clubs; golf balls.

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches; tobacco products; tobacco substitutes; cigarettes; cigars; cigarillos; 
personal vaporisers and electronic cigarettes, and flavourings and solutions therefor, lighters.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail services and wholesale 
services relating to vehicles, in particular motor vehicles and electric vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or 
water, engines and motors for land vehicles, parts and accessories of motor vehicles and electric vehicles.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; financing services, in particular lease-purchase 
financing, credit bureau services, insurance underwriting, in particular car insurance.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair, namely repair and maintenance of motor vehicles, conversion and tuning of 
production automobiles and their engines; washing of motor vehicle; battery recharging; repair information; tuning and 
cleaning of motor vehicles; installation services.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; vehicle rental; leasing of motor vehicles.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; driving schools, in particular 
sports driving schools (teaching, providing of training); motor sports events.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; services of engineers; provision of research and 
development services in technological fields and of technological consultancy services, in particular in the field of vehicle 
and engine construction; provision of expert opinions; computer programming; graphic arts designing; construction 
drafting; quality control services for certification purposes.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
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3937899    08/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421101]
Systemo GmbH & Co. KG
Rother Str. 3 91567 Herrieden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Sinks, kitchen sinks; extractor hoods for kitchens; cookers; refrigerating cabinets for kitchens; upright freezers, 
freezers for kitchens; microwave ovens; cooking apparatus and installations; kilns; electric cooking utensils; cooling 
appliances and installations; refrigerating containers; ice machines and apparatus; ice boxes; electric pressure cooking 
saucepans; roasting apparatus; coffee machines, electric.

Cl.19;Wainscoting and wall linings, not of metal; stone panels; furrings of wood and wall cladding components, not of 
metal; dado rails; moldings, not made of metal, for building.

Cl.20;Furniture and parts and fittings therefor; kitchen furniture, in particular fitted cupboards, kitchen furniture units 
and kitchen furniture; furniture and furniture parts for fitted kitchens; work tops, shelves for storage and table tops, all in 
particular of granite or stone; furniture parts of granite or stone; stone or granite pulls for furniture; kitchen cabinets; 
kitchen benches; kitchen chairs; kitchen tables; kitchen trolleys; tea trolleys; sideboards (furniture); dinner wagons 
(furniture); furniture partitions of wood; drawers; dividers for drawers; non-metal drawer trims; trolleys (furniture); 
showcases (furniture); benches (furniture); plate racks; racks; cupboards, in particular china cabinets; tables; picture 
frames; furniture shelves; furniture fittings, not of metal.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); kitchenware; kitchen 
utensils; household and kitchen containers and vessels; dishes; spice sets; dustbins; brushes (dishwashing-); bowls; 
bread boxes; bread baskets; cruets for vinegar and oil; vinegar and oil racks; vegetable dishes; dinnerware; cooking pot 
sets; cookware; non-electric cooking utensils; saucepans; pans; decanters; cheese-dish covers; stew-pans; cauldrons; 
mills for household purposes; sugar bowls, butter dishes and powder compacts; trays for domestic purpose; coffee 
coasters; wine tasters; bread boards and cutting boards for the kitchen; butter dishes; egg cups; thermally insulated 
receptacles for food and drink; serving platters; cookie jars; ceramics for household purposes.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2017; Application No. : 62073/2017 ;Switzerland 

3937902    19/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421095]
Phoenix Mecano Komponenten AG
Hofwisenstr. 6 CH-8260 Stein am Rhein Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated) for the treatment of materials, and for repair and maintenance; hand 
tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.

Cl.9;Software and hardware for the fully automatic and fully automated control, regulation and visualisation of 
production stages and processes, in particular in work and assembly processes at production sites, including factories; 
work stations [computers]; electronic control and monitoring apparatus; apparatus and instruments, and sensors for 
recording and outputting physical and electrical variables, including assembled into systems, for material and production 
logistics; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, 
checking (supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.12;Workshop vans, trolleys; driverless transporter vehicles; vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

Cl.20;Racks; cupboards; tool cabinets; work-benches; seats; storage and operating equipment (furniture), namely, 
racks, cabinets, cupboards, modules, boxes, cases, drawers, baskets and shelves; work station systems (furniture); 
furniture for workplaces for the assembly and disassembly of industrial and handmade products, in particular tables, 
cupboards, work-benches, working tables, workbenches and in particular for holding frames for tools and worktops; 
height-adjustable worktables and computer workstations (furniture); furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods, not 
included in other classes, of wood or plastic, namely storage units and operational equipment (furniture), in particular 
workstation systems (furniture) and furniture for workstations for assembling and dismantling industrial and handmade 
products.

Cl.35;Organisational and professional business consultancy in the field of lean production and supply chain 
management, in particular for production lines, assembly lines and assembly platforms; organisational and professional 
business consultancy relating to work and assembly processes at production sites, including factories; advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.39;Services of procurement logistics, services of warehouse logistics, services of production logistics, services of 
sales logistics and services of disposal logistics; logistics consultancy services, namely, with respect to procurement 
logistics, warehouse logistics, production logistics, sales logistics and disposal logistics; transport; packaging and 
storage of goods; travel arrangement.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy in the field of lean production and supply chain management, in particular for 
constructing, configuring and equipping production lines, assembly lines and assembly platforms; technological 
consultancy in the field of controlling, regulating and visualising production stages and processes, in particular for work 
and assembly processes at production sites, including factories; technical planning of automation technologies and in 
relation to the computerised automation of industrial processes; scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto; industrial research analysis; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 222 553 ;Germany 

3937910    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421214]
Egon Zehnder International AG
Wiesenstrasse 17 CH-8008 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Recruitment consultancy; business management and organisation consultancy; business management and 
organization consultancy in the field of personnel management; human resources consultancy; consultancy relating to 
the selection of personnel; personnel management consultancy; professional consultancy relating to personnel 
management; personnel selection; personnel selection using psychological testing; human resources management and 
recruitment services; personnel placement and recruitment; employment agency services; business consultancy and 
advisory services relating to personnel recruitment.

Cl.41;Management of education services; educational services relating to management; consultancy services relating 
to the education and training of management and of personnel; coaching in economic and management matters.
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3937914    25/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420847]
ROLF Lubricants GmbH
Friedrich-Ebert-Strasse 325, Hempark Leverkusen, building 9115 51373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Acetate of cellulose, unprocessed; acetates [chemicals]; acetic anhydride; acetone; acetylene; acidulated water for 
recharging accumulators; acrylic resins, unprocessed; actinium; additives, chemical, to drilling muds; additives, 
chemical, to fungicides; additives, chemical, to insecticides; additives, chemical, to motor fuel; adhesives for billposting; 
adhesives for industrial purposes; adhesives for wallpaper; adhesives for wall tiles; agar-agar; agglutinants for concrete; 
agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; albumenized paper; albumin [animal 
or vegetable, raw material]; alcohol; aldehydes; alginates for industrial purposes; alginates for the food industry; alkalies; 
alkaline-earth metals; alkaline iodides for industrial purposes; alkaline metals; alkaloids; alum; alumina; aluminium 
acetate; aluminium alum; aluminium hydrate; aluminium iodide; aluminium silicate; americium; ammonia; ammonia alum; 
ammoniacal salts; ammonia [volatile alkali] for industrial purposes; ammonium aldehyde; ammonium salts; amyl acetate; 
anhydrides; anhydrous ammonia; animal albumen [raw material]; animal carbon preparations; cobalt oxide for industrial 
purposes; collodion; color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; combusting preparations [chemical additives to 
motor fuel]; compositions for repairing inner tubes of tires; compositions for repairing tires; compost; concrete-aeration 
chemicals; condensation-preventing chemicals; corrosive preparations; creosote for chemical purposes; crotonic 
aldehyde; cryogenic preparations; curium; currying preparations for leather; currying preparations for skins; damp-
proofing chemicals, except paints, for masonry; defoliants; degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; 
degumming preparations; dehydrating preparations for industrial purposes; descaling preparations, other than for 
household purposes; detergent additives to petrol; detergents for use in manufacturing processes; dextrin [size]; 
diagnostic preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; diastase for industrial purposes; diatomaceous 
earth; diazo paper; disincrustants; dispersions of plastics; distilled water; dolomite for industrial purposes; dry ice 
[carbon dioxide]; dysprosium; electrophoresis gels; emollients for industrial purposes; emulsifiers; enamel-staining 
chemicals; engine-decarbonising chemicals; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; enzymes for the food industry; 
epoxy resins, unprocessed; ethyl alcohol; europium; expanded clay for hydroponic plant growing [substrate]; fat-
bleaching chemicals; fatty acids; ferrotype plates [photography]; filtering materials [chemical preparations]; filtering 
materials [mineral substances]; filtering materials [unprocessed plastics]; filtering materials [vegetable substances]; 
filtering preparations for the beverages industry; finishing preparations for use in the manufacture of steel; fire 
extinguishing compositions; fissionable material for nuclear energy; fixing baths [photography]; flashlight preparations; 
flour for industrial purposes; flower preservatives; fluids for hydraulic circuits; formic acid; foundry binding substances; 
foundry molding preparations; foundry sand; fuel-saving preparations; fuller's earth for use in the textile industry; fulling 
preparations for use in the textile industry; gadolinium; gallic acid for the manufacture of ink; gallium; gallnuts; 
gallotannic acid; galvanizing baths; galvanizing preparations; gambier; gas purifying preparations; gelatine for industrial 
purposes; gelatine for photographic purposes; genes of seeds for agricultural production; getters [chemically active 
substances]; glass-frosting chemicals; glass-staining chemicals; glaziers' putty; glucose for industrial purposes; glucose 
for the food industry; glucosides; gluten for industrial purposes; gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household 
purposes; glycerides; glycerine for industrial purposes; glycol; gold salts; grafting mastic for trees; grafting wax for 
trees; graphite for industrial purposes; guano; gum arabic for industrial purposes; gums [adhesives] for industrial 
purposes; gurjun balsam for making varnish; heavy water; helium; holmium; hormones for hastening the ripening of fruit; 
horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; humus; humus top dressing; 
hydrates; hydrazine; hydrochloric acid; hydrofluoric acid; hydrogen; hydrogen peroxide for industrial purposes; 
hypochlorite of soda; hyposulfites; iodic acid; iodine for chemical purposes; iodine for industrial purposes; iodised 
albumen; iodised salts; ion exchangers [chemicals]; iron salts; isinglass, other than for stationery, household or 
alimentary purposes; isotopes for industrial purposes; kainite; kaolin; ketones; kieselgur; krypton; lactic acid; lactose for 
industrial purposes; lactose for the food industry; lactose [raw material]; lanthanum; lead arsenate; lead oxide; leather-
dressing chemicals; leather glues; leather-impregnating chemicals; leather-waterproofing chemicals; lecithin for 
industrial purposes; lecithin for the food industry; lecithin [raw material]; lime acetate; lime carbonate; lime chloride; 
limestone hardening substances; liquids for removing sulfates from accumulators; lithia [lithium oxide]; lithium; litmus 
paper; lutetium [cassiopium]; magnesite; magnesium carbonate; magnetic fluid for industrial purposes; malt albumen; 
manganate; manganese dioxide; mangrove bark for industrial purposes; masonry preservatives, except paints and oils; 
mastic for leather; mastic for tires; meat tenderizers for industrial purposes; mercuric oxide; mercury salts; metal 
annealing preparations; metal hardening preparations; metalloids; metal tempering preparations; methane; methyl 
benzol; mineral acids; moderating materials for nuclear reactors; moistening [wetting] preparations for use in bleaching; 
moistening [wetting] preparations for use in dyeing; moistening [wetting] preparations for use in the textile industry; 
mold-release preparations; mordants for metals; must-fining preparations; naphthalene; neodymium; neon; neptunium; 
nitrate paper; nitrates; nitric acid; nitrogen; nitrous oxide; oenological bactericides [chemical preparations for use in wine 
making]; oil-bleaching chemicals; oil cement [putty]; oil dispersants; oil-purifying chemicals; oil-separating chemicals; 
oils for currying leather; oils for preparing leather in the course of manufacture; oils for tanning leather; oils for the 
preservation of food; oleic acid; olivine [silicate mineral]; opacifiers for enamel; opacifiers for glass; organic digestate 
[fertilizer]; oxalates; oxalic acid; oxygen for industrial purposes; paper pulp; paste fillers for automobile body repair; peat 
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pots for horticulture; pectin for industrial purposes; pectin for the food industry; pectin [photography]; perborate of soda; 
percarbonates; perchlorates; persulfates; persulfuric acid; petroleum dispersants; phenol for industrial purposes; 
phosphoric acid; photometric paper; picric acid; plant growth regulating preparations; plasticizers; plastics, 
unprocessed; plastisols; plutonium; polish removing substances; polonium; polymer resins, unprocessed; potash; 
potash water; potassium; potassium dioxalate; potato flour for industrial purposes; power steering fluid; praseodymium; 
preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass; preparations for preventing the tarnishing of lenses; preparations for 
stimulating cooking for industrial purposes; preparations for the separation of greases; preparations of microorganisms, 
other than for medical and veterinary use; preparations of the distillation of wood alcohol; preparations of trace elements 
for plants; preservatives for tiles, except paints and oils; preservatives for use in the pharmaceutical industry; propellant 
gases for aerosols; protective gases for welding; purification preparations; pyrogallic acid; quebracho for industrial 
purposes; rare earths; reagent paper, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; reducing agents for use in 
photography; refrigerants; renovating preparations for phonograph records; rock salt; rubber preservatives; sal 
ammoniac; salicylic acid; salt for preserving, other than for foodstuffs; saltpeter; salt, raw; salts [chemical preparations]; 
salts [fertilizers]; salts for coloring metal; salts for galvanic cells; salts for industrial purposes; salts from rare earth 
metals; salts of alkaline metals; salts of precious metals for industrial purposes; seawater for industrial purposes; 
seaweeds [fertilizers]; sebacic acid; seed preserving substances; self-toning paper [photography]; sensitized paper; 
sensitized plates for offset printing; separating and unsticking [ungluing] preparations; silicates; silicon; silicon carbide 
[raw material]; silicones; silver nitrate; size for use in the textile industry; sizing preparations; soap [metallic] for 
industrial purposes; sodium; sodium salts [chemical compounds]; soil for growing; solidified gases for industrial 
purposes; solutions for cyanotyping; solvents for varnishes; sorrel salt; spirits of salt; spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic 
acid]; stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics; starch for industrial purposes; starch-liquifying chemicals [ungluing 
agents]; starch paste [adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes; stearic acid; stem cells, other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes; substances for preventing runs in stockings; sulfuric acid; sulfurous acid; surface-active 
chemical agents; synthetic materials for absorbing oil; synthetic resins, unprocessed; tan; tannic acid; tanning 
substances; tan-wood; tapioca flour for industrial purposes; tartaric acid; tartar, other than for pharmaceutical purposes; 
test paper, chemical; textile-brightening chemicals; textile-impregnating chemicals; textile-waterproofing chemicals; 
titanium dioxide for industrial purposes; toning salts [photography]; toxic gas neutralizers; transmission fluid; tree cavity 
fillers [forestry]; tungstic acid; uranium nitrate; uranium oxide; vine disease preventing chemicals; viscose; vulcanizing 
preparations; wallpaper removing preparations; water glass [soluble glass]; water-purifying chemicals; water-softening 
preparations; wax-bleaching chemicals; welding chemicals; wine finings; witherite; wood pulp; xenon; X-ray films, 
sensitized but not exposed; xylene; xylol; ytterbium; yttrium; zirconia.

Cl.2;Alizarine dyes; aluminium paints; aluminium powder for painting; aniline dyes; annatto [dyestuff]; anti-corrosive 
bands; anti-corrosive preparations; anti-fouling paints; anti-rust greases; anti-rust oils; anti-rust preparations; anti-
tarnishing preparations for metals; asbestos paints; auramine; bactericidal paints; badigeon; binding preparations for 
paints; bitumen varnish; black japan; bronze powder for painting; bronzing lacquers; Canada balsam; caramel [food 
colorant]; carbon black [pigment]; carbonyl [wood preservative]; ceramic paints; coatings for roofing felt [paints]; 
coatings [paints]; cobalt oxide [colorant]; cochineal carmine; colophony; colorants; colorants for beer; colorants for 
beverages; colorants for butter; colorants for liqueurs; copal; copal varnish; creosote for wood preservation; distempers; 
dyes; dyewood; dyewood extracts; edible ink cartridges, filled, for printers; enamels for painting; enamels [varnishes]; 
engraving ink; fireproof paints; fixatives for watercolors; fixatives [varnishes]; food dyes; gamboge for painting; glazes 
[paints, lacquers]; gum-lac; gum resins; indigo [colorant]; ink for leather; ink for skin-dressing; lacquers; lamp black 
[pigment]; lime wash; litharge; malt caramel [food colorant]; malt colorants; marking ink for animals; mastic [natural 
resin]; metal foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art; metals in powder form for use in painting, decorating, 
printing and art; minium; mordants; mordants for leather; natural resins, raw; oils for the preservation of wood; paints; 
paper for dyeing Easter eggs; pigments; primers; printers' pastes [ink]; printing ink; protective preparations for metals; 
repositionable paint patches; saffron [colorant]; sandarac; shoe dyes; siccatives [drying agents] for paints; sienna earth; 
silver emulsions [pigments]; silvering powders; silver paste; soot [colorant]; sumac for varnishes; thickeners for paints; 
thinners for lacquers; thinners for paints; titanium dioxide [pigment]; toner cartridges, filled, for printers and 
photocopiers; toner [ink] for photocopiers; turmeric [colorant]; turpentine [thinner for paints]; undercoating for vehicle 
chassis; varnishes; white lead; whitewash; wood coatings [paints]; wood mordants; wood preservatives; wood stains; 
yellowwood [colorant]; zinc oxide [pigment].

Cl.4;Additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel; alcohol [fuel]; anthracite; beeswax; belting wax; benzine; bone oil for 
industrial purposes; candles; carburants; carnauba wax; castor oil for industrial purposes; ceresine; charcoal [fuel]; 
Christmas tree candles; coal; coal briquettes; coal dust [fuel]; coal naphtha; coal tar oil; coke; combustible briquettes; 
cutting fluids; diesel oil; dust absorbing compositions; dust binding compositions for sweeping; dust laying 
compositions; dust removing preparations; electrical energy; ethanol [fuel]; firelighters; firewood; fish oil, not edible; fuel;
fuel gas; fuel oil; fuel with an alcohol base; gas for lighting; gasoline; grease for arms [weapons]; grease for belts; grease 
for footwear; grease for leather; greases for the preservation of leather; illuminating grease; illuminating wax; industrial 
grease; industrial oil; industrial wax; kerosene; lamp wicks; lanolin; lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; 
lighting fuel; lignite; ligroin; lubricants; lubricating graphite; lubricating grease; lubricating oil; mazut; methylated spirit; 
mineral fuel; moistening oil; motor oil; naphtha; nightlights [candles]; non-slipping preparations for belts; oil-gas; oils for 
paints; oils for releasing form work [building]; oils for the preservation of leather; oils for the preservation of masonry; 
oleine; ozokerite; paper spills for lighting; paraffin; peat briquettes [fuel]; peat [fuel]; perfumed candles; petroleum ether; 
petroleum jelly for industrial purposes; petroleum, raw or refined; producer gas; rape oil for industrial purposes; solidified
gases [fuel]; soya bean oil preparations for non-stick treatment of cooking utensils; stearine; sunflower oil for industrial 
purposes; tallow; textile oil; tinder; vaporized fuel mixtures; wax [raw material]; wicks for candles; wood briquettes; wood 
spills for lighting.
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3937939    12/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420840]
IXBLUE
34 rue de la Croix de Fer F-78100 SAINT-GERMAIN-EN-LAYE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Acoustic positioning systems consisting of autonomous beacons for the location and monitoring of submarine 
devices and vehicles, for the installation, construction and maintenance of infrastructures in coastal areas and off-shore.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, namely assessments, estimates and research in the field of marine and 
submarine positioning, marine and submarine alignment, marine and submarine location and marine and submarine 
navigation; design and development of software and systems, in particular computer, navigation, electronic, data storage, 
data processing, communication, measurement software and systems.
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3937941    02/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420743]
JAPAN KARATEDO FEDERATION
1-20, Tatsumi 1-chome, Koto-ku Tokyo 135-0053 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protective helmets for sports; downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic 
publications.

Cl.41;Karate instruction; organization of seminars for karate; video production services for karate; organization of 
karate games.
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3937948    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1420987]
MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC.
5-2, Higashi-Shimbashi 1-chome, Minato-ku 105-7122 Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Amyl alcohol; gum arabic for industrial purposes; alkalies; ethyl alcohol; isocyanate; isocyanate compounds; 
chemicals comprising polyol and isocyanate; glycerine; camphor; menthol [peppermint], for industrial purposes; 
peppermint oils [material for chemical preparation]; chemical coatings; diisocyanate; phosphorus; camphor oil; chemical 
additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals containing serine [amino acid]; chemical enzymes for use in food 
and beverage containing serine [amino acid]; chemical additives containing serine [amino acid]; chemicals containing 
serine [amino acid]; enzyme containing serine [amino acid] for chemical purposes; chemicals containing serine [amino 
acid] for use in industry; enzyme containing serine [amino acid] for industrial purposes; enzyme containing serine [amino 
acid]; enzyme containing serine [amino acid] for the food industry; catalysts containing serine [amino acid]; catalytic 
agents containing serine [amino acid]; enzyme containing serine [amino acid] for food processing; enzyme preparations 
containing serine [amino acid] for food industry; vitamins and minerals [chemicals] used as raw materials for foods or 
pharmaceuticals containing serine [amino acid]; chemical additives for food manufacturing containing serine [amino 
acid]; chemical additives for pharmaceutical manufacture for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; chemical 
enzyme for addition to foods and beverages for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; chemical additives for use 
in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; chemicals for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; chemical enzymes 
for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; industrial chemicals for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; 
industrial enzyme for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; enzyme for use in the manufacture of serine [amino 
acid]; enzyme [additives for food industry] for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; catalysts for use in the 
manufacture of serine [amino acid]; catalytic agents for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; enzyme for food 
processing for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; enzyme for food industry for use in the manufacture of 
serine [amino acid]; chemical additives for food manufacture for use in the manufacture of serine [amino acid]; bovine 
bile extraction taurine; seafood extraction taurine; monomers used in the manufacture of plastic lenses; chemical 
coatings for plastic lens; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of plastics; chemicals for use in the manufacture 
of plastics; distilled water; polyisocyanate; monomers used in the manufacture of polyurethane resins; polyether polyol, 
polyester polyol; artificial camphor; carbonic acid gas; sulfur [chemicals]; ceramic glazings; oil cement [putty]; salts 
[chemical preparations]; salts [fertilizers]; salts for industrial purposes; salts for galvanic cells; inorganic salts; organic 
acids and their salts; chemical additives; sulphur [non-metallic mineral]; chemical compositions for developing 
photographs; serine [amino acid] for scientific purposes; scratch-resistant chemical coating agents for spectacles and 
spectacle lenses; protective-surface chemical coating agents for spectacles and spectacle lenses; saccharin; artificial 
sweeteners [chemical preparations]; flour and starch for industrial purposes; binding agents for fluorescent material; 
chemical coatings for industrial purposes; serine [amino acid] for industrial purposes; synthetic taurine for industrial 
purposes; resin coating agents [chemicals], other than paints; oxygen; resin surface modifying preparations; scratch-
resistant chemical coating agents; catalytic enzyme; chemicals containing serine [amino acid] used as food additive; 
chemical additives for conductive material; chemical binding agent for conductive material; chemical additives for paints; 
chemical hardeners for paints; modifiers for thermoplastics; bleaching preparations, not for laundry use; protective-
surface chemical coating agents; testing, chemical and diagnostic reagents (excluding those for medical or veterinary 
use) for identifying DNA fragments of specific gene regions amplified by PCR method; reagent kit for bacterial or fungal 
testing (excluding those for medical or veterinary use) consisting of any of reaction mixture, primer, pure water, enzyme, 
buffer, glass beads and dNTP mixture; genetic testing reagents for scientific or research use (excluding those for medical 
or veterinary use); scientific or research diagnostic reagents (excluding those for medical or veterinary use); reagents for 
testing specific bacteria or fungi in specimens (excluding those for medical and veterinary use); antifungal agent for 
industrial use; fungicidal agent for industrial use; fungistatic agent for industrial use; antibacterial agent for industrial 
use; bacteriocidal agent for industrial use; bacteriostatic agent for industrial use; reagent kit for diagnostic, chemical or 
diagnostic reagents (excluding those for medical or veterinary use) which is amplifying specific gene regions by PCR 
method consisting of any of reaction mixture, primer, pure water, enzyme, buffer, glass beads and dNTP mixture; 
alcohols; ethers; glycol; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of chemicals; rheology modifiers for fluorescent 
material; chemical additives for fluorescent material; chemicals for binders; chemical additives for industrial use; 
chemicals for industrial binders; rheology modifiers for conductive material; electrolyte solution (chemicals); rheology 
modifiers for plastics, unprocessed; rheology modifiers for synthetic resins, unprocessed; synthetic taurine for use in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; dispersions of plastics; polyols; water for agricultural purposes; polypropylene glycol; 
gelatine for industrial purposes; glue for industrial purposes; glue and adhesives for industrial purposes; polymer polyol; 
preparations for preventing the tarnishing of lenses; chemicals for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; chemicals; 
plasticizers; chemical preparations for the manufacture of pigments; amino acids for industrial purposes; artificial plant-
cultivation soil made of synthetic pulp; chemicals used in industry; industrial antibacterial agent; enzymes; acids; resin 
modifier; fire extinguishing compositions; catalysts; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of paints; non-
metallic elements as raw materials in the form of gas, solid, liquids, powders, pellets and pastes; non-metallic oxides; 
mold-release preparations; acrylic monomers; filtering materials [unprocessed plastics]; chemical reagents that makes a 
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kit containing chemical substances and biochemical substances (excluding those for medical or veterinary use); chemical
reagents; chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; liquid chemical polishing coatings for 
automobile; adhesives for industrial purposes; chemicals used for plastic molding; plastics [raw materials] for ink binder; 
phenolic resins; phenolic resins, unprocessed; chemical additives used in plastic products; plastic molding compounds 
for use in the manufacture of molded plastic articles and plastic films; polyethylene resins; polyethylene resins, 
unprocessed; polyurethane raw material [chemicals]; polyolefin-based thermoplastic elastomer resins; thermoplastic 
elastomer resins; elastomer resins, unprocessed; thermosetting synthetic resin for binder for brake pad; binder resins 
used in the manufacture of brake pads; polyimide resin; polyurethane resins; polyurethane resins, unprocessed; 
synthetic materials for absorbing oil; polyolefin resin; polyolefin resin in dispersion form; polyolefin resin in powder form; 
polypropylene resins; polypropylene resins, unprocessed; polyolefin resin used as a resin modifier; condensation 
plastics; condensation plastics, unprocessed; fatty acids; synthetic resin used in the manufacture of adhesives; 
unprocessed plastics for paint binder; synthetic resin for paint; plastics raw materials for paint; acrylic resins; acrylic 
resins, unprocessed; UV curable resin, unprocessed; adhesives used in industry; plant hormones [phytohormonesj; 
chemical fertilizers; earth for growing plants for agriculture and horticultural purposes; substrates for plant growing for 
agricultural and horticultural purposes; substrates for cultivation for agricultural and horticultural purposes; artificial 
plant-cultivation soil; substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture]; fluids for hydraulic circuits; higher fatty acids; 
nonferrous metals as raw materials in the form of gas, solid, liquids, powders, pellets and pastes; non-metallic minerals 
as raw materials in the form of gas, solid, liquids, powders, pellets and pastes; photoresists; chemical test paper; 
synthetic resins, unprocessed; artificial resins, unprocessed; fluorine resin; plastics [raw materials]; polyethylene 
terephthalate resin; unprocessed synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of molding compounds; semichemical pulp; 
paper pulp; wood pulp; synthetic pulp; chemical pulps; plant growth regulating preparations; agricultural chemicals, 
except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; germination inhibitors [anti-sprouting agents]; plant rearing 
preparations.

Cl.5;Milk sugar for medical purposes [lactose]; petroleum jelly for medical purposes; linseed oiled paper for medical 
purposes; lacteal flour for babies; semen for artificial insemination; enzymes containing serine [amino acid] for medical 
or veterinary use; enzymes for the manufacture of serine [amino acid] for medical or veterinary use; laboratory or 
diagnostic reagents for identifying DNA fragments of specific gene regions amplified by PCR method (for medical or 
veterinary use); reagents for bacterial or fungal testing for medical or veterinary use; medical and veterinary reagents; 
surgical bone adhesives; medical adhesives for binding internal tissue; surgical glues; bone adhesives for surgical use; 
testing or diagnostic reagent kit for amplifying a specific gene region by PCR method (for medical and veterinary use); 
lactose for medical purposes; antiparasitics; pharmaceutical preparations (excluding mosquito coils and other mosquito 
control incenses, medicinal soaps and medicinal alcoholic beverages in the Japanese pharmacopoeia); lactose for 
pharmaceutical purposes; serine (amino acid) used as supplement; vitamins containing serine (amino acid); drink for 
nutritional supplement containing serine (amino acid); enzyme preparation containing serine (amino acid); 
pharmaceutical preparations containing serine (amino acid) excluding agricultural chemicals; enzyme preparation for use 
in synthesizing serine (amino acid); serine (amino acid) agent; medicated compresses; serine (amino acid) for use in 
medical or veterinary use; adhesive plasters; adhesive plasters for medical or veterinary purposes; adhesive tapes for 
medical or veterinary purposes; bandages for dressings; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical, veterinary or medical 
purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical, veterinary or medical purposes, namely, for closing the skin; 
chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; materials for dressings; medical and surgical adhesives for 
binding wounds; medical and surgical dressings; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; pharmaceutical and 
veterinary preparations for the treatment of closing the skin; plasters; sanitary preparations for medical or veterinary 
purposes; topical skin adhesives for surgical and medical purposes; liquid medical adhesive for binding wound or tissue; 
serine (amino acid) used as vitamin preparation; serine (amino acid) used as veterinary supplement; antiseptics; 
antiseptics [only for agricultural purposes]; antiseptics, other than for agricultural purposes; enzymes for medical 
purposes; amino acids for medical purposes; reagents for genetic testing for medical or veterinary use; diagnostic 
reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for animals; medicinal preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides herbicides; fumigant [only for 
agricultural purposes]; fungicides [only for agricultural purposes]; rodenticides [only for agricultural purposes]; 
insecticides [only for agricultural purposes]; herbicide [weedkiller]; insect-repellents [only for agricultural purposes]; 
pharmaceutical preparations for preventing epidemic for human and animal use; insecticides for preventing epidemic for 
human and animal use; insecticides for public health; insecticides for communicable disease control for human or animal 
use; chemical preparations for medical purposes; sponge for medical use; medical adhesives; anti-dermoinfectives; 
veterinary dermatological pharmaceutical products; miticides; nematocides; insect repellents; microbicides; bactericides; 
fungicides; germicides; rat poison; raticides; insect destroying preparations; pesticides; insecticides; mothballs; 
herbicides; cotton wool for medical purposes; gauze for dressings use in medical purposes; surgical adhesives; medical 
dressings; medical tissue adhesives for wound closure; medical adhesives for binding wounds; absorbent wadding for 
dressings; liquid dressings; tapes for medical purposes; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; self-adhesive tapes for 
medical purposes; gel sheetings for medical purposes; adhesive gel sheetings for medical purposes; self-adhesive gel 
sheetings for medical purposes; gel tapes for medical purposes; adhesive gel tapes for medical purposes; sell-adhesive 
gel tapes for medical purposes; adhesives for dentures; adhesive materials for dental purposes; compresses; fungicides 
for agricultural use; agricultural pesticides; herbicides for agricultural use; drug delivery agents in the form of edible 
wafers for wrapping powdered pharmaceuticals; unit dose capsules sold empty for pharmaceutical use; sticking plasters 
for medical use; oiled paper for medical purposes; eyepatches for medical purposes; breast-nursing pads; ear bandages; 
menstruation bandages; sanitary tampons; medical synthetic taurine; sanitary napkins; crude medicines; supplements 
containing serine (amino acid); dietary or nutritional supplements containing serine (amino acid); sanitary panties; 
absorbent cotton; dietary or nutritional beverages adapted for medical purposes, containing serine (amino acid); dietary 
or nutritional food containing serine (amino acid) adapted for medical purposes; beverages for babies containing serine 
(amino acid) for medical purposes; food for babies containing serine (amino acid) for medical purposes; adhesive agents 
for false teeth or full denture; dietary or nutritional supplement containing serine (amino acid) for animals; liquid 
bandages; denture base materials; dental materials; adhesive, materials for dental purposes; disposable diapers for 
incontinence; diapers; diaper covers; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper; dietary or nutritional supplements for 
humans; dietary or nutritional beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietary or nutritional foods adapted for medical 
purposes; dietary or nutritional supplements for animals; mineral water salts; salts for medical purposes; salts for mineral
water baths.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; mining machines and apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; 
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loading-unloading machines and apparatus; industrial fishing machines; chemical processing machines and apparatus; 
textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or 
veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working machines and 
apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; sewing machines; agricultural machines and agricultural 
implements, other than hand-operated; shoe making machines; leather tanning machines; tobacco processing machines; 
glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines 
and apparatus; power-operated potters' wheels; plastic processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; stone working 
machines and apparatus; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and 
instruments; adhesive tape dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; electric washing machines for industrial 
purposes; food mixing machines for commercial use; food peeling machines for commercial use; dishwashers for 
industrial purposes; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; wax-polishing machines, electric, 
for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; repairing or fixing machines and apparatus; mechanical 
parking systems; vehicle washing machines; power sprayers for disinfecting, insecticides and deodorants [not for 
agricultural purposes]; shafts, axles or spindles, machine elements other than land vehicles; bearings, machine elements 
not for land vehicles; shaft couplings as parts of machines; shaft couplings [machines]; bearing not for land vehicles; 
power transmissions and gearing, machine elements not for land vehicles; shock absorbers, machine elements not for 
land vehicles; springs, machine elements not for land vehicles; brakes, machine elements not for land vehicles; valves, 
machine elements not for land vehicles; dethatchers [machines]; curtain drawing devices electrically operated; waste 
compacting machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; waste crushing machines; industrial robots; robotic arms 
for industrial purposes; springs [parts of machines]; ball-bearings, shaft couplings as parts of machines, shaft bearings 
[parts of machines], bearing inserts for machines; industrial robots for use in the handling of workpieces; wearable 
robots for industrial purposes; industrial robots for personal use; wearable robots for personal use for industrial 
purposes; robots for agricultural purposes; wearable robots for agricultural purposes; robots [machines] for nursing 
care; wearable robots [machines] for nursing care; robots [machines] for assisting physically disabled individuals and the 
elderly; wearable robots [machines] for assisting physically disabled individuals and the elderly; robots for personal use 
for agricultural purposes; wearable robots for personal use for agricultural purposes; industrial robots for disaster 
response; agricultural machines and parts and fittings thereof; agricultural implements other than hand-operated and 
parts and fittings thereof; cultivating machines and implements; cultivating machines and implements, other than hand-
operated implements and parts and fittings thereof; seedling rearing machines and implements, and parts and fittings 
thereof; seedling rearing machines and implements, other than hand-operated implements and parts and fittings thereof; 
fertilizer spreading machines and implements, and parts and fittings thereof; fertilizer implements other than hand-
operated and parts and fittings thereof; cultivating machines with functions of controlling artificial light sources, air 
conditionings and fertilization and parts and fittings thereof; transportable cultivating container machines with functions 
of controlling artificial light sources, air conditionings and fertilization and parts and fittings thereof; cultivating machines 
and systems with functions of controlling water supply, fertilization, agrochemicals treatment and parts and fittings 
thereof; machines and apparatus controlled by voluntarily and autonomous control system used worn by human for 
implementation of regeneration, improvement, assistance, expansion and amplification of human physical function for 
metalworking, mining, civil engineering, loading-unloading, fishing, lumbering, woodworking, agricultural, cleaning, 
painting or stone working use; robots controlled by voluntarily and autonomous control system used worn by human for 
implementation of regeneration, improvement, assistance, expansion and amplification of human physical function for 
metalworking, mining, civil engineering, loading-unloading, fishing, lumbering, woodworking, agricultural, cleaning, 
painting or stone working use.

Cl.9;Optical glass; 3D spectacle lenses; lenses for binoculars; lenses for monocles; optical lenses; eyeglasses; 
eyewear; spectacles; lenses for eyeglasses; lenses for eyewear; lenses for spectacles; lenses for sunglasses; eyeglass 
lenses, semi- finished; eyewear lenses, semi-finished; spectacle lenses, semi-finished; cinematographic machines and 
apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; optical machines and apparatus; optical devices; filters for optical 
devices; optical apparatus and instruments; correcting lenses [optics]; cameras; camera lenses; binoculars; close-up 
lenses; 3D spectacle lenses for television receivers; 3D spectacles for television receivers; 3D spectacle lenses for movie 
theaters; 3D spectacles for movie theaters; 3D spectacles; multimedia projectors; monocles; optical devices, namely, 
lenses and frames; optical profilers; measuring or testing machines and instruments; measuring instruments; measuring 
apparatus; measuring devices, electric; AC adapters; USB chargers; adapter plugs; battery adapters; battery chargers; 
plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; plug adapters; plug-in connectors; plug connectors; chargers; 
power adapters for chargers; inductive chargers; rechargers for electric accumulators; electrical adapters; electrical 
connectors; electrical plugs and sockets; power adapters; power connectors; power plugs; power plug adapters; 
electronic connectors; chargers for electric batteries; solar cells and parts and fittings thereof; electrical cells and 
batteries, and parts and fittings thereof; photovoltaic cells; rechargeable electric batteries; rechargeable batteries; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; earphones; digital cameras; digital audio and video recorders and players; 
digital audio equipment and video devices; electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; satellite 
navigational apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; audio- and video-receivers; sound 
reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; telephones; cellular telephone apparatus; mobile telephone; 
wearable portable telephones; portable communication machines and apparatus; global positioning systems; 
transmitters [telecommunication]; radio transceivers; smartphones; personal digital assistants; wearable personal digital 
assistants; smartglasses; smart rings; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; head-mounted video displays; 
computer apparatus; computer peripherals; USB dongles being wireless network adaptors; computer programs; 
computer software, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programmes [programs], 
recorded computer programs [downloadable software]; computer application software for mobile phones, portable media 
players, handheld computers, electronic eyeglasses, electronic eyewear, electronic spectacles; tablet computers; laptop 
computers; wearable computers; wearable computer peripherals; data processing equipment; electronic machines, 
apparatus and their parts; electronic spectacles; electronic eyewear; electronic eyeglasses; eyeglasses for vision 
correction; lenses for vision correction; eyeglasses for amblyopia; electronic eyewear incorporating functional 
enhancements and features; fashion eyeglasses; goggles; contact lenses; containers for contact lenses; sunglasses; 
sunglass lenses, semi-finished; electronic goggles; electronic contact lenses; electronic sunglasses; electronic sunglass 
lenses; fitover glasses; fitover sunglasses; electronic fitover glasses; electronic fitover sunglasses; clip-on glasses; clip-
on sunglasses; electronic clip-on glasses; electronic clip-on sunglasses; parts and fittings for spectacles; spectacle 
cases; spectacle temples for spectacles; nose pads for eyewear; spectacle wipes as accessories of spectacles; bridges 
for spectacle frames; ear pads for spectacle frames; hinges for spectacle frames; pince-nez mountings; eyeglass cords; 
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spectacle frames; eyeglass chains; parts and fittings for electronic spectacles; electronic spectacle frames; electronic 
spectacle lenses; electronic spectacle lenses, semi-finished; electronic eyewear lenses, semi-finished; electronic 
eyeglass lenses, semi- finished; pince-nez; pince-nez cords; pince-nez chains; pince-nez cases; optical frames; wearable 
peripherals for mobile devices; wearable peripherals for mobile information terminal devices; wearable peripherals for 
mobile computers; computer software; laboratory apparatus and instruments; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; 
goggles for sports; swim goggles; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase 
modifiers; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric wires and cables; buzzers, electric; magnetic cores; resistance 
wires; electrodes; piezoelectric switches; static electric sensors; dust masks; gas masks; welding or protective masks 
and parts or filters thereof; welding masks; welding masks and parts thereof; filters for welding masks; protective masks; 
nasal plugs for filtering air; nasal respirators for filtering air; fire hose; optical sensors; pressure sensors; angle sensors; 
thermal sensors for human detection; position sensors; motion sensors; motion sensitive sensors for pressure 
measuring sheets; alarm sensors; fire boats; fire trucks; safety goggles; protective goggles; lenses for goggles; electric 
current sensors; conductive tape for sensors; conductive tape for industrial robots; conductive tape; security 
surveillance robots; robotic electronic control apparatus for security guarding for facilities and theft protection; robots for 
entertainment purpose, namely, robots for reception services for visitors in building, robots which act as master of 
ceremonies and robots which communicate with humans; eyeglasses for medical purposes; medical eyeglasses for 
amblyopia; chromatographic column.

Cl.10;Parts of medical devices, namely hinges for mouthpieces; medical apparatus, namely intra-oral braces for 
mouthpieces; medical apparatus, namely orthodontic braces for mouthpieces; therapeutic mouthpieces for medical 
purposes and fittings therefor; mouth guards for medical purposes and fittings therefor; therapeutic mouthpieces for the 
prevention of snoring and fittings therefor; external nasal dilators for medical purposes and fittings therefor; external 
nasal dilators in tape form for medical purposes; nasal dilators; orthodontic instruments and fittings therefor; medical 
devices and fittings therefor; therapeutic intra-oral medical devices and fittings therefor; medical devices for sleep apnea 
and fittings therefor; medical devices for use in the prevention of snoring and fittings therefor; apparatus for use in the 
prevention of snoring; medical devices, namely intra-oral apparatus for sleep aid by sleep apnea therapeutic and fittings 
therefor; apparatus for sleep and fittings therefor; apparatus for sleep and fittings therefor, namely ear plugs; medical 
apparatus, instruments, parts and fittings thereof; dental apparatus and instruments, parts and fittings thereof; dental 
cleansers, namely, wire for drilling hole in tooth, widen the hole in tooth and for removing dental pulp; dental broaches; 
filling instruments for dental purposes; artificial teeth; artificial joints; prosthetic teeth; pins for artificial teeth; 
ophthalmoscopes; dental implants; assisting device namely an adjustable harness to correct one's posture or gait for 
medical purposes; walking aids [for medical purposes]; crutches; medical nose plugs for allergic substance isolation use;
medical nose masks for allergic substance isolation use; sanitary masks; therapeutic mouthpieces for the prevention of 
snoring; mouth guards for medical purposes; supporters for medical purposes; knee supports for medical purposes; 
thread, surgical; pacifier clips; ice bag pillows for medical purposes; triangular bandages; supportive bandages; surgical 
catgut; feeding cups for medical purposes; dropping pipettes for medical purposes; teats; medical ice bags; medical ice 
bag holders; nursing appliances and baby bottles; medical apparatus; suture materials; surgical apparatus; artificial skin 
for surgical purposes; dermatologic orthopedic instruments; orthopedic appliances; medical apparatus and instruments 
for applying medical adhesives for binding wounds and living tissue composed of a syringe containing polymer powder, 
and 2 vials containing monomer solution and polymerization initiator, transfusion needle for mixing these 3 chemical 
components and adhesive-applying nozzle; medical apparatus and instruments for applying medical adhesives for 
binding wounds or tissue; staplers for medical purposes; orthopedic support bandages; orthopaedic articles; surgical 
skin staplers; bracelets for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments controlled by voluntarily and 
autonomous control system used worn by human for implementation of regeneration, improvement, assistance, 
expansion and amplification of human physical function to support people who have locomotor or physical disorder for 
supporting bodily movement, rehabilitation, medical treatment or nursing care use; medical apparatus and instruments 
for surgical robots, namely, remote handling equipment, monitor, apparatus for use in medical analysis, vaccum device, 
shadowless lights, operating tables, surgical forceps, surgical drills, knives for medical purposes, electric scalpels for 
surgical purposes, scissors for medical purposes, endoscopy cameras for medical purposes, patient cart, vision cart and 
surgeon console; surgical robots; medical robots controlled by voluntarily and autonomous control system used worn by 
human for implementation of regeneration, improvement, assistance, expansion and amplification of human physical 
function to support people who have locomotor or physical disorder for supporting bodily movement, rehabilitation, 
medical treatment or nursing care use; knee braces for medical purposes; hearing aids; ear plugs for sleeping as fittings 
for apparatus for sleep; ear plugs for soundproofing as fittings for apparatus for sleep; ear plugs [ear protection device] 
as fittings for apparatus for sleep; ear protection devices for medical purposes.

Cl.16;Plastic bag for draining for use in household and industrial purposes; kitchen paper; kitchen paper of non-woven 
fabrics (used as kitchen paper); towels of paper; towels of paper of non-woven fabrics (used as towels of paper); paper 
tissues and tissues of non-woven fabrics (paper products); table napkins of paper; table napkins of non-woven fabrics 
(used as table napkins of paper); handkerchiefs of paper; handkerchiefs of non-woven fabrics (used as handkerchiefs of 
paper); hygienic hand towels of non-woven fabrics (used as hygienic hand towels of paper); hand towels of paper; hand 
towels of non-woven fabrics (used as hand towels of paper); industrial packaging containers of paper; food wrapping 
plastic film for household use; garbage bags of plastic; sheets of non-woven fabrics for cooking (paper products); 
garbage bags of paper for household purposes; hygienic hand towels of paper; paper washcloths; tablecloths of paper; 
plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; bags [pouches] of plastics, 
for packaging; filter paper; paper underlay for plant nursery; tissues of paper for cosmetic use; parchment paper 
containing exothermic body or substance for use in microwave; food wrapping plastic film for industrial purposes; body 
cleaning sheet of paper or of non-woven fabrics; pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
bookbinding material; bags for microwave cooking; stationery; plastic film for wrapping; modelling materials; paper and 
cardboard; plastic sheet for wrapping; bags [pouches] of plastics, for wrapping; plastic wrap films; food wrapping plastic 
film for household purposes; food wrapping plastic bags for household purposes; food wrapping plastic bags for 
commercial use; food wrapping plastic film for commercial use; wrapping plastic film for commercial use; plastic films 
used as packaging for food; plastic film and sheet used as packaging for food; bags [pouches] of plastics used as 
packaging for food; plastic bags for packaging; plastic bags for packing; plastic films for packaging; plastic sheets for 
packaging; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; wrapping plastic film for the fresh-keeping of food, 
fresh flowers and other perishable items; wrapping plastic film for the fresh-keeping; wrapping plastic bags for the fresh-
keeping of food, fresh flowers and other perishable items; wrapping plastic bags for the fresh- keeping; wrapping plastic 
film for preserving of food, fresh flowers and other perishable items; wrapping plastic film for preserving; wrapping 
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plastic bags for preserving of food, fresh flowers and other perishable items; wrapping plastic bags for preserving; 
commercial plastic bags for preserving foodstuffs.

Cl.17;Mica [raw or partly processed]; asbestos fire curtains; rock wool; slag wool; asbestos; asbestos yarn; asbestos 
felt; asbestos cords and strings; asbestos nets; asbestos paper; soundproofing materials of rock wool [not for building 
purposes]; asbestos powder; asbestos boards; junctions for pipes comprised primarily of rubber with metal; pipe 
couplings and joints of rubber; junctions for pipes comprised primarily of plastic with metal; pipe couplings and joints of 
plastic; fittings, not of metal, for compressed air lines; metal foil for insulation; materials for absorbing oil; oil adsorbent; 
seals; weatherstripping compositions; sealant compounds for joints; substances for insulating buildings against 
moisture; caulking materials; chemical compositions for repairing leaks; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; 
brake lining materials, partly processed; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; gaskets; 
joint packings; asbestos fabrics; net asbestos fabrics; pipe gaskets; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; pipe 
couplings and joints, not of metal; watering hose; floating anti-pollution barriers; insulating materials; electrical insulating 
materials; rubber material for recapping tires [tyres]; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; chemical fiber composed of 
plastics for use in manufacturing products in the fields of food packaging materials, medical packaging materials, paper 
products, paints, coating materials, construction materials, building materials, cosmetics, toiletry, commodities, sanitary 
materials, vehicle, furniture materials, plastic materials, industrial materials, industrial equipment and machinery; rubber 
thread and covered rubber yarn, not for textile use; chemical fiber yarn and thread composed of plastics for use in 
manufacturing products in the fields of food packaging materials, medical packaging materials, paper products, paints, 
coating materials, construction materials, building materials, cosmetics, toiletry, commodities, sanitary materials, vehicle, 
furniture materials, plastic materials, industrial materials, industrial equipment and machinery; acoustic insulating 
materials; insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; industrial packaging containers of rubber; packing [cushioning, 
stuffing] materials of rubber or plastics; cushioning materials of plastics; rubber lids and caps for industrial packaging 
containers; rubber stoppers; plastic films for agricultural purposes; semi-finished plastic composite materials jointed, 
hybridized and integrated with metal; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; condenser paper; protective film of 
plastic, other than for wrapping; flexible pipes, not of metal; flexible tubes and hoses, not of metal; vulcanized fiber; self-
adhesive tapes for industrial or commercial use; metalized plastic films, other than for wrapping; adhesive tapes for 
industrial purposes; adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; adhesive bands, 
other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; conductive plastic films, other than for wrapping; 
conductive plastic sheets; plastic films for protecting surfaces; adhesive-coated plastic films for protecting surfaces; 
plastic semi-worked products; foamed plastic sheets; reflective plastic films and sheets for use in further manufacture for 
commercial and industrial use; reflective plastic films for use in further manufacture for commercial and industrial use; 
plastic film other than for wrapping for commercial and industrial use; semi-worked synthetic resins as semi-finished 
products in the form of polarizing films; piezoelectric plastic films; piezoelectric plastic sheets; metalized plastic sheets, 
other than for wrapping; artificial resins [semi-finished products]; laminated boards of plastics; semi-finished rubber 
composite materials jointed, hybridized and integrated with metal; adhesive-coated plastic sheets for use in manufacture; 
plastic sheets, other than for wrapping; plastic film, other than for wrapping; plastic films for use in the manufacture of 
plastic films used as packaging for food; heat-shrinkable plastic films; plastic substances, semi-processed; rubber for 
use in manufacture; plastic semi-worked products for use in manufacture of bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; 
plastic films for use in manufacture of bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; plastic sheets for use in manufacture of 
bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; plastic semi-worked products for use in manufacture of plastic film for 
wrapping; plastic films for use in manufacture of plastic film for wrapping; plastic sheets for use in manufacture of plastic 
film for wrapping; plastic semi-worked products for use in manufacture of plastic sheets for wrapping; plastic films for 
use in manufacture of plastic sheets for wrapping; plastic sheets for use in manufacture of plastic sheets for wrapping; 
plastic film other than for wrapping; film made from polyolefin resin, other than for wrapping; plastic tube, board, pole, 
bar; antifungal or antibacterial plastic sheets or films, other than for wrapping; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber or 
plastics for packing purposes.

Cl.24;Cloth for tatami mat edging ribbons; knitted fabrics; woven textile goods for personal use; banners and flags, not 
of paper; labels of cloth; non-woven fabrics for agricultural purposes; woven fabrics, other than edging ribbons for tatami 
mats; felt; non-woven textile fabrics; non-woven fabrics; nonwovens; filtering materials of textile; filtering materials of 
non-woven fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth; rubberized cloth; fabric of imitation animal 
skins; household linen; mosquito nets; pillowcases [pillow slips]; futon quilts; quilt covers for futon; futon ticks 
[unstuffed futon]; bed sheets; blanket throws; bed linen; table linen; table napkins of textile; dish towels; shower curtains;
toilet seat covers of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper; draperies [thick drop curtains]; chair covers of textile; wall 
hangings of textile; shrouds; shrouds for dressing a corpse for funeral [kyokatabira kimono]; red-and-white striped 
curtains; tissues of textile for removing make-up; billiard cloth; black-and-white striped curtains.
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3938126    13/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421186]
MAISON CAULIERES
La Touche F-37310 DOLUS-LE-SEC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cosmetic preparations; lotions for cosmetic use; cosmetics for skin care; cosmetics for bathing and 
showering; cosmetic creams; exfoliating creams; moisturizing creams; hydrating mists; beauty masks; essential oils; 
cosmetic products based on essential oils; cosmetic oils; scrubs; perfumery products; perfumes; shampoos; shower 
gels; bath foams; bath oils; make-up and make-up removing products; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; depilatory 
products; toiletries; shaving products; after-shave lotions; cosmetic preparations for slimming; cosmetic products for 
skin tanning; cosmetic sunscreen products; hair products for cosmetic use; incense; air fragrances.

Cl.4;Candles for lighting; perfumed candles.

Cl.18;Toiletry bags (empty); cases for toiletries (empty); cosmetic cases and bags (empty); make-up cases and bags 
(empty).

Cl.29;Edible oils excluding olive oil.

Cl.35;Promotion services, advertising, retail sale online, by mail order, in stores, distribution and import-export of 
cosmetics, essential oils, beauty products and products for care, hair and hygiene, perfumery, soaps, candles for lighting 
and scented candles, toiletry bags, cases for toiletries, cosmetic cases and bags, make-up cases and bags, edible oils; 
advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; presentation of goods on any communication media; demonstration of goods.

Cl.44;Beauty and hygiene care services; health and fitness services; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 04/08/2017; Application No. : 302017000090401 ;Italy 

3938321    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421126]
DUMEK S.R.L.
Via G. Minganti, 7 - Zona Industriale Roveri II I-40138 BOLOGNA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Tanks and containers of metal used in the process of manufacturing cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and 
foodstuffs.

Cl.7;Automatic machines and equipment for the production of cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and foodstuffs, 
namely: vacuum turbo-emulsifiers, mixing machines, melting machines, machines and equipment for filling, capping and 
closing tubes, phials, bottles and containers.

Cl.9;Computer software for managing automatic machines and equipment for the production of cosmetics, 
pharmaceuticals, chemicals and foodstuffs, namely computer software for vacuum turbo-emulsifiers, for mixing machines
and for melting machine.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair services and consultancy related thereto, in relation to automatic machines and 
equipment for the production of cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and foodstuffs, namely vacuum turbo-
emulsifiers, machines for mixing, melting machines, machines and equipment for filling, capping and closing tubes, 
phials, bottles and containers.
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Priority claimed from 19/07/2017; Application No. : UK00003244829 ;United Kingdom 

3938414    19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421344]
Miles Freeman
c/o Aurelius Environmental Limited, St Georges Works, Bradleys Lane Dudley, West Midlands DY4 9EZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Lead oxide; lead citrate; chemical reagents for recycling processes; chemical reagents for industrial use; reagents 
for research purposes; paste for batteries.

Cl.6;Lead ingots; lead alloy ingots; metals; metal alloys.

Cl.7;Battery breaking and sorting systems; recycling crushing units; recycling machinery; equipment for extractive 
metallurgy, namely, calcining machines; equipment for hydrometallurgy, namely, calcining machines.

Cl.9;Batteries; car batteries; traction batteries; plates for batteries; grids for batteries.

Cl.40;Treatment and recycling of waste; recycling services; recycling of metals and scrap; recycling of valuable 
materials; waste management services [recycling]; treatment of waste materials.
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3938453    11/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421330]
Zarcle S.r.l.
Via Lorenzoni, 7 I-62100 MACERATA (MC) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protection devices for personal use against accidents; magnets; alarms; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at 
a distance; fire alarms; printed circuits; counters; electric circuit closers; distance recording apparatus; range finders; 
speed indicators; data processing apparatus; intercommunication apparatus; computers; computer programs, recorded; 
microprocessors; processors [central processing units]; computer programs [downloadable software]; downloadable 
music files; downloadable image files; printed circuit boards; usb flash drives; global positioning system [gps] apparatus; 
portable media players; computer software applications, downloadable; electronic book readers; smartphones; computer 
hardware; wearable activity trackers; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; reflective safety vests; electronic key 
fobs being remote control apparatus; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; hand-held electronic 
dictionaries; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; software; computer software packages; computer screen saver 
software, recorded or downloadable; computer software platforms; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; wearable 
video display monitors; laptop computers; navigating apparatus (electronic -); databases; databases (electronic); 
computer software to enable teleconferencing, videoconferencing and videophone services; video streaming devices; 
computer systems; computer search engine software.

Cl.35;Business management assistance; business inquiries; import-export agency services; commercial information 
agency services; cost price analysis; dissemination of advertisements; employment agency services; office machines 
and equipment rental; book-keeping; drawing up of statements of accounts; business management and organization 
consultancy; personnel recruitment consultancy; distribution of advertising material; providing assistance in the 
management of industrial or commercial enterprises; document reproduction; updating of advertising material; 
distribution of samples; auctioneering services; market studies; business appraisals; business investigations; 
advertising; publication of publicity texts; business research; advertising agency services; market research; 
computerized file management; economic forecasting; personnel recruitment; rental of advertising space; sales 
promotion for others; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; rental of 
advertising time on communication media; price comparison services; personnel selection using psychological testing; 
commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; arranging subscriptions to 
telecommunication services for others; administrative processing of purchase orders; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; invoicing; writing of publicity texts; compilation of statistics; layout 
services for advertising purposes; production of advertising films; marketing; telemarketing services; providing 
information about commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network; search engine 
optimization for sales promotion; pay per click advertising; commercial intermediation services; business management 
for freelance service providers; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases; management and compilation of computerised databases; providing 
business information via a web site; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
design of advertising materials; outsourced administrative management for companies; tax filing services; business 
management of reimbursement programmes for others; writing of curriculum vitae for others; web indexing for 
commercial or advertising purposes; appointment scheduling services [office functions]; appointment reminder services 
[office functions]; administration of consumer loyalty programs; updating and maintenance of information in registries; 
compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; consultancy regarding advertising 
communication strategies; negotiation of business contracts for others; promotion of goods and services through 
sponsorship of sports events; promoting the goods and services of others through advertisements on internet websites; 
competitive intelligence services; market intelligence services; gift registry services; internet marketing; targeted 
marketing; marketing in the framework of software publishing; advertising of business web sites; search engine 
optimisation.

Cl.38;Message sending; communications by telephone; communication services provided electronically; electronic 
communication service by means of computer; transmission of electronic mail; electronic transmission of instant 
messages and data; transmission of messages and images; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 
transmission of messages, data and content via the internet and other communications networks; teleconferencing and 
video conferencing services; providing access to databases; providing access to a global computer information network; 
providing computer access to communication networks; leasing of access time to a computer database; rental of access 
time to global computer networks; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; providing internet 
chatrooms; providing online forums; voice mail services; telephone messaging services; electronic messaging; 
transmission of greeting cards online; transmission of digital files; wireless broadcasting; data streaming; streaming of 
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data; video-on-demand transmission.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; software development; rental of computer software; computer software design; 
maintenance of computer software; upgrading of computer software; installation of computer software; software creation; 
computer systems integration services; software customisation services; writing of computer software; configuration of 
computer software; software as a service [saas]; copying of computer software; rental of application software; 
consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; computer system analysis; development of computer 
systems; design of information systems; computer system design and development; computer system design; 
duplication of computer programs; computer software consultancy; conversion of data or documents from physical to 
electronic media; website development services; hosting web sites; maintenance of websites; hosting computer sites 
[web sites]; computer website design; website design; web site design and creation services; building and maintaining 
websites; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; rental of web servers; computer 
virus protection services; design and development of search engines; providing search engines for the internet; 
digitization of documents; digitization of documents [scanning]; digitalization of sound and images; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; information technology [it] consultancy; scientific research; server hosting; off-site 
data backup; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; 
cloud computing; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; technological consultancy; 
computer technology consultancy; it consultancy, advisory and information services; telecommunications technology 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; unlocking of mobile phones; monitoring of computer systems to detect 
breakdowns; creating and designing web pages for others; creating and designing website-based indexes of information 
for others [information technology services]; internet security consultancy; data security consultancy; data encryption 
services; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; electronic monitoring of 
personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; software design and development; platform as a 
service [paas].

Cl.45;Chaperoning; guard services; babysitting; pet sitting; dog walking services; on-line social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 06/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 016 654 ;Germany 

3938485    18/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421305]
Mynaric AG
Friedrichshafener Str. 3 82205 Gilching Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; databases; media content, namely, digital media in the form of downloadable electronic data 
files featuring musical sound recordings, audiovisual recordings, sports statistics, weather statistics, geodata, namely 
earth observation data, radar, visible and infrared photos, other data linked to a geographic position and data generated 
from these data sources, metadata, namely data on data transmission, utilization and characteristics, user data, namely 
activity, location and creative content, industrial data, namely activity, processes, transactions, and stock, and technical 
data of equipment and systems in the field of communication networks and connections; software; firmware; computer 
operating systems; software for satellite navigation systems; communication software; communications processing 
computer software; computer software to enable the provision of information via communications networks; information 
technology and audio- visual, multimedia and photographic devices; communications equipment; communications 
apparatus; apparatus for the transmission of communications; antennas for wireless communications apparatus; data 
processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical); communications computers; communications servers
[computer hardware]; satellite transmission apparatus; electrical and electronic components; optical devices, enhancers 
and correctors; lasers; laser installations, other than for medical use; data communications apparatus; data 
communications software; radio transmitters; radio signal tuners; wireless controllers to remotely monitor for remote 
monitoring of and control for controlling the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or 
systems; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; navigation, guidance, tracking, 
targeting and map making devices; satellite navigation systems.

Cl.12;Space vehicles; vehicles for travel by air; drones; civilian drones; military drones; camera drones; remote- 
controlled flying objects, namely, drones, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and high-altitude balloons; unmanned 
vehicles; air and space vehicles; hot-air balloons; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; aeroplanes; air 
vehicles; pilotless surveying vehicles, namely, drones; parts and fittings for vehicles; parts and fittings for air and space 
vehicles; zeppelins.

Cl.37;Computer hardware and telecommunication apparatus installation, maintenance and repair; maintenance and 
repair of communications systems; aircraft maintenance or repair; air plane maintenance and repair; maintenance and 
repair of satellites; maintenance and repair of balloons [aviation]; maintenance and repair of zeppelins; maintenance and 
repair of drones.

Cl.38;Data broadcasting services; transmission of data by laser beam; wireless electronic; transmission of data; 
transmission of data via satellite; transmission of sound, picture; and data signals; satellite transmission of sounds, 
images, signals and data; satellite transmission of data via an on-line global computer network; communication services 
by satellite; information about telecommunication; remote transmission of information; operating of electronic 
communications systems [telecommunications services]; providing access to electronic communications networks; 
telecommunication services; network transmission of signals; communication services by radio; provision; and rental of 
telecommunications facilities and equipment; communication network consultancy; advisory and consultancy services 
relating to wireless communications and wireless communications equipment; professional consultancy relating to 
telecommunications; consultancy services relating to data communications.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy in the field of aerospace engineering; technical research in the field of aeronautics; 
design and development of wireless data transmission apparatus, instruments and equipment; design and development 
of wireless data transmission apparatus; development of systems for the transmission of data; consultancy services 
relating to computer networks; advice and consultancy in relation to computer networking applications; design services 
relating to the creation of networks; design of communication systems; development of software for communication 
systems; maintenance and updating of software for communication systems; research in the field of communications 
technology; computer programming for data processing and communication systems; consultancy relating to software 
for communication systems; engineering services in the field of communications technology; maintenance of software for
communication systems; engineering services relating to the design of communications systems.
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3938495    08/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421294]
Fanou Aherdan
FISCALIS Consult, Audit & Tax Management sprl, Rue du Petit Paradis 1 B-1320 Hamme-Mille

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery products.

Cl.4;Candles.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry; jewelry articles; precious and semi-precious stones; timepieces and 
chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; luggage, bags and cases for transport, wallets.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; art objects of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; busts of wood, wax, plaster or 
plastic; cushions; screens [furniture]; display units for jewelry; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic materials.

Cl.21;Tableware, kitchen utensils and containers for household or kitchen use; glass, unworked or semi-worked, 
except building glass; glassware for domestic use; porcelain ware; earthenware.

Cl.24;Household linen.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear; footwear.

Cl.26;Lace; embroidery; ribbons; braids; buttons; hooks [haberdashery]; shoe eyelets.

Cl.35;Advertising.
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Priority claimed from 22/06/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 015 568 ;Germany 

3938544    22/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421825]
Frau Ceylan Ates
Sophienstr. 28-30 70178 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Shelves; sideboards [furniture]; pharmacies cabinets; medicine cabinets; inflatable furniture; support stands 
[furniture]; benches [furniture]; fastening straps, not of metal, for cables and pipes; amber; funeral urns; bed fittings, not 
of metal; beds [furniture]; beds for pets; bed frames of wood; bedrolls, not of metal; bedding [except bed linen]; vats, not 
of metal; mailboxes neither of metal, nor of masonry; bookshelves; book boards; buffets [furniture]; buffet trolleys 
[furniture]; office furniture; shelves for furniture; containers, not of metal; window fittings, not of metal; figurines 
[statuettes] of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; freestanding room dividers [furniture]; hairdressing chairs; coat hooks, not of
metal; coat rack; curtain hooks; curtain holders, not of textile; curtain rings; curtain poles; curtain rods; braids of straw; 
house numbers, non-luminous, not of metal; indoor blinds of fabric for windows; interior blinds for windows 
[furnishings]; fireplace screens [furniture]; edges of plastic for furniture; carts for computers [furniture]; filing cabinets; 
clothes hooks, not of metal; storage racks; mannequins; clothes rack [furniture]; knobs [handles], not of metal; dressers; 
pillows; cushions; headrests [furniture]; baskets [large]; baskets, not of metal; basketry; stoppers made of cork; corks; 
hospital beds; scratching posts for cats; counters; loading pallets, not of metal; storage racks, not of metal, for barrels; 
bed slats; playpens for toddlers; lecterns; couches for pets; deckchairs; furniture; furniture of metal; furniture fittings, not 
of metal; furniture compartments made of wood; furniture casters, not of metal; doors; mobile [decorative objects]; paper 
blinds; screens [furniture]; bead curtains for decoration; motherofpearl, unworked or semi-worked; billboards of wood or 
plastic; armchairs; moldings for frames [framing]; tie-backs for curtains; frame for beehives; frame rails [framing]; rattan; 
computing machine frames; shelves; shelves for file folders [furniture]; rings, not of metal, for keys; casket fittings, not of 
metal; coffins; cabinets; typewriter tables; writing desks; desks; drawers; school furniture; protective covers for clothing; 
floating containers, not of metal; trolley [furniture]; seats of metal; sofas; sofas [divans]; rods for trellis; food cabinets, 
not of metal; mirrors; mirror tiles; toy boxes; chairs; tables; tables of metal; table tops; dressing tables; silvered glass 
[mirror]; showcases [furniture]; trolleys for computers [furniture]; washstands [furniture].

Cl.42;Architecture consulting; providing search engines for the internet; services of an architect; interior design 
services; services of a packaging designer; research and development relating to new products for others; urban 
planning; styling [industrial design]; technical project planning; technological consultancy.
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3938571    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421992]
ROYALCOVER HOMETEX CO., LTD.
No. 159 Yatai Rd., Jiaxing Industrial park, Jiaxing City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Ticks (mattress covers); pillowcases; quilts; household linen; upholstery fabrics; wall hangings of textile; towels 
of textile; bed covers; eiderdowns (down coverlets); blankets; sheets (textile).

Cl.25;Hats; gloves (clothing); neckties; scarfs; layettes (clothing); hosiery; clothing; swimsuits; football shoes; shoes.
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3939078    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421974]
ROYALCOVER HOMETEX CO., LTD.
No. 159 Yatai Rd., Jiaxing Industrial park, Jiaxing City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Ticks (mattress covers); pillowcases; quilts; household linen; upholstery fabrics; wall hangings of textile; towels 
of textile; bed covers; eiderdowns (down coverlets); blankets; sheets (textile).

Cl.25;Hats; gloves (clothing); neckties; scarfs; layettes (clothing); hosiery; clothing; swimsuits; football shoes; shoes.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2017; Application No. : AM 1253/2017 ;Austria 

3939084    05/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420907]
360vital GmbH
Bundesstraße 5 A-8833 Teufenbach Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, medical preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
products for medical purposes; food for babies; dietary supplements for humans; plant extracts for pharmaceutical 
purposes; medical preparations for slimming purposes and slimming pills, laxatives; appetite suppressant pills, dietary 
fibers, biological preparations for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances for 
medical purposes; dietetic beverages for medical purposes, dietetic food for medical purposes, herbal extracts for 
medical purposes; therapeutic bath additives; digestive preparations for pharmaceutical purposes.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; providing sports facilities and 
fitness facilities; education and training consultancy and educational consultancy, in particular in the field of nutrition and
health care, and information events therefor; services of a fitness trainer and of a fitness club, performance of fitness 
classes, performance of gymnastics classes; rental of sports equipment (except vehicles); timing of sports events.
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Priority claimed from 16/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 205 333 ;Germany 

3939133    28/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421612]
ZECHA Hartmetall-Werkzeugfabrikation GmbH
Benzstraße 2 75203 Königsbach-Stein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Boring tools operated by machines; carbide drill bits for machines; cemented carbide cutting tools; cutters being 
machine tools; cutters for milling machines; cutting tools [machine] in the form of end mills; cutting tools for machine 
centres; cutting, drilling, abrading, sharpening and surface treatment machines and apparatus; diamond cutting tools for 
machines; diamond drill bits for machines; diamond-pointed metal-cutting tools; dies for machine tools; drill bits for 
machines; drill bits for rotary power tools; drilling bits [parts of machines]; drilling machines; drilling machines and parts 
therefor; drilling tips for drilling machines; drilling tools for use with machines; drills [power tools]; mechanical tools; 
metal cutting tools [machines]; milling tools [machines]; milling tools [parts for machines]; polycrystalline diamond 
cutters for machining of workpieces; polycrystalline diamond cutters for ready cutting of workpieces [machines]; power 
drills and boring machines; reamers [power tools]; rotary drills [machines]; rotary metal cutting tools [machines]; rotary 
metal cutting tools [parts of machines]; rotary milling cutters [machines]; rotary milling cutters [parts of machines]; rotary 
tool bits [parts of machines]; rotary tools [machines]; saw blades [parts of machines]; screw-thread cutters [machines]; 
taps [machine tools]; thread mills [power tools]; tool bits for metalworking machines; tool cutting machines; tools for 
machine tools.

Cl.8;Bits [parts of hand tools]; borers; boring tools [hand-operated tools]; cutters [hand operated tools]; cutting tools 
[hand tools]; cutting, drilling, grinding, sharpening and surface treatment hand tools; diamond cutting tools for hand-
operated tools; diamond drill bits for hand-operated tools; drill bits for hand drills; drill bits for use in hand tools; hand 
drills, hand-operated; reamers; rotary dies [hand-operated tools]; rotary drills [hand-operated tools]; rotary metal cutting 
tools [hand-operated tools]; tube reamers [hand-operated tools].

Cl.10;Apparatus for use by dental technicians; dental apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus for milling; dental 
burs; dental drill bits; dental drills; dental equipment; dental moulding devices; drilling jigs for dental applications; 
electric drills for surgical use; medical and surgical cutters for cutting human or animal tissue and organs; surgical drill 
bits; surgical drills.

Cl.40;Laser scribing services; metal treating; providing material treatment information; treating [shaping] of metal; 
treating [stamping] of metal; treatment of materials by laser beam.
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3939155    09/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421851]
FUJIAN NEW YIFA GROUP CO., Ltd.
Xinhan Industrial Area, Hanjiang District, Putian City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Food for babies; sanitary tampons; sanitary pads; sanitary towels; absorbent wadding; babies' napkin-pants; 
disinfectant wipes; diapers for incontinents; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; babies' napkins [diapers].

Cl.16;Paper; copying paper [stationery]; toilet paper; handkerchiefs of paper; tissues of paper for removing make-up; 
table napkins of paper; face towels of paper; towels of paper; paper sheets [stationery]; wrapping paper.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2017; Application No. : 017554775 ;European Union 

3939164    06/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421664]
Organisation Européene, des Brevets Europäische, Patentorganisation European Patents Organisation Internationale Org.
Bob-van-Benthem-Platz 1 80469 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing of access to databases and enabling of access to databases in the field of intellectual property.

Cl.45;Providing bibliographic, legal and technical information relating to intellectual property rights via an online 
searchable database.
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Priority claimed from 03/11/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 028 034 ;Germany 

3939189    02/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421628]
ARS Parfum Creation & Consulting GmbH
Friedrichshof 50997 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery and fragrances; body cleaning and beauty care preparations; essential oils and aromatic extracts; 
cleaning and fragrancing preparations; household fragrances.

Cl.4;Fuels and illuminants; perfumed candles.

Cl.44;Human healthcare services; human hygiene and beauty care; consultancy services, in the field of cosmetics, 
namely for perfumes, also via internet and mobile applications.
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Priority claimed from 18/08/2017; Application No. : UK00003251159 ;United Kingdom 

3939204    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421180]
Blanson Ltd
Unit B, Coventry Road, Narborough LEICESTER LE19 2GG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Windows and tubes for hyperbaric oxygen chambers (medical use); chromatography columns for medical use.

Cl.12;Windows and viewports for submersible vehicles.

Cl.17;Acrylic resins; cast acrylic resins; semi-processed acrylic resins.
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Priority claimed from 03/11/2017; Application No. : 2017/07711 ;Sweden 

3939227    03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421154]
Moodelizer AB
Västmannagatan 73 SE-113 26 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer software for use in video editing; computer software for creating, editing, processing, 
organizing, importing, exporting, and encoding sounds, music, audio content, videos, films and multimedia content; 
computer software for creating and editing digital animation, graphics and special effects; computer software for creating,
processing, exporting, and encoding digital media; downloadable music files; downloadable software; music-composition 
software; computer application software for mobile telephones.

Cl.41;Production of sound; audio entertainment services; audio recording and production; production of audio 
entertainment; editing of audio recordings; sound recording services; production of sound and music recordings; editing 
or recording of sounds and images; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; entertainment services 
for sharing audio and video recordings.

Cl.42;Software development, programming and implementation; development and testing of computing methods, 
algorithms and software for creating and reproducing music; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS].
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2017; Application No. : 1358039 ;Benelux 

3939233    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420903]
Marvesa Oils & Fats B.V.
Parklaan 1 NL-3016 BA Rotterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Vegetable edible oils and fats for use as medicinal and dietetic preparation for foodstuffs for animals, animal feed 
and supplementary feed, including vegetable oils and fats for use as growth hormone for animals.

Cl.29;Edible oils and fats for use in cooking or preparation for foodstuffs for animals, animal feed and complementary 
feed including edible oils and fats to promote animal growth.

Cl.31;Food for animals; animal feed; mixed animal feed; protein-enriched feed for animal consumption; raw foodstuffs 
for animals, animal feed, mixed feed and protein-enriched feed for animal consumption.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1613160 1613160 - (1404-0) - The specification of goods is amended to read as SUBMERSIBLE 
WINDING WIRE, DCC WIRE AND WIRES.by virtue of TM-16 dated 13/04/2012 

2418082 2418082 - (1852-0) 
The restriction has been deleted as per TM 1. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
542199 582614 596130 678739 701407
712315 741343 781888 818184 834758
865543 865544 867114 923233 923234
963329 984449 1012626 1327345 1376927
1519567 1519569 1519572 1544332 1656059
1676735 1727060 1738179 1752535 1784913
1861667 1884794 1900560 1918299 1930175
1931346 1957591 1963034 1967871 1969200
2011634 2021324 2043558 2059543 2060000
2060002 2066950 2066951 2068924 2068925
2074305 2075712 2076191 2076984 2077097
2086553 2086589 2093780 2102293 2103956
2104360 2110806 2130791 2132017 2132528
2134438 2136203 2137189 2142115 2142117
2142815 2152199 2153904 2157700 2158894
2158895 2159171 2161153 2162568 2163169
2163893 2168837 2169912 2175892 2177068
2179549 2182735 2184243 2185771 2195177
2199929 2200539 2203351 2222233 2227294
2227295 2229762 2232209 2235834 2236142
2238594 2238611 2238618 2241624 2241625
2241628 2311111 2333660 2406243 2409703
2410588 2411425 2411541 2413148 2414722
2414752 2415038 2415042 2415045 2415711
2416734 2417737 2418886 2419552 2422392
2422490 2422495 2422789 2422870 2423572
2423576 2426025 2427112 2427127 2427167
2427171 2428191 2428731 2428733 2428956
2429572 2430153 2430154 2430169 2431097
2431349 2431506 2431515 2431650 2431660
2431663 2431728 2431729 2431733 2432056
2432657 2432714 2432715 2432716 2432730
2432732 2432733 2433161 2433162 2433276
2433371 2433632 2433650 2433727 2433745
2433893 2433894 2433900 2433951 2433953
2433957 2433966 2434072 2434104 2434438
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2434487 2434638 2434666 2434985 2435108
2435110 2435120 2435122 2435128 2435131
2435141 2435176 2435211 2435333 2435475
2435486 2435567 2435580 2435623 2435668
2435928 2435929 2436031 2436047 2436051
2436160 2436161 2436187 2436190 2436349
2436351 2436363 2436395 2436432 2436510
2436511 2436513 2436772 2436964 2436994
2437000 2437006 2437094 2437134 2437147
2437151 2437162 2437167 2437171 2437175
2437179 2437180 2437223 2437225 2437228
2438169 2438245 2438261 2438337 2438395
2438397 2438434 2438614 2438655 2439134
2439868 2440404 2440488 2440834 2440835
2440960 2441199 2442804 2442805 2442893
2443051 2443063 2443067 2443081 2443083
2443161 2443166 2443810 2444300 2444733
2444746 2446386 2447094 2448391 2448439
2448443 2448445 2448454 2448964 2448973
2454093 2454096 2530526 2551260 2566837
2569849 2624672 2673448 2673657 2674147
2674148 2674320 2674527 2676684 2677551
2677717 2678032 2678211 2678215 2678216
2678217 2679052 2679089 2679906 2680087
2680088 2680089 2680162 2680164 2680181
2680296 2681216 2681912 2683314 2683359
2683827 2684036 2684091 2684570 2684635
2684636 2684697 2684843 2684930 2684939
2685224 2685358 2685468 2685595 2685639
2685643 2685692 2685693 2686238 2686437
2686584 2686647 2686805 2686972 2687044
2687378 2687465 2687970 2687972 2688206
2688578 2688866 2688957 2688969 2689232
2689864 2689885 2690073 2690097 2690213
2690292 2690315 2690389 2690392 2691034
2691035 2691036 2691041 2691054 2691060
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2691212 2691676 2691963 2692161 2692837
2692913 2693409 2693695 2693879 2693916
2694078 2694210 2694318 2694575 2695065
2695142 2695427 2695428 2695448 2695449
2695454 2695457 2695459 2695465 2695467
2695468 2695489 2695834 2695838 2695968
2696037 2696038 2696053 2696055 2696089
2696162 2696447 2696448 2696498 2696648
2696649 2696650 2696774 2697053 2697054
2697060 2697076 2697082 2697420 2697552
2697572 2697689 2698444 2698448 2698708
2698712 2698718 2698720 2699036 2699048
2699064 2699346 2699534 2699537 2699538
2699863 2699871 2699873 2699880 2699882
2699894 2700146 2700179 2700288 2700401
2700478 2700666 2700669 2700732 2701096
2701251 2701315 2701325 2702226 2702566
2707885 2709030 2709566 2709567 2709568
2709571 2709572 2712913 2714759 2714837
2715114 2715310 2715428 2715574 2715590
2715604 2715690 2715732 2715735 2715736
2715738 2715739 2715740 2715744 2715745
2715759 2716007 2716091 2716094 2716145
2716172 2716195 2716479 2716588 2716800
2717173 2717185 2717271 2717276 2717285
2717413 2717525 2717578 2717645 2717694
2717799 2717819 2717860 2717962 2717969
2717990 2718119 2718156 2718157 2718364
2718386 2718445 2718491 2718507 2718511
2718512 2718538 2718557 2718558 2718559
2718562 2718563 2718610 2718614 2718664
2718718 2718751 2718901 2718902 2718904
2718907 2718980 2718982 2718983 2718984
2718985 2718987 2718988 2719188 2719189
2719190 2719309 2719494 2719515 2719560
2719562 2719653 2719708 2719754 2719755
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2719759 2719819 2719824 2719825 2719826
2719832 2719881 2719885 2719886 2719936
2719938 2719940 2719941 2719945 2719948
2720076 2720083 2720128 2720129 2720132
2720133 2720164 2720168 2720215 2720216
2720218 2720423 2720515 2720516 2720519
2720524 2720526 2720540 2720545 2720594
2720646 2720656 2720674 2720732 2720742
2720800 2720943 2720945 2720946 2720947
2720949 2720950 2720952 2720954 2720959
2720960 2720981 2721015 2721018 2721019
2721021 2721022 2721057 2721082 2721083
2721084 2721096 2721097 2721132 2721179
2721191 2721288 2721381 2721383 2721384
2721385 2721386 2721390 2721473 2721475
2721476 2721477 2721478 2721479 2721480
2721481 2721482 2721489 2721509 2721597
2721709 2721710 2721714 2721837 2722089
2722154 2722155 2722181 2722182 2722183
2722188 2722189 2722255 2722263 2722381
2722384 2722386 2722407 2722408 2722409
2722480 2722481 2722482 2722511 2722519
2722523 2722525 2722526 2722537 2722540
2722541 2722551 2722574 2722736 2722745
2722951 2722952 2722955 2722956 2723086
2723095 2723096 2723140 2723141 2723142
2723152 2723154 2723247 2723257 2723292
2723293 2723407 2723416 2723424 2723450
2723565 2723567 2723730 2723738 2723740
2723745 2723818 2723819 2723820 2723821
2723823 2723831 2723832 2723833 2723834
2723835 2723836 2723839 2723840 2723845
2723847 2723850 2723879 2723880 2723881
2723883 2723884 2723886 2723888 2723889
2723890 2723916 2723981 2723982 2723984
2723985 2724207 2724495 2724596 2724601
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2724649 2724677 2724682 2724687 2724700
2724702 2724704 2724743 2724748 2724764
2724884 2724946 2724999 2725073 2725076
2725078 2725083 2725084 2725086 2725143
2725146 2725147 2725155 2725156 2725204
2725205 2725208 2725226 2725227 2725233
2725234 2725235 2725238 2725336 2725437
2725440 2725447 2725448 2725450 2725460
2725543 2725589 2725603 2725696 2725727
2725942 2725957 2726008 2726192 2726267
2726268 2726271 2726457 2726458 2726584
2726585 2726595 2726631 2726642 2726647
2726666 2726667 2726668 2726671 2726672
2726673 2726681 2726757 2726851 2726868
2726872 2727011 2727434 2727475 2727547
2727775 2727780 2727787 2727870 2728061
2728063 2728084 2728085 2728088 2728089
2728091 2728097 2728285 2728293 2728294
2728295 2728334 2728335 2728635 2728682
2728705 2728706 2728707 2728729 2728738
2728839 2728845 2728884 2728945 2728947
2728973 2729361 2729451 2729534 2729564
2729565 2729710 2729713 2729719 2729724
2729726 2729762 2729763 2729764 2729893
2729917 2729918 2729988 2729998 2730020
2730130 2730199 2730200 2730201 2730291
2730292 2730326 2730343 2730543 2730545
2730547 2730552 2730599 2730716 2730721
2730723 2730782 2730783 2730819 2730822
2730823 2730824 2730825 2730826 2730827
2730835 2730836 2730837 2730865 2730866
2730891 2730972 2730976 2730977 2731107
2731154 2731446 2731451 2731453 2731455
2731456 2731457 2731465 2731466 2731468
2731469 2731533 2731534 2731535 2731587
2731601 2731647 2731648 2731654 2731672
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2731700 2731713 2731723 2731740 2731814
2731824 2731932 2732063 2732064 2732076
2732089 2732095 2732096 2732113 2732114
2732115 2732116 2732117 2732118 2732120
2732122 2732126 2732187 2732207 2732209
2732210 2732211 2732212 2732215 2732216
2732219 2732222 2732255 2732266 2732273
2732314 2732317 2732325 2732331 2732435
2732452 2732607 2732643 2732727 2732735
2732750 2732810 2732852 2732853 2732854
2732967 2733049 2733062 2733084 2733168
2733236 2733253 2733256 2733260 2733280
2733289 2733385 2733429 2733476 2733538
2733539 2733542 2733544 2733601 2733606
2733632 2733700 2733717 2733750 2733791
2733900 2734054 2734057 2734125 2734267
2734283 2734365 2734429 2734433 2734434
2734446 2734447 2734681 2734684 2734686
2734867 2734870 2734888 2734889 2734901
2734923 2734960 2734980 2734993 2735226
2735245 2735461 2735631 2735663 2735951
2736032 2736089 2736177 2736178 2736464
2736465 2736490 2736531 2736685 2736808
2736812 2737058 2737059 2737081 2737082
2737449 2737572 2737578 2737595 2737610
2737615 2737617 2737624 2737795 2737796
2737804 2737846 2737847 2737920 2737921
2737924 2737963 2738046 2738047 2738049
2738082 2738083 2738149 2738300 2738391
2738394 2738398 2738400 2738404 2738406
2738408 2738409 2738410 2738419 2738511
2738512 2738533 2738634 2738654 2738655
2738688 2738697 2738702 2738708 2738728
2738882 2738885 2739063 2739162 2739432
2739462 2739627 2739628 2739640 2739641
2739716 2739717 2739718 2739719 2739724
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2739725 2739748 2739826 2739833 2739968
2739985 2739986 2740006 2740058 2740213
2740216 2740217 2740220 2740221 2740237
2740239 2740246 2740247 2740253 2740255
2740256 2740328 2740358 2740360 2740471
2740544 2740593 2740817 2740822 2740830
2740846 2740865 2740907 2740910 2740912
2740919 2740922 2740927 2741148 2741158
2741486 2741487 2741572 2741573 2741617
2741619 2741687 2741688 2741694 2741698
2741701 2741707 2741709 2741761 2742044
2742092 2742120 2742121 2742132 2742134
2742304 2742342 2742343 2742448 2742477
2742554 2742625 2742626 2742639 2742773
2742833 2742949 2742957 2743002 2743007
2743012 2743123 2743126 2743127 2743137
2743267 2743345 2743347 2743348 2743351
2743365 2743379 2743399 2743400 2743403
2743404 2743405 2743437 2743438 2743440
2743832 2743833 2744040 2744268 2744342
2744453 2744454 2744987 2745213 2745249
2745357 2745364 2745365 2745620 2745709
2745882 2745892 2745896 2746177 2746262
2746266 2746271 2746553 2746687 2746834
2746902 2746935 2746937 2746939 2747023
2747150 2747596 2747599 2747733 2747760
2747762 2748212 2748213 2748295 2748296
2748297 2748298 2748300 2748303 2748487
2748524 2748558 2748585 2748647 2748691
2748711 2748719 2748766 2748769 2748896
2749132 2749133 2749222 2749270 2749400
2749622 2749659 2749718 2749745 2749829
2749830 2750036 2750109 2750397 2750881
2750883 2750936 2751379 2751437 2751519
2751522 2751706 2751893 2751933 2752215
2752608 2752609 2752611 2752614 2752757
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2752977 2752979 2753251 2753442 2753626
2753947 2754054 2754201 2754475 2754506
2754638 2754740 2755246 2755339 2755342
2755343 2755345 2755346 2755348 2755349
2755350 2755351 2755356 2755357 2755362
2755363 2755364 2755366 2755370 2755371
2755405 2755711 2755713 2755941 2755981
2756136 2756361 2756362 2756444 2756739
2757208 2757209 2757210 2757211 2757238
2757808 2757818 2758019 2758021 2758302
2758316 2758317 2758319 2758325 2758326
2759616 2759617 2759622 2759705 2759706
2759955 2760300 2760389 2760473 2760481
2760490 2760492 2760509 2760639 2761556
2763049 2763948 2763951 2763952 2763955
2763960 2763961 2763962 2763964 2763965
2764444 2764445 2764546 2765741 2765744
2765746 2765747 2765749 2766581 2766582
2766887 2767976 2769129 2769616 2770682
2770686 2770690 2772262 2772818 2773768
2773782 2773784 2773785 2773789 2773798
2773832 2775061 2776763 2776768 2777621
2777622 2777628 2777629 2777906 2778240
2778625 2778995 2779118 2779119 2779738
2779763 2781089 2782184 2783135 2783934
2783935 2783948 2783951 2783952 2783953
2783997 2784057 2784058 2784064 2784066
2784075 2784113 2784114 2784119 2784285
2784418 2784423 2784495 2784816 2784820
2784823 2784824 2784833 2784857 2784913
2784918 2784919 2785352 2785353 2785354
2785371 2785457 2785638 2785661 2785665
2785666 2785667 2785678 2785774 2785778
2785783 2785923 2785924 2785930 2786092
2786148 2786261 2786559 2786560 2786635
2786657 2786798 2786799 2787114 2787115
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2787116 2787224 2787225 2787305 2787306
2787393 2787403 2787457 2787459 2787460
2787461 2787484 2787517 2787720 2787800
2787803 2787807 2787809 2787839 2787852
2788139 2788264 2788361 2788459 2788654
2788655 2788657 2788805 2789243 2789245
2789301 2789315 2789468 2789476 2789492
2789782 2789806 2790032 2790036 2790039
2790047 2790056 2790058 2790062 2790071
2790072 2790193 2790195 2790363 2790567
2790618 2790691 2790692 2791048 2791135
2791137 2791163 2791299 2791359 2791366
2791382 2791397 2791424 2791432 2791440
2791445 2791450 2791451 2791452 2791458
2791461 2791506 2791508 2791513 2791515
2791518 2791520 2791521 2791523 2791524
2791583 2791728 2791912 2791948 2791952
2791954 2791955 2791956 2791959 2791960
2791961 2791994 2792007 2792013 2792024
2792025 2792049 2792131 2792134 2792135
2792142 2792145 2792196 2792198 2792216
2792234 2792235 2792236 2792243 2792245
2792246 2792349 2792350 2792353 2792548
2792677 2792696 2792697 2792700 2792701
2792703 2792704 2792705 2792729 2792765
2792767 2792798 2792807 2792833 2792876
2792929 2792963 2792965 2792967 2792996
2793295 2793300 2793303 2793305 2793322
2793323 2793328 2793415 2793416 2793420
2793421 2793425 2793434 2793435 2793436
2793450 2793453 2793455 2793456 2793567
2793606 2793709 2793711 2793713 2793787
2793864 2793928 2793930 2793992 2794004
2794006 2794008 2794011 2794012 2794013
2794270 2794272 2794273 2794274 2794275
2794327 2794343 2794410 2794433 2794435
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2794523 2794525 2794535 2794537 2794544
2794591 2794645 2794647 2794708 2794750
2795035 2795046 2795049 2795050 2795055
2795269 2795270 2795435 2795437 2795438
2795540 2795582 2795598 2795643 2795645
2795680 2795695 2795810 2795930 2795944
2795975 2795979 2795982 2795983 2796001
2796003 2796004 2796024 2796025 2796028
2796046 2796050 2796055 2796059 2796063
2796066 2796067 2796068 2796072 2796135
2796138 2796281 2796283 2796284 2796298
2796301 2796302 2796304 2796307 2796309
2796328 2796329 2796335 2796336 2796337
2796342 2796343 2796346 2796348 2796350
2796351 2796352 2796354 2796356 2796364
2796392 2796394 2796409 2796480 2796481
2796482 2796484 2796497 2796541 2796666
2796668 2796670 2796697 2796704 2796722
2796725 2796774 2796781 2796815 2796829
2796830 2796890 2797066 2797072 2797076
2797080 2797082 2797083 2797086 2797087
2797216 2797217 2797218 2797220 2797308
2797309 2797310 2797311 2797322 2797325
2797328 2797331 2797333 2797394 2797446
2797492 2797501 2797550 2797551 2797552
2797554 2797555 2797556 2797557 2797558
2797619 2797627 2797629 2797647 2797650
2797714 2797715 2797716 2797900 2797901
2797908 2797950 2798035 2798057 2798064
2798065 2798066 2798067 2798070 2798135
2798162 2798163 2798167 2798189 2798196
2798197 2798198 2798201 2798202 2798215
2798216 2798256 2798258 2798284 2798300
2798385 2798415 2798418 2798428 2798450
2798451 2798453 2798465 2798540 2798611
2798665 2798690 2798730 2798732 2798740
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2798749 2798836 2798841 2798842 2798844
2798848 2798851 2798853 2798856 2798857
2798861 2798866 2798872 2798873 2798875
2798876 2798877 2798884 2798885 2798888
2798889 2798890 2798892 2798893 2798896
2798917 2798954 2798956 2798959 2798961
2799026 2799027 2799042 2799046 2799051
2799057 2799152 2799153 2799154 2799242
2799273 2799278 2799283 2799290 2799294
2799299 2799342 2799343 2799351 2799356
2799358 2799360 2799365 2799374 2799377
2799381 2799386 2799442 2799445 2799448
2799449 2799454 2799523 2799542 2799589
2799591 2799611 2799612 2799695 2799698
2799848 2799898 2799939 2799940 2800042
2800118 2800120 2800134 2800362 2800363
2800623 2800627 2800634 2800636 2800637
2800672 2800704 2800706 2800711 2800714
2800715 2800718 2800722 2800723 2800737
2800759 2800760 2800777 2800813 2800814
2800816 2800825 2800827 2800852 2800928
2800929 2800930 2801045 2801069 2801071
2801095 2801096 2801123 2801145 2801320
2801352 2801356 2801582 2801632 2801633
2801634 2801635 2801640 2801645 2801647
2801926 2801933 2801934 2801936 2801938
2801939 2801948 2801950 2801956 2801982
2801983 2801984 2801986 2802341 2802366
2802368 2802434 2802437 2802491 2802601
2802817 2802830 2802834 2802837 2802843
2802846 2802856 2802857 2802858 2802859
2802861 2802880 2802881 2802883 2802974
2802975 2802978 2802979 2802995 2802996
2803000 2803497 2803533 2803545 2803547
2803550 2803613 2803615 2803622 2803623
2803624 2803627 2803692 2803724 2803728
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2803731 2803732 2803733 2803734 2803740
2803747 2803798 2803831 2803832 2803843
2803876 2803959 2803995 2804011 2804075
2804097 2804098 2804099 2804100 2804101
2804138 2804141 2804142 2804150 2804289
2804415 2804455 2804466 2804471 2804505
2804535 2804537 2804643 2804742 2804745
2804748 2804753 2804754 2804755 2804794
2804833 2804834 2804836 2804850 2804852
2804854 2804856 2804887 2804889 2804893
2804896 2804911 2804912 2804914 2804917
2804996 2805006 2805018 2805019 2805113
2805178 2805180 2805182 2805185 2805186
2805190 2805192 2805322 2805323 2805338
2805340 2805354 2805355 2805552 2805574
2805575 2805610 2805614 2805640 2805641
2805642 2805644 2805645 2805705 2805708
2805714 2805716 2805779 2806015 2806016
2806017 2806019 2806020 2806025 2806027
2806028 2806033 2806121 2806122 2806140
2806141 2806155 2806193 2806224 2806265
2806266 2806268 2806269 2806270 2806271
2806284 2806286 2806287 2806288 2806289
2806291 2806292 2806293 2806304 2806322
2806514 2806515 2806517 2806531 2806533
2806547 2806549 2806597 2806778 2806798
2807062 2807289 2807293 2807298 2807300
2807305 2807335 2807336 2807340 2807351
2807356 2807409 2807410 2807710 2807711
2807713 2807735 2807738 2807965 2808092
2808143 2808151 2808621 2808646 2808647
2808653 2809095 2809097 2809129 2809147
2809151 2809154 2810192 2810193 2810515
2810516 2810759 2810761 2810763 2810918
2811606 2811607 2811608 2811610 2811612
2811613 2811674 2812044 2812595 2812600
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2812601 2812994 2812995 2812996 2813001
2813224 2813522 2819924 2821943 2822739
2825214 2827785 2829509 2831778 2832385
2838286 2838288 2839715 2840148 2840156
2840203 2844505 2847560 2847668 2850437
2852854 2860415 2861268 2861478 2861479
2861593 2861692 2861695 2861696 2861911
2861912 2862436 2862437 2862445 2862454
2862464 2862602 2862603 2862604 2862605
2862642 2862644 2862659 2862660 2862867
2862868 2862977 2862979 2862983 2862998
2862999 2863469 2863777 2863778 2863995
2864656 2864657 2864658 2864730 2864731
2864802 2865074 2865213 2865215 2865257
2865259 2866081 2866452 2866489 2866491
2866492 2866498 2866499 2866700 2867319
2867326 2867328 2867341 2867347 2867350
2867416 2867851 2867980 2868371 2868372
2868374 2868377 2868412 2868413 2868414
2868415 2868416 2868422 2868424 2868535
2868782 2868784 2868914 2869098 2869134
2869356 2869611 2869670 2869671 2869672
2869677 2869679 2870130 2870132 2870221
2870572 2870587 2870589 2870594 2870595
2870596 2870706 2870707 2870712 2870715
2870717 2870718 2870985 2871042 2871048
2871061 2871796 2871797 2871800 2871802
2871815 2871816 2871818 2871946 2871947
2872526 2872539 2872553 2872559 2872638
2872776 2872795 2873057 2873058 2873262
2873316 2873634 2873668 2873917 2873921
2873925 2874058 2874059 2874083 2874084
2874162 2874163 2874233 2874486 2874642
2875452 2875633 2875947 2875950 2875953
2875956 2876210 2876212 2876213 2876214
2876299 2876496 2877496 2877498 2877499
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2877530 2877934 2877935 2878007 2878098
2878110 2878111 2878288 2878294 2878297
2878299 2878474 2879058 2879059 2879276
2879280 2879319 2879490 2879491 2879496
2879509 2879510 2879512 2879519 2879521
2879527 2879574 2879589 2879590 2879591
2879592 2879593 2879594 2879611 2879633
2879635 2879753 2879754 2879755 2879756
2879757 2879904 2880894 2880906 2880907
2880909 2880911 2880912 2880914 2880915
2880916 2880925 2880933 2880934 2881207
2881208 2881352 2882428 2882434 2882435
2882437 2882438 2882577 2882578 2882797
2883153 2883298 2883299 2883300 2883301
2883930 2883931 2883932 2883933 2883934
2883935 2884385 2884526 2885155 2885311
2885315 2885351 2885352 2885684 2885759
2885811 2885818 2886052 2886073 2886074
2886112 2886113 2886116 2886117 2886119
2886120 2886121 2886125 2886129 2887045
2887080 2887082 2887085 2887087 2887091
2887227 2887231 2887946 2888074 2888349
2888490 2888632 2888633 2888644 2888810
2888816 2888817 2888821 2888822 2888823
2888848 2888909 2888910 2888913 2889101
2889124 2889140 2889216 2889220 2889226
2889831 2889849 2889850 2889910 2890048
2890054 2890762 2890892 2890893 2890898
2891011 2891018 2891020 2891022 2891023
2891916 2891917 2891921 2891957 2891982
2892214 2892216 2892426 2892446 2893171
2893371 2893375 2893813 2895024 2895031
2895032 2895034 2895085 2895157 2895158
2895161 2895327 2895851 2896097 2896098
2896397 2896399 2896400 2896402 2896407
2896443 2896445 2896451 2896868 2896896
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2896900 2896901 2896902 2896917 2896945
2897038 2897108 2897375 2897703 2897763
2897765 2897766 2897767 2897770 2897771
2897772 2897860 2897901 2897902 2897903
2897904 2898108 2898109 2898202 2898214
2898491 2898959 2898961 2898962 2899070
2899073 2899107 2899249 2899907 2899908
2900039 2900086 2900172 2900174 2900194
2900195 2900413 2900416 2900776 2900884
2901176 2901254 2901255 2901425 2901427
2902202 2903050 2903393 2904016 2904742
2904743 2905316 2905872 2905877 2905886
2905889 2906994 2907110 2907138 2908177
2908576 2908577 2908578 2909060 2909743
2909745 2909775 2909912 2910351 2910352
2910377 2910378 2910379 2910380 2911942
2911946 2912479 2914586 2914587 2914591
2914594 2914785 2914790 2915484 2916239
2916669 2917374 2917776 2917777 2917779
2917780 2918683 2918720 2918721 2918724
2918726 2918728 2918730 2918731 2918732
2918736 2919260 2919400 2920301 2920302
2920303 2920305 2921038 2922116 2922195
2923287 2923350 2923711 2923976 2924021
2924023 2924179 2924190 2924191 2924192
2924194 2926265 2926948 2926949 2927045
2927873 2928286 2928315 2928551 2928814
2929043 2929044 2929047 2929050 2929051
2929054 2929925 2930610 2930612 2931289
2931299 2931307 2931309 2931310 2931313
2931315 2931316 2931322 2931324 2931540
2931541 2931580 2931626 2931694 2931695
2931700 2932959 2933020 2933367 2933368
2933369 2933371 2933372 2933374 2933375
2933376 2933409 2934811 2935725 2966442
2966699 2975219 2991094 3018407 3165772
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3186503 3192266 3221949 3235812 3236700
3252144 3264991 3285161 3299530 3337340
3387204 3387205 3421478 3442845 3455950
3477829 3496816 3509912 3511101 3511104
3511105 3511399 3516304 3518748 3520745
3540892 3543600 3543836 3545831 3547021
3547572 3547573 3547574 3547617 3547619
3553894 3557693 3565438 3586704 3586705
3589641 3589899 3595076 3598962 3604423
3605060 3612308 3615931 3618813 3619440
3620174 3622248 3623641 3627918 3629765
3629787 3630421 3631645 3632085 3646735
3646738 3654528 3655752 3659846 3665029
3668249 3670121 3672350 3672712 3673452
3675630 3675793 3675794 3675893 3678771
3678909 3680431 3681632 3682910 3683548
3683549 3686383 3686494 3686496 3686508
3690703 3690859 3690860 3691391 3692649
3693728 3693838 3693943 3694931 3695123
3696719 3697037 3697038 3697045 3697320
3698269 3698270 3698675 3699279 3699579
3701660 3702657 3703023 3703439 3704139
3704140 3705511 3705648 3705650 3705969
3706095 3706208 3706248 3706719 3706721
3706951 3707099 3708153 3708422 3708582
3708952 3708971 3708973 3709326 3709332
3709969 3711062 3711079 3711155 3711289
3711290 3711292 3711294 3711295 3711296
3711297 3711298 3711301 3711302 3711303
3711304 3711915 3711916 3711917 3711918
3711919 3712477 3713348 3713665 3714872
3714879 3715006 3715216 3715450 3715451
3716039 3716309 3717365 3717825 3717827
3718311 3718745 3719357 3719658 3720289
3721085 3721086 3721287 3723992 3723993
3724138 3724478 3724567 3724857 3725012
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3725416 3725758 3725786 3725975 3726399
3726923 3727297 3727845 3727847 3727849
3728746 3728907 3728922 3729507 3729780
3731328 3734427 3734443 3734510 3734901
3734936 3734939 3735466 3735482 3736213
3736438 3736520 3737378 3738190 3738494
3738712 3738896 3739172 3739201 3739613
3739961 3739965 3739966 3739967 3740658
3740660 3740667 3741093 3741094 3741298
3742026 3742179 3742188 3742233 3742268
3742407 3743254 3743277 3743336 3743407
3743510 3743512 3743940 3744055 3744150
3744181 3744671 3745019 3745054 3745204
3745287 3745303 3745309 3745647 3745649
3745653 3745654 3745797 3745798 3746057
3746290 3746311 3746321 3746343 3746355
3746499 3746588 3746624 3746783 3746787
3746796 3746821 3746849 3746943 3746961
3746964 3746976 3746981 3747161 3747228
3747297 3747318 3747340 3747359 3747376
3747461 3747486 3747557 3747614 3747697
3747718 3747810 3747887 3747889 3747946
3747957 3747958 3748084 3748085 3748086
3748105 3748133 3748638 3748817 3748877
3748942 3748972 3748980 3748983 3749006
3749050 3749118 3749134 3749148 3749268
3749276 3749342 3749596 3749799 3749808
3749815 3749831 3749834 3749851 3749852
3749880 3749883 3749887 3749984 3749995
3750025 3750138 3750163 3750175 3750250
3750275 3750278 3750376 3750449 3750494
3750666 3750841 3750964 3751074 3751094
3751137 3751165 3751388 3751389 3751421
3751520 3751544 3751577 3751590 3751591
3751629 3751698 3751724 3751765 3751792
3751863 3751872 3751884 3751925 3751926
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3751958 3751975 3751984 3751985 3752018
3752181 3752214 3752241 3752257 3752262
3752283 3752306 3752353 3752358 3752364
3752392 3752471 3752567 3752588 3752606
3752719 3752721 3752722 3752723 3752739
3752788 3752789 3752791 3752793 3752794
3752880 3752960 3752963 3752967 3753009
3753117 3753164 3753173 3753184 3753185
3753280 3753307 3753326 3753344 3753345
3753383 3753386 3753399 3753427 3753442
3753453 3753479 3753480 3753501 3753521
3753531 3753546 3753550 3753597 3753604
3753615 3753616 3753675 3753683 3753687
3753691 3753697 3753698 3753700 3753708
3753732 3753788 3753828 3753867 3753890
3753955 3754053 3754193 3754276 3754365
3754368 3754390 3754515 3754542 3754550
3754560 3754609 3754633 3754683 3754707
3754708 3754716 3754720 3754721 3754723
3754734 3754768 3754815 3754834 3754844
3754845 3754846 3754890 3754909 3754952
3754958 3754977 3755095 3755186 3755284
3755286 3755289 3755291 3755311 3755358
3755383 3755423 3755468 3755571 3755592
3755676 3755685 3755690 3755691 3755693
3755711 3755721 3755732 3755735 3755755
3755765 3755808 3755822 3755832 3755835
3755899 3755918 3755919 3755924 3755943
3756027 3756038 3756052 3756101 3756105
3756115 3756122 3756124 3756125 3756211
3756213 3756215 3756267 3756309 3756346
3756381 3756430 3756431 3756478 3756541
3756558 3756632 3756633 3756639 3756645
3756662 3756673 3756701 3756767 3756768
3756779 3756802 3756811 3756812 3756814
3756943 3756969 3757016 3757042 3757044
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3757054 3757081 3757115 3757143 3757169
3757199 3757222 3757225 3757252 3757307
3757319 3757341 3757342 3757343 3757370
3757387 3757399 3757401 3757403 3757404
3757405 3757406 3757407 3757422 3757425
3757467 3757472 3757479 3757524 3757525
3757554 3757576 3757622 3757646 3757773
3757797 3757810 3757813 3757831 3757840
3757900 3757944 3757945 3757958 3757992
3758002 3758003 3758010 3758014 3758066
3758073 3758079 3758177 3758181 3758283
3758295 3758326 3758356 3758366 3758462
3758482 3758607 3758612 3758652 3758684
3758695 3758710 3758767 3758792 3758827
3758844 3758849 3758885 3758886 3758926
3758940 3759038 3759043 3759048 3759120
3759239 3759240 3759242 3759264 3759267
3759269 3759318 3759341 3759358 3759548
3759598 3759628 3759715 3759756 3759859
3759891 3759915 3760038 3760041 3760050
3760094 3760119 3760256 3760295 3760306
3760327 3760328 3760334 3760345 3760347
3760349 3760366 3760403 3760436 3760499
3760558 3760610 3760614 3760634 3760638
3760680 3760772 3760775 3760792 3760811
3760901 3760906 3760907 3760942 3760958
3760974 3760980 3760994 3760999 3761045
3761069 3761084 3761085 3761120 3761121
3761148 3761189 3761205 3761293 3761348
3761349 3761350 3761367 3761369 3761384
3761385 3761388 3761412 3761417 3761457
3761467 3761472 3761497 3761573 3761587
3761588 3761605 3761621 3761622 3761665
3761681 3761825 3762047 3762065 3762108
3762199 3762231 3762300 3762321 3762323
3762334 3762335 3762352 3762404 3762413
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3762427 3762473 3762559 3762588 3762589
3762602 3762623 3762628 3762630 3762690
3762755 3762758 3762795 3762861 3762867
3762891 3762894 3762895 3762900 3763046
3763181 3763208 3763218 3763307 3763315
3763344 3763350 3763421 3763440 3763442
3763444 3763447 3763698 3763759 3763761
3763762 3763764 3763766 3763780 3763877
3763933 3764263 3764312 3764332 3764340
3764341 3764342 3764345 3764350 3764351
3764352 3764355 3764532 3764562 3764581
3764600 3764813 3764815 3764895 3764953
3765070 3765452 3765749 3765831 3765859
3766034 3766285 3766316 3766966 3766978
3767020 3767120 3767121 3767207 3767523
3767634 3767637 3767638 3767644 3767663
3767665 3767668 3768054 3768066 3768235
3768441 3768459 3768839 3768841 3769581
3769659 3769717 3769864 3770054 3770413
3770494 3770560 3770625 3770626 3770797
3770904 3770932 3771060 3771061 3771255
3771310 3771418 3771503 3771505 3771506
3771508 3771511 3771521 3771530 3771765
3771867 3771869 3771875 3772020 3772021
3772023 3772029 3772030 3772032 3772033
3772182 3772206 3772208 3772262 3772381
3772423 3772427 3772428 3772430 3772437
3772450 3772451 3772452 3772508 3772598
3772605 3772606 3772609 3772633 3772733
3772786 3772927 3772929 3772937 3772938
3772939 3773047 3773048 3773050 3773051
3773052 3773053 3773122 3773123 3773130
3773132 3773133 3773138 3773139 3773140
3773141 3773219 3773257 3773258 3773259
3773288 3773289 3773290 3773318 3773319
3773320 3773404 3773405 3773428 3773452
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3773453 3773457 3773458 3773460 3773461
3773463 3773571 3773573 3773625 3773734
3773735 3773736 3773737 3773739 3773742
3773743 3773784 3773800 3773842 3773845
3773859 3773868 3773877 3773878 3773880
3773881 3773883 3773884 3773914 3774048
3774049 3774051 3774058 3774059 3774266
3774272 3774293 3774294 3774295 3774522
3774526 3774530 3774562 3774564 3774565
3774567 3774569 3774573 3774577 3774654
3774662 3774666 3774688 3774695 3774713
3774714 3774715 3774730 3774732 3774733
3774783 3774831 3774888 3774974 3774982
3775081 3775082 3775086 3775090 3775165
3775167 3775203 3775209 3775249 3775264
3775266 3775267 3775268 3775274 3775284
3775306 3775317 3775318 3775319 3775320
3775321 3775322 3775323 3775329 3775330
3775331 3775393 3775446 3775447 3775449
3775450 3775456 3775534 3775539 3775588
3775638 3775640 3775708 3775746 3775756
3775772 3775778 3775803 3775810 3775822
3775823 3775824 3775825 3775827 3775831
3775833 3775835 3775836 3775837 3775838
3775839 3775840 3775841 3775851 3775852
3775854 3775892 3775893 3775915 3775918
3775919 3775920 3775921 3775922 3775953
3775998 3776002 3776013 3776015 3776017
3776021 3776028 3776033 3776035 3776038
3776039 3776055 3776070 3776126 3776127
3776131 3776132 3776165 3776167 3776174
3776177 3776210 3776212 3776224 3776226
3776228 3776229 3776230 3776231 3776232
3776234 3776237 3776240 3776242 3776245
3776246 3776264 3776274 3776278 3776279
3776290 3776300 3776309 3776360 3776361
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3776363 3776366 3776368 3776369 3776371
3776375 3776377 3776436 3776437 3776439
3776440 3776443 3776446 3776474 3776477
3776496 3776514 3776527 3776528 3776529
3776530 3776533 3776544 3776549 3776564
3776574 3776609 3776611 3776614 3776615
3776618 3776631 3776638 3776666 3776682
3776684 3776685 3776686 3776687 3776725
3776764 3776778 3776779 3776782 3776783
3776786 3776797 3776798 3776800 3776803
3776816 3776821 3776822 3776823 3776824
3776832 3776834 3776839 3776841 3776846
3776847 3776852 3776855 3776875 3776876
3776917 3776969 3776993 3776995 3777001
3777003 3777004 3777006 3777013 3777033
3777039 3777046 3777067 3777086 3777102
3777103 3777137 3777140 3777141 3777145
3777153 3777157 3777158 3777159 3777160
3777175 3777179 3777180 3777205 3777234
3777236 3777267 3777301 3777302 3777310
3777316 3777321 3777334 3777340 3777341
3777345 3777346 3777347 3777398 3777402
3777403 3777405 3777429 3777440 3777457
3777459 3777460 3777461 3777468 3777469
3777474 3777481 3777484 3777487 3777488
3777489 3777491 3777529 3777530 3777531
3777532 3777533 3777534 3777556 3777563
3777577 3777589 3777598 3777602 3777604
3777605 3777607 3777637 3777638 3777639
3777640 3777661 3777662 3777766 3777768
3777769 3777770 3777775 3777776 3777782
3777784 3777795 3777854 3777860 3777865
3777866 3777868 3777869 3777872 3777875
3777879 3777884 3777891 3777924 3777926
3777927 3777930 3777932 3777945 3777946
3777950 3777951 3777954 3777955 3777975
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
3777977 3777978 3777979 3777984 3777986
3777987 3777988 3777989 3777990 3777995
3777997 3777998 3777999 3778000 3778001
3778002 3778003 3778004 3778005 3778006
3778007 3778008 3778009 3778010 3778016
3778020 3778040 3778041 3778042 3778049
3778059 3778060 3778062 3778063 3778064
3778066 3778067 3778068 3778069 3778070
3778077 3778078 3778079 3778080 3778081
3778082 3778083 3778084 3778085 3778086
3778087 3778088 3778097 3778100 3778101
3778104 3778105 3778116 3778118 3778121
3778122 3778126 3778127 3778128 3778143
3778146 3778149 3778160 3778165 3778167
3778168 3778169 3778170 3778173 3778178
3778181 3778195 3778196 3778198 3778199
3778200 3778201 3778202 3778203 3778204
3778206 3778207 3778210 3778215 3778216
3778217 3778218 3778229 3778235 3778242
3778250 3778251 3778252 3778254 3778255
3778256 3778257 3778258 3778260 3778262
3778265 3778266 3778275 3778276 3778277
3778278 3778285 3778290 3778291 3778296
3778297 3778298 3778302 3778303 3778319
3778322 3778338 3778339 3778372 3778373
3778374 3778375 3778376 3778377 3778378
3778379 3778380 3778386 3778393 3778400
3778401 3778403 3778406 3778407 3778408
3778409 3778410 3778411 3778413 3778420
3778431 3778434 3778435 3778437 3778446
3778453 3778455 3778456 3778457 3778464
3778465 3778466 3778468 3778469 3778485
3778492 3778502 3778505 3778511 3778512
3778514 3778515 3778517 3778518 3778525
3778526 3778527 3778535 3778538 3778541
3778542 3778549 3778550 3778551 3778560
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3778579 3778585 3778588 3778589 3778594
3778595 3778597 3778600 3778603 3778604
3778606 3778607 3778609 3778610 3778611
3778612 3778613 3778614 3778620 3778621
3778622 3778623 3778626 3778627 3778661
3778678 3778688 3778689 3778692 3778694
3778695 3778696 3778700 3778701 3778702
3778705 3778710 3778711 3778713 3778716
3778717 3778718 3778719 3778720 3778721
3778722 3778723 3778728 3778729 3778732
3778750 3778756 3778765 3778766 3778767
3778782 3778788 3778792 3778794 3778795
3778798 3778809 3778814 3778815 3778816
3778820 3778821 3778822 3778823 3778824
3778825 3778826 3778827 3778828 3778829
3778830 3778831 3778832 3778850 3778851
3778852 3778853 3778854 3778859 3778867
3778870 3778873 3778881 3778882 3778884
3778885 3778895 3778896 3778898 3778902
3778903 3778904 3778905 3778906 3778907
3778908 3778909 3778910 3778911 3778912
3778914 3778916 3778918 3778919 3778920
3778921 3778922 3778923 3778931 3778932
3778933 3778934 3778936 3778937 3778942
3778943 3778944 3778945 3778948 3778951
3778952 3778956 3778957 3778958 3778959
3778960 3778962 3778964 3778966 3778969
3778983 3778991 3778993 3778998 3778999
3779000 3779001 3779005 3779006 3779014
3779022 3779024 3779025 3779026 3779036
3779040 3779059 3779064 3779070 3779074
3779075 3779076 3779082 3779095 3779098
3779099 3779100 3779108 3779109 3779111
3779114 3779117 3779118 3779119 3779121
3779130 3779132 3779133 3779138 3779140
3779141 3779146 3779147 3779151 3779180
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3779181 3779183 3779185 3779186 3779188
3779190 3779197 3779198 3779208 3779209
3779210 3779211 3779212 3779214 3779215
3779216 3779217 3779218 3779219 3779222
3779225 3779227 3779230 3779233 3779234
3779235 3779237 3779238 3779243 3779244
3779245 3779246 3779247 3779252 3779261
3779262 3779265 3779266 3779278 3779296
3779297 3779299 3779302 3779303 3779309
3779310 3779316 3779317 3779330 3779334
3779339 3779345 3779349 3779352 3779353
3779355 3779356 3779362 3779363 3779365
3779366 3779367 3779368 3779369 3779372
3779373 3779378 3779382 3779383 3779384
3779385 3779386 3779393 3779394 3779417
3779426 3779427 3779428 3779430 3779431
3779434 3779436 3779440 3779443 3779447
3779448 3779450 3779452 3779455 3779457
3779458 3779462 3779464 3779465 3779466
3779473 3779474 3779475 3779476 3779479
3779481 3779482 3779484 3779497 3779537
3779540 3779541 3779543 3779544 3779548
3779549 3779550 3779551 3779552 3779556
3779557 3779560 3779567 3779573 3779577
3779581 3779587 3779588 3779627 3779628
3779629 3779630 3779631 3779661 3779662
3779665 3779670 3779673 3779674 3779681
3779707 3779710 3779713 3779719 3779720
3779721 3779728 3779732 3779734 3779736
3779738 3779741 3779748 3779773 3779780
3779783 3779790 3779791 3779794 3779795
3779797 3779798 3779799 3779806 3779810
3779820 3779823 3779826 3779827 3779844
3779847 3779848 3779863 3779874 3779876
3779878 3779879 3779886 3779887 3779910
3779912 3779913 3779914 3779915 3779916
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3779919 3779921 3779922 3779923 3779925
3779926 3779927 3779928 3779934 3779935
3779938 3779940 3779941 3779942 3779943
3779947 3779948 3779952 3779953 3779964
3779981 3779982 3779988 3779995 3779996
3779997 3779999 3780016 3780025 3780028
3780029 3780040 3780078 3780079 3780080
3780095 3780097 3780102 3780103 3780105
3780106 3780109 3780110 3780112 3780114
3780115 3780117 3780119 3780124 3780135
3780136 3780137 3780163 3780172 3780174
3780175 3780177 3780178 3780183 3780185
3780188 3780189 3780191 3780192 3780193
3780194 3780195 3780196 3780231 3780232
3780235 3780236 3780240 3780241 3780245
3780250 3780251 3780253 3780254 3780256
3780259 3780260 3780266 3780268 3780269
3780270 3780273 3780277 3780278 3780280
3780282 3780283 3780288 3780289 3780300
3780301 3780312 3780316 3780355 3780357
3780361 3780362 3780363 3780364 3780366
3780367 3780369 3780400 3780403 3780404
3780408 3780409 3780412 3780413 3780416
3780417 3780418 3780419 3780421 3780422
3780423 3780424 3780425 3780429 3780430
3780433 3780437 3780438 3780448 3780449
3780450 3780453 3780460 3780462 3780463
3780466 3780472 3780473 3780476 3780480
3780481 3780518 3780519 3780521 3780522
3780525 3780528 3780530 3780531 3780532
3780538 3780539 3780541 3780542 3780551
3780555 3780556 3780571 3780580 3780591
3780593 3780598 3780599 3780600 3780601
3780604 3780609 3780612 3780620 3780638
3780640 3780643 3780644 3780645 3780646
3780647 3780648 3780650 3780652 3780653
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3780664 3780667 3780679 3780692 3780697
3780700 3780704 3780705 3780707 3780710
3780718 3780729 3780730 3780731 3780738
3780744 3780747 3780748 3780761 3780764
3780765 3780773 3780774 3780775 3780779
3780790 3780791 3780792 3780793 3780794
3780798 3780802 3780803 3780804 3780805
3780806 3780808 3780811 3780812 3780813
3780814 3780815 3780816 3780817 3780818
3780819 3780820 3780834 3780835 3780837
3780838 3780839 3780841 3780842 3780843
3780846 3780853 3780854 3780869 3780870
3780871 3780872 3780879 3780885 3780887
3780890 3780904 3780906 3780911 3780915
3780920 3780921 3780924 3780936 3780938
3780957 3780959 3780960 3780965 3780967
3780969 3780970 3780973 3780975 3780976
3780983 3780984 3780985 3780986 3780987
3780988 3780989 3780990 3780991 3781001
3781002 3781003 3781015 3781019 3781027
3781028 3781029 3781030 3781031 3781032
3781033 3781038 3781054 3781057 3781059
3781060 3781061 3781063 3781068 3781069
3781072 3781073 3781074 3781084 3781087
3781092 3781093 3781100 3781101 3781102
3781116 3781130 3781131 3781132 3781133
3781134 3781139 3781144 3781152 3781157
3781164 3781166 3781167 3781168 3781169
3781170 3781171 3781176 3781182 3781185
3781186 3781187 3781188 3781189 3781192
3781199 3781201 3781202 3781203 3781207
3781210 3781212 3781214 3781216 3781218
3781221 3781229 3781231 3781232 3781233
3781234 3781248 3781249 3781253 3781257
3781258 3781286 3781288 3781289 3781290
3781292 3781293 3781296 3781298 3781300
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3781301 3781305 3781308 3781309 3781314
3781319 3781321 3781334 3781335 3781338
3781339 3781340 3781341 3781342 3781344
3781345 3781346 3781347 3781348 3781349
3781351 3781372 3781374 3781376 3781379
3781383 3781384 3781389 3781391 3781393
3781397 3781399 3781403 3781407 3781409
3781410 3781412 3781413 3781415 3781416
3781417 3781424 3781429 3781430 3781431
3781432 3781438 3781441 3781442 3781446
3781452 3781453 3781456 3781457 3781462
3781463 3781464 3781466 3781468 3781473
3781480 3781482 3781483 3781484 3781485
3781486 3781487 3781491 3781495 3781497
3781518 3781522 3781523 3781524 3781527
3781529 3781533 3781534 3781554 3781556
3781565 3781567 3781568 3781570 3781579
3781580 3781581 3781582 3781583 3781584
3781585 3781586 3781589 3781593 3781594
3781603 3781604 3781605 3781610 3781612
3781618 3781624 3781633 3781635 3781636
3781638 3781641 3781648 3781649 3781650
3781700 3781738 3781739 3781742 3781743
3781744 3781745 3781754 3781763 3781768
3781771 3781773 3781774 3781778 3781779
3781781 3781782 3781783 3781787 3781813
3781814 3781823 3781890 3781894 3781895
3781901 3781902 3781914 3781952 3781953
3781954 3781957 3781958 3781959 3781966
3781974 3781979 3781982 3781999 3782000
3782001 3782004 3782005 3782009 3782010
3782012 3782033 3782037 3782042 3782058
3782060 3782061 3782064 3782094 3782099
3782110 3782111 3782117 3782118 3782120
3782128 3782146 3782158 3782161 3782162
3782163 3782168 3782169 3782190 3782191
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3782210 3782211 3782226 3782230 3782232
3782240 3782261 3782278 3782280 3782282
3782283 3782284 3782285 3782295 3782297
3782299 3782335 3782340 3782345 3782347
3782411 3782432 3782445 3782496 3782497
3782500 3782501 3782528 3782547 3782548
3782561 3782578 3782580 3782589 3782591
3782602 3782606 3782638 3782642 3782648
3782675 3782759 3782761 3782763 3782766
3782843 3782851 3782896 3782897 3782903
3782925 3782926 3782934 3783089 3783090
3783098 3783099 3783110 3783111 3783175
3783176 3783180 3783249 3783258 3783277
3783278 3783282 3783283 3783336 3783337
3783346 3783433 3783435 3783438 3783531
3783533 3783536 3783542 3783557 3783558
3783560 3783561 3783564 3783840 3783928
3783989 3787762
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
150461 12 29/08/2018
156838 5 29/12/2018
237292 29 30/08/2018
237821 5 26/09/2018
239012 5 23/11/2018
239014 5 23/11/2018
239181 5 01/12/2018
240941 7 08/03/2019
291098 5 25/09/2018
291203 34 29/09/2018
291323 3 08/10/2018
291352 7 09/10/2018
291478 3 16/10/2018
291832 5 03/11/2018
298502 6 19/08/2019
365446 5 28/08/2018
365461 12 28/08/2018
365512 34 29/08/2018
365921 9 10/09/2018
366842 34 30/09/2018
367600 3 16/10/2018
377301 30 19/06/2019
437393 5 06/05/2015
437393 5 06/05/2015
437393 5 06/05/2015
460116 5 11/09/2016
470841 33 15/04/2018
470844 33 15/04/2018
470846 33 15/04/2018
472220 33 14/05/2018
477326 1 24/08/2018
477476 19 26/08/2018
477790 18 03/09/2018
478936 30 24/09/2018
479384 18 05/10/2018
479725 25 13/10/2018
479840 3 15/10/2018
480244 25 28/10/2018
499204 16 11/10/2018
500081 25 28/10/2018
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501935 1 07/12/2018
501936 1 07/12/2018
536992 5 14/09/2014
562685 5 27/11/2018
565561 7 15/01/2019
566475 5 29/01/2002
606582 5 13/09/2017
606584 5 13/09/2017
610793 3 01/11/2003
615244 32 31/12/2013
624904 5 11/04/2018
637877 34 24/08/2018
637878 34 24/08/2018
637879 34 24/08/2018
638703 9 01/09/2018
639341 5 07/09/2018
639345 5 07/09/2018
655380 14 14/02/2019
667416 9 29/05/2015
771719 30 08/10/2007
789497 3 29/08/2018
794775 4 11/03/2018
812809 9 31/07/2018
814878 12 18/08/2018
816085 16 24/08/2018
816091 2 24/08/2018
816092 2 24/08/2018
816460 31 26/08/2018
816461 8 26/08/2018
816913 3 31/08/2018
817210 16 01/09/2018
818406 25 09/09/2018
819184 2 15/09/2018
821191 5 28/09/2018
821195 5 28/09/2018
821392 5 30/09/2018
821396 5 30/09/2018
821397 5 30/09/2018
822293 30 08/10/2018
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823639 12 16/10/2018
823640 7 16/10/2018
825713 9 03/11/2018
827578 1 16/11/2018
827579 2 16/11/2028
827579 2 16/11/2028
827580 3 16/11/2018
827582 5 16/11/2018
827584 7 16/11/2028
827584 7 16/11/2028
827585 8 16/11/2028
827585 8 16/11/2028
827586 9 16/11/2018
827587 10 16/11/2018
827588 11 16/11/2018
827590 13 16/11/2018
827591 14 16/11/2018
827592 15 16/11/2018
827593 16 16/11/2018
827594 17 16/11/2018
827595 18 16/11/2018
827596 19 16/11/2018
827597 20 16/11/2018
827598 21 16/11/2018
827599 22 16/11/2018
827635 24 16/11/2018
827637 26 16/11/2018
827638 27 16/11/2018
827639 28 16/11/2018
827640 29 16/11/2018
827641 30 16/11/2018
827642 31 16/11/2018
827643 32 16/11/2018
827644 33 16/11/2018
827645 34 16/11/2018
828095 32 18/11/2018
828210 10 18/11/2018
829747 5 27/11/2018
829897 5 30/11/2018
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830038 12 30/11/2018
831726 5 10/12/2018
831728 5 10/12/2018
832567 6 16/12/2018
834070 9 28/12/2018
845289 5 15/03/2019
849438 19 05/04/2019
861978 30 21/06/2019
872140 7 19/08/2019
921642 5 28/04/2010
1082024 9 20/02/2012
1098246 6 24/04/2012
1200059 25 21/05/2013
1244004 29 17/10/2013
1452357 11 19/05/2016
1454417 99 26/05/2016
1556405 42 08/05/2017 14:30:00
1597815 5 03/09/2017
1613411 20 22/10/2017
1613768 9 22/10/2017
1630497 5 13/12/2017
1647007 35 29/01/2018
1653686 7 14/02/2018
1655201 17 19/02/2018
1659105 42 28/02/2018
1659248 16 28/02/2018
1660664 99 04/03/2018
1661594 11 05/03/2018
1661595 11 05/03/2018
1667814 10 24/03/2018
1687249 2 14/05/2018
1691040 21 26/05/2018
1693775 42 02/06/2018
1703383 36 25/06/2018
1703476 37 25/06/2018
1705304 19 01/07/2018
1705306 35 01/07/2018
1713730 3 23/07/2018
1716656 29 31/07/2018
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1719752 37 11/08/2018
1719753 35 11/08/2018
1723160 20 20/08/2018
1723416 18 21/08/2018
1723836 35 22/08/2018
1724153 11 22/08/2018
1724349 19 25/08/2018
1724380 9 25/08/2018
1724381 9 25/08/2018
1724382 42 25/08/2018
1724424 99 25/08/2018
1724512 7 25/08/2018
1724524 5 25/08/2018
1724534 24 25/08/2018
1724556 16 25/08/2018
1724557 16 25/08/2018
1724558 16 25/08/2018
1724572 99 25/08/2018
1724628 21 25/08/2018
1724723 1 25/08/2018
1724728 31 25/08/2018
1724729 35 25/08/2018
1724730 39 25/08/2018
1724739 35 25/08/2018
1724740 39 25/08/2018
1724749 35 25/08/2018
1724750 39 25/08/2018
1724760 39 25/08/2018
1724762 42 25/08/2018
1724807 5 25/08/2018
1724825 38 26/08/2018
1724841 11 26/08/2018
1724842 12 26/08/2018
1724843 7 26/08/2018
1724844 8 26/08/2018
1724845 9 26/08/2018
1724846 10 26/08/2018
1724847 11 26/08/2018
1724848 12 26/08/2018
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1724849 7 26/08/2018
1724850 8 26/08/2018
1724851 9 26/08/2018
1724852 10 26/08/2018
1724853 11 26/08/2018
1724854 12 26/08/2018
1724855 12 26/08/2018
1724856 11 26/08/2018
1724857 10 26/08/2018
1724858 9 26/08/2018
1724859 8 26/08/2018
1724860 7 26/08/2018
1724861 9 26/08/2018
1724862 10 26/08/2018
1724863 11 26/08/2018
1724864 12 26/08/2018
1724865 7 26/08/2018
1724866 8 26/08/2018
1724867 9 26/08/2018
1724868 10 26/08/2018
1724869 11 26/08/2018
1724870 11 26/08/2018
1724871 11 26/08/2018
1724872 11 26/08/2018
1724873 11 26/08/2018
1724874 11 26/08/2018
1724875 11 26/08/2018
1724876 11 26/08/2018
1724877 11 26/08/2018
1724878 11 26/08/2018
1724879 7 26/08/2018
1724880 8 26/08/2018
1724993 32 26/08/2018
1724994 32 26/08/2018
1724995 32 26/08/2018
1724996 32 26/08/2018
1724997 32 26/08/2018
1725071 41 26/08/2018
1725072 35 26/08/2018
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1725073 16 26/08/2018
1725225 41 26/08/2018
1725297 43 26/08/2018
1725437 9 26/08/2018
1725438 9 26/08/2018
1725439 9 26/08/2018
1725440 3 26/08/2018
1725441 3 26/08/2018
1725554 7 27/08/2018
1725590 5 27/08/2018
1725594 5 27/08/2018
1725595 5 27/08/2018
1725599 5 27/08/2018
1725609 25 27/08/2018
1725654 19 27/08/2018
1725661 2 27/08/2018
1725662 2 27/08/2018
1725798 4 27/08/2018
1725804 3 27/08/2018
1725805 29 27/08/2018
1725806 29 27/08/2018
1725807 29 27/08/2018
1725896 1 27/08/2018
1725925 9 27/08/2018
1725926 9 27/08/2018
1725927 16 27/08/2018
1725928 35 27/08/2018
1725929 38 27/08/2018
1725930 41 27/08/2018
1725948 42 27/08/2018
1726116 33 28/08/2018
1726117 33 28/08/2018
1726490 5 28/08/2018
1726491 42 28/08/2018
1726494 25 28/08/2018
1726618 26 29/08/2018
1726682 16 29/08/2018
1726686 35 29/08/2018
1726687 36 29/08/2018
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1726747 5 29/08/2018
1726927 25 29/08/2018
1726933 99 29/08/2018
1726966 12 29/08/2018
1727305 9 01/09/2018
1727423 12 01/09/2018
1727424 7 01/09/2018
1727559 99 01/09/2018
1727655 9 02/09/2018
1727814 41 02/09/2018
1727924 9 02/09/2018
1727977 36 02/09/2018
1728076 31 03/09/2018
1728077 1 03/09/2018
1728267 34 03/09/2018
1728275 6 03/09/2018
1728288 99 03/09/2018
1728533 35 04/09/2018
1728644 9 04/09/2018
1728649 14 04/09/2018
1729062 9 08/09/2018
1729063 9 08/09/2018
1729319 31 08/09/2018
1729320 31 08/09/2018
1729683 1 09/09/2018
1729867 16 10/09/2018
1730349 99 10/09/2018
1730426 99 11/09/2018
1730427 99 11/09/2018
1730512 30 11/09/2018
1730513 30 11/09/2018
1731100 5 12/09/2018
1731101 5 12/09/2018
1731102 5 12/09/2018
1731103 5 12/09/2018
1732573 5 16/09/2018
1732576 5 16/09/2018
1732580 5 16/09/2018
1732978 31 16/09/2018
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1733693 10 17/09/2018
1734786 5 19/09/2018
1734787 5 19/09/2018
1735706 20 23/09/2018
1736478 99 24/09/2018
1736692 12 25/09/2018
1736935 3 25/09/2018
1737118 36 25/09/2018
1737149 42 25/09/2018
1737776 12 26/09/2018
1737830 25 26/09/2018
1737920 12 27/09/2018
1738393 32 29/09/2018
1738394 32 29/09/2018
1738395 32 29/09/2018
1740324 9 06/10/2018
1740325 35 06/10/2018
1741295 5 07/10/2018
1741440 6 08/10/2018
1741796 11 08/10/2018
1743406 5 14/10/2018
1743408 5 14/10/2018
1743409 5 14/10/2018
1744929 5 17/10/2018
1745083 5 17/10/2018
1745551 24 20/10/2018
1745553 20 20/10/2018
1746100 25 21/10/2018
1748198 25 27/10/2018
1750279 41 04/11/2018
1750377 10 04/11/2018
1750378 10 04/11/2018
1750655 12 04/11/2018
1751551 11 06/11/2018
1752249 99 10/11/2018
1753068 9 12/11/2018
1753412 8 12/11/2018
1753413 3 12/11/2018
1753414 21 12/11/2018
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1753714 7 14/11/2018
1753801 5 14/11/2018
1753980 9 14/11/2018
1754797 6 18/11/2018
1755061 9 18/11/2018
1755704 35 19/11/2018
1755705 35 19/11/2018
1755712 99 19/11/2018
1755735 30 19/11/2018
1755898 35 20/11/2018
1756661 99 21/11/2018
1757503 17 25/11/2018
1758098 16 26/11/2018
1758201 5 27/11/2018
1759766 20 03/12/2018
1760337 9 04/12/2018
1760667 32 05/12/2018
1760668 32 05/12/2018
1762434 3 10/12/2018
1762469 16 10/12/2018
1762473 36 10/12/2018
1763259 31 12/12/2018
1763280 29 12/12/2018
1763281 29 12/12/2018
1763282 29 12/12/2018
1763774 42 15/12/2018
1767666 12 24/12/2018
1768704 6 29/12/2018
1769452 17 31/12/2018
1770069 99 01/01/2019
1770182 16 01/01/2019
1772253 5 09/01/2019
1773538 24 13/01/2019
1776459 3 21/01/2019
1776461 5 21/01/2019
1779861 5 02/02/2019
1780022 35 02/02/2019
1780111 30 02/02/2019
1780112 30 02/02/2019
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1780469 99 02/02/2019
1782957 5 09/02/2019
1782958 8 09/02/2019
1782959 9 09/02/2019
1782960 16 09/02/2019
1782961 21 09/02/2019
1782962 24 09/02/2019
1783845 38 11/02/2019
1785735 31 16/02/2019
1786493 99 17/02/2019
1786494 99 17/02/2019
1786496 99 17/02/2019
1787647 25 20/02/2019
1790999 30 02/03/2019
1791000 32 02/03/2019
1791003 32 02/03/2019
1792670 29 05/03/2019
1792810 39 05/03/2019
1793472 1 06/03/2019
1795796 35 16/03/2019
1803928 19 08/04/2019
1806823 16 15/04/2019
1807306 30 16/04/2019
1809133 9 21/04/2019
1809134 99 21/04/2019
1810236 17 22/04/2019
1810237 6 22/04/2019
1815860 16 07/05/2019
1825869 41 05/06/2019
1826730 5 08/06/2019
1826731 5 08/06/2019
1826734 5 08/06/2019
1826735 5 08/06/2019
1828182 5 11/06/2019
1838196 34 09/07/2019
1840636 5 16/07/2019
1841593 34 20/07/2019
1844118 29 27/07/2019
1844119 30 27/07/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1844120 31 27/07/2019
1844121 32 27/07/2019
1844122 35 27/07/2019
1844123 43 27/07/2019
1846969 35 03/08/2019
1850663 2 13/08/2019
1853318 5 21/08/2019
1853323 41 21/08/2019
1853326 41 21/08/2019
1853327 41 21/08/2019
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 2859281 (1863-0) EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE AND CHILDREN ACADEMY. SUBJECT 

TO RESTRICTION OF SERVICES IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY. 
2 2982622 (1853-0) SERVICES RELATED TO BREAD, BISCUITS, BUNS, PAV, CAKES, 

PASTRY, WAFFERS, PUFFS, CHIPS, RUSKS,TOAST, KHARI, BUTTER BISCUITS 
AND CREAM ROLLS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY. 

3 2860925 (1865-0) ALL TYPE OF BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER 
SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND 
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, DETERGENT CAKE, WASHING POWDER, 
WASHING CAKE, LIQUID SOAP AND LIQUID DETERGENT FOR SALE IN THE STATE 
OF GUJARAT AND RAJASTHAN ONLY. 

4 2875291(1847-0) Applicant address altered to read as 801-805, Dwarkesh Business 
Hub, Survey No. 126/1, Opp. Visamo Society, B/h. Atishay Belleview, Motera, 
Ahmedabad-380 005, Gujarat. 
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SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1361458 - 35, 1361465 - 35, 1361465 - 41, 1361458 - 41, 1362130 - 35, 1362130 - 41, 1369255 - 35, 
1369255 - 41: Proprietor Altered to REED ELSEVIER INC , 255 WASHINGTON STREET NEWTON, 
MASSACHUSETTS U.S.A. 
 
REED EXHIBITIONS LIMITED, REED EXHIBITIONS LIMITED

402999 - 7: Proprietor Altered to KARAN BEMBI , 38-A, INDUSTRIAL AREA, "A" EXTENSION, 
LUDHIANA-141003 
RAVI INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

1360934 - 34, 1367858 - 34, 1360933 - 34, 1946257 - 31, 1943051 - 31, 1982707 - 31, 1367857 - 34, 
1943054 - 31, 1943052 - 31, 1946254 - 31, 1306292 - 31, 1360931 - 34, 1308594 - 34, 1308593 - 31, 
1358167 - 34, 1367859 - 34, 1306289 - 34, 1358168 - 34, 1982704 - 34: Proprietor Altered to 
CHHAYA DEVI , E-60-62, SECTOR -VIII L(8) NOIDA, G.B NAGAR (UP). 
VIJAY KUMAR ARYA, VIJAY KUMAR ARYA, VIJAY KUMAR ARYA

451420 - 5, 451421 - 1: Proprietor Altered to BASF PERFORMANCE PRODUCT PLC , po box 4 earl 
road cheadle hulme cheadle cheshire united kingdom 
CIBA SPECIALTY CHEMICALS WATER TREATMENTS LIMITED

885815 - 9, 887393 - 7, 887394 - 9, 887392 - 9, 887391 - 7, 885817 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ABB 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES AG , BINZMUHLESTRASSE 93, CH - 8050 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND. , 
BINZMUHLESTRASSE 93, CH - 8050 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND., Affolternsrrasse 44, 8050 Zurich, 
Switzerland  
 
ABB AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES MANAGEMENT AG, ABB AUTOMATION GROUP AG, ABB 
AUTOMATION GROUP AG,, ABB AUTOMATION GROUP AG

1508670 - 11, 1508671 - 11, 1525441 - 11, 1525444 - 11, 1525445 - 11: Proprietor Altered to 
TARARAM P. MULEWA , C - 701, OMKAR CO. OP. HOUSING SOC.,MIRA HAGAR, INDUSTRIAL 
COLONY, M.G. ROAD,- GOREGAON (W), MUMBAI - 104. 
SHREE PADMAVATI APPLIANCES

245023 - 12, 411752 - 6: Proprietor Altered to GURCHARAN SINGH,HARJINDER 
KAUR,YASHANPREET SINGH trading as Nirmal Engineering Works , 539/1, G.T Road, Dhandari 
Kalan, Ludhiana 
NIRMAL ENGINEERING WORKS., INRMAL ENGINEERING WORKS,

1632218 - 10, 1732601 - 10, 994528 - 10, 1302549 - 10, 1430302 - 10: Proprietor Altered to 
SPECIALTY SURGICAL INSTRUMENTATION INC. , 3034 OWENS DRIVE ANTIOCH, TENNESSEE 
37013 USA 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, JOHNSON & JOHNSON, JOHNSON & JOHNSON, JOHNSON & JOHNSON

1365848 - 99, 1365848 - 17, 1461703 - 6, 1461703 - 17, 1700274 - 6, 1700274 - 17, 1749437 - 17: 
Proprietor Altered to PARKER HANNIFIN FRANCE SAS , 142 RUE DA LA FORET 74130 
CONTAMINE SUR ARVE FRANCE  
LEGRIS SAS.

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1365848 - 99, 1749437 - 17, 1461703 - 99, 1700274 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to LEGRIS SAS. 
LEGRIS S. A.

411187 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, L.L.C 
E.R. SQUIBB & SONS, INC.

407040 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to KONINKLIJKE EMBALLAGE INDUSTRIE VAN LEER B.V. 
KONINKLIJKE EMBALLAGE INDUSTRIE VAN LEER N.V.

899715 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ESSEX NEXANS EUROPE 
ALTENSYS

416190 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to MULTANI PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED 
MULTANI PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

411331 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

905876 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to VINGCARD ELSAFE AS 
VING CARD AS.
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1355669 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to CLEAVE GLOBAL E-SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED 
CLEAVE GLOBAL E-SERVICES LTD.

407040 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to GREIF INTERNATIONAL HOLDING B.V., 
KONINKLIJKE EMBALLAGE INDUSTRIE VAN LEER B.V.

1358621 - 39: Proprietor Name Altered to DRS LOGISTICS PVT. LTD. 

1353390 - 99, 1514595 - 99, 1353391 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to PINSIGHT MEDIA INC 
HANDMARK, INC.

887426 - 9, 406969 - 9, 422901 - 11, 954198 - 21, 1046444 - 9, 490909 - 20, 1046445 - 11, 941133 - 9, 
941132 - 9, 941134 - 9, 941135 - 9, 941136 - 9, 941137 - 9, 941138 - 9, 941139 - 9, 941140 - 9, 941131 
- 9, 887430 - 7, 887426 - 9, 887431 - 9, 887433 - 16, 887432 - 11, 887434 - 20: Proprietor Name 
Altered to USHA SHRIRAM ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LTD. 
USHA SHRIRAM FURNITURE INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.

1361458 - 99, 1369255 - 99, 1362130 - 99, 1415840 - 16, 1417038 - 42, 2280180 - 35: Proprietor 
Name Altered to RELX INC 
REED ELSEVIER INC

899715 - 9, 899716 - 9, 899717 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ESSEX EUROPE 
ESSEX NEXANS EUROPE

1358515 - 99, 1019828 - 9, 439990 - 9, 1376677 - 99, 439991 - 16, 1409706 - 99, 960965 - 9: 
Proprietor Address Altered to 10 rue Marcel Dassault, 78140 VELIZY VILLACOUBLAY, France. 
DASSAULT SYSTEMS

1368962 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to No.93, Jalan Industri 3/3, Rawang Intergrated 
Industrial Park, 48000 Rawang, Selangor, Malaysia. 
VITAL TECHNICAL SDN BHD

1353390 - 99, 1514595 - 99, 1353391 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 6200 SPRINT PARKWAY, 
OVERLAND PARK KANAS-66251, USA. 
PINSIGHT MEDIA INC

417588 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 1/210,SUBHASH NAGAR,NEW DELHI-110027 
SHAKTI SANITATIONS.

905876 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Sophus Lies , vie Moss 1523, Norway 
VINGCARD ELSAFE AS

1359481 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to 9 NORTH BUONA,VISTA DRIVE, # 05-01 METRO 
POLIS, TOWER-1, SINGAPORE-138588. 
SOLUTIA SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.

897306 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to T-2627, GURU NANAK MARKET, SUBHASH 
NAGAR,OPP. GALI NO. 12, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 10005 
JAIN ART MEDIA.

897927 - 23: Proprietor Address Altered to 878 A, MASTER PRITHVI NATH MARG, Opp. AZMAL 
PARK, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 
M/S. T.T. INDUSTRIES,

407040 - 20: Proprietor Address Altered to BERGSEWEG 6, 3633 AK VREELAND, THE 
NETHERLANDS 
GREIF INTERNATIONAL HOLDING B.V.,

411678 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to SURYA KIRAN BUILDING, 19, KASTURBA GANDHI 
MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001. 
USHA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

407145 - 23, 502195 - 23, 502193 - 23, 502194 - 23, 534672 - 23: Proprietor Address Altered to 
IE/12, Jhandewalan Extension,Sewak House, 4TH Floor,New Delhi-110 055 
H.P. COTTON TEXTILE MILLS LIMITED.

907386 - 5, 203923 - 5, 182031 - 1, 883421 - 1, 344854 - 5, 333036 - 5, 1052039 - 5, 407865 - 5, 
362077 - 5, 455291 - 5, 385402 - 5, 430767 - 5, 319902 - 5, 883420 - 5, 452917 - 5, 868320 - 1, 908130 
- 5, 1029440 - 5, 452167 - 5, 1075790 - 5, 608120 - 5, 135030 - 5, 986692 - 5, 986691 - 5: Proprietor 
Address Altered to Syngenta European Regional Centre, Priestley Road, Surrey Research Park, 
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7YH United Kingdom, 
SYNGENTA LIMITED
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636661 - 33, 636660 - 32, 410056 - 32, 410055 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to MOHAN NAGAR, 
GHAZIABAD U.P. 
MOHAN MEAKIN LIMITED.

1358649 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to SECTOR-63,NOIDA-201301, U.P. 
EBIZ.COM PVT. LTD.

1615724 - 5, 1606257 - 5, 1044284 - 5, 900143 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to CORPORATION 
SERVICE COMPANY, 2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD, SUITE 400, WILMINGTON,COUNTY OF NEW 
CASTLE, DELAWARE 19808, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
SMITHKLINE BEECHAM CORPORATION

1361458 - 99, 1369255 - 99, 1362130 - 99, 1415840 - 16, 1417038 - 42, 2280180 - 35: Proprietor 
Address Altered to Seventh Floor, 230 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10169. 
RELX INC

411096 - 5, 411107 - 5, 495150 - 5, 508211 - 5, 604955 - 3, 840684 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 
2 Avenue de l'Ouest Lyonnais, 69510 MESSIMY, France 
LABORATORIES BOIRON.

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  
1345072 - 6: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1354809 - 7: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1358686 - 25, 1358686 - 28, 1358686 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 120 VELACHERY MAIN 
ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 600032 INDIA,

409327 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 
018., info@krishnaandsaurastri.com

1369240 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 204A S.B.I. BUILDING 23 NAJAFGARH ROAD INDL 
AREA SHIVAJI MARG NEW DELHI 10015,

445032 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.,

893360 - 29: Address for Service is altered to E-205 GREATER KAILASH PART-II NEW DELHI-
110048,

902826 - 14: Address for Service is altered to E-556, GREATER KAILASH - II, NEW DELHI - 110 
048.,

896458 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 216 AMARCHAND TOWERS, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE- PHASE-III, NEW DELHI - 110020.,

411630 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1, bassiassociates@yahoo.com

890979 - 9: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU,

1368711 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, TRADEMARK@DEPENNING.COM

901059 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, 
DELHI - 110 006.,

901072 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

406283 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

408044 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

890977 - 16: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU,

1269809 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006,
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1365277 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR 
(WEST) MUMBAI-400052.,

406653 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8., patent@vidhani.com

752680 - 5: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, 
SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA),

411331 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

888599 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1353390 - 99, 1514595 - 99, 1353391 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, 
GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA,

901073 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

899032 - 11, 899033 - 11, 913106 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, 
GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA,

885975 - 11, 862068 - 11: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW 
DELHI - 110 019.,

1361458 - 99, 1369255 - 35, 1362130 - 35, 2280180 - 35: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. 
B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.,

636661 - 33, 636660 - 32, 410056 - 32, 410055 - 33: Address for Service is altered to B-41, 
NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.,
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1361168 - 14: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301,

1212362 - 7, 410041 - 32, 410040 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 210, JOP PLAZA (OPP. MC 
DONALD"S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, NCR DELHI., bansalsl@gmail.com

960965 - 9, 439990 - 9, 1019828 - 9, 439991 - 16: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE 
AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL 
REGION INDIA, remfry-sagar@remfry.com
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
361124 12 10/09/2018 15:24:48
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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